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Maximise your
CD Collection

Ayr e

The Astonishing CX-7 CD Player is the second in a new series of
unprecedented, high I
performance, high value components from Ayre.
To maximise the performance from CD's, the CX-7 incorporates an extremely
sophisticated multi-stage digital filter system. The first filter " upsamples" to
176.4KHz at 24 bits. The second filter " oversamples" to 1.4112MHz at 24 bits.
This coupled with a unique Segmented Architecture, differential current output
DAC and fully balanced, zero feedback analog circuitry. Results in a sound that
combines breathtaking transparency with beguiling musicality.
For the past decade Ayre products have won numerous awards worldwide and
gained an enviable reputation for producing highly musical designs.
The new CX-7 breathes life into CD's.

To find out more about the CX-7 and the name of your nearest authorised dealer please contact
Path Premier
Dormer Road, Thorne Industtial Estate, Thame, Oxfordshire OX9 31JD
Tel: + 44 ( 0) 1844 219000

Fax: -,44 (0) 1844 219099
Email: premier@poth.co.uk
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Welcome
It's not just an audiophile phenomenon. We're proud to bring you the
first review of Musical Fidelity's classy-looking acryl ic turntable [ page
16], but news of the vinyl revival has clearly reached the ears of mass-
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Art Editor • René Andrew
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market vendors too. There's now aplethora ( I
could say aplague) of
low-cost all- in-one record players, with amplifier, speakers and
(usually) AM/FM radio built in. Some have vintage-style cabinets in
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that peculiar rich red- brown shade of wood that only the Chinese

Technical Advisers
Martin Colloms
Malcolm Hawksford
Angus McKenzie MBE

may also be able to connect such aunit to a

know how to do; some come in 1950s American diner styling and
candy colours, some in just aplain old 1970s music-centre look. To
quote one ad, 'you don't even have to connect it
to your existing hi-fi, just plug it and play!' You
spare input on an existing system, but rather
than do this, I'd suggest you spend alittle extra
on aPro-Ject Debut Phono turntable (with

Consultant Technical Editor
Keith Howard

cartridge and built-in phono stage, £ 170).
It was in fact Heinz Lichtenegger, the

Consulting Editor
John Crabbe

dynamic president of Pro-Ject, who gleefully
pointed out to me with asmile that Super Audio
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CD's claim to get ' closer to analogue' may have
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SACD — merely by implying that analogue audio
sound is still the ideal we strive for. In this issue,
Andrew Harrison [ page 40] explores one of the

SACD's claim to
get ' closer to
analogue' may
have done as
much for
turntable sales as
it did for SACD

most recent and certainly most intriguing digital developments from
dCS, which now offers the ability to upsample ordinary CD signals to

Publisher

the DSD data format used in SACD. By happy coincidence, the same

Angela O'Farrell

front end turns up in this month's ' Sweetspot' [page 58].

Group Art Editor

It's tempting to say that if you listen to aCD through this setup,

Patrick Morrissey

you'll begetting pretty much what you'd hear from an actual SACD
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disc, if it had simply been mastered from old PCM material. Of course,
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this shouldn't be true, as we'd expect record companies to use a
higherres master source for transcription, rather than the 44.1kHz,
16- bit CD itself. But it's an intriguing thought.
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An absorbing read in the March 1984 issue was ' Habits and
Habitats', in which Christopher Breunig, Martin Colloms, Trevor
Attewell, Paul Messenger, Ivor Humphreys, Angus McKenzie,
David Prakel, Ken Kessler and Editor John Atkinson described
their own rooms, music tastes and systems. Six of the nine used a
Linn Sondek LP12 turntable; TA ran aThorens TO 150 ( on which
the Linn was based) and KK the AR turntable ( Villchur's original

Lkk-,

COUNTRY
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MEDIA -

A Pert of Me IPC Meche group of Companies

subchassis design, on which the Thorens was based) while AMcK
had aTechnics SP10 ( he would switch to the Linn some years

later). Speakers? Again, all but three favoured either the alreadyclassic Quad electrostatic or the recently- introduced Quad
ESL- 63. Most of those speakers are still in use: atribute indeed.
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Kooky-looking but with stunning response, these
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52

this review by David Allcock
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71
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Beatles, Rat Pack, Sam Cooke, Robert Palmer...

amp, P80 power amplifier and CD73 CD player

latest in Arcam's Diva range, the A80 integrated

Bach concertos from Hilary Hahn and Murray

Sweetspot: Classical drama

regulars

Jonathan Gorse assembles amultichannel

Experience this exotic system of unfeasibly high

7 Sources

combination of Roksan Kandy DVD Mk Ill player,

spec and superlative quality. Amazing what good

New products, innovations and events including

Kandy integrated amp and KMA 3power amplifier

advice and afew quid can get you these days!

the latest from Linn, Focal and many more

Get the latest info online www.hifinews.co.uk
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Clockwise from above: Tivoli
Radio Combo fp381; Vienna
Acoustics Strauss [ p32];
Arcam Diva P80 4)341;
Ferguson Hill FH 001 [ p46]
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PROVOnance

THE WILSON AUDIO

SYSTEM 7
HIGH- END PRODUCT OF THE YEAR

Provo, Utah's hi-fi artisans, the speaker builders of Wilson Audio, have
now been at the top of the high-end tree for three decades. Recent
recognition of their achievements tells us that complacency has vet to
affret David A. Wilson's enthusiasm. As if challenged by rave reviews
and countless an ants. David has launched anew flagship to supplant
the legendary WAMM

surely the longest-running. true high-end

speaker design of all tinte. The Alexandria has • already I
teen
acknowledged as the greatest cost- no- object speaker available toda:
Its sister speakers in the WATCH range achieve the ultimate in home
theatre sound playback.
As the Alexandria Paves the witY litr new and exciting advance' in
music reproduction. s(). too, does the Wilson WS IT Puppy Syqem 7
remain the benchmark for consumers who desire compact

speak ers

that demonstrate zero compnanise. It is with great pleasure we note
that the 1\M -1
. Puppy. closing in on '20

ears () I' pmductit tn. was

awttrded the honour of High End Product of the Year '2003 by HiFi
Ne‘vs. Now that's what we call provenance.

absolutesounds ltd.
58 Durham Road, London SW20 OTW

T: + 44 ( 0)20 89 71 39 09
www.absolutesounds.com

F: + 44 ( 0)20 88 79 79 62
infoOabsolutesounds.com

What's happening in the world of hi-fi

Portrait of Focal's new Diva

Sources

Retro twist for
Sennheiser cans
Following the successful launch of

Latest model to join Focal-JMIab's

characteristics of the Micro while

the PX100 and PX200 folding

Utopia Be range is the Diva Utopia

adding adeep and dynamic bass

headphones of last spring,

Beryllium. The Diva model uses

response. The Diva shares the

Sennheiser has created ' retro'

much of the technology of the

same technical specification as

versions of the two models. These

£45,000 Grande Utopia Be within

the Micro model, using the same

new budget ' phones are designed

anew slimline floorstanding

Beryllium tweeter, 165mm W-

as asensibly- priced upgrade from

cabinet design which measures

cone and its ' Power Flower'

the often- inadequate headphones

1100 x250 x532mm ( hwd) and

magnet technology.

which are provided with most

weighs in at 48kg.
The French manufacturer says
it has been developing the Utopia

portable audio devices.

To extend bass performance,

The PX100 Retro is modelled on

the Diva features two of Focal's
proprietary W-cone woofers.

the classic HD414 headphones

Beryllium range continuously

However, for the first time on a

dating back to the 1960s. Like its

since the introduction of the

JM lab speaker, one bass driver is

ancestor, the Retro is an open back

Grande Utopia in September

mounted in each side of the

design and is said to give a

2002. Other models launched to

column, maintaining the

balanced and detailed sound.

date include the Nova and Alto

speaker's slimline feel. These two

Frequency response is specified as

floorstanders, Micro stand- mount

210mm woofers are also designed

15Hz to 27kHz and total harmonic

speaker and the Centre Be centre -

to work in parallel ( push-pull),

distortion is quoted as less than

channel for home cinema use.

giving an effective cone area

0.1%. The cable is made using

equivalent to a300mm driver.

oxygen-free copper, the headband

Designed to bridge the gap

uses steel- reinforced plastic to

price-wise between the Alto and

Although the bass output has

Micro models, the Diva retails at

been increased, the mounting of

Sennheiser's folding design —

£7599/pair and comes in three

the drivers at the base of the

allowing the 60g PX 100 Retros to

cabinet finishes called Classic,

column means that performance

be stored in asunglasses-style

Signature and Avant- Garde

of the 165mm midrange W- cone

carry case with cable reel.

(pictured here).

driver is unaffected. The Diva's

Focal-JMIab says its design

The PX 200 Chrome uses the

design also critically positions the

same cable and folding headband

brief was to produce a

midrange driver at what Focal-

design, yet is aclosed design

floorstanding model with the

JMIab claims is the optimum

featuring what's termed a

small footprint and sound

distance from the floor, ensuring

'bass tube', for extended

consistent mid- range

response ( down to 10Hz),

performance in different rooms.

and is said to excel with
rock and pop music.

The Diva carrries the full

Both units come with

armoury of Focal-JMIab's in-house
technologies, including optimum

atwo-year guarantee

phase crossovers ( OPC), and a2-

and feature numerous

Tesla high-energy Focus ring

replaceable parts. The
PX 100 Retro costs

technology.

£30, the PX 200

The company claims that ' The
result is an outstanding ratio of

Chrome £ 40.

outright performance to overall

Sennheiser, 0800
652 5002

dimensions. This allows the Diva

New blood
at Lenbrook

Utopia Be to offer atruly high-end

with the smallest of rooms.'

www.

performance that easily integrates

Focal-JMIab, www.focal-fr.com

sennheiser.co.uk

It's Quite Easily Done with Squart
Performance SQART is QED's all-

Copper conductors in toamed PE

Lenbrook UK, the distributor of

new AN connection cable range,

dielectric to ensure excellent

NAD electronics, PSB

which is said to offer many of the

signal transfer and improved

loudspeakers and Russound

attributes of the company's

picture and sound quality.

custom installation AV systems

existing award- winning Silver

Shielding is provided by Mylar foil

has announced that Carol

Reference SQART models —

and OFC braids, which is vital in

Hobday, formerly the group's Cl

incluiding adherence to the 75

keeping unwanted external

product and training manager has

ohm transmission standard and

interference away from the

been appointed director of sales.

shielding — but at alower price.

delicate sound and vision signals.

Andy Shore has joined as senior

The flattened elliptical profile of

The SQART plug I
-as adie-cast

accountant. The moves

Performance SQART allows

Zinc body with Nickel plating that

anticipate an expansion of

improved cable dressing in

i
ncorporates both a24ct Gold-

Len brook's UK operations,

cabinets and racks. All

plated 21 pin connector insert and

particulary the NAD brand's move

Performance SQART models

an integral cable over mould.

into the AV arena.

utilise 99.999% Oxygen Free

QED, www.qed.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Linn's new products at CES
'sumptuous, expressive and totally

source accuracy'. The sound stage

amplifier topology' mixes MOSFET

communicative playback'. Three

is advertised as ' wonderfully

and bi-polar devices, and the result

full- range models are available in

natural and open for perfectly

is claimed to be ' aseductive high-

either active- bass or fully active

stable stereo and seamless

guise. The Artikulat 350A floor-

efficiency and unprecedented

surround sound performance'.

standing loudspeaker, Artikulat

Linn's active servo bass

320A compact loudspeaker and

technology extends low frequency

the Artikulat 340A centre-channel

reproduction and ensures minimal

loudspeaker are self- powered and

distortion by constantly measuring

fully active, whereas the models

and comparing driver motion to the

like the 350, with ' A' suffix, denote

original audio signal, modifying

active bass but with passive

amplifier power output to

precision and power to ensure the
listener will be held captive by the
sound'. It uses amonolithic singlechip solution for low current
demands, switching over to
traditional high- power bi-polar
transistors when more power is

crossovers for the

compensate for non -

remaining drive units.

I
inearities in the bass

required. The first product to see

Adedicated active

driver. The result is said to

the Chakra badge will be the Klimax

servo-driven bass

be slide- rule low-frequency

Chakra 500 Twin, self-effacingly

reinforcement

response and exceptional

described as ' the finest stereo

loudspeaker, the

linearity.

amplifier Linn has ever made'.

Artikulat 345,

Arigid cast metal base

completes the range.

with adjustable feet

All of the models

provides asolid foundation

The Unidisk SC joins the Unidisk
1.1 and 2.1 players as another
universal disc player, making it of

are built around

for the floor-standing

pressure-formed
Linn Products used the January

Artikulat 350N350, and

natural laminate

2004 CES trade mhigitior in Las

the addition of acolumn

cabinets. The 3-K

will also provide support to

Vegas to launch several new

Driver Array is adie-

the compact Artikulat 320

products, including the ArtiKulat

cast and machined

speaker system, and anew Unidisk

and, with two additional

component housing

DVD/CD player. The Artikulat

columns, the Artikulat 340

an acoustically

centre-channel

playback almost instantly'. It can

loudspeaker.

also provide digital audio decoding

interest to ' early adopters' of the
ailing new hi- resolution disc
formats, DVD-A and SACD. Like
most such players, it will recognise
the format of any recent digital disc
automatically, ' configuring

system comprises four sonically

matched grouping of

and aesthetically matched

the mid-range, high -

loudspeakers, all featuringthe

frequency and super

board 5.1 surround-sound

latest Linn technolog.es including

technology is specified on

high-frequency

all models within the

active servo bass, a 3-K Driver

decoders, via two TosLink and two

drivers, designed to

Array' and new ' Chakra' high -

Artikulat system, known as

coaxial S/PDIF inputs.Prices for the

ensure precise high-

Chakra. This ' revolutionary

efficiency power amplification to

new products were not available at

frequency response

patent- pending crossover-

del iverwhat Linn claims is

and ' single point

time of press.

distortion-free hybrid

Linn Products, 0141 307 7777

Anew amplifier

Chord Signature Digital

of external sources with its on-

Events

The Chord Company has added anew

polyethylene dielectric and are

15 FEBRUARY Audiojumble

digital cable - the Signature Digital -

surrounded by an extremely effective

2004, Angel Leisure Centre,

to its range of cables. The Signature

carbon/silver-plated braid screening

Tonbridge, Kent, 10.30-4.30,

Digital makes use of knowledge gained

system.

call 01892 540022

during the development of the HFN

Effective screening systems are

20-23 MAY High End 2004,

Award-winning Signature RCA, and the

becoming increasingly important when

MOC Munich ( previously held

Prodac Pro Digital, and uses an novel

it comes to getting the maximum

in Frankfurt). The High End

and unique twin conductor

amount of information from asystem.

Society, + 49 202 702022

configuration.

Chord claims that the Signature

20-23 MAY

The Oxygen-free conductors are

Digital, in common with the Signature

Home Entertainment 2004

produced using specially treated ( ultra-

RCA, succeeds in presenting music in

sponsored by Stereophile,

cast) copper. During listening tests,

away that is involving, easy to listen to

New York

using some of the latest generation of

and extremely enjoyable.

24-26 SEPTEMBER

digital-to- analogue converters and

The Signature Digital is available

The Hi Fi Show & AV Expo,

home cinema products, oxygen- free

fitted with Chord's own low- mass, gold-

ultra-cast copper conductors were

plated RCA plugs or military-grade

Hotels, Heathrow, London,

found to be tonally superior to other

BNC plugs and costs £ 200 for aone-

call 020 8774 0847 or visit

types of conductor. They are used in

metre length.

www.avexpo.co.uk

combination with agas foamed

The Chord Company, 01980 625700

Guarantee yourself acopy of HiFi News every month
Call our subscriptions hotline now on 0845 6767778
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Le Meridien and Renaissance

20-21 NOVEMBER
Scottish Hi Fi and Home
Cinema Show, Marriott Hotel,
Dalmahoy, near Edinburgh,
0141 221 0221
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SHOWTIME
The Rote! RSP-1098 Cinema Processor
With Rotel's RSP-1098 at the heart of your home cinema system, the hardest decision you'll face is what to watch. Category-defying
technology and a strikingly simple set of controls makes everything else apiece of cake. Select the video source and settings on the
integral LCD display, sit back and erjoy the polished performance. The RSP-1098 makes any time showtime.
To find out more about the capabilities of the RSP-1098, call B&W Loudspeakers on 01903 221500.

Best seats in the house

ROTEL_
B&W Loudspeakers, Da'e Rood, Worthing, West Sussex BN11 2BH, United Kingdom ver.mt.rotel.com

Sources

Atlas maps out new cables for 2004
Atlas Cables, purveyor of high-

Continuous Casting pr ocess has

copper for low frequencies and

conductors for signal and return,

grade audio leads using OCC

been prohibited by the polymer's

1.2mm solid OCC copper for HF

and amatching OCC copper and

copper, has announced a

high melting point. If heated Teflon

conductors. To reduce RFI from

aluminium screen. In pearl red,

'breakthrough' in its cable

is applied to OCC copper at

the environment, the wire is laid in

the single-ended RCA terminated

technology. While Teflon/PTFE is

temperatures over 300°C, the

atwisted fashion, with an overall

version sells for £450 while an XLR

acknowledged as one of the finest

metal reverts to its original high-

aluminium foil screen, terminating

balanced version costs £600.

materials for insulating conductors

grain ' tough pitch' state, losing its

in adrain wire. The pearl green

Also new to Atlas is an all-copper

carrying delicate audio signals, its

sonically superior properties.

coloured lchor has an outer

speaker plug. The Atlas All Cu Z

use with metals drawn by the Ohno

Now, with the aid of its licensed

diameter of 10.2mm, and sells for

plug is suitable for use with

Taiwanese supplier, Atlas Cables

£590 for a3metre terminated pair.

standard 4mm sockets as well as

has arange comprising two

Titan is an interconnect using a

BFA posts, thanks to ahollow 3mm

interconnects, adigital cable, and

coaxial ( non- symmetrical)

interior. Unlike most brass alloy

aloudspeaker cable that all use

topology of OCC multistrand

speaker plugs, the Atlas plug's

fluorinated ethylene propylene

central conductor, FEP Teflon

beryllium copper is said to avoid a

(FEP), another form of Teflon,

dielectric, and OFC/aluminium foil

barrier to signal flow caused by

instead of the more familiar

shield. Its overall jacket is finished

differing material barriers. Atlas All

polytetrafluorethylene ( PTFE).

in pearl blue, and it sells for £325

Cu plugs cost £3.50 each.

The Atlas Ichor is abi-wire speaker

with all-copper plugs. Elektra is

Atlas Cables, 01563 524320

cable using 3.5mm 2stranded OCC

similar to Titan but uses two central

www.hifi.org.uk

Robertson in control
Main

TAG McLaren up to 7
TAG McLaren Audio has
announced anew multichannel
power amplifier, the 700:7r. It's
rated ' conservatively' as a
100W/ch (8ohm) amp— but is
said to be closer to 120W — and a
single unit can be readily bridged to

each stage. The

provide, for example 2x150W plus 3

power amp's output devices use a

Featured in February's Sweetspot,

of running both analogue and digital

x100W. Like many AV/multiroom

new form-factor known as MT-200,

the Robertson pre-amp is designed

amplification in tandem, including

products, the 700:7r includes power-

in contrast to the traditional TO3

as aproduct that an owner 'wears in

digital power amplifiers. It includes a

on auto-sensing and a3.5mm

package. These are said to offer

rather than wears out'. It includes a

valve phono stage and aswitchable

switching socket to bring the amp out

reduced junction temparatures and

dual- mono valve line- level stage, with

option for either valve or solid-state

of standby mode.

consequently reduced temperature

over- rated power supplies in a

DC rectification. Timing circuits allow

separate enclosure and is capable of

remote sources and power amps to

the amplifier's bias setting, as the

driving long interconnect cables to

be powered up and down. Neutrik

bias range over which the best

Based on the TMA 250MR and

remote amplifiers, minimising

Unified connectors and RJ45, digital

linearity is obtained is said to be

250X3R amplifiers, also the work of

speaker cable lengths. Silver wire

optical, coaxial, and XLR

narrow, with changes in output level,

renowned electronics designer

and Shallco silver switches are used,

connections cater for future formats.

load impedance, and even mains

Douglas Self, the 700:7r is one of the

with nine inputs available in total. A

Ample space internally allows for

voltage contributing to changes in

last new products designed before

36- step attenuator provides fine

future additions within internally

bias levels, and hence performance.

the company announced its

control, particularly at low volume.

screened sub-sections. It also allows

Quiescent conditions were

'strategic review', which resulted in a

Switching both the signal and ground

for balanced operation. Prices and

addressed to reduce switching

'resized' operation and concentration

feeds of each source reduces signal

more information are available from

distortion caused by class B

solely on multichannel AV products.

breakthrough and DC offset.

Robertson Audio.

operation. Global negative feedback

The TMA 700:7r is priced at £2495.

Robertson Audio, 07808 365192

has been kept low for best sound, by

TAG McLaren Audio, 01480

rupertrobertson@hotmail.com

optimising local negative feedback at

415600 www.tagmclaren.com

Also announced is the new
Robertson Control Amplifier, capable

Particular care has been paid to

variations, for consistent sonic
performance.

SACD keeps fighting in battle for public profile
rrr, , tillon to raise thL:

ofile

of SACD in the face of consumer

further the cause ui the stillunderacheiving format.

indifference and direct competition

The conference revealed some

L. J:tiln, Germany was

artists are diverse, including Sting,

chosen asa target for amulti- million

Groove Armada, and Mikhail

pound awareness campaign — along

Gorbachev.

from DVD-Audio. Atwo-day

optimistic statistics: in the pre-

with custom-designed listening posts

conference in Amsterdam, organised

Christmas period there were 320 new

called ' Sound Showers'. The listening

by the Super Audio Forum, brought

SACD releases— taking the total to

posts are expected to be seen across

Costello has become the latest artist

together record companies,

more than 1600 available from 150

Europe in 2004.

to have his new material released on

And finally.., in more news from the
SACD Forum, morose Scouser Elvis

recording studios, mastering

record companies— and that there

facilities, replicators and

are currently 25 manufacturers

Grammys included 34 albums that

North has been remastered into 5.1.

manufacturers to exchange ideas to

making over 80 different players.

are also available on SACD. The

www.superaudio-cd.com
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The list of nominations for the 46th

the SACD format. His 2003 album
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6 Key Elements to Contemporary Art

wvvw.usheraudio.com
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CP-6311
2- Way system:Tweeter I , Mid- Bass 7 x2
Sensitivity:87dBa IWatt/1M
Nominal Impedance:80hms
Frequency Responsel-3d13):34Hz-28kHz
Power Handing:1 00Watts
Weight: 39.5 kgs
Dimensionslwxdxh,cmp35x65x 110

CP-6371
2- Way sys em:Tweeter I '', Mid- Bass 7 x2
Sensitivity 90dBel Watt/I M
Nominal Impedance,40hms
Frequency Response(-3c113l:30Hz-28kHz
Power Handing:1 20Watts
Weight:52.5kgs
Dimensionslwxdxh,cml:35x65x 127

Iii

The Six:
Ifflitealalielialb*Raggigamige

*p
To
mount
avoids
tweeter .
diffraction and
creates a more natural sounding image.
eElegantly sloped cabinet design enhances
sound dispersion and time-phase coherency.
eHigh-gloss mirror- image finishes come in black,
white, and silver.
eFurniture-grade real wood tweeter cover and
side panel reinforcement.
eMass-oading chamber for increased bass control.
eDesj.9ned by world-renowned Dr. Joseph D'Appolito.

CP-6381
3 - Way system:TweetelTutreaseTreftelere'
Sensitivity:87013e 1Watt/1M
Nominal Wnpedance:80hms
Frequenc9 Response(-3c113):2912-28kHr
Power Handing:1 60Watts
Weight;i5kgs
DimenHanslwxdxh,cml:35x65x1 .27

Designed by DAppolito

USHER AUDIO TECHNOLOGY
67 Kai- Fong Street Sec.1 Taipei 100 Taiwan; Te1:886-2-23816299, Fax:886-2-23711053 , E-mail:usherems11.hinet.net
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Apple's iPod goes mini
Apple's bestselling iPod portable

the smaller face plate, using ascroll

music player has been joined by a

wheel that gently pivots to give play,

smaller version, the iPod mini.

skip and menu functions. The

Where standard iPod models are

graphical interface is almost the

now available in capacities of

same as the original i
Pod, albeit

15GB, 30GB and 40GB, the new

scaled down marginally for the

version uses asmaller hard-disk —

smaller LCD display.

lin instead of 1.8in — with a

The iPod mini is already selling

maximum capacity of 4GB. This

in the US at $ 249, aprice point not

translates in Apple's marketing

far below the cheapest 15GB iPod

campaign to 1000 songs in your

at $ 299. Apple Computer UK has

pocket', assuming an average song

announced aUK price of £ 199 for

the deCSS code that opened up the

length of around 3.5 minutes and

the iPod mini, drawing criticism of

encryption used on commercial

played on aWindows PC using his

using 160kb/s compressed audio.

over- pricing since at time of press

DVD films. While the codee used to

QTFairUse software. It still requires

Measuring just 91 x51 x13mm

$249 converts to £ 135 before VAT.

compress Apple's music is an open

the originating computer to be

Meanwhile, the digital rights

standard, MPEG-4 AAC, its Fairplay

legitimately authorised, and the
outputted AAC file needs

(hwd) and weighing 102g, the iPod

intercept decrypted audio when

mini is available in choice of five

management ( DR M) system used in

copy- protection is aproprietary

colours on its anodised aluminium

Apple's iTunes Music Store has

system, restricting purchasers to

reformatting to be playable again by

case — silver, gold, pink, blue or

been side-stepped by Jon

play downloaded music on only

asoftware player.

green. Anew control wheel is

Johansen, the computer enthusiast

three authorised' computers.

Apple Computer, 0800 0391010

included to allow full navigation on

who in 1999 famously published

Johansen has found away to

www.apple.com/uk

Concert pitch for PMC
PMC monitors have been chosen for

partnership with Bryston of

the control room of one of trie world's

Canada.The studio's client base

premier classical music recording

includes Deutsche Grammophon,

studios. The Teldec classical

Harmonia Mundi, BMG, Warner

recording studio in Benin has now

Classics, Universal, Decca, and EMI

been reborn as Teldex Stud o. and

and Sony. Joint managing director

during the construction of the new

and head of engineering, Tobias

stale-of-the-art control oorn PMC

Lehmann, is pleased with his new

suround sound monitors were

control room: ' I
visited Metropolis

chosen. The new system consists of

Studios and liked the PMC

PMC BB5 Active Left, Centre. Right,

monitoring there... we have selected

and MB2 rears. All are driven by

the best.'

PMC serie e'ectronic proluced in

PMC, www.pmc-speakers.com

Julian Hirsch 1922-2003
It was as if Ialready knew Julian

considered healthy today. He was to

of the founoing fathers of hi fi, he

contributed an estimated 4000 lab

Hirsch the first — and only — time

hi-fi what Delia Smith is to cooking.

worked in electronics alter the war,

test reports to various publications,

that Imet him, in the mid- 1980s.
By that point, Ihad been reading

and his experience in develop ,ng lab

including 2400 for Stereo Review,

of High Fidelity ( IHF), he helped

instruments for spectrum analysis

along with countless feature

helped shape his role as atester.

articles and acolumn called

Under the banner of the Institute

his work in Stereo Review for over

draft the test standards that would

two decades. His immediate

enable consumers to cornoare

reaction upon meeting me and

components' specifications in a

hi-fi, Hirsch built his own mono

1998, having been given the title

others of my ilk was one of utter

meaningful manner. As aresult, he

system in 1949; testing products

Editor-At- Large at Sound & Vision.

'Technical Talk'. Hirsch retired in

Moving to the then- new hobby of

scorn, as if he'd just stepped in

was akey player in creating the

was anatural progression. In 1954,

As an indication of the esteem in

something unpleasant. My crime?

'specs wars' that dominated

Hirsch, alongwith three colleagues,

which he was held, the publisher of

Saying kind things in print about

consumer behaviour in the 1970s.

published their results in a

Stereo Reviewestablished the

'magic bricks'.

While this held little appeal for

newsletter, the Audio League Report.

Julian Hirsch Scholarship Fund at
his alma mater. Donations in his

hardcore audiophiles, it's true to say

Publication ceased in 1957 when

was humbled by agiant.

that there were consumers who

Hirsch and G2dden Houck formed

memory should be sent to ' The

His reaction was expected, for

wouldn't even consider products that

Hirsch- Houck Laboratories to test

Julian Hirsch Fund' c/o the Cooper

Hirsch was the doyen of

lacked Hirsch's blessing.

audio equipment in acontrolled

Union, Development & Alumni

Imay have been humbled, but I

'measurements' reviewers, and had
little time for the new ' golden-eared

Acareer that spanned the entire
history of audio — from mono to

manner.

Relations, Attn: Michael Governor,

Critical mass was reached in

30 Cooper Square, 8th floor, New

audiophiles' that emerged in the

multi-channel — began when Hirsch

1950, when Ziff- Davis Publishing

'70s and ' 80s. For nearly 40 years,

discovered amateur radio at the age

hired Hirsch on an exclusive basis.

York, NY 10003, USA.
Hirsch is survived by his wife of 57

he had been the USA's most widely-

of 14. He received aBachelor in

He tested products for the massively

years, Ruth; his son, Steven, and
his wife, Donna; his daughter,

read reviewer, primarily for Stereo

Electrical Engineering degree from

influential Popular Electronics; in

Review, which had, in its heyday,

the Cooper Union in 1943 and

October, 1961, his first test report

Barbara Harrison, and her husband,

circulation in the high six

served in the Army Signal Corps

appeared in l-ti-Fi/Stereo Review

Daniel, and their daughters, Emily

figures;more than ten times what's

during World War II. As with so many

(later Stereo Review). fri 37 years, he

and Deborah.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Hawk
The HAWK exemplifies total involvement with all
your senses. Truly full range, extremely compact
and aesthetically balanced, it has incredible
attributes and strengths that will envelop you like
no other. Detail, continuity, harmonic nuances,
timbre precision and its self- efficient holography
all point to an experience that will never cease to
amaze and fulfil your aural needs. A soul mover
of the highest calibre.
The "Claw" decoupling system, W.B.T Bi-wirable
terminals, exquisite cabinetry and

incredible

unique drivers just hint at the magic behind the
facade. Soar to new heights with this powerful
Totem, you will never forget its true character:
elegant, simple, extreme high end.

To receive information on our full range
of products, please send your address to
info@joenit.com or call 003215 285585

London Area

Cornflake.co.uk, LONDON, Tel: 0207 6310472
Thomas Heinitz, BAYSWATER, London,Tel: 0207 2292077
Audio-T, READING, Berkshire Tel: 01189 585463

South

Audio-T, EASTBOURNE, Tet. 01323 731336
Audio-T, PORTSMOUTH, Hampshire,Tel 023 9266 3604

South East

Rayleigh Hi Fi. RAYLEIGH, Essex,Tel: 01268 779762
Rayleigh Hi Fi, CHELMSFORD, Essex,Tel: 01245 265245
Audio-T,TUI1BRIDGE WELLS, Kent,Tel: 01892 525666
Rayleigh Hi Fi, SOUTHEND, Essex,Tel: 01702 435255
Visions, WESTERHAM, Kent. Tel: 01959 569977

South West

Audio Destination, TIVERTON, Devon,Tel 01884 243584
Audio-T,CHELTENHAM, Glos,Tel 01242 583960
Audio-T, SOUTHAMPTON, Hampshire,Tel 023 8025 2827

Midlands
North

The Soundstage, DERBY,Tel: 01332 364000
Audio Republic Headingley, LEEDS,Tel: 0113 217 7294
Romers Hi Fi Great Harwood, Lancs Tel:01254 887799

Scotland

Loud & Clear, EDINBURGH, Tel: 0131 5553963

Wales

Loud & Clear, GLASGOW,Tel: 0141 2210221
Audio Excellence, SWANSEA, Tel 01792 474608

ID Auk en%
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oenit
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TotemAcoustic.com

United Kingdom Distributor
wim.verellen@joenit.com
Belgium Tel, 0032 15 285 585

Opinion

Barry

Fox
0

nce up atime, Polaroid sued Kodak for copying its
instant picture photo system. Polaroid won, and Kodak
had to pull out of the instant photo market and pay

Polaroid abillion dollars. The dispute lasted ten years and ate
into both companies' research resources. Scientists who

should have been planning new products had to spend their
time digging up old evidence in support of the court case.
Meanwhile, competitors like Fuji made hay while the
Americans tore themslves apart.
Now we have the sad spectacle of the two top loudspeaker
companies, KEF and B&W, locked into acomparable scenario.
It's really sad but ignoring the situation won't make it go away.
In 2001 B&W sued KEF ( along with Wharfedale, Tannoy
and Sonus Faber) for alleged infringement of its rights to the
cosmetic design of the iconic Nautilus 800 range of speakers
—atweeter mounted on top of acurved back cabinet.
The case was brought in the Illinois District Court. B&W
reached settlements with all companies except KEF. In 2003,

We have the sad
spectacle of two top
loudspeaker
companies locked
in litigation. Ignoring
the situation won't
make it go away

because B&W did not reveal details of this prior use, KEF
claimed that the filings were 'fraudulent' and ' Ilegal', and so
argued that B&W was ' committing fraud on the UK and US
Patent Offices'.
KEF also argues that it was incorrect for B&W to say that
the Nautilus designs were purely ornamental, because they

grounds in the UK. In its defence,
KEF counter-sued B&W, arguing

were, in fact, functional. The design patents are thus
'unenforceable', argues KEF, alleging unfair competitive
practices and false advertising, and asking the US court to

that the design registrations for

award damages and costs as aresult of KEF having to ' expend

the Nautilus range were

funds in defending baseless ' ligation in both the

'fraudulently procured'.

US and UK'.
KEF's court filing accuses B&W of ' bad faith' litigation in

B&W sued KEF on similar

In August 2003 KEF issued a
press release in the USA claiming
a ' dramatic surrender' in the case
by B&W, after B&W had offered
the firm a ' Covenant Not To Sue'.

both the UK and USA, with ' fraudulently procured' UK and
US Design rights.
The company says it has 'suffered and will continue to
suffer irreparable injury ( and} substantial loss of goodwill and

This, claimed KEF, would be

reputation' unless B&W is ' restrained from continuing their

'seen around the world as amajor
embarrassment for B&W'.

wrongful acts'.
KEF also accuses B&W of ' contradicting themselves' in the

However, KEF is continuing
with the counterclaims filed in

court papers and ' willfoly misrepresenting' goods.

the USA in August, claiming ' monetary damages'.
In the UK, KEF's statements have been circumspect. But
the court papers, which KEF filed and then publicised in the

Furthermore, KEF claims that B&W has 'wilfully maintained
their monopoly Dower' and violated the draconian anti-trust
laws in the USA. So KEF is claiming the ' threefold damages'
allowed under the American Ant Trust laws, along with costs

USA, tell amuch fuller story in the colourful language that US

and attorney's fees. In addition, KEF wants the case to be

lawyers thrive on.

tried by ajury and not alone judge.
B&W, claims KEF, ' has directly injured the competition in

This particular case is not about patents, which protect how
an invention works, it is about registered designs or design
patents, which protect the look of aproduct.
The court papers remind us that in 1998, B&W started to
register the cosmetic design of its Nautilus loudspeakers, both
in the UK and USA. But KEF argues that in 1997, B&W had
revealed its plans for the Nautilus range at adistributors'

the high end loudspeaker rneket' and the subsequent
infringement suits ' are amere sham ( and) an attempt to
interfere directly with the business relationships of its
competitors, including KEF'.
B&W says ' we have specifically refrained from issuing any
releases to the press' but the company explains that the

conference in the UK, and the same year the Nautilus won

agreement not to sue was not in any sense a ' dramatic

awards from the Academy for the Advancement of High End

surrender' but simply ' part of B&W's efforts to wind up the

Audio. In 1997 B&W put Nautilus speakers into the Abbey

action in the USA. and let the UK court adjudicate the

Road studios in London for re- mixing the Yellow Submarine

difference of opinion between the parties.'

film in 5.1 surround.
KEF argues that because all this happened before the

There is no date set for the US trial but the UK case
remains on track for ahearing in late April 2004. Dare we

design registrations were applied for, the designs were already

hope for an out of court settlement ahead of the public

old when registered; so the registrations are invalid. And

spectacle? la

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Definitive Test

Musical Fidelity M1
PRICE

£2999

SUPPLIER

Musical Fidelity

CONTACT

020 8900 2866

WEBSITE

www.musicalfidelity.co.uk

I

t's usually agood sign when visitors pop in to visit,
see an audio product, and immediately exclaim ' I
want one!'. And when the product in question is a

turntable, and the people concerned got rid of their vinyl a
decade or more ago, it's even more encouraging. Certainly,
the new Musical Fidelity Ml turntable is ahead-turner. It
looks the proverbial million dollars. Yet it's actually quite
reasonably priced for what's on offer. £2999 for aturntable
and arm of this calibre is very good value.
But first things first; what on earth possessed Musical
Fidelity to go into the turntable business? Weren't LPs
swept away by CDs years ago? I'm not agambling man, but
had you asked me afew years back whether or not MF
might make arecord player, I'd have said the odds were
impossibly long — on apar with winning the lottery, or
finding Elvis Presley alive and well and sharing aflat with
Lord Lucan and Shergar. Seems Iwas wrong!
But how do you go about designing aturntable anyway?
Don't you need to join the audio equivalent of the
Freemasons in order to learn the ancient secrets of the
vinyl disc, and how to get the best from it? Turntables are
highly subjective things, acutely sensitive to subtle
changes in design. Everything makes adifference to the
sound. You've only to look at the various models currently
on offer to realise that approaches to design can differ
quite radically.
So, the first thing Iwondered is what precisely Musical
Fidelity had aimed for in its first turntable. MF's Antony
Michaelson said the design brief was simple: accuracy
and neutrality. He wanted aturntable that added as little
of its own character as possible. He also wanted it to be
exceptionally

quiet

mechanically

and

electrically.

Immunity to acoustic feedback had to be extremely high.
And it needed to be rock-solid so far as pitch stability was
concerned. Not that much, really...
To achieve this end, careful choice of materials and
close-tolerance engineering were necessary. Even so,
much fine-tuning was needed; you can't make agreat

Hi Fi
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A true reflection

cous_!C,
Loudspeakers and Subwoofers without parallel
Ask your preferred dealer to contact us:

Exclusive dealer for Scotland:

Leema Acoustics

Kevin Galloway Audio

telephone -- 44-(0)1470-511248
sales@leerna-acoustics.com
www.leema-acoustics.com

telephone 01563-5741S5
infoe,kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

turntable without doing alot of listening. So, how did it
finally sound? Battle commenced with the fitting of aLyra
Clockwise from top left: amachined screw-on style record clamp
Argo m-ccartridge to the supplied SME M2 pickup arm.
is included, to secure vinyl to the acrylic platter; the MI uses
Now the Argo is a wonderfully crisp airy-sounding
rubber decoupling supports between Perspex plinth layers;
cartridge; beautifully open and highly detailed. And in
pow?r supply unit for the Musical FIdelity M Iprovides regulated
the M1 it found apartner in every sense of the word.
DC power to the stepless motor
The M1 likewise turned out to have an engagingly open
sort of tonal balance. The mid-band seemed very
ham.
sweet and silky smooth, yet there's na loss
of detail or immediacy. Treble sounded
the lower mid-band. The M1 seems to
very sharp and extended, giving the
be an exception to this rule. The
music an immediate tactile quality.
100Hz to 200Hz region sounds
Musically,
the
whole
unexaggerated. creating aleaner,
presentation had a delicious
more
honed
musical
crispness and focus that was
presentation — in many ways,
very involving. At the same
more CD-like. There's no lack of
time, the tonal balance was
really deep bass. Yet the effect,
open and natural, with no
subjectively, is less fulsome,
obvious colorations.
with less richly-resonant lower
Playing Daniel Barenboim's
frequencies.
1978 DG recording of Debussy's
Also CD-like was the Ml's
La Mer... with the Orchestre de
outstanding pitch stability. It really
Paris, Iwas forcibly struck by the
is rock-solid, and should satisfy even
brilliance and detail of the sound.
the most critical listener. Mainly to ensure
Increasing volume levels slightly created
the lowest-possible radiated hum-fields, MF
an overwhelming impression in tutti passages;
has opted for aDC motor. And while most turntable
great washes of sound alternating with needle-sharp
manufacturers seem to prefer an AC synchronous motor,
pointalistic detail. The sound was deceptive; the
presentation at middle and low dynamic levels — so
controlled and refined — did not prepare one for the
surging brilliance of the climaxes.
Whether or not holographic imaging formed part of
Antony's design brief Idon't know. But the M1 certainly
gave an impressive ' out of the speaker boxes' effect on the
right record. And while the M1 is certainly not euphonic
in the way some turntables are, it does have a very
'liberated' sort of presentation — liberated in the sense of
allowing the music space to blossom and peak without

«MI

there's plenty to be said for DC motors. Great care has been
taken over the power supply, which monitors the motor
pulley speed with considerable accuracy.
From a standing-start the turntable takes about 25
seconds to stabilise — both at 33rpm and 45rpm. It also
takes the same amount of time to settle when switching
from 33rpm to 45rpm, and vice versa There's an LED on
the motor unit that glows red when the deck is stationary

any sense of being constrained orheld back.

Switching to either of the two speeds, the LED remains
red until correct operating speed is reached, when the
colour changes to green. By then, rotational speed will

In this context the Ml's bottom end is interesting. Many
turntables have adegree of emphasis in the 150Hz region.
This imparts adegree of warmth and fullness, filling out

have stabilised.
You've plus or minus 3% fine speed adjustment, and
when the turntable is set to run fast or slow the green LED
blinks red to warn you the speed is
not correct — nice touch! Using an
electronic strobe, 1 found the
rotational speed to be very
accurate. Putting my nit-pickers hat
on, by unrealistically finicky
standards the deck seemed to run
ever so slightly fast — if you stared
long enough at the blinlcing LEDs
on the strobe it was eventually
possible to detect movement — just!
SME M2 tonearm is fitted as standard —
see full report ovei page
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In
pitch
terms
the
difference was infinitesimal,
absolutely minuscule; I'd
defy even apiano tuner to
detect it. But interestingly, it
wasn't possible to use the
fl ne-speed
control
to
eliminate
such
a
microscopic deviation; the
first ' step' being much too

platter some 70mm thick, it's possible to employ an
exceptionally long main bearing. The Ml's centre bearing
is an inverted shaft some 60mm long and about 13mm in
diameter. The rotating assembly has athin spiral ` keeper'
groove cut into it, to keep the whole bearing oiled.
Free play was imperceptible, and the machining of the
platters is excellent, there being no visible up and down
movement as the platter spun round. The supplied SME
M2 tonearm seemed to work very well with the turntable,
offering low friction bearings and excellent rigidity. After

It's probably fair to say there are bigger
differences, sonically, between turntables
than source components like CD players
big. Clearly, the feature s there for controlling larger
variations in platter speed.
Isolation from external shock is exceptionally good —
helped by four massive decoupling feet, and the intrinsic
inertness of the 30;frun thick acrylic base board and subchassis assemblies. Tap either upper or lower assembly
with the stylus on an LP, and you'll notice surprisingly
little breakthrough. Also, the frequency at which acoustic
breakthrough does occur, falls in the upper mid-range and
seems to be extremely controlled and well-damped.
You don't get the deep resonant `thunk' that usually
results when you tap the assembly that supports the arm
and cartridge — just alight well-damped clunk. The M1

initially fitting the Lyra Argo, I went over to
Transfiguration's Spirit 2; both performed extremely well.
Tracking was excellent, and surface noise was
impressively low. The M1 is not available minus arm,
incidentally.
With both the Lyra and Transfiguration cartridges there
was little or no background mush or surface noise ticks.

has two 30mm thick acrylic platters in effect — upper and
lower — sandwiched between eight round spacer weights
that increase the mass of the entire assembly. Total platter
weight is around 5.7kg ( 12.7 lb), so it's pretty substantial.
No doubt this helps improve speed stability.
The eight spacer weights are capped at both ends with a
compliant but hard rubber disc, thereby introducing a
small degree of decoupling. Having (in effect) aturntable

Ninety-nine times out of 100, manufacturers
deliver review samples. But when Ireceived an

G-10 turntable, and the Musical Fidelity Ml.

standard. Unslotted - you move the arm back and

There's no doubt that other customers will

forth for overhang- it fixes to the arm with a

invitation to hear the latest incarnation of the SME

follow, for the SME offers much that the current

clamping bolt at its side. Beneath are four

Music Room [ see The Music Room. Oct 2001], I

OEM champ - the assorted Rega variations -

detachable cartridge leads, so wire freaks can

figured I'd collect the new M2 tonearm in person.

cannot, including adjustability in every plane,

experiment with ease.

Perhaps in an upcoming issue, we'll report on the

interchangeable headshells, afinish above Leica

transformation Alastair Robertson-Aikman has

and into wristwatch territory, the best instruction

beautifully- machined pivot housing containing

wrought on the listening room. For the time being,

manuals in the business and more. ( This isn't adig

ball- races in both planes, while at the rear is a

let's look at The Tonearm With The Toughest Job In

at the Rega, probably the best budget tonearm

precisely- calibrated counterweight, with tracking

The World.

ever. But it isn't the place where I'd want to park

force marked in 0.25g turns. Although I'm ham-

my Koetsu.)

fisted at the best of times, Icompared my settings

Come again? It's like this: SME hasn't made a
big deal out of it, not wanting to cause last-minute

The internally- damped arm tube extends to a

Offered in three lengths, the SME M2 truly is a

using just the counterweight's markings, with

panic buying, but the legendary SME Series II arm

3009 for the 21st Century. Even if you don't see

is no longer. That familiar, hugely successful arm

the logo, modestly relegated to the back of the

stylus gauges ( Technics and Clearaudio) - found it

had been around in various forms since 1959

arm's mounting plate, you can tell straight away

to be within ±- 0.1g each time.

(running in near- parallel with its automotive

that it came from Steyning. AR- Ahas mixed

equivalent: the Porsche 911 and its variants). The

complementary materials, including stainless

featuring alarge thumbwheel at the base of the

Series Vanc its derivatives cost substantially

steel and assorted alloys, to create astraight- tubed

arm pillar that raises it smoothly and gradually.

more, so SW Eneeded anew entry-level design.

arm with performance nearly as whisper- quiet,

Naturally, the arm is supplied with every sort of

Enter the M2. Its task? To fill the most famous

precise, secure and resonance- free as the more

set-up aid you could want, including avisual guide

tonearm cut-out in the world, recently vacated by a

complex Series Vand siblings. But with starting

to ensure that the arm has been set parallel with

mill:on-plus-selling monster.

prices at £ 583 inc VAT, nearly £ 200 less than the

the LP. Asingle bolt at the back of the machined

What's so telling about the plans SME has for it
were the first glimpses: the M2 debuted not as a

entry-level Series 300 model.
Up front is adetachable, angled headshell

three different cartridges and - according to two

Tonearm height is adelight to set, the new arm

mounting plate locks it in place once height is set.
Azimuth is adjusted at the headshell, while anti-

stand-alone purchase but seen at hi fi shows as an

using anew mount rather than the long- serving

skating is applied with amore straightforward

OEM arm supplied to T+A Elektroakustik for the

collet arrangement that Ortofon made aworld-

hanging-thread system than on the older arms, the
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M2 tonearm [ left]
uses tried-andtested thread and
weight to apply antiskating force; motor
unit [ right] features
two controls for
power/33rpm/
45rpm, and fine
speed control
(±6%), plus LED

Okay, I'm not saying any old bit of beat-up vinyl will play
with asilent background. But given areasonable pressing

indicators

in good condition there was a nice clean silent
background. Having been somewhat spoilt of late by the
superb Avid Volvere Sequel with Rega RB1000, it's easy to
think all turntable/arm combinations are equally capable.
They're not; far from it. It's quite acompliment to the
Musical Fidelity M1 to say it compared favourably against
such exalted (and expensive!) opposition. Sure, there are
differences in the sound. The MF sounds more open and
airy; the Avid/Rega is slightly darker — more purposeful
and driving, with abigger more powerful bottom-end.
Different? Certainly. Better? Depends on what you look for
and want. Each gave an authentic believable (albeit,
contrasted) sound.
The Mrs great strength is its extremely open airy tonal
balance; its exceptional neutrality. The immediate firstimpression was one of coloration-free music, allied to
excellent clarity and fine detail. Ioften find turntables that
do not have ametal platter offer exceptional openness; a
lovely fresh airiness. The M1 certainly confirms this
prejudice. But its openness and lack of tonal signature are
deceptive; the presentation is tactile and colourful —
there's nothing bland about the sound.
Ha good turntable is one that lets you forget all about the
rude mechanics of playing LP records, then the Musical
Fidelity M1 is avery good turntable. Make that agreat
turntable. Of course, listeners are very partisan about

bar above the pivot featuring notches in 0.25g
increments. Lift/lower height is also adjustable.

turntables. It's probably fair to say there are bigger
differences, sonically, between turntables than other
source components like CD players. So it's very much
down to personal taste. But, whatever your preferences,
the M1 will always be in with ashout.
Inevitably, £2999 for a turntable and arm (plus
cartridge) is not cheap. But given that the new M1 invites
comparison with even the most exotic esoterica, it's
something of abargain. For those still fairly new to vinyl,
perhaps having only ever experienced CD, the M1 will be
something of arevelation. Someday. CD may sound this
good. But not yet! •

damping kit, due this spring.
Ineedn't have bothered at all with the home

those of us unable to resist the lure of used vinyl.
While the Series Vis ashade more confident - I

SME supplies afine pair of cables that connect to

listening. as I'd received aconvincing enough

noticed ahint more precision at the frequency

the arm through RCA- type phono sockets, so - as

demonstration at SME. Quite problematically, the

extremes - this may have been afunction of theIl

with the headshell wires- experimentation is ano-

arm is almost too good. Comparing tonearms nas

arm/cartridge interface as much as it was the arm

bra mer for tweakers.

always been difficult unless one is armed

Whether you buy the M2-9, M2-10, or M2-12 -

(groan... ) with two identical turntables and

Series
itself. ' V
Note
when
that
comparing
Ideactivated
it to the
the M2.)
damping on the
Although it didn't mirror precisely what Iheard

the latter number indicating effective length - it's

cartridges, but it was clear iron the outset that the

astraight drop- in replacement for any other SME

M2 is so good that it just may repeat the Series Ils

at SME because the Music Room's set-up involved

arm of the same length. ( The M2-10 was

suc:ess - albeit on ascale relative to the reduction

differing cartridges, it's just about arguable that

requested by the Japanese market.) Iswapped it

in the analogue market compared to 1959-1983.

the M2 gives up atiny amount of perceived power

from SME 10 to SME 30/11 in mere minutes, anc

For openers, the arm shares the speed of the

in the ower registers. This, however, isn't apparent

found changing cartridges to be abreeze. Note.

Ser es Vto whichlcompared iin my own system.

with lesser cartridges nor with systems of less than

though, that Irestricted my listening to Koetsu.

The attack of the music was ore thing; the way it

true full- range capability. What's far more

Lyra and Grado cartridges; Deccas - which

dispatches surface noise is what marks SMEs for

important, given that the M2 is ( however ludicrous

demand damping - will have to wait for the add-on

me and makes it something of asecret weapon for

this sounds) SME's ' budget' arm is that it loses
nothing in the midband. But then, how could it.
when it was designed by an opera lover who
cherishes the most lifelike reproduction of voice?
Whatlsuppose you must take from this review
is the following: it you cannot stretch to one of the
dearer models, you can rest assured that SME has
lavished the same care and attention on the M2
that it does on the others. And that the gains, while
just about detectable in cutting- edge systems are
very fine indeed. KK
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1

Masterclass CD player
and integrated amplifier

Traditional values? An imposing, heavyweight CD player
and aClass Aintegrated amplifier, made in Yorkshire
Sugden Masterclass CD/integrated
PRICE

£ 2500/£3500

SUPPLIER

J E Sugden Ltd

CONTACT

01924 404088

WEBSITE

wwwlesugden.co.uk

it's what it does that matters. Starting with the
amplifier, enclosed within it's 15kg, 430mm x

the Audio Analogue Maestro, can be used as a
DAC as well as an integrated CD player.

165mm x440mm (whd) enclosure is a33W/ch

Needless to say with only 33W on hand, the

Class A output stage, a very smooth motorised

amplifier was not ideally suited to driving my
normal MartinLogan speakers, so the Totem

volume control and a five- input line stage with
moving-magnet phono stage and atape loop for
off-tape monitoring. Few amplifiers use pure Class

Hawx, along with JMLab Micro Utopia Be and

power output; the advantage of Class A is the

no-one and no company can remain static for
long. It is unusual to find any maker operating

ART Loudspeakers Skibo were used during this
review. Rounding out the reference system were
the Perpetual Technologies P-1A/P-3A signature

freedom from the switching noise or distortion

with Monolithic PSU, Musical Fidelity Tnvista 21

possible in Class Bor Class A/B designs.

in a largely unchanged form for 40 years, yet in
British audio history, one such company is J E
Sugden. Founded by Jim Sugden in the early

All of this is controlled via three extremely well
finished and heavy duty controls, looking as if
they belong on abattleship father than apiece of

DAC, a Sony DVP-7700 DVD player used as a
digital transport with my Krell KRC-3, and

1960s, J E Sugden started out manufacturing
scientific instruments, but it was when speaker

rather

It is afact that, for good or bad, in today's world

designer Richard Allan approached Jim Sugden
about building an amplifier, which became the

A operation, for reasons of efficiency and limited

hi-fi equipment. Unusually for what looks like a
hair-shirt design,

this can

also

be

controlled with the accompanying remote control.
The same remote control is also used with the

Bryston 3B-SST amp, used when testing the CD
player. Analogue was provided by my Basis Gold
Debut/Graham 2.0/Benz Glider L2 comlbination
feeding aKlyne System 7PX 3.5 phono stage. All
equipment was supported on Clearlight ROC
Aspekt racks with a Townshend Seismic Sink

original A21, that the name of JESugden became
synonymous with audio.

Masterclass CD player. Within its hefty chassis

Today Sugden is as well known for its seriously

single, ' crown grade' TD1541 DAC chip. On the

cute Bijou range as the A21 series or the
Masterclass range reviewed here. But the

Taken as an individual component first, the

rear of the player are inputs for IEC mains,

integrated amplifier was fed via its line stage from
a Basis/Graham/Benz/Klyne combination with

Masterclass integrated amplifier and CD player
clearly follows the tradition of JESugden. Whilst
you may not find radical, breakthrough technology,
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lies a Philips VAM 1202 Mk3 transport and a

balanced outputs on high quality XLR connectors,
a pair of RCA phono single-ended outputs, and

under the CD player, The mains supply was
filtered by an Isotek 2K Qube and Substation.

Gerry Rafferty's ' Baker Street' [ Simply Vinyl SVLP
222]. In the same vein as the achievement of the
two for digital inputs, as the Masterclass CD, like IBryston SST series, upon its insertion into my
three BNC connectors, one for digital output and

www.hifinews.co.uk
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system, the Masterclass simply peeled away the

dynamics when using the balanced outputs, so

sound

a vast

these were used for the rest of the review period.

soundstage
and
an
effortless
musical
performance. The line-stage of this amplifier is

When fed Celine Dion's ' One Heart' [ Columbia
510877 2] Iwas greeted with asound which was

Sugden's CD player offers single- ended
ant balanced ( XLR) outputs, and there are

incredibly revealing, yet does not veer into the

not only fast and very musical, with excellent
coherency across the board, but one which was

ais) digital inputs ( BNC) allowing it to be
used as aDAC for other digital sources

of

electronics,

presenting

arena of analytical. The saxophone on ' Baker
Street' showed the amplifier to be highly adept at

wide open and gave the recording nowhere to

walking afine line, communicating the power and

hide. The dynamic range on both instruments and

dynamics of the instrument whilst balancing this

vocals is very good, eclipsed only by the Perpetual
Technology P- 3A Signature DAC and Invista 21

with just the right level of bite and aggression.
The vocal performance of Gerry Rafferty was
exceptionally fluid and natural, almost as though
the interceding years between the original
recording and now had been swept away. There
were significant differences between Sugden
power and Bryston power, most noticeably in the
bass where the Bryston's 150W/ch made itself
felt with more weight and atouch more dynamic
slam at normal listening levels. As the levels
increased the Bryston just got louder, whereas the
Sugden simply didn't — although it did not

DAC, delivering not only large macro dynamic
shifts, but also capturing the nuances and

ANALDGUE

OUTPUTS

BALANCED

subtleties which tell you you're in the presence of
aperformance rather than amere facsimile of the
original event.
Ialso discovered that by placing this player on
a Townshend Seismic Sink it was possible to
improve detail and effortless still further, and in
the context of this player's price Iwould see the
Sink as an essential purchase. This player showed
areal affinity for the music, allowing the music to

All of this is controlled via three extremely
well finished and heavy duty controls,
looking as if they belong on a battleship
rather than apiece of hi-fi equipment
complain, merely curtailing the dynamic range of
the music in a dignified manner. That said the
bass presented was extended, at least as much as
the Totem Hawk will allow, and the quality of the

be effortlessly disseminated during listening
without suffering any loss of coherence. Kick
drums displayed real power and weight, and with
the Bryston amplifiers in the system you could

bass is astounding, presenting both percussion
and bass guitar with outstanding speed and
coherency. All the time Idid feel, however, that

feel the weight of the hammer hitting the skin in
the room, whilst simultaneously hearing the most

this amplifier was slightly sweetening and
softening the upper midrange and high

The imaging was very good, presenting awide and

delicate brushwork and inflection of the cymbals.
expansive soundstage, whilst delivering very good

frequencies, proving the only slight blot on an
otherwise outstanding performance.

image depth. The delineation between images

around them, even if the air had just a hint of

front to back was a little behind the Perpetual

Sugden's Masterclass CD player, connected to

Technologies P- 3A signature and Trivista 21 DAC,

mist within it.
With the two pieces together driving the Hawks,

the KRC-3 via both its balanced and unbalanced

likewise the focus was not quite as sharp as the
very best, yet it still was more than capable of

line stages, showed a noticeable improvement,
most notably in the area of transparency and bass

presenting images with almost palpable air

the system philosophy fully came together. With
Celine Dion's vocals standing clearly ahead of the
instruments, you could hear the palpable space
around her, and each instrument. On Norah
Jones's Come Away With Me [
Capitol 7243 5
38609 2 9], the title track sounded almost as if
it was being replayed through very high quality
valves, such was the ease of the sound. This is not
to say it lacked speed or definition, on the
acoustic guitar the initial sound of the string
being plucked was easy to hear, as was the sound
of the body, likewise the hammer impacting the
string in the piano was also plain and clear for the
listener to hear. But all of this detail is not what
1 this combination is about, it's about the flow of
the music, and Norah Jones's voice was so
smooth and liquid Ithought I'd need to mop the
floor afterwards. I've rarely heard amore unforced
sound from any audio system.
What we have here are two boxes which are
almost as far removed from my reference system
as it's possible to get. The eventual combination
of Mas;erclass integrated and CD player with the

vvww.hifinews.co.uk
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Walrus Systems

11 New Quebec St, London W1

tel: 020 7724 7224 fax: 020 7724 4347 email: mail@walrus.co.uk web: www.walrus.co.uk

We're quite sad to notice
Pssst..
Prepared to try something a
bit different?

that a lot of our fellow retailers seem to have forsaken the ways of true
two channel high fidelity and been seduced down the path of multichannel surround sound systems. Sure, the films might be good, but
the sonic merits of these digitally- processed many-speakered marvels
can be summarised on the back of a postage stamp ( not that we'll be
seeing those for much longer the way things are going).
Meanwhile, truly decent sounding audiophile gear is blossoming,
especially in the current climate of revival of the Vinyl LP.

We are your
local...
%>.
401,

1061

Duevel speakers are winning more and more
friends as customers realise how brilliant
these difficult to ignore speakers are!Michell
Gyro SE (arm & cart extra) - £870.00

The Shanling CD player is a superb example

From our old friends, EAR, comes the
beautiful 864 MM/MC phono preamp

of the quality coming out of China
nowadays.

Another Chinese line, Consonance
looks set to sweep aside better known
brands both in styling and sound.

The UK's very own Papworth, with their
bargain Class-A valve integrated.

Stax, legendary headphone
manufacturers, present their
valve driven Omega
electrostatic 'phones

The Klimo Beltaine monoblocks, from
Germany, with outboard power supplies are
about as purist audiophile as it gets!

Benefits of dealing with Walrus
(apart from the very best
sounding gear) We don't believe in " hard sell",
you decide in your own time.
The Heart modified Marantz CD with tube
output stage is a genuine bargain.

In-house service on many items,

Aha! Bit misleading this one - The
Sonneteer Byron CD - fabulous
sound, and not a tube in sight!

sometimes while you wait.
We understand audiophile
equipment, especially vinyl
playing and valve amps inside
out, and have many years
experience to draw on.

Ink

Big accessory range.
Interest Free Credit on many
From Serbia, the Korato line of valve amps
are incredible value for money. Audiophile
quality at pocket money prices (almost!).

We can't bear the thought of a
little leftover space in our ads.
Every last tiny corner has to be
filled right up with useful
information to maximise our
investment in this costly
medium. So we fill it up, further
and further, till almost all the
white is gone.

lines, subject to approval.
And so on, and on..
The famous Musical Fidelity X- CAN valve
headphone amp, now in v3 form.

Walrus has never, ever, dreamt of being seduced by all this multi-channel
nonsense, we prefer to leave that to others. Of course we like agood film as
much as anyone, but we love realistically reproduced music much more. And
as the ultimate, most engaging reproduction usually comes from vinyl
sources amplified by adecent valve amp, this is what we unashamedly do.
An ever increasing number of satisfied customers thankfully agree and tell us
we are cutting edge in audio reproduction. Funny old world, eh?

air
...Turntable
Specialist!
Do you ever get the nagging
feeling that our adverts aren't
entirely serious?
Heaven forbid! Us, not
serious? You cannot be
serious (J. McEnroe). We are
seriously serious guys.
Serious about our shop, our
products, our wine, and above
all, our customers!

air tangent amazon amphion amplifon apollo furniture argento audible illusions audio physic audiovalve
breuer dynamic brinkmann cabasse cartridge man cawsey chord electronics clearaudio clearcover decca
london dnm duevel dynavector ear yoshino ecosse es lab final lab graham slee hadcock heart incognito
infinity jbl k2 klimo korato lavardin loricraft lyra michell engineering morch musical fidelity neat acoustics
nordost nottingham analogue opus 3 origin live ortofon papworth pluto rega turntables ringmat roksan
shun mook shanling shelter sme sonneteer spendor stax sugden sumiko tci cables tivoli audio
tom evans townshend audio transfiguration trichord trigon van den hul voodoo wireworld xlo

Totem Hawks was, however, an utterly superb
system. When used within its power limits the
Masterclass integrated, whilst lacking the dhve,
power and ultimate volume ol my KRC-3/Bryston

output performance was truly excellent and I purchaser buying these two Sugden units together
and sympathetically matching them in asystem
would unhesitatiney recommend this to anyone
would be utterly delighted and could easily forget
with balanced inputs and who wanted aplayer to
about upgrading for years to come, simply
simply enjoy the music on. On its single ended

The Masterclass simply peeled away the sound of electronics,
presenting avast soundstage and an effortless musical
performance... this amp's line stage is incredibly revealing
window into the musical event. It is so utterly

outputs the slight reduction in transparency and
bass does, to me, result in the A308 CD player

effortless and natural it almost seems like there
are no electronics between the recording and you.

from Musical Fidelity surpassing it, but the
musical presentation is sufficiently different

For me personally, the size of my listening room

between the two, with the MF giving areal view

3B-SST combination,

presents a convincing

and my love of panels precludes its usage, but in

into he recording, whilst the Sugden seems to

asmaller room which could not utilize panels this

concentrate more on communicating the musical

is an amplifier Iwould personally be very happy
with. Likewise the CD player, whilst not quite

message rather than the mechanics, that the final
choice would surely come down as much to the

matching the DACs Iuse as my reference pieces,

resulting system and listener preferences. The

was an excellent single- box player. Its balanced

combination operates so synergistically that any

indulging in discovering the musical gems within
their collection. And enjoying the music is the
essence of these components, and one which
leads me to heartily recommend both of these. As
communicators of music they are very hard to
David Allcock
beat. Ill

The Sugden Masterclass integrated amplifier uses a
300VA tcroid tranformer which feeds 40,000uF of
low- ripple capacitors, said to be chosen for their
sound quality, which then drives the Sachen bipolar
power transistors in Class A' topology.
The Masterclass CD player uses a dual power
supply system wnere the mains separates almost
immediately after the power switch to feed apair of
toroidal transformers, a27VA tinà to drive the digital
stage and a30VA to drive the analogue. APhilips
VAM 1202 Mk 3short loader transport is used with
asingle TD1541 DAC, parnered with an SAA7220
digital filter and SAA 7274 digital interface IC, the
balanced outputs derived fiom aproprietary Sugden
analogue circuit designed to function as avirtual
transformer.

II Smooth- sounding Class Aamp sound
• CD player performs well in balanced mode
• Overall synergy can give excellent results
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Project K2
S5800
loudspeaker
For a start, the midrange and treble drivers are

Based on aclassic horn-

JBL Project K2 S5800

loaded recipe, this JBL
design stands apart from
today's high- end norms

PRICE

£12,000

SUPPLIER

Harman Consumer UK

CONTACT

020 8731 4670

polyurethane deep gloss surface finish alone is of

WEBSITE

www.jbl.com

astandard rarely seen in the audio industry. Build
and finish are qualities that are much more highly

Less well known this side of the pond than in
the United States, AL's Project series stretches
back over eight models and a50 year timespan
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horn- loaded compression units, ana the wide biradial mid- frequency horn forced JBL into
specifying an unfashionably wide and shallow
enclosure.

But

what

an

enclosure!

The

prized in Japan than . nmost Western countries,
and this provides a due to the genesis of this
design — see later.
The horn loading of the two smaller units

to the early days of the original James B Lansing

restrict dispersion over the most important part of

Sound Company, and is intended to explore the

the audio range so drat reflected room energy is

frontiers of loudspeaker design and technology.

somewhat less than might be expected. The

The S5800, one down from the K2 S9800,

result? A loudspeaket that doesn't interact as

doesn't follow any of the patterns you'll have
come to expect from other high-end loudspeakers.

much with its surroundings as usual, and which
therefore sounds more or less consistent in

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sectional view shows massive
cabinet construction as well

balance as long as there is some breathing room
to the sides, and a little breathing room at the

as the heavy-duty, high-

back for the reflex port. The bi-radial horn loading

efficiency JBL drivers which,

gives avery consistent sound as long as you are

along with the horn- loading,

seated within the optimum listening window,
which is approximately 50 0-60° wide and around
30° high. It is not strictly necessary to sit on-axis,

help this design to reach high
sound levels effortlessly. The
S5800 is alarge and massive
design, each speaker

and at anormal 3 metres or so listening range, a
small group of normally-separated people will

measuring 1245 x432 x
413mm ( hwd), and weighing

experience close to ideal imaging.
The apparently unremarkable 300W power
handling figure begins to look more impressive

84kg, each!

when set against the 95dB/W/lm sensitivity.
There was ample opportunity to find out what this
meant in practice as the best sounding of the
power amplifiers that was matched to the JBL was
apair of valve monoblocks rated at 9watts each,
yet the combination was capable of going
impressively loud. But the JBL was still capable
of fielding much of the 2x350W output available
from a pair of Classé CAM-350 monoblocks, by
which point of course, the sound pressure levels
were such that the neighbours must have been
climbing the walls.
Bass extension however is relatively modest. In
practice the 50Hz (-6dB) anechoic response will
of course be improved by room loading, but the
fact remains that only slightly larger sized
speakers like the Focal JMIab Alto Be and the
B&W Nautilus 800 have much greater low
frequency extension, which is clearly audible in

loudspeaker from the Harman Group brands of

the way they audition (the B&W was available for
adirect comparison, and the Alto followed shortly

JBL. Infinity or Revel; but the boffins must have

after the JBL's departure). Clearly, in this design

been under instructions not to undermine what
the Japanese golden ears had laid down. You

the high sensitivity of JBL bass units has been

might object that the rear panel mid/treble level

traded against low frequency extension, but using
two large drive units still counts for something,

switch (± 1dB control) could be used to override
any such bias, but in the test room at least the

Matched with a pair of valve monoblocks
rated at only 9watts each, the combination
was still capable of going impressively loud
and the low frequency heft available is far from
negl igible.
The single word that comes closest to summing
up this speaker is ' retro'. The appearance is
clearly retro: four square, heavy visually as well as
physically, though it is crisply and rather
pleasingly detailed. Horn loading is of course the
very quintessence of retro, but most of all, the
voicing of the speaker can be qualified in the
same way. It is not easy to say in words quite what
retro sound is, though it is easy to identify it when
you hear it. But it has something to do with the
tonal balance, which is subjectively on a very
gentle but unmistakable decline into the treble.
At first sight this might seem rather surprising,
if not implausible from acompany as wedded to
the science of loudspeakers as JBL, until you
learn that the speaker is not atypical JBL, but
one that was by all accounts at least partly
inspired by Japanese audiophiles. No doubt the
heavyweight detail number crunching was done in
Northridge, California, just as with any other

www.hifinews.co.uk
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speaker stubbornly sounded vaguely wrong when
tweaked away from the standard setting.
But there are more subtle things going on here.
The S5800 really does hark back to an earlier
time in ways that are not easy to put into words,
and one of the consequences is that it is
extraordinarily

difficult

to

find

appropriate

matching amplifiers that sounded right. Several
were tried, with results that were in some cases
counter- intuitive. The Nairn NAP 500 for example
was spectacularly unsuccessful. The combination
sounded hard and coloured, though this is
perhaps not a reflection on the Naim, which is

midband

known to work at its best with

different from the usual horn

Naim pre-

amplifiers. Other amplifiers from Classé and TAG

effect

rather

type ' blare', but which may still

McLaren suited the JBLs somewhat better, but by

be caused by the horn, tends to

far the best match of any tried in the test was a

reduce the system's transparency

pair of Audio Note Quest 9W single- ended class A

and resolution. While it may not be

valve

aproblem with most types of music,
it is noticeable with solo voice or

monoblocks

mentioned

earlier.

The

combination had a touch of magic that had
proved elusive until that point. Students of irony

small scale instrumental music, and

might care to note that this represents acase of a

occasionally

retro loudspeaker delivering its best with retro

material too. At the same time, the effect

amplification in charge.
The best that the S5800 could do turned out
to be very good. This is aspeaker that knows how

full

scale

orchestra I

is undeniably (and the word is chosen
carefully) seduct.ve.
The acid test that any reviewer must 3sk of

This is aspeaker that knows how to rock
'n' roll, and sounds easy in its own skin
when it does so, encouraging high levels
to rock ' n' roll, and sounds easy in its own skin

the products he is testing is whether under

when it does so, this ease encouraging high replay
levels without discomfort. The whole effect is one

appropriate circumstances ( for example if he haa
the money and room) he would consider buying

A

of immaculate timing. Although not unusually

the product under test, and the answer here

includes dual 300mm Kevlar/pulp composite cone,

extended, the bass definitely sings from the same
songsheet as the midband, with strong attack and

would be a reluctant no. The S5800's sound

aluminium-frame bass drivers with 75mni edge-

quality, though immensely likeable and an

rapid decay. The main quality of the bass is this
internal consistency, because it is not exceptional

wound aluminium voice coils. They operate up to a

excellent

something of an acquired taste. But driven by the

higher-than- expected 800Hz from a quoted low
frequency limit of 50Hz (-6dB), loaded by arear-

in other respects. But the S5800 is also gently

little Audio Note the combination offered a rare

but unmistakably coloured. Perhaps flavoured

vented enclosure. The midrange unit is a 75mm

might be abetter word. There are no obvious box

delicacy and control, and real insight into the
music. If you like the sound of the S5800, and

type effects, and the slightly woofy mid- bass you

flare bi-radial horn moulded from adense proprietary

can forgive it minor peccadillos, it's difficult to

often get with vented systems is notable here by

material called SonoGlass. Finally, there is a25mm

think of real a'ternatives that have the same

its absence.

pure titanium horn- loaded compression super-

magic touch. U

tweeter which works above 8kHz, and is said to

But the coloration, which is a

fit

with

many

music

genres,

is

Alvin Gold

tnree-way, four- driver system, the K2 S5800

aluminium compression driver fitted with a rapid

reach 40kHz (-6dB). All drivers are engineered for a
linear long-throw excursion, and the larger units
have large high- power voice- coils. Essentially, then
this can be seen as atwo-way loudspeaker ( plus
supertweeter) with the crossover kept well away
from the midband. It is bi-wirable, and the crossover
capacitors are fed apolarising voltage from aPP3
battery, an interesting idea, although the literature
I've seen gives no meaningful modus operandi for
this, or any audible effect noted.

Features
III Dynamic, exciting sound
• High sensitivity, suits low- power valve amps
• Superb standard of finish
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Audio Research VSi55
PRICE

£2895

SUPPLIER

Absolute Sounds

CONTACT

020 8971 3909

WEBSITE

www.audioresearch.corn

Function beats form. It may not be pretty, but the
VSi55 integrated amp has agreat personality...

Whatever possessed the guys at Audio
Research Corporation to dump the look of the
CA50 integrated when they came up with its
replacement, I'll never know. That now-departed
product screamed

Audio Research!' from 30

paces, endowed as it was with aproper ARC front
panel, with design cues that go back over 30
years. Instead, with the VSi55, we get hair shirt.
One might suppose, correctly, that Audio

wouldn't hurt. But then there's the price...

recipe.) Switch-on is followed by a 30-second

With a rated output of 50W/ch and a retail
price of only £2895 including remote control, the

warm-up period in full mute; conveniently, the

VSi55

certainly

undercuts

any

separates

combination the company can offer. More
interestingly, the VSi55 betters the early CA50
integrated amp it ( sort of) replaces by £500.

volume control resets to zero to avoid unwanted
thumps or bangs.
On the flat, horizontal surface is ametal plate
cut out for the valves; behind it the transformers

That's a helluva saving just to forego a pretty

and the tops of the capacitors. Here's where
things get ugly: Ilove retro as much as the next

fascia. What you get here is anear-ringer for the
VS55 power amplifier, but with the addition of a

guy, but the finish on these made me flash back
(as did the VS55) to Dynakits of 40 years back,

pre-amp section, its presence restrictec to the

where finish was an afterthought not allowed to

shallow front edge of the chassis.

compromise the sticker price.

Research is simply gracing impoverished valve

All control functions are close'y grouped

Fortunately, there's an optional tube cage for

newbies with ataste of the products from which
the VSi55 is derived. The lip-smackingly-good

together as small, square buttons, with no rotary
for volume: instead, you get buttons for up and

£250. which when in place will at least partly

VS55

down. Six ' soft touch' buttons cover power, mute,
mono, input select and volume up/down, in SP16

and

VS110

power

amplifiers

are

responsible for a rebirth, transforming : he
company from fusty to funky. But they reverted

obscure the transformers. Iwas disappointed to
see that the metalwork of the review sample was
actually sagging in the middle. ( Then again, a
retailer had the review sample before it reached

not to early ARC styling but to awholiy utilitarian,

pre-amplifier fashion.
All the controls are mirrored on the remote and

generic- 1950s look of exposed tubes. exposed

you'll find the remote gets used more often than

of the remote.)

transformers — function over form.
All of which is very nice wth power amps,

hand-to- amp contact.

vo.urne level in 20 steps, mute, mono, and input

At the back of the 355 x203 x406mm (whd)
chassis are five pairs of single-ended inputs, a

because you don't have to look at them.
Integrateds are another matter entirely, as you

selection. ( The inputs are CD, tuner, video and
two marked SE1 and SE2, deroting single-ended

full-range mono subwoofer output, voltmeter test

need to access the controls, so atouch of style

lire sources. Balanced operation is not part of the

plated binding posts, afuse holder and an IEC
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Green

LEDs

indicate

me. And the cheap bastard took the batteries out

points for setting bias, 0-4-8 ohm five-way gold-

www.hifinews.co.uk

Volume setting is displayed by a211-IJED array
I
left) while funther LEDs iiricate mute and
se -eolmono status, as Nell as the chosen ripe
Control buttons [ above I, including volume
up/down, are duplicated on the remote handset
mains inlet. Curiously, there's no tape output, but

retrieval and sheer clarity that makes this

then Audio Research might just be tipping the hat

amplifier appealing not just to tube converts who

to the 21st century: nowadays, pirates record via
computer straight on to their CD burners.

are short of cash. Ican see it being used as a

It's like this: you approach the VSi55 the way
you would any stripped-down equivalent of a
:uxury item. you get the most important part of
the package — its inherent performance — at a

means of weaning listeners away from transistors.
Probably the most impressive element, if the
above strikes you as an amusing way to position
an amp, is the bass. No way will you mistake the
lower registers for the sphincter-clenching bottom

price you can afford. The VSi55 is simply too
good to be dismissed because it's so dumpy.
Fed with signals from the Marantz CD-12/DA-

octaves recreated by big transistor powerhouses.

12

Il

baseball-cap-wearing hip- hop casualty. I: does

turntable/SME Series V arm/Koetsu Llrushi
cartridge through the EAR phono stage, wired

riot move mountains, nor cause plaster to crack.
It will not make you think that a : 6-wheeler just

entirely

the

drove by your house. But it will do justice to any

aforementioned speakers, the baby ARC took all

recording you can feed it, from snap- bass funk to

CD

player

with

and

the

Transparent

SME

30

cables,

Mk

into

Never would you consider even showing let alone
playing this to a double-digit-IQ'd, backwards-

It will not move mountains nor cause
plaster to crack. It will not make you feel
a16-wheeler has driven past your house.
But it will do justice to any recording
of 20 seconds to convince me that it was a
thoroughtreo. My current tingle- up-the-spine
disc, Joss Stone's debut, The Soul Sessions,

acoustic jazz to explosive soundtracks. The
sound had afoundation, amass that suggested
a mch larger amp with far greater power

et.
ARC catalogue: it creates avast, genuinely threedimensional soundstage. I've heard bigger — the
McIntosh C2200/MC2102 combination reveals
another ' few feet' of depth and width — but one
cannot fault the sense of proportion within the
VSi55's ample playground. Add to this enviable
transparency and asweet, fast and precise upper
register, and you have alittle honey that reminds
me (and not just because of the naff finish) of the
truly

classic

Dynaco

PAS3/Stereo

70

combination.
If ' utilitarian' is a four-letter word in your
dictionary, another grand will pay for the
shockingly good T+A V-10. If you need a tape
loop, Of balanced operation, or even a 483mm
front panel, the market's full of alternatives. But
if you want honesty — both in terms of sound and
value — and can live with the basics, the lure of
the VSi55 could prove overpowering.
Ken Kessler

provicfed ample evidence that this amplifier could

reserves and wider dynamic capabilities than

handle the all-important midband and vocal
textures with the sort of verisimilitude that we

one would associate with a 2x5OW tube job.
Anc for those of you who think laterally, no, I'm

You will do adouble-take when you see this if you're

crave from a ' high fidelity' system.

not suggesting that the marriage with Quads

familiar wi:h its amp- only sibling. The VSi55 may be

Technology

OK, so we're talking push-pull tube

works so weil because they are ess revealing

25mm taller and 50mm deeper than the VS55, and

circuitry from big, fat classic glassware ( rather

than the Wilson WATT Puppies. It will please

the milled, anodised top plate is 38mm deeper, with

than sentiment-drenched 300Bs). It was almost a

you .(:) know that even the Puppies couldn't

larger inset Audio Research logo as used on the VT

given that there would be warmth galore, with
sound that's easy on the ears. But there's more
than a hint of modernity in the form of detail

expose any particular shortcomings.

series of the power amps. yet the resemblance is

OK.

High-grade rear
socketry includes
well spaced

But there's one other area where the VSi55
denies its role as the entry level fixture in the

almost clone- like. The VSi55 has apassive pre- amp
stage and microprocessor control, but the active
circuitry is essentially that of the power amplifier,
with 7dB more gain for greater sensitivity ( 0.38V),
accounting for the passive pre- amp. It features the
VS55's Class Ainput with regulated DC heater supply

binding posts

and driver stages consistiig of three 6N1P valves.

for speaker

The partial cathode- coupled Class AB output stages
use two pairs of Russian 6550EH output tubes.

connection

Features
111 Great value compared with separates
• High-uality relay- operated control section
I Impressive bass performance
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Vienna Acoustics

Strauss
Vienna Acoustics Strauss

Unconventional styling but
astonishing response from
these Viennese whirls

_
SUPPLIER

Henley Desi

CONTACT

31235 5.111

WEBSITE

vvww.viErnaacouistics.com

The Vienna Acoustics Strauss is a speaker
fell in love with when Ifirst saw it at a show
last year. Since then, I've been trying to get
opportunity to review it,
presented itself later.

which

whether this should fire inwards or outwards. Its
performance was further affected by the distance
the speaker was located from the side walls. After
a little work, Iquickly decided that the bass

fortunately

drivers had to face outwards in my room, as the

The Strauss looks a little unconventional at

bass had been turning into acongealed mess that
just sat between the speakers when they faced

first sight, due to its trapezoidal shape from the
side, while the front elevation presents what looks
like a slender floor- standing speaker, albeit one

inwards. They finished up 640mm from the side
walls and 790mm from the front wall to the rear
of the speakers. The next problem Ifaced was

standing 190mm x1140mm x410mm (whd) and
tipping the scales at 54.5kg ( 120'bs) each. With

what to drive them with. Ihad the PS Audio PCA-

a midrange and treble driver array on

would fare with aswitching amp. The results were
very good, but the bass was a little wild, not
boomy, but low notes from bass guitar, piano and

its

beautiful•ly veneered 25rwn thick baffle, you have
to look at the side to find the bass driver, a
280mm unit which is side moi.nted to allow a
slimmer baffle, adesign choice claimed to reduce
diffraction from the mid arid tweeter, to allow
more precise imaging with fewer spur ous
relections. Around the rear, again a25mm thick
panel, asingle port is located above the binding
posts; very substantial items that certainly
accommodated any cable Ihad.
My normal reference system was used, fronted
by the Basis Gold Debut Standard with Graham

2at the time, so Idecided to see how this speaker

double bass sounded like they were running into
each other without the decay being allowed to run
its course. After dancing around the room with the
speaker for a while, thinking it was a
speaker/room interaction, Itried changing amps
to the 3B-SST. That fixed it. Suddenly the bass
tightened up and the Bryston grabbed hold of the
bass drivers and they sung. Now Icould really
hear what this design could do.
Starting with The Dave Brubeck Quartet

2.0 arm and Benz Glider cartridge, feeding a

lime Out on Classic Records, the track ' Strange

Klyne system 7PX 3.5 phono stage. Digits were
provided by aPioneer CLD-925 Laserdisc player

emphasis on each note being played. On the

Meadow Lark' displayed an immediate shift in

(used solely as a transport) supported by a

MartinLogan SL-3 the leading edge is very

Musical Fidelity A308CR CD player, used both as
a stand-alone CD player and digital transport,
with Perpetual Technologies P1-A & P3- A

clear with awell-rounded envelope of the note
portrayed until it decays. With the Strauss you
not only hear the initial hammer hit the string,

Signature

handling

but the body resonance of the piano and the

upsampling and DAC duties. Amplification was
provided by a Bryston 14B-SST and 3B-SST,

with

Monolithic

PSU

sound board within the piano are very clearly

joined by aPS Audio HCA-2, with pre-amp duties
carried out by Krell KRC-3 and PS-Audio PCA-2.
MartinLogan SL-3and Totem Hawk speakers were
used for comparison. Cables were provided by
XL0, Chord Company and Synergistic Research,

defined from the very lowest notes up. For
me, this greatly enhanced the feeling of
being in the room with the instrument — and
a difficult to portray . nstrument at that.
Moving from the piano, the drum work is
portrayed with exceptional clarity and

with all mains filtered by an lsotek 2K Cube and

dynamic range. Not only do you hear the

Substation. Mains cables were all lsotek Elite and
main distribution was via aMusic Works block. All

became aware of the sound of the drum

equipment was supported on RDC Aspekt racKs.
Set-up with these speakers was complicated by

reflecting off the right hand wall of the
studio. Iconfirmed this with my Stax

the side-firing bass driver, so Ihad to decide

Lambda Signatures and it was on the
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initial impact on the drum skin, but I

shimmer of the metal of the cymbal and the
harmonic structure of the instrument, I have

re- listening to many gems from your collection.

it before, such was the speed of this design. The
imaging of the drum kit also deserves special

never heard cymbals so realistically portrayed.

requirements for an amplifier that can control the

mention as the location on the sound stage was

Gerry Rafferty's vocals are also arevelation; quite

absolutely

the

simply, male vocals have never sounded this good

mix of drivers, Ithoroughly enjoyed my time with
this speaker. In its ability to realistically

instrument was perceived as being the right size
without being bloated laterally or stretched to

in my listening room. The vocals simply sound

reproduce

unforced and natural, with not just the sound of

dynamic range, with good resolving power, this is

Cinemascope proportions. The space and air

the singer's voice but the sound of the whole

an outstanding design. Only in its soundstaging

around each performer was also outstanding,
giving that real feeling of being able to walk

chest cavity on lower notes, Iproceeded to work

does it seem to be alittle behind the best, but I
feel even more could be obtained from this

recording; previous speakers had just never shown

solid

and

consistent,

and

Despite

the

size,

harmonic

weight

and

structure,

stringent

speed,

and

around the performers on the stage. On this

my way through all of Rafferty's albums in an
evening. There was simply more weight and power

point the stage itself was solid across avery
wide window, allowing you to listen two or

in the lower registers, something which my panels
simply can't achieve. The soundstaging was also

three people wide without losing focus or

any material Ithrew at it makes this an incredibly
versatile system. Ifeel that for its price point, it

the image would remain locked into position,
so clearly the narrow baffle and controlled

very good, with outstanding placement on the
stage, albeit on astage which only extended just
beyond the outer edges of the speakers, rather
than through the walls laterally and likewise

dispersion was working exceptionally well, as

extended only as far back as the rear wall instead

installation, the Strauss is capable of spectacular
performance and at this price there is no other

precision. You could even stand up and still

SL-3s. The double bass was also arevelation,

of through it ethe SL-3s can achieve.
The final shock was with Genesis Invisible

delivering a level of power and authority I'd

Touch [
Virgin Records GEN LP2]. This is arecord

not heard from any other speaker in the room
except the Omen Ra 18:12 active system. But

I've listened to numerous times, yet the drive and
power of the bassline on Land of Confusion'

this was not an all-guts-and- no- brain design.

startled me. Ihave never heard this record sound

this kind of flexibility is unimaginable with my

The reproduction of bass frequencies by
the Strauss is among the best I've ever
heard, worthy of compari▪
son with the
PMC MB- 2 and Omen Ra 18:12
The Strauss could not only go deep and deliver
outstanding dynamics, but it could also deliver
the subtlest intonation, so that the slightest
adjustment in weight on the kick drum pedal

so good. The bass notes were delivered in an
almost staccato manner which every other
speaker I've heard has blurred. I'm sure with the
Strauss Iheard what was laid down in the studio,

could be clearly heard. I consider the
reproduction of bass frequencies with this

the incredible speed, dynamic range, and power

speaker to be among the best I've heard to date,

guise Iwould suggest they outperformed any

worthy of comparison with the PMC MB- 2 and

other bass driver I've heard in my room to date.
For the first time Icould clearly hear not only

Omen Ra 18:12.
With Gerry Rafferty

Night

Owl

[
EMI

FA41314711, the Strauss shook me with its
rendition of Get it Right Next Time'. The
midrange and high frequency reproduction are

of the two bass drivers was phenomenal. In this

the synthesizer bass, but also a kick drum
recorded low in the mix, but usually obscured.
Again male vocals were spectacular. Many
speakers, this one included, get female vocals

amongst the best I've heard, period. When you

right, but in my experience fewer seem to have

hear the cymbal at the start of this track, you

this skill with male voice. But when aloudspeaker

don't just hear the initial attack, but also the

does get it right, it can be so addictive it has you

speaker in a room larger than mine. In its
reproduction of bass, this speaker is truly
impressive, and its ability to handle effortlessly

represents spectacular value for money. Given
very high quality amplification and careful

speaker I'd rather have. If you can accommodate
this speaker, you must put this on your shortlist,
and I'm delighted to give a very strong
recommendation for this outstanding product. al
David Allcock

Technology
The Strauss is constructed around an MDF cabinet
which has been extensively braced with the aid of
finite element analysis. The baffle and rear panel are
made from adouble thickness ( 25mm) MDF panel
whilst the other panels are 12.5mm thick panels. The
280mm bass driver features an air-dried paper cone
with longitudinally-oriented carbon-fibre inlaid into
the cone, for added strength with little weight, sitting
in adie-cast basket and mounted on the cabinet with
medium loss rubber surrounds. The long- throw bass
driver functions as asubwoofer as it crosses over to
the mid bass drivers at only 70Hz and extends down
to 26Hz. Two 180mm mid/ bass units are again airdried paper coned, with carbon-fibre reinforcement
and hand-finished damping treatment applied to the
cones. Mounted in their own 9.4 litre sealed
enclosure, these drivers are configured so both units
run from 70Hz up but the lower driver tapers off
allowing just the upper driver to handle the higher
frequencies to the point where the 25mm silk dome
tweeter takes over. The tweeter uses a stacked
neodymium triple magnet system which, centre
drilled to act as awave guide for back pressure,
guiding into a damping chamber. The whole
assembly is mounted to the cabinet using asilicone
rubber mounting system to reduce residual vibrations
in

the

cabinet

from

smearing

the

high- frequency information. The speaker is
magnetically shielded to allow it to be used in a
home cinema system.

Features
II Demands an amp with good bass control
• Side- mounted bass driver functions as subwoofer
• Excellent stereo imaging

Ib
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Arcam Diva

A80, P80, CD73
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Unlike the lovely ladies
themselves, Arcam's 111110111111.11.111.11111111.1111111
Divas prove adream to
deal with
ARCAM

Arcam Diva A80/P80/C1:113
PRICE

£599/£419/£399

SUPPLIER

Arcam

CONTACT

01223 203200

WEBSITE

www.arcam.co.uk

(0 / 3

Afew years ago Ihad the pleasure of reviewing

input socket and a 12V trigger input are aso

Arcam's CD7SE Compact Disc player, which
went on to be one of our Awards winners.

provided for such . nstallations. Mains power is
fed by an IEC socket at the back left.

A few generations dowr the developmental line

Moving around to the front, the controls start

most well-mannered CD players that Ihave had
the pleasure of listening to in this price bracket.

has produced the Diva CD73, which supersedes

with apower button on the right, accompanied by

The new DAC seemed to present music in amore

both the CD62 and 72 models, and also happens
to complement the A80 and P80 amplifiers that
are under consideration here as we.l.

apleasantly unobtrusive green light. To the left of

detailed and textured way than the Burr Brown

this are the usual controls for Play, Stop, Track
Skip and so on, in the form of small but sensibly

frequencies being presented in a slightly silky

smooth and civilised sound to match its
ergonomics and looks. It stands out as one of the

converter in the older models, with the higher

Like its predecessors, the CD73 has an in-built

spaced buttons with a nice positive action to

manner which made female operatic voces sound

flexibility of design that allows for future DAC

them. Aoove this is a comprehensive display,

wonderful but gave a harpsichord a slightly

upgrades to either CD82 or CD93 specification.
The CD73 DAC is a WM8740 multi- bit sigma

again in green, which can be varied in intensity or
turned off altogether. The manual alludes to a

delta unit from Wolfson Microelectronics, and has

potential
improvement in sound qual.ty
obtainable by switching off the display l
fthere

24Dit, 192k1- zcapabili:y ( though the upsarnpler

rounded tone which I didn't feel was quite
accurate. Overall it proved acreditable performer
over most of the genres of music that Ifed to it,
although a few sharper sounds, such as Louis

needed to make use of this is fitted only to the
pricier CD93 model, our 2003 Award winner).

was adifference it was very small, and certainly
left no discernible impression with me. The CD

Armstrong's trumpet, again felt slightly rounded,
and just alittle too soft around the edges for my

Internal changes also include a double-sided
main circuit board and ' audiophile-quality

drawer is sited to the left of the display and

taste, but Iwould rather have a slightly overly

seemed quite robust, sliding the discs into a

smooth presentation of digitally reproduced high
frequencies than the gratingly sharp noses which

components in all critical areas'.
All of this is linked to the outside world via a
choice of either optical cr coaxial digital outputs,
or tne usual set of ana ogue stereo outputs via
RCA Phono sockets. Two sets of these are
provided to facilitate feeding asignal to asecond
amplifier in multi-room set-ups. A remote IR
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Sony-sourced drive unit. The model Ireviewed
was finished in asmart silvery-grey colour ( black
is also available) and looked slimmer than its 430
x290 x85mm (wdh) dimensions might suggest
due to avery gentle slope on the front panel.
Sonically it proved the old adage ' handsome is,
as handsome does and produced acomfortable,

have been known to emanate from some CD
players over the years.
The

A80

integrated

amplifier comes

in

matching casework, only differing from the
CD73's dimensions in having adepth of 330mm,
while the P80 power amplifier is slightly larger

www.hifinews.co.uk

agin at 435 x340 x100mm. The latter has very

sound system) and a maximum ' On' volume

unit of this cost. All the other aspects of the

minimal controls, consisting of buttons for
selecting either or both sets of speaker outputs,

setting. The green display to the right of the

sound were there, with volume aplenty if required,

volume knob provides the ' on-screen' action as

but with an impregnable smoothness that left me
feeling that it somehow lacked the self- belief to
have the confidence to let go and really sing.

and apower button. At the back are two rows of
good-sized speaker terminals, which accept bare
wires as well as 4mm plugs, provided the plastic
blanking inserts are removed from the holes in

these customising facilities are accessed.
Speakers one and two, and the source selectors
are aneat row o buttons running underneath the
display panel, which have the same tactile quality

As a combination, the three units look good
together, and sound very pleasant, but Ifeel the

Sonically the Arcam CD73 player proved
the old adage ' handsome is, as handsome
does' and produced a comfortable,
smooth and civilised sound
CO RAVEN

d
00•11111.e

as their counterparts on the CD73. A headphones

CD73 is the best value of the trio, with asound

socket is fitted at the front left side of the fascia.
Istarted listening to the A80 on its own and

quality commensurate with its price. Ultimately I
felt slightly disappointed with the performance of

was initially struck by the smooth but detailed
sound. However, after a while, especially

the A80 amplifier. As Isaid the sound was good,
txt the slight lad< of authority in the portrayal of

exploring some fairly dynamic classical material, I music left me with afeeling that it was all very
pleasant but not forthright enough to provide total
began to feel that a:though the overall sound was
good, it had a slightly restrained feeling to it.

satisfaction. •

Tony Bolton

Customising the amp settings brought about no
the centre of the sockets. As well as the phono

improvement so Ibrought the P80 into use, bi-

plugs for Audio In, there is aset for Audio Out, to
allow for ' daisy chaining' in multi- room

amping

considerably more weight, and there seemed to

According to the manutacturer's specifications, the

installations. The 12V trigger and remote IR

be a noticeab'e increase

Wolfson WM8740 DAC on the CD73 provides a

sockets are also provided. There is also a ' link'

between quiet and loud passages. Separation of

socket which, when removed, and used to join the

sounds and images improved, especially using the

distortion at 0.005%. Output level is anear- standard

two audio out sockets, adapts the A80 to provide
two mono loudspeaker outputs from asingle input

capable on- board phono stage, fed by aGregory
Musicmaker cartridge.

2.3V rms from an impedance of 150 ohms. The unit

signal. Adding another A80 will then enable biamplification of suitable speakers. Mains power is
again from aleft-hand situated IEC socket.

Despite these other sonic benefits, Istill felt a
certain sense of restraint about the performance
being relayed through the speakers. My

The back of the A80 boasts the same speaker
terminals and multi- room wiring sockets, this

suspicions that the pre-amp stage of the A80 was
not quite as invisible as Iwould like was partially

Signal-to-noise ratio is quoted as 105dB. Power
output from 20Hz to 20kHz is given as 65W, with a

time accompanied by arow of phono sockets for

confirmed by feeding the signal from an EAR

distortion figure of 0.008% for alkHz signal at 80%

the moving-magnet phono stage, the five line-

834P phono stage directly into the inputs of the

power into an 8 ohm load. Weight is 9kg. The

level inputs, atape loop, separate line out and a

specification for the P80 is identical.

the

speakers.

The

sound

gained

in the difference

Technology

signal-to-noise ratio of 112dB, with harmonic

weighs 4.6kg. On the A80 amplifier, sensitivity for
line and tape inputs is quoted as 630mV, impedance
22k ohms, while the phono input has asensitivity of
2.5mV with the standard 47k ohm impedance.

pre out, to link to the P80 or any other power

P80, the volume being set by the 834's level
control. The sound gained a sense of freedom

amplification. The front is dominated by the

using just the 65W/ch of the P80 that it had

volume control, which, in conjunction with the

lacked with the combined force of the 65W/ch

accompanying Enter and Select controls, also

A80 as well. Using the Pre-Out terminals of the

III Neat styling with good ergonomics

doubles as a scrolling device to access the

A80 to feed asignal into one kilowatt of NHT's
amplification, driving its own active speakers,

• 65W/ch into 8ohm speakers

amplifier settings for balance, input level trim,
record, volume resolution (three different settings
including 0.5dB increments), processor mode
(adjusts the amps ga.n when used in asurround

www.hifinews.co.uk

Features

showed more clearly the degree of reticence
imparted by the pre-amp. Ifelt the sound lacked

Ill Pre- amp settings easily customised

the confidence that Iwould have expected from

Hi-Fir 1
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Roksan

Kandy
DVD system

Could this be asweet
and simple way of moving
to multichannel?
Roksan Kandy DVD System
PRICE

£645/£595/£700

SUPPLIER

Henley Designs

CONTACT

01235 511166

WEBSITE

www.roksan.co.uk

Xerxes, Son of Darius the Great (but not a
purveyor of turntables to the cognoscenti)
became King of Persia upon the death of his
father in 485 BC. Some 2500 years after this, in
the mid 1980s, the imaginatively named Roksan
Xerxes turntable with Artemiz arm and Shiraz
cartridge caused asensation with its challenge to
the prevailing market supremacy of the Linn
Sondek. Since that time the company has
developed a wider range of components and
embraced the AV revolution with more enthusiasm
than many other British firms.
The somewhat disappointingly named Roksan
Kandy system (why couldn't they have called it
the Roksan Socrates or something?) comprises
the Roksan Kandy DVD MK Ill player (£ 645), the
Kandy two-channel integrated amplifier (£ 595)
and KMA 3 (£ 700), a three-channel power
amplifier designed to add surround sound to the
system. ( Also available is the KMA 2two- channel
power amplifier, at £ 550.)

pleased to see that the video output offered

moments when you feel the urge to escape the

The Kandy boxes are pleasingly solid and

component video connections for the highest

cacophony of normal domestic life. The amplifier

presented in a simple black aluminium case
which sports a thick brushed aluminium

possible quality as well as offering the usual

is well specified with a 4 rail 500VA toroidal

composite and S-VHS options. Icurrently use an

power supply claimed to deliver 115 watt into 8

faceplate. The overall style is simple, clear and

lnfocus LP530 XGA DLP projector firing on an

ohms and 220 watt into 4ohms.

unobtrusive and a welcome relief from the

80in Grandview Electric screen. The projector

The final element of the Roksan Kandy system

ergonomic nightmare that is most hi-fi and AV
equipment from the Japanese majors. It's also

was fed using Chord Company interconnects and

is the Kra 3 power amplifier which offers the

it was noticeable that the component video

facility to turn the two-channel system described

noticeable upon unpacking that the weight of

connection offered slightly greater clarity than

above into a full 5.1 channel home theatre

each unit is significantly greater than would
expected at this price point, which suggests a

S-Video, particularly or t.tle sequences where for
example white text was overlaid on a black

system. The KMA 3 is athree-channel amplifier
in asingle box capable of driving the centre and

high standard of build quality and the use of

background.

rear speakers of an AV system to 115 watts into 8

sizeable power supplies.

ohms and 220 watts into 4ohms.

The Kandy DVD player has onboard DTS and

The second element in the system under review
is the Kandy two channel integrated amplifier that

Dolby Digital decoding for surround but claims to

offers six line- level inputs and moving-magnet

as the other components the KMA 3 offers

offer excellent quality on conventional two-

phono.

be

speaker connection is via conventional binding

channel CD material too. This, combined with its

configured by an approved Roksan dealer for line

posts. The amplifier inputs are via either the fixed

relatively modest price (around £650), makes it

level usage if desired. Al inputs feature gold

leve RCA phonos or trimmed RCA sockets which

an attractive proposition for those struggling to

offer the facility to moderate the gain offered on

juggle constraints of space or budget. The player

plated RCA sockets. Speaker connection is via
high quality binding posts. The amplifier comes

features both optical and coaxial Dolby Digital or

complete with remote control and input selection

the front channels.

DTS outputs as well as separate RCA phono
analogue outputs to permit connection directly

is denoted by way of illuminated front panel
indicators.

These trim pots are located to the rear of the
unit so Ihis is aslightly inconvenient task, but at

into a suitable off- board amplifier or processor

All key functions are duplicated on the remote
and a headphone socket is provided for those

Once you are happy with the settings having them

such as the firm's own Kandy series unit. Iwas
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The

moving- magnet

input

may

Finished in the same brushed aluminium case

the peripheral channels so as to level match it to

least it's something you only need to do once.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Ai

on the rear of the unit does at least minimise any
risk of inadvertently altering the settings.

however will probably do so primarily to enjoy

The system was installed in my usual integrated
hi-fi and home cinema room. Speakers were Naim

it was to my DVD collection Iturned next. I
started with Pushing Tin and the opening scene of

SBL at the front, KEF's excellent Q2DS dipole
surrounds at the rear while the sub- bass was

TRACON

augmented

Ill

between the black scopes and the illuminated

subwoofer. Speaker cabling was by Nairn Audio,

symbols on screen with absolutely no ghosting.

interconnects were all Chord Company.

Scenes of jets on final approach over urban

by my reference REL Storm

movies, with music asecondary consideration so

radar scopes and ATC instruments in the dimly lit
room demonstrated superb clarity

Icommenced by listening to the system in two-

landscapes provided impressive city detail and

channel mode using conventional CD material to

excellent sound quality with the jet noise
screaming across the living room in a most

establish how well the system reproduced music
and was pleasantly surprised. Having purchased

impressive manner. Isuspect that my neighbours

Eleanor McEvoy's marvellous Yola at the Hi Fi

may have concluded that the authorities rather

Show & AV Expo I greatly enjoyed the
transparency of Brian Connor's Steinway piano

than build a third runway at Heathrow had
decided to build it next door to them!

McEvoy

On the same film Iwas impressed too with the

sounded characteristically breathy and her innate

details evident in low light scenes — the Kandy
DVD player was one of the best Ihave ever seen

accompaniment on

The Rain Falls'.

ability to capture and convey the emotion of a
song was reproduced impressively intact.
The Kandy DVD player would certainly give
dedicated CD players in the £ 300—£400 range a

in this respect and really showed my usual
Pioneer DV636 a clean pair of heels. The
remastered Star Trek Motion Picture DVD was

My neighbours may have concluded that
the authorities, rather than build athird
runway at Heathrow, had decided to
build it next door to them

Roksan's Kandy system comprises DVD
player, integrated amplifier [ seen with lid off
below] and athree-channel power amp to
complete the surround-sound package

integrated hi-fi and home theatre system. It plays

run for their money and really does offer a high
level of musical enjoyment. Itook the liberty of

next up and the scene in which Kirk inspects the
Enterprise from a shuttlecraft showed what an

music to ahigh standard and delivers soundtracks
with impressive drama and substance. Best of all
though it contains one of the very best DVD

connecting the DVD player into my own Naim pre/power system via the conventional analogue

impressive performer the DVD player is once
again. Visuals on my 7ft screen were crisp and

players £ 650 can buy. Ladies and gentlemen, I
give you the Roksan Plato... Sorry, Kandy. MI

outputs and discovered that this really is a
cracking little DVD/CD device. Coupled with the

free of artefacts and rendered the Enterprise with

Jonathan Gorse

big Naims. the sound blossomed and became

this sound effects and incidental music were

tonally more sophisticated. Instrumental strands
were far more prominent and delineated without

delivered with real force and at a scale that

Roksan's Kandy DVD player offers optical and digital

matched the visuals.

losing the impact of the whole. On the Adagio from

If any more evidence were needed that this

output for DIS and Dolby Digital plus individual RCA
phono outputs for linear PCM, with video output via

the Mozart Clarinet Concerto ( K622) the tone of

little Kandy system is agreat movie combination,

component, S- Video, composite and SCART. The

the clarinet was conveyed with palpable reediness

Titanic provided it. The scene where Kate Winslett

and a huge sense of acoustic space. The Kandy
was of course out-gunned by my own Naim CD

is standing on the bow of the ship against a

player also offers a virtual surround mode and
utilises aBurr Brown 1716 PCM D/A converter. The

sunset was majestic and beautiful. The DVD

optical reader comprises a dual laser and video

player but Icouldn't help but be impressed by the

player provided asunset of such staggering colour

handling is via a Roksan custom- designed MPEG

Roksan source. In the context of the whole
Roksan system the DVD player still performed

intensity and realism it was exhilarating to watch.
It's scenes like that, which remind you why you

PCB using a 10- bit 27MHz video DAC. The Kandy
integrated amplifier has a 500VA toroidal

convincingly on music and the amplifiers
produced a bold and gutsy sound which was

continue the occasionally frustrating pursuit of hifi and AV excellence and make it worthwhile.

transformer and is said to deliver 115 watts into 8
ohms and 220W into 4 ohms. The remote control

certainly up with class leaders at the price. Most
people who purchase the Kandy DVD player

beautiful scale and clarity in the room. Allied to

The Roksan Kandy system is awell engineered
solution for those who would prefer to run art

Technology

user- configurable pre-amp section offers five line
level inputs, one m- m phono input and atape input.
Measuring 432 x90 x380mm ( hwd), it weighs 14kg.
The Kandy KMA 3 three- channel amplifier offers
three channels of 115W into 8ohm ( 220W into 4
ohm), again using a 500VA toroidal transformer.
With the same dimensions, it also weighs 14kg.

Features
• Well built and stylish
• Sensible features
• Detailed and precise sound

Hi Fi
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Cool, cute, impeccably stylish.., have you just found your 'spare' system?

u.

III/011 Radio
combo system

Tivoli Radio combo system
PRICE

£439.99

SUPPLIER

Ruark

CONTACT

01702 601410

WEBSITE

www.tivoliaudio.com

siblings. The recipe is a three-fold masterplan:

a bijoux London rip-off of a flat — lacking the

each Tivoli product has to look ft.nky, work

space to house them. The main unit and right

intuitively and sound great. No, make that four-

channel speaker come in 213 x 114 x 140mm

fold: it also has to be abargain. The mono Model

(hwd) chassis, and the CD player is only half an

One was radio was joined by astereo version, a

inch deeper than that. The subwoofer? A teensy

clock- radio variant, an active subwoofer, a CD

165 x241 x160mm ( hwd).

player and even aportable.

By now, the look and operation of the primary

But best of all, if you've been bitten by the bug

component should be familiar because the Model

You gotta love it: despite the juggernaut behind

that must be considered the ' Swatch of hi-fi' and

One radio is so truly ubiquitous [ see Technology'

digital radio, despite the desire in certain

you can't resist buying Twolis in multiples, you

boxout]. Although this is a ' closed system' in that

quarters that analogue would just go away

can see from the above that the company can now

only the CD player could be used realistically with

Tivoli is one of home entertainment's biggest

offer what amounts to a system'. By that, Imean

other components, there are tweaks available. I

success stories. And all because of a table-top

stereo AM/FM radio, CD, asubwoofer to add some

haven't tried them yet, but the indefatigable Russ

radio reminiscent of the

mass to the sound and

Andrews is offering a line of hot-rodded 12V

no-presets/big-dial

inputs for tape, a

classics of the 1950s and 1960s. Oh, and the

headphone socket and even 12V operation if you

fact that it was designed by/inspired by one of the

want to use it in aboat or caravan.

industry's canniest geniuses: Henry Kloss. And

DC instead of good ol' dirty AC, and there is an
it

alleged improvement. Just thought you should

there's choice of colours. And real wood trim. And

consists of the following ( alas, only in the Metallic

know that, in case you are ( a) tempted by Tivoli

because it sounds teriific. And it's about as close

Taupe/Cherry colour scheme): Model Two Stereo

but ( b) hate the thought of using anything straight

to ' cuddly' as home eectronics gets.

Table

out of the box without atweak.

With the original, mono AM/FM Tivoli Model
One radio

now a de rigueur purchase for

Collectively named the

mains adaptors to run Tivoli components off 12V

Radio (£ 169.99),

Radio Combo,

Model

CD

Player

(£199.99) and Model Subwoofer (£ 79.99). If you

Tivoli looked to in- car and computer transports

buy it as apackage instead of adding the CD and

for the Model CD, eschewing atray in favour of a

secondary sound — try finding someone in the

sub later, it will cost £439.99, saving you a

motorised slot; above it is adisplay showing track

audio industry who doesn't have aTivoli in his or

tenner over the separates.

number and time. There's aprimary on/off button

her kitchen or bedroom — the company laid the

Its four enclosures are so compact that there

with green LED indicator, an IR receptor, an eject

foundation for a family of equally- appealing

can't be an Ikea- or Habitat-driven home — even

button next to the slot and controls for Track Skip
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in both directions, Forward/Reverse, Stop and
Pause/Play. On the rear panel are a headphone

From table radio to complete system: making up
the Tivoli Radio Combo is the Model Two stereo

break-up occurs. Emphatically and inescapabdy,
an audiophile could live with this as a second

output, L/R phono sockets — the unit comes with

radio (the two similar boxes providing left and

system. And certain flashes of near-greatness

a 2phonoto-mini-jack lead — and the power

right speakers), aCD player and tiny subwoofer

occurred: the keyboard intro and hand claps on

plus repeat, track-entry via numeric keypad, mute
and volume (CD-only) can be operated through

one 600lb fly in the ointment, it's all good news.

natural. Dylan's voice had all the requisite
textures, Aretha's the warmth, Cyndi Lauper's the

the supplied credit card-sized remote.
Lastly, there's the subwoofer, with 20W driving

CD is smooth and rich. Iwouldn't be surprised if
Tivoli had an old dear in the office who passed

a135mm woofer in afront-ported enclosure. The

final judgement of the Doh-what-a- lovely-tone!

baffle features an auto- sensing on/off button and
a volume control; I found the centre-detent
position to be ideal. For such a style-conscious

variety before the designs are signed off fot

Bill Withers' Lean On Me' were vivid, in the room,

connection from a12V ' wall wart'. Every function,

design, it's odd that Tivoli gave this a red LED
while the other components sport green.
Note that Tivoli components come with every

As with the radio performance, the sound of the

production. It's deceptively large, warm, valvelike, ron fatiguing and so good that it commits a
delightful sin: you may buy this for background
music, but it w:If continually make you stop and
listen. It does not lade into the wallpaper.

clarity. But...
For less money (and taking up less space), you
could have Denon's mind-blowing UD-M31 CDreceiver. Add to it a pair of baby Epos or
Wharfedale speakers, or even the Mission- made
matching models, and you can better the price of
the Tivoli, enjoy all of its convenience, less wiring,
more flexibility, more power and vastly superior
sound. What you'd sacrifice, though, is wholly a

Fed adiet of the sort of pop you'd hear from
lifestyle/aesthetic choice. Don't get me wrong: the
single cable you'll need. Arriving in three boxes, I
the radio, it sounded alot better with CD than I Tivoli Radio Combo is as ' magical' and charming
had the system unpacked and up-and- running in
would have imagined. It's fast and crisp without
as its radio-only predecessor. But the competition
10 minutes, without once looking at the owner's
a reasonable

between full-blown, multi-source stereo systems

semblance of a soundstage, though the latter

— even compact ones — is far more fierce than

you'll find that the system works well. Iwas

might be compromised by shelf placement and

familiar with the radio performance, having

the likelihood of blocking off the rear ports. Eyes

that between mono radios. Then again, selling on
style never hurt B&O. •

manuals. Like Isaid, Tivoli works intuitively.
Even without pushing your audiophilic

being

edgy,

ard

there

was

Eyes closed, there is absolutely no way
you'd mistake this for the sort of allplastic dreck sold via mail-order and
purporting to make good sound

Ken Kessler

Technology
By now, the look and operat on of the primary
component should be familiar because the Model
One radio is so truly ubiquitous. It contains afullrange 75mm driver, an AM/FM radio, volume control,
source selector ( on/otf, AM, FM, Aux), power- on LED
and tuning strength LED, plus that big rotary tuning

bought the review sample of the Model One for

closed, there is no way you'd mistake this for the

control. At the back are options for the aerial

our kitchen, and was delighted to hear that the

sort of all- plastic dreck sold via mail-order and

(internal AM and FM aerials or external aerials

move to stereo was faultless. However much my

purporting to make good sound. Limitations? The

selectable via a small switch), mains input or

purist wife prefers mono, the appeal was instant:

bas is abit one- note and lumpy, but not as bad

12-16V input, and — through stereo mini- sockets

wide and rich, with talk shows benefiting from

as some budget small subs I've heard. Hell, it

— subwoofer output, headphone output, record out,

non-overlapping voices.

even handled Hot Chocolate's ' You Sexy Thing'

aux input and an input for connecting asource that

But the main reason for trying this system was
to hear the CD and subwoofer as well, to learn
what acomplete Tivoli system might do. And bar

without complaint. As for maximum levels, well,
given the size of the rooms it would be asked to

mixes with the radio or auxiliary. Also at the back are
a balance control, a loudspeaker port and the

fill, it goes loud enough for most before audible

sockets for the right channel speaker. The latter unit
is essentially aModel Two with everything removed
bar the speaker itself.

Features
Somewhat larger than Tivoli's
Model One/Model Two main

III Smooth and rich CD sound

speaker enclosures, this still

U Comes complete and ready te use

must be one of the smallest
subwoofers in captivity

III Looks and feels great

Hi Fil
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dCS does

1
)S

dCS Purcell
PRICE

£4999

SUPPLIER

dCS Ltd

CONTACT

01799 531999

WEBSITE

www.dcsltd.co.uk
141111•Pe

Input

Output

or!

;
AFtincoür

D Ste,

The full dCS transport and dCS converters set-up
has many strings to its bow — now including
upsampling 16- bit CD to DSD, the digital format of
Sony and Philips' SACD...

Britain's
pre-eminent
digital
converter
specialist, dCS Ltd, added a key component to

different data streams, with the primary consumer

standards, and this choice plus the array of filters

its line-up two years ago with the Verdi disc

interest levelled at turning the 16-bit/44.1kHz

allows afair degree of fredom to subtly tune the
sound to personal taste. For example, when

transport (£ 7999). Combining this with a dCS

PCM data from CD into a 1-bit/2.8MHz DSD

Purcell digital-to-digital converter and Elgar Plus

format. This can then be fed to a DSD-capable

playing music carried in traditional PCM form,

digital-to-analogue converter (£9499), it was

Elgar via

possible to build a CD and SACD-playing front-

(FireWire) link. Like the process of upsampling

the Elgar has a choice of six different digital
interpolation filters, providing the user with a

end to humble any other player in the world, bar

compact disc's PCM audio to 24-bit//76.4kHz or
192kHz, this doesn't really restore any of the

useful range of ' sounds'.
None of these is a definitive answer for all

none.

When

I looked

at

this

formidable

dCS's own

encrypted

1EEE1394

combination I
HFN, Sept 20021, the main area of

missing information that was originey removed

recordings and all listeners, but the opportunity

interest was how the Verdi

when the music was first quantised and band-

to experiment means that the best can be found

performed with the dCS converters, as aplayer of

limited by the ND converter. But it does give the

for any given recording, or sometimes at least for

regular CDs, and of stereo Super Audio Compact

resized CD data stream the royal ' high res'

a genre of music. For rock music, for example,

Discs. (At that time, the state-of-the-art for all
high performance audio was based around two-

decoding treatment in the DAC, as if . twas being
played from a high-resolution source ' ike DVD-A

compelling sound, even though this FIR (finite

channel stereo. Today, the best music systems are

or Super Audio CD. And in the case of DSD

impulse response) filter has the sharpest anti-

still built around two, rather than five, channels.)

upsampling, this may confer music with some of
the advantages of DSD audio, allowing the

aliasing cut-off, which should result in the

disc transport

I've often found that Filter 1 gives the most

access to my own Purcell, an earlier generation
unit equipped solely for PCM digital audio; but

elimination of any interpolation fIters in the DAC;

poorest transient response! This may be evident
as pre-ringing from the filter, a most unnatural

although since DSD is afar from perfect system,

effect when compared to real, non-digitised

around the time of the introduction of the Verdi,

any cross-conversion may well introduce some of

sound, but nonetheless it's the most familiar type

dCS added Direct Stream Digiral ( DSD) capability

this system's deficiencies too.

of filter, found in many CD players and D/A
converters. Filters 2 through to 4 have a

At the time of the Verdi review Ionly had

to the Purcell as well. This meant it could happily
cross-convert between these two fundamentally
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bandwidth, reducing progressively on Filters 2

the Chord power amp with its switch-mode power

and 3, while Filter 4cuts most noise post-20kHz,

supply and

for studio applications when meters need to be

amplifier was introduced with apair of EAR 509

MOSFET

power stage, a valve

calibrated. Even — or especially — under ' no

monoblocks, using balanced inputs. Speakers

signal' conditions, DSD outputs a lot of
supersonic digital noise which will confuse meter

were B&W N802, and cabling was from Nordost,
including Nordost Valhalla digital interconnects.

calibrations. DSD technology is abalancing act,
with careful thought put into where to hide the

played through from Verdi to Elgar, with no

noise. The professional dCS 974 DID converter

additional processing, Elgar set to master clock

has a choice of six different delta-sigma
modulators, while the Purcell has simplified this

traditional CD sound with accentuated sibilants

to just one modulator.

on female vocals, crisp but splashy cymbals and

SOUND QUALITY

an immediate, upfront sound. Thanks, Ibelieve,
to the Elgar's first-class low-level linearity, it gave

I've been left somewhat ambivalent so far with
the SACD format as awhole. On some occasions

a very clean and well-ordered sound, but still
unmistakably 'CD- like'. Upsampling to 24/176.4

it has given areally convincing rendition of actual

via dual AES links provided the now-familiar ease

music, sounding fluid, artifice-free — natural and
'undigital'. Other times it hasn't seemed to give

of reproduction, with the sound now less clinical;

much advantage over reguar CD, retaining that
format's usual traits of treble edginess and poor
dimensionality. The dCS system had certainly
showed the best the format had to offer so far, but
Istill had reservations, not helped by the limited
amount of known, useful music with which to
judge it. It doesn't take much lateral thinking,
therefore, to see that any disc playing system that
is able to convert tried-and-tested, familiar CD

Going back to basics, music from CD was

mode,

and

Filter

1 selected. This gave a

richer, fuller, with drums now seemingly actually
placed in the room. Playing Patricia Barber's
'Mourning Grace' the voice now sat comfortably
above the music, integrated perfectly but heard as
a separate line rather than only loosely
intermingled into the whole. Imaging went from
flat panorama to ' 3D specs' holography.
Moving to DSD upsampling showed another
story. Here Iheard a warmer sound, with more
bass weight and power, making PCM appear a

recordings into an SACD-esque form would give

little tonally lightweight in comparison. Rhythmic

extra insight into how DSD music can sound

timing, it must be said, was as good from either
type of processing.

through agood hi-fi system. Which would be the
better way to implement digital upsampling — to
'up' the sample frequency and bit-depth within

Another female vocalist showed similar gains
with DSD treatment — Tori Amos's ' Icicle' had

the expense of more distortion creeping in from

The latest Purcell incorporates several changes

that warmer feel, with sustained piano chords

above the Nyquist point (
je, one-half the sample

since last reviewed not least of which is the

showing beautiful decay, particularly appreciated

frequency). Filters 5 and 6 only work with high
sample freauency PCM at 176.4kHz and 192kHz

capability to convert PCM digital audio to DSD

on those intermodulating closely- harmonised

via a Dual AES link; Filter 5 is a gaussian
response filter, and Filter 6 is an IIR type filter.

the same PCM framework as the original CD, or to
move over to a1- bit DSD format?

the real acoustic instrument. The trademark
husky Amos voice did appear even breathier than

For playing DSD audio, the Elgar offers four
filters which serve to progressively reduce the

In the context of the dCS system, most reports

usual; in fact it was judged to be more so than

have suggested that DSD upsampling is an

amount of ultrasonic noise played out through the

improvement over, say, 24/192 PCM upsampling.

may be strictly natural.
Stereo perspectives made a useful point for

analogue outputs. Direct Stream Digital is avery
noisy system ( remember that a 1-bit system has

With
the
loan
of
a fully
up-:o-date
Verdi/Purcell/Elgar Plus system, Iwas able to

comparison. Generally, DSD upsampling gave a

an intrinsic dynamic range of just 6dB) which

investigate for myself.

stereo width is often taken as a guide to

only becomes at all usable after massive amounts
of noise-shaping; that is, by sweeping digital

notes that would ring clearly in the presence of

more narrow account than upsampled PCM. While

it upstream beyond 20kHz. While DSD advertises

In the first trials with the reference Chord CPA
excellence it may on occasion be acase of ' never
3200 pre-amp and SPM 1200C power amp I mind the quality, feel the width'. It's worth noting
didn't find DSD upsampling especially flattering,
that in one published paper from dCS, where
so Itried different amplification to see if it was a various conversion systems were compared by

an in-band signal-to-noise ratio of up to 120dB

simple system mismatch. In place of the pre-amp

(equalling 20- bit PCM), by 90kHz added noise
brings this down to 60dB, or lower. dCS doesn't

Iused variously a passive pre, a transformercoupled ' magnetic passive' from Music First, as

upsampling was often one of artificially widening

publish the specifications of its DSD filters,

well as atotal pre- amp bypass by using the Elgar's

except to say that Filter 1 DSD gives the widest

digital volume control to set level. As acontrast to

the stereo stage (see Effects in High Sample Rate
Audio Material, 1998, available from the dCS

noise out of the nominal audio band and dumping

www.hifinews.co.uk

playing music from analogue master tape through
an ADC and DAC, the perceived effect of PCM
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Mills, Plasma Screens, Projectors, Loudspeakers, TVs, Receivers, HiFi.

For an amazing collection of seasonal special offers and ex-demo bargains on the biggest names in
Home Entertainment visit Musical Images now! With luxurious demonstration suites, professional staff and
a dedicated installation service, there's no beating the experience at Musical Images' award winning stores.

Don't buy until you've experienced the best winter sale in the business*.

EXPERIENCE THE DIFFERENCE AT MUSICAL IMAGES

E&OE.

BECKENHAM BRANCH

COVENT GARDEN BRANCH

EDGWARE BRANCH

126 High Street,
Beckenham, Kent BR3 1ED
Tel: 020 8663 3777

18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2H 9HB

173 Station Road, Edgware,
Middlesex HA8 7JX
Tel: 020 8952 5535

Tel: 020 7497 1346

Please call your local branch for opening tme deta ls. Audio Visual Lifestyle Ltd t/a Musical Images.

E-mail: salesemusical-images.co.uk

*Sale must end 28th February 2004 - call your local branch for details. Sale prices are not valid with any other offer or promotion.

Auditions

website). Whether faithful or not, Idid find DSD

Clcckwise from top left: the Verdi disc t
ansport,

increased buried mush. But its ability to show the

to sometimes err on the more spatialy congested

now able to provide 16- bit S/PDIF output from the

gravitas, the soul of real music, definitely makes

side, evident on a Shostakovich 8th [Leningrad
SO/Mravinsky, 1961] where the stops-out finale

DSD layer of SACD ; inside the Purcell; E•Igar PI 1S,
the finest PCM and DSD WA converter available?

it one for the heart, while PCM is happy giving the
more cerebral exposure. dCS is putting its money

to the third movement lost its focus compared to
PCM. Using PCM upsampling, Ifound an open

where ds mouth is now, given this choice — watch
out for the new Verdi La Scala, a Verdi disc

and airy acoustic where every instrument could

It's certainly capable of extracting more music
than any player combination I've heard. Prob'em

still be picked out eas ly.
One of my favourite tests for atmosphere and

is, what kind of truth do you wart?
With regular CD as astarting point you usually

right now, DSD capability from the Purcell is a
highly recommended add-on, making the mighty

space is ' Echoes' from Pink Floyd's 1971 album

only have an approximation to the truth anyway,

dCS system even more powerful.

Medd fe (
CDP 746303421. Trades in performance

Andrew Harrison

were evident between the two d.gital paradigms:

but even safe in the knowledge that the disc is
getting its best rendition through dCS electronics,

DSD-upsampled CD gave the more rounded

there are still different angles on that truth. Given

Which would be the better way — to ' up'
the sample frequency and bit- depth within
the same PCM framework as the original
CD, or to move over to 1- bit DSD format?

transport with on-board DSD upsampling. But

Technology
Many connection standards are encompassed by
each of the dCS units. You can choose from any of
the seven principal digital output formats available
on the Verdi transport ( AES3 on XLR, S/PDIF on RCA.
BM or TosLink, ST optical, Sony SDIF-2, and DSD on
IEEE.1394); and from five different digital inputs on
the Purcell upsampfer ( AES3, RCA, BNC, TosLink, ST
optical, and 1EE1394). The Elgar Plus D/A converter
meanwhile boasts eight input standards (AES3, RCA.

sound, great fry showing texture and feel of bass

more time Imay have fourd afinal answer to the

BNC, iosLink, ST optical, SOIF 2, 1EEE1394, as well

guitar, organ and slide gurtar, and the overall
effect was close to :he LP, with a ' dark' cast to the

'best' set-up, although it's as likely IT keep my
'mal conclusion here: the choice of PCM or DSD

as Cual AES for PCM data from 88.2kHz to 192kHz).
Note that since the original review, the Verdi is now

work: PCM upsampling gave back some lost

upsampling gives the well-heeled user another

equipped to provide an S/PDIF 16/44.1 output from

clarity, such as the ' ripples' around the opening

very useful option for getting the very best out of

DSD recordings, in contrast to every other SACD

Binson'd high B note on acoustic piano, making

any given compact disc (or indeed other digital

payer we've seen. TosLink is a connector often

DSD appear less pure and bell- like, almost dirty,

source — Ihad some interesting times by DSD

shunned at the high-end of hi-fi because of higher

in comparison. But DSD definitely had aflow to it

upsampling BBC Radio 3 from DAB... ). DSD

intrinsic jitter, but nonetheless its inclusion on the

that was making picking a ' winner' difficult.

upsampling definitely has irresistible qualities

Purcell DID converter allows consumer sources such

It's not unreasonable to look at the complete
dCS three-piece system as a precise surgical

which appeal to tne digitally agnostic music lover;
in fact the overall effect is not entirely unlike the

as set- top boxes and MiniDisc payers to take

instrument to slice open up the truth from any CD

vinyl experience, with adynamic span perceived

—or SACD — that you really reed to hear honestly.

to be slightly lessened and avague impression of

advantage of the upsampling treatment.

Features
• Converts PCM to DSD in the Purcell
▪ Plays SACDs as CD via Verdi's digital output
3 Upsample 16- bit CD to 24/192

www.hifinews.cc.uk
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Never Connected power supply

The Never Connected power supply could
deliver amore musical mains supply...

PRICE

£175 per rail plus feing

SUPPLIER

Fenson

CONTACT

01684 833446

just NC for short.

www.never-connected.com

relatively simple and compact circuit that is

WEBSITE

George calls his concept Never connected', or
Basically it comprises a

detail and a manifestly purer treble which the
superior clock provides.
I switched over to the NC mode for the

Audio enthusiast Richard George specialises in

particular rail of an audio unit power supply ( see

analogue section of the player. First impress.ons
were of a still purer sound delivering deeper

advanced plastic technology at Fenson Ltd.

Technology).

silences and superior dynamic contrasts. Imaging

placed in the chain of stages constituting a

It turned out that the supplied player had

and

the

soundstage

dimension

were

both

Dissatisfaction with available solutions to the
problem of mains-borne noise, shunt capacitors,

multiple rails, two for digital; and two more — a

enhanced, lending agreater sense of scale. Bass

filters and the like led him to experiment with
alternatives. His research finally resolved itself as

plus and aminus for analogue, and so it had aNC
device for each rail. Thus the test bed comes with

lines were faster, more upbeat, more positive.
Adopting 26 as abaseline wore for this listening

an inventive principle on which

patent' is

four NC devices, and conveniently these could be

test of the re-clocked Marantz player, the NC

'pending' and is now far enough advanced to

switched in and out of circuit via four changeover

allow apublic test of the technology.

switches installed on the player's back panel.

analogue upgrade gave about 15% more, raising
the score to 30 marks.

Some sort of plausible test bed was required to
achieve the analysis.

In

co-operation with

Trichord, who can also supply NC upgrades as an
upgrade to anumber of audio separates, Fenson
delivered to me a Marantz 6000 KI Signature

After setting down for a while following

When Iswitched in the NC component for the

delivery, Iput this new technology to the test.
Changeover switches conveniently set on the back

digital clock section there were further changes,

panel made comparisons straightforward.
Ifirst autiiIioned the base player, noting it had

of 32.
Ifound it fascinating to lear the effect of the

valued at about + 7%, making an impressive total

which had been fitted with aTrichord low-jit:er

been augmerted by the latest Trichord low jitter

lower noise supply reflected differently in the

clock option. A baseline performance could now

clock. Without doubt, the Marantz 6000 KI player

digital section performance. First up was an

be established for the behaviour and hopedkir

had shifted up agear over the standard model,

apparent further reduction in jitter. This was

benefit of the principle.

with cr sper focus and superior depth, greater

directly associated with the NC device feeding the
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Auditions
contributions summing to apossible 25% overall

Technology

gain in sound quality. But Ialso found asection
where NC technology did not benefit the sound namely the supply to the CD transport.

NC technology provides an auxiliary reservoir for

That said, the NC devices did consistently
provide gains in what Iterm ' musicality' - the

directly to the mains for afraction of the 50Hz cycle;
this period is called the conduction angle. It lasts

ability of a player to let the music performance

three to four thousandths of asecond, perhaps 1% of

through. This particular gain almost raised the

ahalf- cycle. Comparators assess the state of this

test player to audiophile level competing with

reservoir and the conduction times, and direct a
control signal to aFET switch, which disconnects it

luxury models at more than twice the price. While
the solution is more complex to execute than
plug-in mains filters, the real benefit is clear
enough.
Different NC boards to suit various applications
crystal

oscillator

significantly

power option.

higher

resolution,

with

firmer

textured trebles and a really worthwhile gain in
image depth. Reverberaton fields were more
clearly heed, while soloists stood out clearly from
the mix. Bass lines were improved, with better

connected during the noisy conduction period. At all
other times energy stored in this reservoir capacitor

I consider Fenson has proved this novel

is available for transfer to the main supply and its

connection to the mains supply,

own reservoir on amore gentle low- noise lop up'
basis. Thus the interface between the rectifier bridge

avoiding the broadband noise, inevitably present

and the main supply, and the rectifier bridge/mains

on the mains supply. Using this never connected'
principle firmly benefits audio sound quality.

input, means the player is ' never connected' to the
mains and its unwanted noise. The supposition is

This technology seems to be aworthwhile, as
well as cost-effective, British invention, even in

that it is this noise which potentially degrades sound

the case of a one-off basis for individual

tim ng and tune playing. Some improvements in
dynamics were also apparent. Conversely the

customers, via an agent such as Trichord.
Hopefully it will be taken up and licensed to a

digital supply NC unit gave more benefit than the
other supplying the transport, and here there was

volume producer, whose £ 500 pre-amp, DVD or
CD player could incorporate the NC benefits for

aperceptible slowing of rhythm.
The NC supply section offered welcome gains
in performance, particularly for analogue The two

perhaps as little as a 10% increase in purchase
price. Depending on the potential quality of the

domains can clearly work well together, their

from the player part. Consequently, the mains is not

concept of apower supply that avoids any direct
electrical

There was

PSU circuits. This reservoir is only connected

product concerned gains of between 20% and
40% are not implausible.II
Martin Colloms

quality and is the target for alternative suppressors
and filters. Reasonable proof of this is given by the
demonstrable change in performance.

Key features
• Novel but effective solution to common problem
▪ Relatively cost effective
• Can be used in variety of products

Maximum: correction
of the review samples obtained using a GRAS

Maximum supertweeter

40BF microphone capsule which is flat, more or
less, to 100kHz. Comparison with the review

PRICE

£800/pr

SUPPLIER

Townshend Audio

graphs shows the output at 40kHz to be about
13dB higher than recorded there, which explains

CONTACT

020 8979 2155

why, as noted in the review, the Maximum is so

WEBSITE

www.townshendaudio.com

effective at low sensitivity settings.
MLSSA and so are restricted to 40kHz. As the
responses are still rising at this frequency an

supertweeter conducted elsewhere have shown

obvious

higher ultrasonic output levels than were r
_ corded

contin .

in my Marsh 2003 review. Ihave now been able

hardwar

to confirm that my measurements were in error

Figure

due

sensitivi

restrictions

in

80

70

SO

It has been brought to my attention by Max

unexpected

90

These measurements were obtained using

Townshend that measurements of the Maximum

to

loo
541.

my

measurement microphone's respons2 above
20kHz. Figure 1shows revised responses.ferone

uestion arises as to whether this trend
Using

different

50

40
105

Iobtained the extended response of

405
frequency .?,

measurement

Figure 1: Revised responses for review samples

at setting 4 on the Maximum's
control.

This suggests that the

response flattens above 40kHz before rolling off
gently above 50kHz.
Note that this plot does not include a
correction for air absorption, which at the
temperature and relative humidity prevalent
during the measurement ( 23.8 deg C and 51%)
is responsible for about ldB of the attenuation
between 40 and 90kHz, or for the microphone's
own response, which the calibration certificate
shows to be 1.5dB down at 90kHz ref 40kHz.
Taking these into account the Maximum's
response is only about 3.5dB down at 90kHz.
Keith Howard

www. hif inews.0 O. k

•
Figure 2: Setting 4on the sensitivity control
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Ferguson Hill's stunning FH 001 speaker adds atraditional
driver to modern plastics to create ahorn for the new century.
pictures by
Review by
Ferguson Hill FH 001
PRICE £ 7943
SUPPLIER

Ferguson Hill

CONTACT

020 7284 0969

WEBSITE

www.fergusonhill.co.uk

T

im (
Ferguson) Hill of Ferguson Hill is an ex-aeronautical
engineer with apassion. By combining ahighly specialised
Lowther full-range drive unit with fiendishly simple
industrial design of horn and stand, he has singlehandedly dragged horn speaker aesthetics kicking and
screaming into the twenty-first century. It would be
easy to assume that the raison d'etre of the FH 1001
was to sit pretty in modern lofts — designed with only
apassing reference to sound reproduction — but that
would be along way from the truth.
Hill's quest for improved sound quality saw him
building various multi-way
speakers in big solid cabinets;
the conventional way of doing
things. He eventually decided
that the single unit approach,
was best — which lead him to
horn-loaded single drivers.
Building various rear- and frontloaded designs, including a 14foot folded-horn, lead him to the
conclusion that astraight horn,
made by front-loading a fullrange drive unit was the ideal
approach.
Low frequencies
would be limited by practical
considerations of size, but that's
life. The horn profile for the FH 001 was found after
building horns from curved flat panels and translating
the best flare (rate of expansion of area along its length)
to the twin-axis mouth. The ideal way to form the
perfect shape, he reasoned, was to form it from thermoplastic. The next job was to find someone to mould it,
which was more troublesome than envisaged.
Eventually he found acompany which was prepared
to experiment with the method of forming this from
cast acrylic sheet under heat, yet retain its inherent
high gloss finish and keep within 5mm of the target
profile. Earlier samples were of thinner material, but
the review item is the latest version, fabricated from
acrylic sheet 8mm thick — and believe me it is quite
solid and relatively dead. The flare provides not just
the correct profile for funnelling the acoustic wave
from the cone, but also adds considerable stiffness to
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the whole assembly. Hill has had the horn tested by
Loughborough University for unwanted mechanical
vibration, and they found this contributes very little to
the sound. (Further measurements by the University
also analysed the Lowther DX-3 unit and the
expanding wave-front from the horn's mouth.)
Aesthetically, the design owes much to the Bauhaus
dictum of form following function, as there is really
nothing in the loudspeaker which is not there for a
very good reason. Like the shape of the leading edge of
Concorde's wing, which is beautiful but proportioned
for optimum performance, this horn is simply the
shape it needs to be to look incredibly elegant.
Well, Ithink they look stunning but was unsure
about the reaction they would generate. Ineedn't have
worried. No-one who has seen these amazing
loudspeakers has not been immediately astounded and
delighted by their throughly modern appearance.
Though they are physically large — in height, depth and
width ( 1650 x 920 x 720mm,
hwd) the clear acrylic horn
allows one to look though the
main bulk and focus the eye
mainly on the elegant stainless
steel stand and Lowther unit.
The speaker was delivered in
separate parts, but the pieces
went together quite easily —
though it is really atwo-person
job to attach the DX3 into its
stainless steel housing and bolt
the Perspex horn to this and the
stand. The three floor spikes
make for an inherently stable
assembly and this can be further
improved by filing the tubular legs and vertical rear
pillar with dry sand or other weighting and damping
material. Ididn't bother for my auditioning as Iwanted
to be able to manouevre them around.
The speaker cables affix directly to the tiny terminals
on the Lowther units, and therein lay aproblem. My
cable is QED Genesis, which is both thick and heavy,
and the poor little Lowther finger screws and bendy
plastic brackets were nowhere near strong enough.
They didn't break off — but came perilously close. Tim
Hill told me that they now have revised cable
terminals. The main input is now at floor level by
means of stronger gold-plated brass 4mm/spade
terminals. Cables comprising 99.99% silver conductors
and Teflon insulation run up inside the rear pillar tube
and connect to the Lowther finger nuts which are now
thankfully unstressed. Ihaven't seen or tried this new
www.hifinews.co.uk

Lab test

Perfectly

www.hifinews.co.uk
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Countdown to

20 - 22 February 2004
10am -5pm every day
at the Marriott City Centre
Hotel, Lower Castle St.,
Bristol
GETTING TO THE SHOW
By train: Temple Meads Station is ashort
distance from the Marriott and is accessible by
bus, foot or taxi.
By car: from the M4 take J19 ( M32 — Bristol).
Follow signs for City Centre and RAC signs to
the Show.
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THE BRISTOL SHOW

See

and hear all the latest products under one roof...

ACOUSTIC ENERGY: the offic:al launch of 4 new models!
ARCAM: launch of the AVR300 home cinema receiver.
AUDIOVECTOR: launch the Mi series loudspeakers.
B&W: playing aspecially commissioned Soundscape, on aten channel system!
CHORD ELECTRONICS: the new Choral Mezzo 50 & Mezzo 150 power amplifiers.
CYRUS: come & learn about quality multi- room and the Cyrus Link, at the same time take a
sneak peak at the forthcoming DAC X.
DENON: unveil their fourth Universal SACD/DVD-A Player 51; the technologically
groundbreaking DVD-A11 with DVI-HDCP output; and the SD770 super slimline system.
DYNAUDIO: anew range of subwoofers.
ELAC: launch the 200 Series - 5new JET tweeter loudspeakers.
LIVING VOICE: the OBX-R2 loudspeaker system making its debut.
LOEWE: presenting their latest LCD, Plasma and DLP televisions, and the stylish new
XELOS SL flat panel TVs.
MERIDIAN: come and see the new G Series, their first new range in 10 years!
MISSION: are proud to use the Bristol Show to launch the beautifully styled, Elegante range
of multi channel, multi format loudspeaker systems.
MONITOR AUDIO: additions to the Radius range.
QUADRASPIRE: the launch of some major new products.
REGA: the all new R9 loudspeakers and possibly more...
REVOLVER: 2new loudspeaker models.
SONUS SYSTEMS: anew SE range of support furniture.
TOTEM ACOUSTIC: unveiling of the Rainmaker, afabulous compact loudspeaker.
WA LOUDSPEAKERS: stunring speakers carved from Cotswold Limestone!
WHAT HI-Fl? SOUND & VISION MAGAZINE: there in person to answer all your questions
about Hi-fi, Home Cinema and more.
YAMAHA: unveiling the Z9 ( home cinema amplifier), MXD1 (stereo digital power amp) and the
RXV2100 ( home cinema receiver).
GREAT DEALS AND SPECIAL OFFERS AVAILABLE ONLY AT THE SHOW PLUS YOUR CHANCE TO VVIN SOME SUPERB PRIZES IN THE SHOW COMPETITION
Admission
Adults £ 7.00; Students/OAPs/UB4Os £3.50; Accompanied children under 16 free
BRANDS ON SHOW INCLUDE: AcoLstic Energy, Allsop, Alphason, Anthony Gallo Acoustics, Apart, Apollo, Arcam,
Argento, Artison, Atacama, Audionet, Audiopax, Audiophile BASE, Audioprism, Audioquest, Audiovector, Ayre
Acoustics, B&W, Bandridge, Baseplayer, Beyer Dynamic, Black Rhodium, Bryston, Cabasse, Canton, Celestion,
Chapter Audio, Cherished Record Company, Chord Electronics, Clearaudio, Clearcover, Clearlight Audio, Creek,
Cyrus, Dagetti, Denon, Dezorel, Diverse Vinyl, Dynaudio, Eclipse TO, Ecosse, Eichmann, Elac, Epos, Exposure,
Fergushill, Focal .1M Lab, Fujitsu, Future Glass, Gamut, Goldring, GPA, Grado, Graham, HiFi World Magazine, Inca
Design, InFocus, Invision UK, Isotek, Ixos, Ixotica, lamo, KEF, Klegg Audio, KM Acoustics, Lafayette Electronics, Last,
Lexicon, Living Voice, Loewe, Lyra, Marantz, Mark Levinson, Meitner, Meridian, Michell, Miller & Kreisel, Milty,
Mission, M.1 Acoustics, Monitor Audio, Moon, Mordaunt Short, Multicover, Music Works, Myryad, NAD, Naim Audio,
Never Connected, Niro, Nordost, One for All, Onkyo, Optimum, Opus, Ortofon, Parasound, Perfect Sound, Perigee,
Pioneer, PMC, Polk, Primare, ProAc, Prof igold, Project, PSB, PURE Digital, Purist, QED, Quad, Quadraspire, RDC, Rega,
REL, Revel, Revolver, Ringmat, Roksan, Ruark, Runco, Russound, Sennheiser, Seventh Veil Loudspeakers, Shakti Audio
Innovations, Shun Mook, Sim 2, Sonu.; Systems, Sony, Soundations, SoundStyle, Spendor, Stands Unique, Stax, T+A,
TAG McLaren Audio, Talon Audio, Tarmoy, Teac, Techlink, The Chord Company, Tivoli Audio, Totem Acoustic,
Transfiguration, Trichord, Trinity Audio, True Colours Industries, Tube Technology, van Den Hul, Veda Products,
Velodyne, Vertex AQ, Vibe, Vienna Acoustics, Vivadi, Vivante, Vogels, Voodoo Isolation, VPI, WA Loudspeakers,
Waterfall, Wharfedale, What Hi Fi? Sound & Vision Magazine, Wilson Benesch, Yamaha and many more...

For the very latest information on new product launches check www.bristolshow.co.uk

Lab Test

From left: FH 001 stands on three
solid steel spikes; Lowther DX3
driver with original binding posts
(see text); custom machined
surround for the single driver

layout, but it has got to be mechanically better than the
original.
The Lowther drive units require no crossover,
connecting directly to the amplifier without
intervening passive electronic components. So, unlike
normal speakers, there is no possibility to 'tweak'
values to fine-tune the sound or tonal characteristic (a
very useful ' safety net' Ican tell you). The sound is

not designed to run much above 100Hz (at least, not
cleanly). In reality, there are very few woofers which
run cleanly high enough to meet the FH 001 and this is

largely set by the physical components — the drive unit
and horn. It was na surprise to learn that the anodised
aluminium central phase plug which replaces
Lowther's original has been fine-tuned for the

wired this in via phono connectors to pre-amp outputs.
and instantly gained good results. However, this is a

smoothest high-frequency response.
The whole point of horn loading a loudspeaker
diaphragm is to couple it to the air more efficiently
than by simply bolting it into aflat baffle or box. The
air in the horn acts as an acoustic transformer matching
the normally highly mismatched heavy cone to the
lightweight air. Trouble is, horns only ' load' the
speaker diaphragm over alimited range, depending on
the size of the mouth and rate of flare from cone to air.
To work down to really low frequencies, horns need to
be big. High sensitivities can be achieved by the horn's
unique matching action and also by highly sensitive
speaker drive units. These can be designed without the
limitations imposed by the Thiel Small Parameters
demanded by modern conventional box speakers.
Half a century or more ago, with amplifier powers
limited to a few watts, horns were a must to achieve
decent sound pressure levels. Now, with high amplifier
power not an issue and lower sensitivity loudspeakers
the norm, one would have thought that these bulky
anachronisms would have died out, but they haven't.
So just what is their appeal today? The lure is not
simply amatter of being able to use low-powered valve
amplifiers. It includes the possibility of translating tiny
diaphragm movements into sound (read: more detail
and information), running the speaker system cooler,
more efficiently and with alarger degree of potential
headroom than normal direct-radiating loudspeakers.
In addition, there's the potential for using adrive unit
which handles much of the frequency range in one hit
and avoiding the effects of those pesky crossover
components.

Sound quality
Clearly, with a loudspeaker which provides useful
output only down to around 150Hz. awoofer unit is
essential (I hesitate to call it a sub-woofer).
Unfortunately most subs are just that and are simply
www.hifinews.co.uk

no doubt a major issue for Ferguson Hill dealers
(which is why the company is currently working on a
woofer to match). Fortunately I tracked down an
Acoustic Energy Aesprit 308 subwoofer (which has
continuously variable low-pass filtering up to 180Hz),

relatively inexpensive sub and better sound would no
doubt be had by apurpose-designed unit. Having said
that, the AE did agrand job at filling the low-mids,
though not with an ideally even result (see Lab Report),
and a_ trace of deep bass heaviness was easy to
introduce in my listening room with bass gain
advanced too high.
I'll start by stating that Ienjoyed reviewing these
loudspeakers, but had some difficulty in summing up
the essential quality, or range of qualities, which make

The air in the horn acts as an
acoustic transformer matching
the highly mis matched heavy
cone to the lightweight air
this loudspeaker simultaneously so appealing and
frustrating. Firstly, there's the texture, by which Imean
the fine detail which this speaker reproduces; the
immediate yet lushly atmospheric midrange and
homogenity of instrumental character. (There is ahint
of treble brightness with many recordings, but this can
be tamed by toeing the speakers in by afew degrees).
For example, take the Mozart Clarinet Concerto l(62?,
played so exquisitely by Gervaise De Peyer [Decca 417
759-2]. The strings were vibrant and the clarinet sound
pure and expansive. There was little or no sense of the
tone changing from bass to treble as the notes (which
would normally be reproduced by a woofer at low
frequencies and then by atweeter above say 3kHz, each
with very different dispersion characteristics). Instead,
the clarinet tonality stayed true. The drawbacks are a
degree of distance in the upper midrange, some
peakiness in the upper treble and lack of ' air' in the
extreme treble, wherever one listens, even right on
axis. Despite these issues, the music drew me in and I
sat enchanted by the sound from the speakers. (By the
way, this was originally recorded in 1959 and the pure
Hi-FiNews MARCH 2004
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SME turntables. Both
Model to and Model
20/2 on permanent
demonstration

Unico. Hybrid integrated amplifier,
8owpc. Line only version £900,

Wadia 861 CD player. Both Basic

with phono stage £950.

and SE versions on permanent
demonstration

Mono Pulse. Anew British
range of loudspeakers with
very precise imaging and a
large soundstage not normally
found at this price range.
Contemporary looks, wide
range of colour options,
priced from £5oo to fl000.

Consonance Audio.
Anew valve amplifier range from
China. Extremely good sound, well
built and affordable pricing. Dual
mono amplifiers 65wpc £ 1995.

Yam

Sugden Masterclass. The
Nlasterclass series of products
has one of the most transparent
and three-dimensional sounds
we have heard in any amplifier.
Amust hear! AA Pre- amplifier

Pathos New Classic One

£2300, Balanced Mono

This valve hybrid amplifier has many of

Amplifiers £6600 the pair.

EAR 509 mono amplifiers. The anniversary edition of this classic

CD player (not shown) £ 2750.

the qualities of the Logos but at an

EAR amplifier. ioowpc of pure valve sound. EAR 509: £4895 the pair.

affordable price £ 1275.
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GAMUT • ISOTE<

KUZA1A

BENZ- MICRO • CARDAS

CLEARPU 310 " CONRAD- OHNSON • EARIYOSHINO • EX.OSURE
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RESOLUTION AUDIO •• ROGUE AUE.
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PATHOS • QUADRASPIRE

SME • SHANLING .> SHUN MOOK • SIIIGDEN • TRANSFIGURATION • TRI PLANAR • UNISON RESEARCH " VPI

Conveniently located between Reading and

7Comet House, Calleva Park, Aldermaston

Basingstoke, we are approximately 15 minutes drive

Reading. Berkshire RG7 81A

from either Junction 12 on the M4 or Junction 6
on the M3. Free and easy parking, outside the
building. We have ahome evaluation scheme for
those who might find this method more convenient.

T 0118 981 9891
Einfo@anclioconsultants.co.uk

www.audioconsultants.co.uk

WADIA

Demonstrations by appointment,
Mondays to Saturdays io:oo to 18:00.
It is advisable to call us before visiting.
Part exchange welcome. Ex- demonstration and
previously owned equipment listed on our website.
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Lab test

Fig 1:
frequency
response
20Hz-20kHz,
0.283V, 2m
from horn
mouth

natural sound, even on CD, wipes out much of what's
dished up as quality today — so much for progress!).
Another old recording, Miles Davis' Kind of Blue
[Columbia/Legacy CK 64935] also allowed the speakers

to shine. Miles' trumpet in ' So What' sounded clear
and strong, and the sax was smooth, rich and warm,

Fig 2: off- axis
responses,
vertical, 1/6th
octave with
subwoofer: red
on- axis; green
5'; pink 10';
blue 15°

with alovely 'reedy' quality, with every little subtlety
clearly reproduced. The impact of stick on cymbal
sounded convincing too — though lacking perhaps the
last soupçon of snap — and piano's attack during
'Freddie Freeloader' was atrifle dulled. During ' Blue in
Green' every note and inflection of the sax was clearly
reproduced, and the sound had the warmth and
brilliance of polished brass, though string bass could
have been stronger.
Surprisingly, slapping that old favourite, Lou Reed's
Transformer, in the CD drawer brought smiles from the
way these speakers bring out details in David Bowie's
production, and though the recording is rough and
ready — dirty if you like — this is presented as-is and

Fig 3: off- axis
responses,
lateral, 1/6th
octave with
subwoofer: red
on- axis; green
5'; pink 10';
blue 15°

Fig 4:
Impedance
plot,
10Hz-20kHz.
NB 50Hz peak
is mechanical
resonance
reflected in
electrical
domain

very well for it. Even The Who's ' We Won't Get Fooled
Again' was belted out cleanly. Though bass could have
been weightier, the hear-though clarity was delightful,
especially on vocals.
Going back to the Mozart, this was reproduced with
arichness and delicacy which is simply unmatched by
most ' ordinary' loudspeakers, hence the delight in just
listening to the performance. The frustration comes in
wishing the Ferguson Hill speaker was even better — a
bit more air, and upper mid, less peakiness in the treble
— but that's about it. The bass will hopefully be cured
with the new woofer and Hill is working on ironing out
the frequency response anomalies which, it seems, are
inherent in the Lowther drive unit. Truthfully, I'd find
the audible frequency irregularities difficult to
swallow in aconventional loudspeaker, but somehow I
can forgive them here because the sheer quality of
reproduction transcends them.. Of course it all depends
on your expectations of the musical experience. If aflat
frequency response is your benchmark, then you may
not be amused — if you want to know what I mean,
you'll have to hear them yourself.

Lab report
The Ferguson Hill speaker proved trickier to

and sound it! The response plot, of the speaker

measure than Ihad envisaged. The usual one

without woofer unit, speaks for itself. There's

metre measuring distance is far too close to be

little treble above 10kHz, which dulls the top-

axial plot of Fig 1, showed many of the same

regardless of listening position.
A waterfall curve, derived from the windowed

in the far field' with aspeaker 1.65 metres tall

end ' air', peaks between 5kHz and 10kHz

dips and peaks — after dropping fast initially —

and 0.92 metres wide! Additionally, they are so

which make the sound over- bright on axis and a

stretching out in time after the initial stimulus

sensitive that measuring with one watt input

sharp deep dip at just over 3kHz, which takes

has ceased, with ridges at 1.6kHz, 2.6kHz,

was simply too loud. Iended up measuring at

away atouch of clarity. Low frequencies drop

4.5kHz and 8.4kHz acting as witnesses of

two metres from the horn mouth ( that's about

away below 200Hz or so, making awoofer an

resonances in the Lowther unit. There were also

2.7 metres from the cone) and at 0.283 volts —

essential companion.

some delayed energy effects around 650Hz and

that's one tenth of awatt, or 100mW. Even at

Imeasured the vertical off- axis frequency

1
.011

380Hz. A 12dB dip at 3.2kHz was again in

that input and distance [ Fig 11 the average

responses, all with the subwoofer working ( Fig

sensitivity was 80dB, so one watt ( instead of

21. These sixth- octave curves, with pink noise

mechanical resonances reflected into the

one- tenth of awatt) should produce 90dB at

in- room, show the results for on- axis ( red), five

electrical domain. The high peak at 50Hz

two metres. Providing astandard sensitivity

degrees ( green), 10 degrees ( pink) and 15

would be unusual for aconventional speaker,

figure, based on measuring at one metre with

degrees ( blue) vertically off-axis. Horizontally

but this has been designed with high magnet

one watt of power, is not easy with alarge

off- axis curves [ Fig 31 show the axial output

strength and low total Q for specific use in horn

aperture horn, as it is more like a line source

again, also at 5°, 10° and 15°. The two sets of

systems. The high peak shouldn't cause

than apoint source. As apoint of comparison,

result are very similar and explain why the

amplifiers any problems. There are no surprises

an ' 86dB/1W/1m' speaker would measure

sound balance is better balanced ( less bright)

in these results, which tally well with the

about 80dB at two metres with one watt, so

around five to ten degrees off- axis. Note that

perceived tonal balance but don't give any hint

assuming afigure of 90dB/1W/2m, these horns

the dip at 3kHz ( unlike that which occurs with

about the Ferguson Hill speaker's musical

are agood 10dB louder than typical speakers —

atwo-way speaker at crossover) stays put

abilities.

www.hifinews.co.uk

evidence. The impedance curve [ Fig 41 shows
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Denon
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Denon's latest universal player now makes
four to choose from... by Paul Millet

blocks as the DVD-2900, it also shares the same onscreen setup menu. The video page (see screenshots in

Denon DVD-2200
PRICE

£600

SUPPLIER

Hayden Laboratories

CONTACT

01753 888447

WEBSITE

www.denon.com

I

Lab Report) covers NTSC and PAL progressive output
modes, black level setup and aspect ratio, while the
audio page provides access to the multichannel menus
that govern the speaker configuration (size), relative
delay and channel level. The default multichannel/

n last month's issue of AVTech, Denon's flagship
DVD-A11 demonstrated that more can occasionally mean less, all of which begs the question:

can the stripped down DVD-2200 redress the balance
and prove that less is just as occasionally more? On the
face of it, this £600 universal player certainly has more
in common with the fabulous DVD-2900 than the
budget DVD-1400 which, as Iindicated in HFNJan '
03,
is the stocking filler of Denon's four-strong range.
Much of the £250 saving is achieved by putting the
DVD-2900's chassis on astrict diet, so while its featurecount is undiminished, the DVD-2200 does lack the
physical presence of its more substantial brother. On
the other hand, the DVD-2200 is the only universal

two-channel, or CD layer/DSD layer of hybrid SACD
discs is determined back on the top audio setup page.
Denon has condensed its 'Pure Direct' modes into
straightforward on/off options for the display and
video and digital outputs while the RC-962 remote
control is almost identical to the RC-934 except for one
button. Crucially, the Tic Adj' facility is retained, separate from the main OSD but providing comprehensive
control over contrast, brightness, sharpness, hue and,
most impressive of all, the gamma curve of its video
outputs. This allows for subtle adjustment of brightness in dark or bright areas of the picture and is especially useful in modifying the inherently peaked-up
greyscale of plasma TVs.

player in Denon's range available in achoice of black,
silver or gold finishes. Single SCART, component,
composite and S-Video outputs are provided along
with six audio channels fed from decoded Dolby and

PERFORMANCE
The short answer to the question posed in our intro-

DTS DVD's, DVD-A and SACD software. The player is
also compatible with CD-R/-RW, DVD-R/-RW, Photo
CD and disc media carrying MP3 audio files.
Because the DVD-2200 uses the same key building

indeed, even usurps the DVD-A11 with multichannel
SACD software. Like the DVD-2900, the ' 2200 has the
capacity to develop adeep musical soundstage packed
with both bold and subtle detail, underpinned by an

duction is 'yes', for the DVD-2200 sounds very, very
much closer to the DVD-2900 than the DVD-1400 and,

extended and solid bass and decorated by
an equally extended but sweetsounding treble. Both CD and
DVD-A sound just a little
rough about the edges
compared with SACD
replay and, indeed,
the DVD-2900 in

CD C1 CD CD

ProyressIve
CINSV

Tt
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any mode, but this does not detract from
the player's ability to reach out and communicate with the listener.
The opening horns to Tchaikovsky's Capriccio
Italien are fractionally more abrasive via DVD-A than
SACD when replayed through the DVD-2200, but the
grand sense of space these instruments provoke is

very
we
pool of sound that laps
at your senses rather than Overwhelming with atorrent of eager detail.
It's really only with superb multichannel SACD
material like the Harmonia Mundi recording of

Delon DVD-2200:

Vivaldi's ` Stabat Mater' that the DVD-2900 stamps its
superiority on proceedings, with asound that genuinely snaps together across the front, rear and depth of the
room. The DVD-2200 is slightly less revealing of the

the only player in

tenor's vocal nuances and, while the rich tonal colours
of lute and clavecin are nothing short of delightful, neither is there quite the grand ambience su!.:ested by the
DVD-2900. 13ut the sheer elistenability' of its multi-

gold, or black

De ion's universal
player range
avai able in silver.
fin -shes

channel sound is undeniable, a free and unencumbered sound, detailed, passionate and powerful withThe DVD-2200 uses a:most the same remote handset as more
expensive DVD-2900, and includes easy picture adjustment

undiminished. The thrill of the strings is equally disarming but there is nothing inappropriate about their
intensity, which builds along with the wind instruments and percussion to create an impressive perform-

Denon's own contention that it offers
'90% of the performance for 70% of
the price' is not wide of the mark
out ahint of fatigue or force. So, Ifound myself listen-

ance combining scale with subtlety. And it's this ability to tease-out subtle detail from multi-layered recordings like Billy Joel's ' Get it Right the First Time' that
allies the DVD-2200 with the DVD-2900.
The sparkle of percussion now re-mixed into the rear

ing to the DVD-2200 for hours on end, late into the
night and without any compunction to reach for either

channels successfully rescues an SACD that can very
easily sound heavy and compressed. Not so with the

CONCLUSICN
While Iwould hesitate to suggest the DVD-2200 is a

DVD-2200, which separates the bass from acoustic guitar and Joel's vocals from the layered harmonies ta provide a real insight into the architecture of the piece
without ever sounding 'mechanistic'. Then again, I

DVD-2900 on the cheap, Denon's own contention that
it offers 90% of the performance for 70% of the price'
is not wide of the mark. From an audiophile perspective, the DVD-2900 remains the best sub-£1000 universal player on the market, but the DVD-2200 is not only

never heard the DVD-2200 sounding unnecessarily
`busy' or flustered for, like the DVD-2900, it creates a
www.hifinews.co.uk

volume or remote control. Which, in my book, adds up
to avery strong recommendation indeed.

very close indeed but remains amore engaging soundHI-FINews MARCH 2004
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[System Number

LittleB elter
Ithink the Mark Levinson No. 39Cs is a hell of a machine. It is
fabulously built operates like a dream, is extraordinarily versatile
and best of sIl is in total simpatico' with the music.
Chris Thomas, Hi Fi+ - April 1999

Mark Levinson's gamble of going against their traditional product image
is likely to pay off. Be sure to get in on this sea-change: Audition
the No. 383.
Larry Greenhill, Stereophile - July 2000

The

Performa M20 offers virtually Class A performance at .an

affordable prce.
John Atkinson, Stereophile - ,anuary 2002

Heatherdale Audio has put together asystem for everyone who wants
true high-end audio from a compact package at a realistic price.
Heatherdale Audio's System Number I:
•Huge Power • Superb build • Stunning looks • Compact size.
Speaks for itself realiy.

Heatherdate
audio limited
Tel: 01903 872288 Fax: 01903 872234
Heatherdale Audio, 202 Findon Road,Worthing BNI4 OEJ
heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com www.hifi-stereo.com

Lab Test

Dual-tocus CD/De/SACD transport
(cover removed)
Separate MPEG video & audio decoders
plus Analog Devices DSP for bass management
Audio board with
(Ell under transport block)
•
Iree DSD1791 DACs

ing player than Denon's over-engineered DVD-All

flagship. More

importantly,

those

for

readers

unimpressed by the virtues of
HDMI video, the DVD-2200 also

Silicon Images 511504
interlace- to- progressive
converter

represents avery potent foil indeed
for Pioneer's £600 DV-668AV. All of
which means that if your budget
really

will

not

stretch

to

Analog Devices
video DAC

the

supremely well-judged DVD-2900,
then you remain spoilt for choice
without significantly compromising your aspirations.3

Analog Devices
*de° mitput scaler
Flash memory

Switch mode PSU

Sony SACD recoder

While the DVD-2200 shares
the same CD, DVD-A and SACD decoders, bass

both Dolby-encoded and DVD-A software,
although the sub level is uniformly +0.9dB

management DSP and control functions with

higher than that of the DVD-2900 under all

its illustrious relative, there are subtle
differences that directly influence its audio
performance. Not least is Denon's use of three

conditions. As Denon suggests, the fixed

DSD1791 DACs in place of the DSD1790
chips found in the DVD-2900. There are

-5dB for this to marry- up with the LFE
channel.

differences in the choice of op-amps too,
2900's 109dB A-wtd S/N ratio to 107.6dB in

vs DVD-2900 at OdBFs) although with

the DVD-2200. The latter is also very slightly

96/192kHz DVD-A software, high frequency

less linear, with errors of + 1.3dB at - 120dBFs

distortion is up to 10x lower in the DVD-2200

with SACD material, for example, when the

(0.005% vs 0.05% at 40kHz/OdBFs). As Fig 2

DVD-2900 recorded errors of just ±0.1dB.

illustrates, the noise floor looks especially
untidy compared to the 'cleaner' output
enjoyed by SACD software ( blue trace). If the

centre/surround channels (green, blue and grey

DVD-2900 looks different under these

traces) that really separates it from the DVD-

circumstances (see graph p23, HFN Sept

2900. As Fig 1illustrates, there are variations
of up to 20dB in distortion between these

2003), tnen it's because an increase in white
noise masks these low-level, digitally- derived

channels over the top 20dB of its dynamic
range. The DVD-2200 also has amore rolled-

distortions. In point of fact, audioband jitter
remains unchanged at - 160psec ( CD/DVD-A)

off ultrasonic response that's -6dB at 80kHz

and -40psec ( SACD) despite increasing quite

and - 11dB at 100kHz with SACD compared to

markedly with PCM sources at 30kHz and

-3.5dB and -8.5dB, respectively, for the DVD-

beyond.

2900. By contrast, both players are absolutely

DVD-2200 universal player, including

software.
Fig 3shows that the DVD-2200 has the

additional embedded graphics, HFN readers

same response/bass management behavior with

www.milleraudioresearch.corn
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by 100% within 2years, we will give sou 75% of your original purchase
phce of any single item or complete system.
Our unique extendible one months trial system has to be the best way
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Wade.

Opinion

John
Crabbe
R

eminders keep arriving that many months have passed
since my last survey of classical adaptations — music
performed using different instrumentation from that

intended or assumed by the composer. There has been along
gap, yet I've accumulated only seven discs that seem intriguing

or rewarding enough to be worth detailing. So, with apologies for
such ashort list after 19 months, here are some suggestions.
Fugue Around the Clock is the title of Channel Classics CCS
19498, whereon the Amsterdam Loeki Stardust Quartet
provide 17 arrangements for four recorders of music by 15
composers ranging from Scheidt to Shostakovich. The pieces
are nearly all fugal in one way or another, while the astonishing
range of pitch and timbre achieved by this extraordinary group
has to be heard to be believed. Splendid for dipping into,

The astonishing
range of pitch and
timbre achieved by
the extraordinary
Amsterdam Loeki
Stardust Quartet
has to be heard to
be believed

composers, all transmuted from instrumental to vocal
embodiments using avariety of texts with aromantic-cumreligious bias. The singing is outstanding, beautifully fitted to the
originals' interwoven parts, although the words are barely

and/or providing an eye-opener for

perceptible due to severe reverberant clouding and Ifound the

visitors who've only ever heard the
Next comes violinist Gidon

upshot rather soporific. But choral buffs will love it.
Now to astring group, the 10-strong Scottish Ensemble
directed by Clio Gould in performances of Ravel's only Quartet

Kremer, leading the Kremerata

and Shostakovich's tenth, as transcribed by Rudolf Barshai on

recorder at school concerts.

Baltica strings and various soloists
in adashing ragbag of adaptations
entitled Happy Birthday on
Nonesuch 7559-79657-2. This
includes some variations on the
'happy birthday' theme in the
manner of six composers and the
style of five popular genres, while
other highlights include
'Einekleine' and ' Auld Lang Syne'.
Delightful stuff, but beware an

occasional sonic courseness on
slow- moving forte passages.
Down to solo guitar for the next disc, on which Tarrega's

Linn CKD 215. Christopher Breunig reviewed this disc in Oct
'03 [ p781, and Isimply echo his A*1* enthusiasm. Try the
respective 2nd movements, with Ravel's delectable ' Camomile
Lawn' music set against Shostakovich's fire and fury.
Finally, some piano-to-orchestra transcriptions, with 21
Schubert songs arranged by seven composers on
DG 471 586-2. The singers here are Anne Sofie von Otter and
Thomas Quasthoff, with Abbado conducting the Europe CO.
Notwithstanding the expressive mastery of Schubert's piano
accompaniments, these orchestral versions should fascinate
any lover of Lieder, perhaps even convert some listeners who
might avoid the genre's normal mode because of its ' chamber
music' connotations. One song in the group is duplicated, the

transcriptions of eleven pieces by Beethoven, two by Wagner,

Erlkonig, with Berlioz's version supporting von Otter and
Reger's serving Quasthoff; but there's no doubt in my mind

and one by Verdi are played by Timo Korhonen on Ondine ODE
1013-2. These were the first-ever guitar arrangements of music

which is the finer. Whenever Ihear Berlioz's setting it makes m
wish that he'd tackled more Schubert songs. Just imagine a

by esteemed classical composers, and are well worth hearing
— especially the Beethoven Op.20 Septet movements.
Moving now to ajazz trio, we have Jacques Loussier and his

complete Winterreise cycle illuminated thus.

compatriots in arrangements of Handel's Water Music and Music
for the Royal Fireworks on Telarc CD-83544. Loussier is by no
means as convincing in Handel as in his beloved Bach, yet he
still manages to bring that inimitable barrier-crossing knack into
play. But the recording has that unpleasantly dry close-up

The ' illumination' of music provides me with abelated excuse
for letting off alittle steam on the matter of broadcast sound
quality from the 2003 Proms. This was tackled in the January
issue ['Views', p971 by RA Millar, with whom Itotally agree
regarding the variable ( and frequently awful) Radio 3
transmissions on FM. Time after time I'd curse the narrow stereo
staging and what Mr Millar called the ' thick, clouded, and even

balance noted previously on his Bolero and Goldberg Variations,

distorted' orchestral sound. Then I'd be puzzled to find the late-

seemingly aby-product of the trio's move to Telarc. Odd this, as

evening event was mach cleaner, brighter, and better balanced
than that heard only an hour or so before. Then, out of the blue
would come an excellent concert, when one could enjoy the

one normally expects impeccable sonics from the label.
Arave notice elsewhere drew my attention to the next disc,
featuring the 33-strong Accentus Chamber Choir conducted by
Laurence Equilbey on Naïve V4965. Entitled Barber Adagio,
this features Barber's Agnus Dei arrangement of his famous
Adagio, plus ten further slow-moving pieces by seven other

www.hifinews.co.uk

music without being distracted by its lofi straightjacket.
It was almost as if the Proms were being used as an
engineers' training ground, with beginners and professionals
slotted in as convenient regardless of mere listeners. II
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Sweetspot

I

:was always on the cards that we'd revisit Michael, whose
highly exotic ' bedroom system' was first described back in

An already- imposing system based on
Audio Physic Medea speakers moves
up to another level thanks to dCS an
Halcro. Int " w
Steve Harris
pictures by
Phillips

December 2000. At that time (you may or may not remember)
he was planning to build apurpose-designed listening
room of awesome specification, with megawatts of
Gamut amplification and subterranean subwoofers in a
full surround rig. There were various reasons why this
didn't happen, but loss of enthusiasm wasn't one of
them. However, that remarkable system-by-the-bed
had progressed alot since 2000 — not least by having
the room to itself — so we felt it was time to have
another listen. And avery enjoyable day it was too.
For the benefit of those who don't have aDecember
2000 issue open in front of them, Iasked Michael to
begin at the beginning:
`For years Ihad avery ordinary system. Ican't quite
remember what actually triggered me to look into what
really could be done. It may have just been that my kit
really was getting on a bit — it was 15 years old. I
started going down the traditional route, looking in
shops, just got steadily more confused, got all the
magazines and got even more confused — although
that's no criticism of the magazines.
'I think its an impossible subject for someone who
has no starting-place. You can't do it yourself, not at
this level. You'll finish up with some nice sounds but
you won't get the best unless you've got some help.
'And that Ithink is where Ihad a stroke of luck
because in one of the magazines Iread an article which
referred to Jeremy Baldwin of The Right Note near
Bath, and what grabbed me particularly was that the
reviewer had the very good sense to say that Jeremy
lived next door to the pub and what a charming
environment it was, and that when you went to see
Jeremy you usually finished up with aglass in your
hand. So Irang him up and one thing led to another.
And then the journey began.
'When it began, Ihad no idea how far it would go; it
sort of evolved. Idare say that if Jeremy had told me at
the beginning — not that he witheld anything, but the
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audio research
audioquest
b&w(inc. nautilus)
beyer
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blue room
boston
clear audio
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copland
densen
denon
gamot

Acoustic Arts is an independent audio consultancy. With over 23 years of experience,

grado

we can offer you the exceptional service our long standing customer have come to enjoy.

harman kardon
hutter

Rotel manufactures cinema
equipment that would

jm labs
kef
keotsu

delight any home cinema
addict.

krell
martin logan
michell

Rotel is also one of the
few who manufacture

nordost
ortofon

home cinema equipment
that would also delight
even the most discerning

project
primare
quadraspire
qed
roksan
rotel

audiophile. Sounds interesting!
For further information on
our extensive range of
equipment and our ex-demo

sennheiser
sonneteer
sonus faber
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and second hand please
see our website.
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'I think classica musetends to need
that dynamic range, more than rock'
Electronics are
mounted on Vertex
supports ( in
essence, these
are speciallytreated granite
slabs and special
cones) which in
turn sit on the
Vibraplane
pneumatic tables

story is quite bizarre in places, like those funny things
in the corners — Iwould have been alittle cautious.
'There is alot of bullshit, and it is quite difficult to
sort out the wood from the trees. So I started off,
behaving as Iwould in business, looking for cues that
would tell me whether the person Iwas talking to
knew what he was talking about. And then you have
the inevitable cautious stage where really you are
fencing with your supplier, really trying to find out
about their integrity, how expert they are, where they
sit in the scheme of things. Iwas impressed with his
intellect; Iwasn't in aposition to judge his expertise,
not directly, because Ididn't know the subject.
'Anyway, Irapidly felt quite comfortable, Jeremy
started to show me things, we took it steadily. He took

'I started by going down the
traditional route, looking in shops,
just got steadily more confused...'
me to one customer who had the Medea speakers and
then we went to Germany to listen to the Medea
speakers at Audio Physic. We also went to Denmark to
listen to Ole Christensen's stuff.'
In case you were wondering, Ole's original business
was and is designing recording studios, for which he
needed agood amp, hence the Gamut.
'I then had adiversion, when Ithought Iwas going
to build a music room. What unfortunately stopped
that project, apart from concerns about what it was
going to do to the house, was that we'd bought
ourselves another house abroad and Irealised that

Listenin._ included...
1) Kate Rusby, ' My Young Man' [ from Little Lights, Pur€ Records PRCD07]
2) Van Morrison, ' Piper at the Gates of Dawn' [The Heaiing Game, Exile 537 101]
3) Queen, ' Another One Bites The Dust [
Greatest Hits, 0777 7 895]
4) Verdi, Requiem: ' Rex Tremendae' [ von Karajan, DG 41E 091]
5) Schubert, ' Im Frühling' [ Ian Bostridge, EMI Classics 7243 5 56347]
6) Verdi, Otello, closing scenes: ' Ave Maria', the murder, death of Desdemona,
Otello regrets [ Pavarotti, Te Kanawa, Chicago SO/Solti 1991 live recording]

yvvvw.h if i
news

u. uk

maybe we weren't going to stay here indefinitely.
Sadly, very sadly, Iabandoned that project.'
At the time of our visit in 2000, Michael was using a
dCS Elgar with Wadia 270 transport, although before
that he'd briefly used an Accuphase player. All the
electronics had been placed on a set of Vibraplane
isolation tables, which are kept inflated to the correct
pressure by an occasional burst of activity from alarge
pump in the corner. With such abig and complicated
system, cables running across the floor and sometimes
a small-hours whirr from the pump, the conflict
between the functions of bedroom and music room had
to be resolved. The music won, and another room in
the house became the master bedroom!
'Then it sat around for quite awhile and we only did
this latest revamp about six months ago. We had it
finally all together when we came home at the end of
the summer in September.'
The system now include Halcro amplification and a
full dCS three-box front end, with the upsampling-toDSD version of Purcell that is reviewed in this issue by
Andrew Harrison [page 40]. Also new were the granite
slabs between the Medea cabinet sections, with cables,
local mains conditioning and supports by Vertex.
As we talked, it became obvious that Michael had
refused to fall prey to the doubts and insecurities that
send enthusiasts reeling from one dealer to another,
from one system concept to another, and often to
despair. It seemed, Isuggested, that he'd actually taken
amore rational approach than most of us do.
'You've touched on something that has certainly
been most helpful to me in business, and that is that it's
most important that if you acknowledge your lack of
knowledge. Then you don't look afool when you say
something absurd. And you have to be prepared to say
things that are absurd in the process of finding out — if
you're going to challenge, for instance, an established
way of thinking. In my professional life I was
responsible for things from quite an early age. As a
young man, inevitably Ihad no experience, but Ioften
found that people working for me were my father's age.
It wasn't wholly contrived, I think it just sort of
happened, but Iquickly realised that the best way not
ta be threatening to the older men was to be their son.
HI-FINeets MARCH 2004
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And then they would protect you. If you went to them
and said "You've been doing this for a long time,
how do you do it?" this avoided conflict, and you

'Those bizarre things in the

weren't athreat.
'Now, obviously that's not quite what I'm trying to
say here about hi-fi, because apart from anything else

devices Erightl. The Halcro
with the digital font- end

I'm nearly 70 now! But the point is that you mustn't be
afraid to show your ignorance. If you want help from

the Accuphase 1200 mains

people that know their job it's extremely foolish to
walk in and say, " Iknow about this". For the ordinary

corners' are Shakti
Hallograph resonance tuning
DM8 pre- amp [ below], along
components, is powered from
conditioner

person going in off the street, it's a communication
that's only about 20 seconds old. The chap says "Can I
help you?" and you say " I'm interested in...". Where do
you start? It's very difficult. And you don't know how
much expertise the chap in the shop has actually got.
What can one expect? They'll be enthusiastic, that's
probably why they are there. But they too have
problems of trying to sort the wood from the trees.
'So early on, I decided that it would be very
foolhardy for me to take the responsibility for making
the decision. My job was first of all to find somebody I
trusted to make the decision for me! Then of course I
prodded and poked the poor fellow all the way along
the line, saying "Why this? Why not this?" all the time,
but at the end of the day nearly every decision finished
up with me saying " Well what do you think Jeremy,
what should we get?" Because at the end of the day if
you've got someone who you're sure has established

liked to hear the comparison against straight or PCMupsampled CD; sadly we didn't have the connectors to

what your needs are, and has the expertise to find the
products that match your needs, you must then let

analogue-like rounded quality ta the sound.
When it comes to opera. Michael has clearly created
asystem that will get the drama across, with its vocal

their view come forward. Otherwise, you're really
saying you don't trust them.'
For our visit, Michael prepared alittle programme of
music which showed off various aspects of the system
[see box]. This culminated in the last 20 minutes or so
of Verdi's Otello, after which Iwas left in no doubt that
the system does do what Michael wants it to do. His
main focus is the human voice, and the system puts up
a strong performance here. Ithink the seamless mid
and smooth treble of the Medea's Manger drive units
helps. With their additional side-firing drivers, the
Medeas fill the room in quasi-omnidirectional fashion
and they do indeed produce a vast soundstage —
especially now that they are positioned according to

do this, but Ithink the DSD-upsampled results Iheard
chime in with AH's findings. There's certainly an

clarity, huge soundstage and impressive dynamics.
'I think that a lot of classical music really does
benefit from asystem that reveals the detail and that is
extremely successful playing very quiet music — where
it's not lacking in that sense of emotion, and it's still got
life even though it's extremely quiet — and Ithink that's
one of things that demands agood system. And Ithink
classical music tends to need that dynamic range more
than alot of rock or jazz. If you take 'Rex Tremendae
from Verdi's Requiem as an example, you don't very
often get that kind of dynamic range from pop
music, but it does crop up regularly in

and angled with their axes crossing about 0.5m behind

classical music.'
After Verdi, we listened to some more
singers and were completely melted by

the listening position, which is close to the wall.
Michael's Purcell is set up to upsample CD to DSD,
which was a new experience for me. Iwould have

Kathleen Ferrier, utterly magnificent on this
system. We were left speechless. Which is,
perhaps, how it ought to be.

Audio Physic's principles, equidistant from all walls

The sstem
dCS Verdi disc transport
dCS Purcell DID converter/upsampler
dCS Elgar D/A converter
Halcro DM8 pre- amplifier
Halcro DM68 monoblock power amplifiers
Audio Physic Medea loudspeakers
(modified with three granite slabs each)
Audio Physic Luna subwoofers
Accuphase PS1200 power cleaner
Vertex AQ equipment supports, mains
filters and cabling
Vibraplane equipment supports
Shakti Hallograph room- tuning devices
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Bach Concertos from Hahn and Perahia • Piano and chamber
works by Enescu • Previn's Anne-Sophie' • Shchedrin and
Shostakovich • Music DVDs: The Beatles on US TV, John
Lennon, and George Harrison too • Moya Brennan • Minus

Classical
GEZA ANDA
Piano works by Bartók,
Beethoven, Brahms and
Schumann
BBC Legends BBCL 4135-2
70m 50s (££) mono
This is atape of an ambitious recital
given in the Usher Hall in 1955; it

BACH

Hilary Hahn

Violin Concertos BWV1041/2 •
Double Concertos BWV1043 and
1060

returns to her
true love, Bach,
in this her first

I
ilary Hahn, Los Angeles CO/
Jeffrey Kahane
DG 474 199-2

CD under anew
contract with

57m 39s (£££)

two-violin and
violin and oboe

Universal. In the

begins with the early Beethoven

concertos, she
is joined by
principals from the orchestra, stylishly directed by

Sonata Op.10:3, encompasses the
Etudes symphoniques of
Schumann and one of Bartók's
most beautiful piano pieces, the

Kahane. ( Their playing is afar cry from the leaden DG
set of Brandenburgs made under Zukerman in
1976!)

Suite Op.14, and ends with Books
1and 2of Brahms's Paganini

This is Bach with singing lines, full of life, elegant
rallentandi halting the motoric flow. But in the two-

Variations— hardly aprogramme to
take in at asingle sitting! The

violin concerto, very fast tempi for outer mvements

technical quality is restricted, with

may come as ashock — equally the avoidance of
'soulful' Bach playing in the Largo. This is Bach seen

some background rustle
suggesting acetate sources, with

from avery different perspective from, say,

fortes' hitting the end stops'. But it's
not so bad as to obscure Andas
wonderful palette of colours and
touch or the sense of freedom from

Menuhin's. If acriticism is to be made it is that these
artists have perhaps cultivated too pretty apicture of

academic contraints which

reverence, as if the concertos were somehow offshoots of the Passions... CB
PERFORMANCES EXHILARATING HILARY...

the music. Better that, however, than the old
European concept of music to be given only with

HILARY HAHN

his earlier EMI Columbia

this effect, but Murray Perahia's

recordings are fairly represented
on Testament. CB

anachronistic use of amodern

'no acoustic'! But Iprefer Perahia's
little flourish to Schiff's rather

Steinway blocks this little element
of fantasy — especially in the Italian

forced forte on the very last chord.
The coupling is alogical one,

Concerto, to which ( it seems to me)
the pianoforte is fundamentally

since the Fifth Branden burg is also
scored for violin, flute ( here

PERFORMANCES UNIQUE SOUND
RECORDING POOR BUT TOLERABLE
GEZA ANDA

BACH

characterised his playing. Although
one or two slips are skilfully
masked, the Beethoven sonata
(with its long Largo emesto) is a
particular joy, not least in the slow

Brandenburg Concerto 5
• Triple Concerto
BWV1044 • Italian
Concerto

unsuited. That said,
I
did enjoy Perahia's
wonderful ability to
articulate decoration
without disrupting

Murray Perahia, ASMIF

the rhythmic flow. If I

tempo adopted for the scherzo's

Sony Classical SK87326

prefer Schiff that's

trio— whereas Anda's finale is

55m 24s (£££)

partly because his

capriciously fast. He includes two
of the posthumous studies in the

Apart from purists who are there

recording ( Decca)

simply for the architecture, I
suspect that most of us when we

has more air —
ironically, these

Schumann; it's pity neither there
nor in the Brahms are there
individual movement tracks.
Such examples of Anda ' live' are
rare; DG really should consider an
'Original Masters' retrospective of
his studio work, although at least
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RECORDING TOO MANY MICS, I
SUSPECT
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listen to Bach like to imagine

Sony productions

ourselves transported to time and
place.
The slow movement from the

come from Air
which has akind of

Concerto BWV1044 in the hands of
The English Concert ( Archiv) has

MURRAY PERAHIA

Studios Hampstead,

www.hifinews.co.uk

casting, starts well with wonderful

ENESCU

Maybe it was something to do with the old-fashioned

Three Piano Suites

look of the booklet typography and layout, with its

Luiza Borac

photos of George Enescu seated at he piano, but with
the First Suite Dans le style ancien' ( 1897) and

Avie AV0013
79m Ois (£££)

Berlin.

dizping into the Third, Pièces impromptues' written

But there's asnag in that
Domingo's sung German is

between 1913-16, I
gained adistinct impression —

decidedly peculiar; nor do he and

no: merely fleeting — that I
was listening to the

Orgonasova share the same sense

composer himself. The Romanian pianist Luiza

of timing in the duos. And the

Barac creates ar extraordinary sense of identification
with the music;

soprano's opening movement
(No.3) tends to drag. This really
isn't as cohesive apiece of work as

and she
includes a

the Vienna version under Klee on

written note on

Deutsche Grammophon, perhaps

the

underestimated at the time of issue

interpretative
demands of

and now part of amidpriced set. It
has James King in fine voice in the

these
contrasting

tenor part; Elisabeth Harewood as
the Seraph. Amore
recommendable single disc is the
Spering on Opus 111, which has

pieces arid what
they are about.
Enescu
created an entirely absorbing and personal sound
world; the nature of the pieces reminds one of Liszt's
Années ce pèlennage, whilst the clashing intervals

GEORGE ENESCU

orchestral playing. Production took
place at the JesusChristus Kirche,

period instruments. CB
PERFORMANCE SLIGHTLY DISAPPOINTING
RECORDING NO COMPLAINTS HERE!

BEETHOVEN

evoking bells, in ' Caril on nocturne' ( Suite 3), seem to
aMicipate Messiaen. There's also a, perhaps
inevitable. kinship with Ravel's piano writing. But the

String Quartets Op.59:1
and 3

principal impression is of agenerous and profound
musical thinker. CB

Borod in Quartet
Chandos CHAN 10178

PERFORMANCES A VELATION

72m 59s (£££)
Were I
astring player I
would want

RECORDING MELLOW PIANO SOUND

to hear this ' Rasoumovsky'
coupling— listed as 'Vol.1' on the
cover — to study the way the
Russians now play Beethoven (the

Kenneth Sillito/Janne Martin) and

drawing on Alaskan Inuit songs

keyboard with strirgs, Bach

and the large-scale sonata for violin

expanding his first- movement
cadenza and thus originating the

and piano ( 1897) in particular.
Dreaming is atranscription for cello

'piano concerto' genre. In tnese

and piano of an early romantic

new version of these middle- period

ASM IF readings, whici are

piece; the miniature Pastoraie was
written for woodw nd quintet.
Arr bache is aflexible ensemble,

works I
don't think I
would find this

generally spacious yet intimate in
feeling, with overt energy reserved
for the two finales, atheorbo (Jakob
Lindberg) adds textural interest.
Something of athrowback to the
early days with Codot or Serkin at

expanding to the task in hand. All
these performances are ncely

the piano, Perahia's Bachdoes

PERFORMANCES EFTECTINE
RECORDING WE LL BALAMED

have an irresistible finesse and
mi-sicality, but is rather closeted by
the studio used fo ,recording.

recordings were made in Moscow
last March). If I
merely wanted a

coupling all that satisfying.
In an earlier incarnation, the
Borodins recorded these two
quartets for Virgin fourteen years
ago, whilst Chandos has served

accomplished and wel
engineered CB

collectors with valuable reissues of
historic material by the original
group. Of those original members,
the cellist still remains; but

BEETHOVEN

although David Nice interweaves

The SACD equivalent ( SS
87326) is non- hybrid. CB
PERFORMANCES TURNING BACK THE CLOCK

Christus am Ólberge

interview material into his booklet

Placido Domingo, Luba
Orgonasova, Andreas Schmidt,

note, we don't quite discover what
influence Valentin Berlinsky still

RECORDING AIRLESS. ANONYMOUS ACOUSTIC

Berlin Rundfunkc'-ior,
Deutsches SO/Kent Nagano

KENT NAGANO

Harmonia Mundi HMC

despair. The other musical high
spot is the song of praise after

BEACH

Quartet for strings •
Violin Sonata • Pastorale
• Dreaming
Ambache
Chandos CHAN 10162
55m 41s (£££)
A Woman's Hour ,
tern with Diana

801802
47m 35s ( spec a1) SACD
hybrid
Beethoven's oratorio on the
capture of Christ in the Gardian of
Gethsemane predates the Eroica —

Peter's anger at the arrest is
pacified, arather Handeian fugal
finale. ( Handel's music was
receiving reappraisal in Vienna at

movements were made as
complete takes, faster ones proving
more problematic in the studio —
but they judge themselves by the
highest standards, and place the
music on alofty pedestal. That is
perhaps part of the problem: the

Ambache talking about the
Bostonian composer Amy Beach

you can hear post-echoes of the
Second Symphony, and in the
marvelousorcnestral introduction

Beethoven conductors, unless you
count Ormandy, ever recorded it —

sound they make is austere (and
not helped by the engineering) and
one misses human warmth and
humour: qualities much in

alerted me to the immediate appeal

pre-echoes of tne oungeon scene

and Nagano's disc, with :he

evidence in the Takàcs set, an

of these pieces: the quartet ( 1921)

in Ficielia music of loneliness and

promise inherent in the vocal

almost unbeatable

www.hifinews.co.uk

this time.) It's nonetheless a

exerts. They say their slow

Cinderella work — none of the great
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recommendation ( Decca 470 8472; Opp.59 and 74). CB
PERFORMANCES NOT THE WHOLE PICTURE
RECORDING TARVED OF RICHNESS

BERLIOZ
Roméo et Juliette •
Les nuits d'été
Melanie Diener, Kenneth
Tarver, Denis Sedron,
Cleveland Orchestra and
Chorus/Pierre Boulez
DG 474 237-2
124m lOs (£££) two discs
We don't get many new Cleveland
recordings nowadays, and
although this one is conducted by
Boulez the high quality of the
orchestral playing must to some
extent reflect the long Dohnányi
tenure when the players learned to
listen as if in abig chamber
ensemble. Textures are ravishingly
refined and the Chorus coached in
idiomatic French, for once. Set
back atmospherically in the
ambience of Cleveland's Masonic
Auditorium the choruses are
marvellously effective in their
contrasting perspectives.
With three soloists to hand
Boulez adds ashared performance
of Les nuits d'été, with Diener in the
outer settings framing ( ii)(iii) sung
by Sedov, who is particularly suited
to the sepulchral Lament ' Sur les
lagunes', ( iv)(v) by Tarver . With
'Vilanelle' and ' L'île inconnu'
sounding rather uncommitted, it's
best to regard this as something of
afiller to the main work, with
sensitive orchestral playing as its
principal attraction.
Kenneth Tarver also took part in
the Davis LSO Live Roméo et
Juliette. agood version for anyone
=

BERLIOZ

on abudget, although it would be
worth trying to find the Monteux/
Westminster, which had ShirleyQuirk as one of the more
successful Friar La urences on disc.
Berlioz lovers should also hear
three orchestral excerpts from
Romeowith Kondrash in and the
Concertgebouw on Tahra TAH
501/502, a ' live' collection
including the Franck Symphony
and Sibelius's Second, and an even
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PRE VIN

Anne-Sophie Mutter
André Previn 11,

Violin Concerto
BERNSTEIN
Serenade
Anne-Sophie Mutter, Boston SO/LSO/And ré
Previn
DG 474 500-2
70m 57s (£££)
A2001 Boston commission, Andre Previn's Violin
Concerto, as the subtitle ' Anne-Sophie' implies, is
ta ilored to the soloist's style. Indeed, it is so personal a
tribute as to feel like coming across an open loveletter on atable. And it is as if the ghost of his friend
William Walton was looking over Previn's shoulder
when composing this lush, all-embracing score. The

ANDRÉ PREVIN WITH ANNE-SOPHIE MUTTER

more remarkable performance of
the ballet music from Schubert's
Rosamunde. CB
PERFORMANCES MIS WORTH HEARING
RECORDING
rING APPEAL

BERLIOZ
Symphonie fantastique •
La mort de Cléopâtre
Olga Borodina, VPO/Valery
Gergiev
Philips 475 095-2
72m 21s (£££)
Olga Borodina is in imperious,
voluminous flow — Liz Taylor she
ain't! — in the fresher of these two
live performances. (This 'Scène
lyrique' was submitted in the
hopes of gaining the 1829 Prix du
Rome but did not do so, much to
Berlioz's chagrin.) But her French
is murky and the version with
Véronique Gens and the Lyon
Opera Orchestra (Virgin Classics)
is far more idiomatic — and at the
start of Méditation, where
Cleopatra sings of the Pharoahs'
tombs, the dynamics adopted by
the young French singer are far
more illuminating.

three movements
are clearly defined,
the second the
music of dreams,
some of it dark, a
slow movement
'Cadenza' which
embraces a
scherzo. The
booklet note tries
to draw too many
parallels between Previn and Bernstein ( so apt a
coupling needs no excuses— contrast the brilliant
Hahn Serenade which came harnessed with the
Beethoven Concerto!) but one thing their music has
in common is adrawing on the widest of currencies.
Here, we have hints of Korngold, Prokofiev, Bartók
and Stravinsky, whilst the colourful scoring has exotic
percussion. Ido think the piece runs out of steam in
the finale, and one asks 'why' of the way blocks are
assembled; for instance, the way in which the first
movement abruptly cuts off.

The live performance is predictably definitive; that
of the Serenade (
which sounds like an objective
masterpiece in this context) is pretty good too, with
the LSO knocking the spots off the Baltimore
Orchestra in the jazzy passages in the final Allegro.
But Mutter is essentially aconservative musician and
her smoothly accomplished account, technically fine,
hasn't the freshness and sense of identification you
find with Hilary Hahn (or indeed Joshua Bell, both
Sony, both accompanied by Zinman). CB
PERFORMANCES SOMETHING CLOYING ABOUT THIS DISC
RECORDING BOTH GOOD

'Too sweet' says David Brent
tartly, when offered cake in the
secretary's birthday episode of
The Office (
first series). 'Too
Gergiev' one might say of this
Symphonie fantastique abitter
disappointment to anyone
remembering Sir Simon Rattle's
performances with the VPO a
couple of years ago, even if most
of what we hear ( in the violent
dynamic and tempo changes, all
of which seem pushed for shortterm effect) could be said to be a
reflection of score markings. What
we don't get are: repeats in first
and fourth movements; extra
cornet parts in the Waltz;
instrumental underpinn ing to
Vienna's tinny bells in (v). There
area few details that reflect the
special character of this orctiestra
but as awhole this acoarse-cut,
over- heated version of a
masterpiece which has its
classical aspects and great
subtleties in the writing. You find
more of those in Ha itin k's or
Ma rkevitch's recordings (Vienna
Philharmonic and Lamoureux

Orcnestras respectively). CB
PERFORMANCES LOOK ELSEWHERE
RECORDING SOME OPACITY

ENESCU
Impressions d'enfance •
Sonata 3
RAVEL
Sonate posthume •
Tzigane
Leonidas Kavakos, Péter Nagy
ECM 476 053-2
78m 04s (£££)
Fellow students in Fa uré's
composition classes, Enescu and
Ravel enjoyed along subsequent
friendship (they gave the first
performance of the better known
Ravel Sonata in G, of 1927, and
perhaps too the early one included
in this valuable recital). Ravel's
Tzigane and the Enescu Third
Sonata come from the same period
(1924/26), the one alexicon of
gypsy-style elements, the other a
near- relative of Bartók, in the use of
folk music — quarter-tones too. The
ten Impressions date from 1940
and are less easily assimilated: a
black mark then to ECM for not

www. hif i
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providing separate tracks, or at
least printed timings, to facilitate
taking them in one by one. Again,

same piece is encountered. The

some of the sounds are magical: as
the desperate scraping of wings

variations movement from K334 is
entirely due te perseverance with a
Vienna Octet stereo LP which

Piano Concerto 2
SHOSTAKOVICH
Piano Concertos 1
and 2

persistently mistracked at one of
the horn passages! ( SXL2290 — I

Marc André Hamelin, BBC
Scottish SO/Andrew Litton

against the bars of acage in
'L'Oiseau en cage et le coucou au
mur' (cuckoo clock); the wind in
the chimney ( No.8); the sound of
the cricket ( No.6). That's two CDs
this month which illuminate a
highly individual composer better

relevance of this is that my intimate
knowledge of the theme and

had an Ortofon moving-coil viith
spherical tip at the time.)
Mozart scored these Divertimenti

SHCHEDRIN

Hyperion CDA SACD67425
63m 13s (especial)
SACD hybrid
Hamelin's playing has begun to
7.7•I attract criticism, I
see, for acertain
facelessness— even applied here.

known as apedagogue.
It is also the first ECM disc by
Kavakos with Nagy: players who

Yet this is surely one of his very

truly set off sparks in each other.
There's the sort of risk-taking you

best records. He's just the man for
Shostakovich's burlesques; and

would hope to hear live. CB
PERFORMANCES SPECIAL PARTNERSHIP
RECORDING ZURICH STUDIO; GOOD

in, say, the heavenly slow
movement of the Second

MOZART

Russian Sergei Rachmaninov.
One could, of course, argue that

Divertimenti K247 and
K334
Gaudier Ensemble
Hyperion CDA67386
75m 35s ( eee)
The record producer ( but not in

Concerto he reminds us of an
element of homage to fellow-

(1776/1780) for two violins, viola
and bass, and two horns— which
has not stopped conductors,
Karajan pre-eminently, from using
more strings, as did Boskovsky in

the expression here fies more with
the orchestra than the soloist; and
Litton does awonderful job with

The Shchedrin makes afine
discovery ( for most of us), not
least for its polystylistic finale
which the pianist begin; in
aimlessly repetitive doodlings,
shooting off-stage left in adazzle
of energy; the movement then
spins out delicious jazz fantasies.
As awhole, the concerto owes
more to Prokofiev's angularities
and confrontational rronner than
to Shostakovich. Terrific sound
too, albeit with acloser piano

Hyperion find the budget for

balance than producer Andrew
Keener usually gives us. CB

the Scottish Orchestra — could not

this instance) Andrew Keener was

his complete Decca series. K247

more, purely orchestral

PERFORMANCES TOI> RECHMMENDATION

writing recently about the way one's

also received asuperb chamber

Shostakovich with this team?

RECORDING PIANO FORWARD BUT EXCITING

mind takes in the vagaries of LP —
the odd click or poor turnover point
—triggering aPavlovian response

performarce by members of the
Vienna Octet nthe early 1960s;

even when anew version of the

bass players in botn Divertimenti.

incidentally, they listed cello and
Happily, the Gaudier Ensemble
has aquite different Mozart style,
no less engaging and warmly
satisfying. CB
PERFORMANCES THOROUGHLY ENJOYABLE
RECORDING EXCELLENT

denies any connebon between
the Cminor Fantasyand sonata in
the same key ( and suggests that
playing them in sequence cancels
out their potential effect), the
booklet note here impiites an
intention on Mozart's part to

MOZART

Piano Sonata in E flat,
K282 • Fantasy and
Sonata in C minor
K475/457 •
Gigue K574 • Suite in
C, K399 • Six Variations
K455
Andreas Staier
Harmonia Mundi HMC

combine them!
It sounds as if Andreas Staier has
mellowed, tempering some of the
attack and severity of trs earlier
work on DHM and Teldec
recordings, even if alite of the
spikiness of old returns in the
variations on the Glücksingspiel

801815

theme ' Unser aommer Pebel
meint'.
It is in the earlier sonata (which

66m 29s ( especial)
SACD hybrid
This programme, given on a

starts unusually with an Adagio
movement) that Staier SJrprises
most, in turning away from the

modern copy of an Anton Walther
instrument, starts with ararity:

conventional view ot the two
embracing Menuettos — taken by

Mozart's incomplete suite in the
baroque form started in 1782, one
year after he came to Vienna. Staier

Uchida, or Eschenbacn in his
disappointingly unloving cycle —

has composed an ending for the
Sarabande, then offers awhirlwind
account of the little G- major Gigue
by way of afinale. Whilst Brendel

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

towards aSturm und Drang
characterisation, persuasive and
beautifully varied in repeats. CB
PERFORMANCES MAKE YOU SIT UP
RECORDING NICELY BALANCED

BEN WATSON

JOHNNY BLACK

KEN KESSLER • ALL DISCS MAY BE OBTAINED FROM THE HI-II NEWS CI SERVICE
Tel 01234 741152 0
£Ef, full price; CC nudpnce; £ budget £spet ial POA
ANDREAS STAIER
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Now the home cinema bubble has burst
-let's get back to the music

9Holywell Hill, St. Albans,
Hertfordshire, All lEU

01727 855577
FAX: 01727 858 727
We stock fine equipment from:AE * ASH * ATC * AUDIO ANALOGUE
AVANTGARDE * AYRE * BRYSTON
CABLE TALK * CHORD CO
COPLAND * DENON * DIAPASON * EAR
HARBETH * ISOTEK * JBL * JM LAB
KEF * LEXICON * LYRA * MARTIN LOGAN
MADRIGAL * MARANTZ
MARK LEVINSON * MICHELL
NAIM AUDIO * NORDOST
NOTTS ANALOGUE * OPERA * ORTOFON
PMC * PROAC * PROCEED * PROJECT
REGA RESEARCH * REL
REVEL * RUARK * ROKSAN
SME * SONUS FABER * SPENDOR * STAX
SUMIKO * TANNOY * TEAC
TUBE TECHNOLOGY * UNISON
WADIA * VERDIER

Tube Technology
"Fusion" System

MOST ITEMS AVAILABLE
MAIL ORDER CARRIAGE FREE
NN N.% A% .racl let ta ucl io.co.0

WE

LOVE

TO

Oxford

Oxford Audio Consultants are devoted entirely to

Audio

your listening and viewing pleasure.

Consultants
Ltd
Opening Hours:
10am-6pm,
Monday-Saturday.
Oxford Audio
Consultants,

S

nee Oxford Audio Consultants
were established in 1988, we have

Cantay House,
and commercial premises, we can
even provide outdoor loudspeakers
for your garden that look like stones

built a reputation as one of the
leading specialists in audio, home
cinema, audio-visual and multi-

and sound magical! We are ttappy to

media installations.
We are constantly striving to find and
stock
the
best equipment
in

your purchase is, we provide awide

where you will be able to experience

range of solutions that are both

the best projector, plasma and TV

established and new technologies
ranging from record-decks and valve

imaginative
quality.

highest

based systems. We have awide range

amplifiers to digital radio tuners,

Our staff are knowledgeable, frank

of décor and invisible loudspeakers
throughout our store.

internet-connected

and friendly and will assist you

Oxford Audio Consultant, provide a

with your purchase; they will be
able to advise you on everything
from the replacement stylus for

full range of custom installation

systems,

multi-room

state-of-the-art

home

cinemas and fully computerised
lighting and ' smart-home' controls.
Our

equipment

and

installations

range from the 'modest' to the
'magnificent' but no matter what

and

of the

services far the home as well as hotel

Park End Street,
Oxford OX1 1JD

arrange site visits and surveys and
quote for
commercial

most domestic
applications.

and
Our

Tel: 01865 790879

installations range from the invisible

Fax: 01865 791665

to the dramatic, but no matter what
you choose we

aim

to

provide

something that is beautiful for both
the eye and the ear!

Email: oxford.audio@
btconnect.com

your turntable to the installation of
a multi-room audio and lighting
system. We can demonstrate a
wide range of equipment is one of
our three listening rooms, one for
small ' lifestyle'
audio
and
surround sound systems, one for

Website:
www.oxfordaudio.co.uk

audio, and one for home cinema
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Music Choice

Rock

MINUS SNAKEY THRASH FROM ICELAND

LAURA VEIRS
CARBON GLACIER
BELLA UNION
BELLACD52 ( 39m 29s)
This is one of those CDs that
make the often soul-destroying
job of being amusic reviewer
totally worthwhile. You stick it in
the player with no expectations
whatsoever because you've never
heard of the woman before and
out pours astream of slightly
quirky wonderfulness which,
although clearly derived from all
the classic songwriters of the
past, has its own utterly unique
identity enhanced by asense of
total sincerity, simplicity and
abiding intelligence. If amore
beautiful melody than Lonely
Angel Dust' has been written in
the last few years, I've yet to hear
it. If aspookier song than
'Shadow Blues' has been sung, I
must have missed that as well.
Hell, this woman can even write
songs about writing songs — my
ultimate songwriting bete noir —
without making them sound
gauche. Her accompanying
musicians, collectively known as
the Tortured Souls, adorn her
songs beautifully with touches of
everything from trombone to
vibraphonette to cello. This is a
one in amillion record and if
you've got aheart that can be
touched by the honest simplicity
of ashamelessly romantic soul,
you really need to hear it. JB
PERFORMANCE SINCERE
RECORDING EFFECTIVE

MOYA BRENNAN
TWO HORIZONS
UNIVERSAL
980 106-8 ( 58m 56s)
She is, of course, the voice of
Clannad, and this album is, exactly
as you'd expect, athing of floaty
synth textures, whispery vocals,
pretty melodies and introspective
(yet uplifting) lyrics. It also seems to
be aconcept album of sorts, the
songs tied together by Moya's
sleeve-note text about asearch for a
mystical harp that can unite warring
peoples. It's anoble thought,
obviously aimed at the
Catholic/Protestant divide in her
homeland but, tragically, it's unlikely
to bridge that gulf any better than
successive governments have
managed todo. Still, the music is
very lovely indeed. It would sound
wonderful echoing round abig firelit
hall in some ancient Celtic castle in

www.hifinews.co.uk

the Mountainsof Mourne, but it will
no doubt also transform many
humbler abodes into places of
solace and quiet reflection. It's hard,
given Ross Cu4Ium's all-enveloping
gauzy production, to pick out which
tracks will prove to be favourites, but
it's an album best experienced in its
entirety anyway. J8
PERFORMANCE REFLECTIVE
RECORDING GAUZY

MINUS

HALLDOR LAXNESS
SMEKKLEYSA/BAD TASTE
SM SMBTO1 (43m 36s)
They hail from Iceland, but
Krummi, Frosti, Bjarni, Bjossi and
Johnny are not, as you might
justifiably imagine, aNordic
version of The Teletubbies.
They're ahardcore metal combo
boasting the same kind of manic
energy as Queens Of The Stone
Age, especially cuts like Who's
Hobo', but without their selfdiscipline or their knack for
writing catchy tunes. The album
was originally released last May to
massive acclaim from the metal
mags, but failed to cross over to
the masses, so it's back again in
are-formatted version with the
addition of four videos to tie in
with aUK tour. It's named after a
Nobel Prize-winning Icelandic
novelist, but don't let that lead
you to expect top notch
wordsmithery. Incted, the lyrics
are another of the album's low
points, lines eke 'When my
emotions rain the boss of the city is
the cabdriver' in 'The Long Face'
being simply incomprehensible,
and 'We shall not devote our life
to morbid self attentions' in ' IGo
Vertigo' sounding like something
out of amoral self-help manual.
On the plus side, once you get

past what initially sounds like
brainless metal thrashing, there's
alot of interesting stuff going on,
like that little sax lick in 'The Lang
Face'. the unlikely hint of T Rex in
'Romantic Exorcism', and the
altogether bizarre ' Last Leaf Upon
The Tree', which sounds like it's
being sung by Bjork. Very
interesting indeed. JB
PERFORMANCE HARDCORE METAL
RECORDING INTERESTING

LORI CARSON

STOLEN BEAUTY
RYKODISC
REST73780 ( 55m 23s)
Lori Carson is one of those people
that everybody has heard, usually
without knowing it. So Rykodisc has
smartly re- packaged abunch of her
tunes that have appeared in TV
shows like Dawson's Creek and
Buffy The Vampire Slayeras well as
in movies like Bernardo Bertolucci's
Stealing Beautyand Keith Gordon's
Waking The Dead. Formerly a
member of the acclaimed Golden
Palominos, most tracks are
immaculately produced by Anton
Fier, and arranged with minimalist
elegance. The music is relentlessly
acoustic and wholesome, straddling
the territory between the blandness
of crossover country and the heartsearching intellectualism of the best
contemporary female singersongwriters, like Jane Siberry or
Lucinda Williams. Carson's voÉe
displays the ideal comtination of
vulnerability and inner strength that
enab es her to moralise, navel-gaze,
swim in self-pity and offer hints of
redemption, frequentlyall in one
song, without ever sounding
mawkish or insincere. Agreat
introduction to asuperb singer. JR
PERFORMANCE WHOLESOME
RECORDING IMMACULATE

RUSTY ANDERSON
UNDRESSING
UNDERWATER

OXIDE RECORDS
OXI-001 ( 40m 56s)
The presence of Paul McCartney
on bass and backing vocals in
the jaunty opener, ' Hurt Myself',
is easily explained. Anderson was
the guitarist on Macca's last tour,
so anybody who attended those
shows will have some idea of
what to expect. Anderson,
despite his relative youth, is a
songwriter very much in the
classic mould of The
Raspberries' Eric Carmen or
ELO's Jeff Lynne or, er, Sir Paul
McCartney. And he's very good
indeed. Enjoyable as the first two
tracks are, it only becomes
obvious on track three, ' Damaged
Goods', that his ability to fuse an
exquisitely lilting pop melody to a
thought- provoking lyric É second
to none. It's not just the quality of
the songs either, because almost
every track is given asmart, eartickling intro and alittle sting in
the tail ending, with an
[maculate arrangement inbetween, favouring luscious
close- harmony vocals and sparky
jabs of electric guitar that appear
just where they're needed. If this
album had come out in 1974, it
would now be regarded as a
Jong- lost all-time classic, and a
hot favourite of the guys from
That 70s Show. Times have
changed, though, so Rusty may
have to fight to find a
contemporary audience.
My fingers and toes are crossed
for him, because records as
good as this deserve attention in
any era. JB
PERFORMANCE THOUGHIPROVOKING POP
RECORDING LUSCIOUS
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PINEWOOD MUSIC mr
of Winchester and Taunton

A4i o
bespoke audio visual consultants

With the opening of our new Winchester base,
Pinewood Music brings the finest in high end
music and home cinema to Hampshire and
Wiltshire as well as the South-West.

36 Oueen St., Maidenhead
Berkshire SL6 IHZ
01628 633 995
infoaaudiovenue.co.uk

Pinewood is the only Krell, Sonus faber and
Martin

Logan

we have

this

region

and

16 years' experience with these

award- winning
home

dealer in

designs. We

demonstrations

so

specialise

that

in

expensive

mistakes are avoided.
If

you

are

considering

bringing

the

finest- sounding music or cinema into your
home, backed up by personal attention and a
dedicated after- sales service, you are invited

The finest showroom...

to contact Brian Rivas or Alison Holmes.

The finest products
•

KRELL SACD STANDARD
Currently the subject of some outstanding
reviews, we always

have this

beautiful

player for you to hear - it's the one that has
the distinction of being excellent on CD as
well as SACD

r

FEATURED AWARD- WINNERS
ON DEMONSTRATION

KRELL KAV-400xi integrated
SONUS FABER CREMONA AUDITOR
Musical Fidelity M1

MARTIN LOGAN CLARITY

For

those

aspiring

On permanent demonstration

to

greater

things,

Selection of our partners

Arcam •

Artccustic • Audio Access •

Pinewood can demonstrate the top- of-the-

Audio Analogue • AuclioquEst • Audio Resea•ch • BCD Encineering •

range Class A Krell designs, such as

Beerdyramic • Bryston • BOSE • Boston • Chord Cables • Clearaudio

the

KCT preamplifier and FPB-400cx, and the
Krell range of loudspeakers.

• Copland • Cr•Estron •

Definitive Technology •

Denon •

Draper

Screens • Final • Fujitsu Plasma • Graaf • Krell • Harmai Kardon •
Integra Research • KEF • Lexicon • Linn Classic • Living Control •
LOEWE televisions • Michell Engineering • Miller El KrEisel • Monitor
Audio • Musical Fidelity • Martin Logan • Nad • Nordost • Nakamichi

The PINEWOOD MUSIC COMPANY

• Onkyo • Opera • Ortofon • Panasonc plasma • Parasound •
Pioneer plasma • PMC • PrimarE • Proceed • Project • OEC • Quad
• Quadraspire • REL • Revel • REVOX Screens • Roksan • Rum° •

Tel: 01460 54322 Mobile 07860 351113

SEnnhEsier • SME • Sonus Faber • SpEndor • Stands Unique •
Stewart SC'EE115 • Straightwire • Sunk° • Tag MclarEn • TownshEnd
Audio • Theta • Transparent Audio •

E-mail: brianriv@mac.com

Acoustics •

Vutec

Screens •

Wilson

Unison Research • Vienna
Audio

and

other

leading

components and accessories.

Consultations and demonstrations by appointment only
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Music DVDs

JOHN LENNON
LENNON LEGEND THE VERY BEST OF

THE BEATLES
ED SULLIVAN SHOWS

JOHN LENNON
Parlophone 7243-4-90945-9-

Sofa 05-81575 ( 240m), 4:3,

8 ( 100m), 4:3, Region 0,

Region 0, Dolby 5.1 and

Dolby 5.1, DTS 5.1
Updated, revised collection of
Lennon's videos, with superbly

restored mono
After 40 years, here are the four
complete TV shows from 1964-5

remastered sound and extras

that launched the Beatles
Stateside, on two DVDs. ( To give

including alive take from his lastever live gig, animated drawings,

non-Americans an idea of the

an excerpt from Anthologyand
more. Beautifully handled and

programme's status, it was the US
equivalent of Sunday Night At The
London Palladium.) The transfers
are better than those on Rhino's
box set, and you get the context in
which they appeared - even the
ads. OK, so most of the other acts
were sub-vaudeville dreck, but some
were memorable, like early Cilia
Black. This is US Beatlemania at its
peak, with 20 live performances
available nowhere else.
PERFORMANCES: MONUMENTAL
RECORDINGS: BEATS THE BOOTLEGS

SAM COOKE
LEGEND
ABKCO 0602498077559
(70m plus 120m interviews),

arguably definitive without being
anorak-ish. 20 classics, from
'Imagine' to ' Give Peace AChance'.
PERFORMANCES: PASSIONATE
RECORDINGS: EEE MASTERED WITH CARE

PAUL MCCARTNEY
PAUL IS LIVE
MPL LIP840 ( 85m 38s) 4:3,

DVDs to be released this season,
this one's subtitled ' On The New
World Tour' and dates back a
accompanied by mind-numbingfy

Frank and Sammy were, both

backing band is more poignant
than some would imagine. Paul

anonymous 'nixes'. I
guess you

separately and together. The music

have to be 19. Ecstasyd and
suffering out-of-contrd hormones

dates from 1962, but the DVD's
visuals add so much: you simply
will not believe the genius of

doesn't disappoint, playing solo

SACDs, this VI-I-1 documentary
tells the story of the pivotal African-

live Macca DVDs renders it less

American singer of the post-war

than amandatory purchase. The
animal cruelty video at the end may

years, the true bridge between the
R&B greats of the 1950s and the
soul giants who would follow him.

shock you.
PERFORMANCE: MORE OF THE SAME
RECORDING:
SFIEE)

PERFORMANCES: HISTORICAL
RECORDINGS: MAGE

MINISTRY OF
SOUND
THE CHILLOUT
SESSIONS - IBIZA
SUNSETS

get anything from this drivel.
PERFORMANCES: DJ EXCESS
RECORDING: HIGH-TECH

Sammy-as- impressionist ( Rory

ROBERT PALMER

ever, beyond merely cool. The DVD
is 4:3, black & white and in mono,
but it's still, quite simply one of the

AT HIS VERY BEST
Universal Music 981 415-5
(33m 12s) 4:3, Region 0,
stereo
Either aDVD with abons CD, or a
CD with abonus DVD, onatever
way you look at it, it's an unplanned
obituary for Palmer, who died last
year, and sorre lazy sod didn't

Bremner would jack it all in if he
saw this), while Dean Martin is, as

best DVD releases ever.
PERFORMANCE: ' ULTIMATE' IS APT
RECORDING: HISTORICAL BUT UNMISSABLE

VARIOUS
CONCERT FOR GEORGE
Warner 0349 70241-2 ( 286m)

Ministry of Sound mosdvd001

bother to alter the liner notes. That

16:9, Region 2, Dolby 5.1,

(190m plus extras) 16:9,
Region 0,

aside, this contains 19 tracks on

DTS

Ulf Four CO ME ME

Ed Sullivan%
[EfITURE The Beane'.
111CLUUR
The Original Cast from ' Oliver!"
Cab Calloway, Cilla Black,
Frank Gorshin Soupy Sales,
Cordon aSheila MacRae
And many more.

the CD and 10 videos on the DVD,

Not your usual charity gig, but a

Dolby 5.1,

starting with tne coolest, sexiest

gathering of George Harrison's

DTS-ES
Curious, this,

and - yes- -unniest video of the

when you

'=unky R&B-cum-rock from aguy
who looked like he should have

dearest friends at the Royal Albert
Hall in 2002, performing his songs
after adazzling performance of a

consider that
club mixes are
about doing as
much damage
via decibels as
possible. This
oddity is
reminiscent of
computer
programmes
and DVDs that
place afish tank
on your monitor.
It's just what the
title says: Ibiza
sunsets

www.hifinews.co.uk

summecri
yours*.
over3hoursof
cmesomeibizo
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decade; seeing Linda in the

and Beatle hits with unbridled
enthusiasm, but the profusion of

and others will tell you precisely the
esteem in which Cooke is held. A
stunning testament.

ne-

Region 3, Dolby 5.1
First of at least two PM concert

4:3, Region 0, stereo
Timed to accompany the sublime

The footage should convince you; if
not, the bonus interviews with the
likes of Aretha Franklin, Lou Rawls

the ultimate audio visuclichiliout experience

early MN et'a: ' Addicted To Love'.

been singing Cole Porter.
PERFORMANCES:ACHINGLY
EEtECORDINGS: V.ESCUI AR

new Ravi Shankar composition. As
aDVD, it's amodel of
professionalism, well-shot and
sounding superb. Disc 1is the full

THE ULTIMATE RAT

concert, Disc 2the TV edit with
enough differences to make it
worth viewing again. The chaps

PACK COLLECTION
Reprise 8122 73736-2 ( 90m

from Monty Python perform two
numbers, Eric Clapton organised it,

07s) 4:3, Region 0, mono

Ringo and Paul pitch in - but the

Arguably more imporlant than the

high point is Tom Petty, The

CD with which this is sold, probably
the only surviving Rat Pack gig
filmed in its entirely. Ashow from

Heartbreakers and Jeff Lynne
covering aTraveling Wilburys tune.

1965, it's slart-to-fini' oroof of

PERFORMANCE: HEARTWARMING
RECORDING: .
1E 0E-THE-DVDE-ART

THE RAT PACK

what amazing entertainers Dino,

So long, George.
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Feature

Uncertain

synirnetry

Music signals are inherently asymmetrical, so can't we find some audio test
signals that reveal more than ( symmetrical) sine waves? neitri muwarL investigatE

O

ne of the enduring criticisms of conventional methods
of quantifying audio equipment performance using

To paraphrase them: because each half of the output stage in
aclass Bamplifier delivers current to the load for, nominally,

sine waves is that music waveforms and sinusoids are

only half of the time, the power supply wiring carries ahalfwave rectified, and hence highly distorted, version of the

different in avariety of significant ways. One obvious point of
departure is that a sine wave is time-invariant (the term
'steady-state' is used as an alternative means of expressing
this property) whereas music signals typically change
character from one moment to the next, ie, they are transient
in nature. Another important difference is that asine wave
signal is symmetrical about zero amplitude whereas the
waveforms generated by some musical instruments are, by
contrast, highly asymmetrical.
Figure 1shows two examples of this asymmetry, culled
from the European Broadcasting Union's Sound Quality

output current [Figure 2]. If this finds its way into the signal
path through electromagnetic induction or as a result of
common circuit impedance(s), the result will be adegradation
of the amplifier's distortion performance. To quote from Jim
Lesurfs web page: '... when the signal waveforms are
symmetric, the coupling contributions from the positive and
negative rails might tend to cancel each other. In other cases,
small departures from symmetry may mean the distorted rail
currents/voltages do inject some distortion, but this may

Assessment Material (SQAM) CD which includes recordings
of individual instruments. Figure la shows the waveform of

combine with the effects of other distortion mechanisms. This
leads to the possibility that we might in some cases end up
'nulling' the distortions injected from rail variations with

an excerpt from track 21, q recording of a trumpet — an
instrument notorious for producing spiky waveforms of the
type seen here. But it isn't only blown instruments which

resulting distortion with suitable waveforms. The
consequence may be that — when testing with simple

produce marked waveform asymmetry, as demonstrated by
Figure lb which is excerpted from track 8, arecording of a
violin.
In and of itself this asymmetry is of no obvious significance
to audio equipment unless there is good reason to believe that
waveforms of this nature are treated differently to
symmetrical equivalents — signals containing the same
spectral components at the same amplitudes but with
different phases. One instance where this might be the case is
in class B or class AB power amplifiers, for reasons which
have been expounded by Dr Jim Lesurf (who older readers
may recall was once chief development engineer at
Armstrong Audio before his return to academia; he now
works within the MM-Wave and Terahertz Technology Group
at the University of St Andrews).
You can find Jim's thoughts on the asymmetry issue at
www.st-and.demon.co.uk/AudioMiscidistortion/page1.html.

other distortions. However this may only lead to alow overall

symmetric waveforms like asingle sinewave — these various
distortion contributions largely cancel, hiding the effects from
detection. The consequence may be that there is arisk when
developing or testing using simple symmetric waveforms that
we get a low apparent non-linearity value, but when
asymmetric waveforms are present, higher levels of overall
distortion may arise.'
Considerations like this have prompted a number of
attempts down the years to develop asymmetric waveforms
for amplifier testing. In the early 1980s, for instance,
Yoshimutsu Hirata and his co-workers at Waseda University
in Tokyo developed various asymmetric test signals', two of
which are illustrated in Figure 3. But testing of this nature has
never caught on, probably because interpretation of the
results is anything but obvious. An alternative approach,
hinted at by Jim Lesurf rather than explicitly espoused (I
believe because he has yet to try it), looks superior in this

Figure 1: Asymmetric
waveforms from a
trumpet and violin

e
I
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respect because it creates an asymmetric waveform using a
multi-tone test signal. This has two obvious advantages: (1)
interpretation of the results is (on the face of it, at least) simple
and familiar because distortion of the waveform manifests
itself, as with any multi-tone signal, in the form of added
harmonic and intermodulation components; and (2) it
precisely mimics the kind of music waveforms depicted in
Figure 1, which comprise a fundamental plus harmonics
whose relative phases are such that they sum to an
asymmetric result.
The phase issue is central here, as the two waveforms in
Figure 4demonstrate. Both these signals comprise the same
components — afundamental and its first four harmonics — at
precisely the same amplitudes. The difference is that in the
first instance [Figure 4a] the components are summed as sine
waves whereas in the second [Figure 4b] they are summed as
cosine waves. &limning the components as sine waves gives
rise to a waveform that is symmetrical about the zero
amplitude line whereas summing them as cosine waves gives
rise to an asymmetrical waveform reminiscent of those shown
in Figure 1. It is this second waveform which Jim Lesurf
suggests could be used for checking distortion behaviour on
asymmetric signals. (Note that the number of harmonics can
be varied at will: the more that are used, the narrower the
'spike' becomes and the more complex the distorted output
spectrum will be.)
An obvious way to go about this is simply to compare the
distortion spectra obtained by passing the two waveforms of
Figure 4through aclass Bpower amplifier. So Idid this using
an Exposure XVIII monoblock, with the results (postprocessed to eliminate mains-related spuriae) shown in
Figure 5. A glance is sufficient to reveal that the two spectra
are different.
EUREKA?
Before we run naked down the street shouting to the world
that we've demonstrated a new amplifier distortion
mechanism, however, let's think about this more carefully.
Although the sine and cosine versions of the test signal
contain precisely the same frequency components at precisely
the same amplitudes, this does not mean they are equivalent
so far as the amplifier is concerned. If they were, of course, we
wouldn't be using them for this test.
Because they have different wave shapes the two signals
'exercise' the amplifier over different parts of its transfer
characteristic. This should be obvious from the waveforms

A

themselves
but
it
becomes even clearer if
we construct histograms
of
the
signals'
probability
density
functions (PDFs) as
shown in Figure 6.
These are assembled
simply by recording
how many times the
sampled
signal
amplitude falls within
each of 65 equal-width
'bins' covering the full
amplitude range from
full-scale negative to
full-scale positive.
If we do this for a
full-scale sine wave, the
result is Figure 6a. Here
there are more samples
present at high positive
and negative amplitude than there are around zero, reflecting

Figure 2:

the fact that a sine wave's rate of change is lowest at its
amplitude extremes and highest around the zero crossing

representation of a

points. (This, by the way, is another respect in which sine
waves differ from music signals, whose PDFs — over a
sufficiently large number of samples — tend to have abellshaped normal distribution with its peak around zero
amplitude, effectively the opposite of asine wave's PDF.)
Not only are the PDFs for the sine [Figure 6b] and cosine
[Figure 6c] multi-tone signals (in this instance normalised to
apeak amplitude of —6dBFS) very different to that of the pure
sine wave, they also differ significantly from one another. So
you would expect the two signals to generate different
patterns of distortion when passed through a nonlinear
device, without any contribution from Jim Lesurrs proposed
asymmetric distortion mechanism.
A convenient way to demonstrate this point is to simulate
an appropriate amplifier transfer characteristic and its effect

Diagrammatic
class B push-pull
output stage showing
the highly distorted
signal currents
flowing in each half

on the sine and cosine multi-tones. This is easily done using
my AddDistortion program, which I've mentioned in these
pages before. (The tarted-up, fit to be seen in public version of
AddDistortion was posted on the freeware page of my web
site — www.audiosignaLuk/freeware — in late August last year
but subsequently withdrawn while Icontrive a fix for an
aliasing issue. Ihope v2 will be available for download by the
time you read this.)
Let's take apush-pull class B amplifier exhibiting marked
crossover distortion as our example. The transfer function and
transfer function error curves for this amplifier are shown in
Figure 7, and the output spectra for the sine and cosine multitone test signals in Figure 8. Note that, as predicted, the two
output spectra are different, without the presence of a
distortion mechanism that affects asymmetric signals
preferentially.
What this confirms is that the differing distortion spectra
obtained with the Exposure XVIII are not a sure-fire

Figure 3:

indication that the two multi-tone signals have been subject to
different distortion mechanisms within the amplifier. They
may have been but the presence of different patterns in the

Asymmetric

distortion spectra is not, in and of itself, any guarantee of this.

test
waveforms

SIMULATION

suggested by

So is there any way of determining whether the observed
spectral differences are expected or unexpected? In theory, at
least, we could settle the issue in the following way. First,

Yoshimutsu
Hirata
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Figure 5: Output spectrum
of an Exposure XVIII 100
monoblock for the
120
symmetric and asymmetric
test signals of Figure 4 140 o

determine the transfer characteristic of the amplifier using a
sine wave signal, then use this to simulate (via AddDistortion)
the effect on the asymmetric multi-tone signal. If the
simulated and measured spectra are closely correlated then
we can conclude that there is nothing different about the way
the amplifier handles symmetrical and asymmetrical
waveforms, whereas if the simulated and measured spectra
differ significantly then Jim Lesurfs proposed distortion
mechanism would appear to be areal one. (Of course, you'd
also want to compare simulated and measured spectra for the
symmetrical multi-tone signal, just to check that the

.
1. I
2110

Ike

40Hz (actually 39.0625Hz, for reasons that needn't be
elaborated but will be apparent to anyone familiar with

characteristic whereas in practice this is rarely if ever the
case. Most power amplifiers employ loop negative feedback

characteristic from its distortion spectrum you need to
establish both the amplitude and polarity of each harmonic
relative to the fundamental. Iown no, nor do Iknow of any,
commercial software that will do this, so Iwrote some code of
my own. Using a39.0625Hz sine wave as the test signal and
driving the Exposure to deliver about 54W into an 8 ohm
resistive load, analysis using this software identified the
amplitudes and polarities of the output harmonics. Plugging

lkHz. As a result, less negative feedback is applied as
frequency increases and the amplifier becomes progressively
more nonlinear as aresult. To express this another way, the
amplifier's transfer characteristic is afunction of frequency.
So assumptions of afixed transfer characteristic are risky to
say the least.
Without resorting to amuch more complex characterisation
of the amplifier's nonlinear behaviour (using aVolterra series

NI«

will be relatively constant. This explains, for those who were
wondering, why the sine and cosine multi-tones used to test
the Exposure were based on afundamental frequency of about

coherent FFT spectrum analysis if I say the sampling
frequency used was 8kHz and the FFT length 4096 samples).

open loop (feedback disconnected) frequency response of the
amplifier will be rolled off at 6dB per octave above about

1141441.1

model or something similar — amethodology I'll explain in a
future article) the best we can do in the circumstances is see
whether acceptable simulation accuracy can be achieved
using multi-tone test signals of low frequency, whose
components fall well below the 'knee' in the amplifier's open
loop frequency response, ie, where its transfer characteristic

simulation is giving the right results.)
The problem with this apparently neat solution — apart
from the added complication — is that it assumes the
amplifier under test has a fixed, invariant transfer

to reduce distortion (and provide various other benefits) but
the amount of feedback has to be progressively reduced at
higher audio frequencies to ensure stability. Typically the

32112

As Iexplained in the July issue last year Phase Contrast',
July '
03, page 78], to determine an amplifier's transfer

these values into AddDistortion and using it to process the
sine and cosine multi-tone test signals resulted in the two
spectra of Figure 9, which should be compared with those
measured from the Exposure in Figure 5.
Ideally the two spectra should be identical, confirming that
the AddDistortion simulation of the Exposure's transfer
characteristic is accurate. But the differences between the

1
.
11

Tn-nd

rn nni rrif

Figure 6: Probability density functions for asine wave and the symmetrical and asymmetrical multi-tone test signals
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Feature
Figure 7: Transfer function ( left) and
transfer function error curves for a
simulated class Bamplifier with marked
crossover distortion

measured and simulated spectra are just too obvious to ignore
—and certainly too large to make any pronouncement on the
nature of the differences between the two measured results.
What is the source of this disparity between the measured
and simulated spectra? It's impossible to say for certain
because there are various ways in which errors can creep in,
the already mentioned frequency dependence of the transfer
characteristic being just one of them. For instance, the level of

Figure 8: Output
spectra of the
symmetric and
asymmetric multitone signals when
subjected to the
transfer function of
Figure 7
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output distortion in aclass Bamplifier is critically dependent
on the output stage bias setting and without very careful

11,141

design this can change significantly with output device
operating temperature. As the two multi-tone test signals have
asignificantly lower RMS amplitude than the sinusoid used
to determine the amplifier's transfer characteristic (the
difference was about 7dB in these tests), this might easily

2020

»It

-20

-10

mean that the calculated transfer characteristic is not the one
to which the multi-tone signals were actually subjected.

-00

-11:41

MULLING IT OVER
So what have we learnt from this exercise (atime-consuming
one my end, as novel measurement routines tend to be when
there's new software to write and alearning curve to climb)?
First and most importantly, testing for excess distortion on
asymmetric signal waveforms is not a simple matter of
comparing the distortion spectra for otherwise equivalent
symmetric and asymmetric multi-tone test signals. Because

-120

1104

the two waveforms have different PDFs, in the general case
they generate different distortion spectra even without the
presence of adistortion mechanism that preferentially affects
the asymmetric signal. To determine whether the distortion
spectrum obtained with the asymmetric waveform does or
doesn't indicate the presence of such adistortion mechanism
requires that the amplifier's transfer characteristic be
determined and used to simulate the expected distortion
behaviour — acomplexity that significantly detracts from this
methodology's attractiveness, assuming you can get it to work
at all. As the results described here show, achieving a
sufficiently accurate simulation can be difficult even at

0

-20

-40

-00

-110

-100

frequencies where the amplifier's transfer characteristic can

-120

2104

be assumed to be fixed.
Second and specific to the Exposure XVIII used for these
experiments, if there is adistortion mechanism at work that
affects asymmetric signals preferentially then it must be at a
very low level and, if it exists at all, seems unlikely to be of
much significance. Of course, other class Band AB amplifiers
might respond differently and show more marked departures
from the expected distortion pattern with asymmetric test
signals, but that can only be determined with further testing.
Whether Jim Lesurfs suggested distortion mechanism exists
therefore remains, for the moment at least, an open and
tantalising question. II

40

40

14142

2.,

Figure 9: Simulated sine and cosine multi-tone distortion
spectra for the Exposure XVIII. Compare these with the
measured spectra in Figure 5
www.hifinews.co.uk
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Digital Radio

the limit
Users are discovering that to get the best out of Digital Radio,
you can forget Digital Audio Broadcasting and receive digital
stations via aSky Digibox instead, says Angus McKenzie MBE

S

orne four years ago, Ireviewed the Arcam Alpha 10 DAB
tuner, and found it arefreshing improvement on the best of
FM tuners. Ihad become bored with serious radio listening,

having become used to the dynamic range of compact
disc, with their very quiet background, and low
distortion. But now things have changed. Ihave had
very many of my friends commenting that BBC
broadcasts are frequently inferior to transmissions of a
few years ago. What has happened?
I seemed to be hearing a grittiness to some
broadcasts, while some others were OK. It soon became
evident that the bit-rate of the compressed audio was
being decreased, and this also often means adecrease
in audio HF bandwidth. Comparatively recently, the
BBC added some new radio stations, including Radio 6
(BBC 6music) and Radio 7. Radio 6is amusic station,
whilst Radio 7is amost welcome network, giving us
repeats of old humour programmes such as The Goons,
The Army Game, and other laughs of the past. We have
also been treated to repeats of some excellent serials,
for example, Follett's Earth Search series. But, horror
of horrors. Inoted that they were reproduced in mono;
not stereo, as they had originally been made and
broadcasted some 20 years ago.
While all these comparisons were going on, I
happened to receive some rather bad service from my

sockets for direct connection to ahi-fi system. Dozens
of stations were i• ailable, and the quality seemed to be
at least as good as DAB. So Iconnected the audio
outputs to my control desk, and it soon became my
main source of radio listening. Switching over to Sky,
the Earth Search broadcast was now back in stereo,
and of excellent quality.
On phoning around, afriend told me that the new
'Freeview' service ( digital terrestrial television,
formerly known as OnDigital) also reproduced the
programme correctly in stereo. I noticed the same
thing, having been alerted, on some Radio 4
programmes. DAB was on mono, at around 80kb/s,
whilst on Sky, it reproduced with what was almost
certainly 192kb/s stereo.
Inoted that the DAB transmission seemed slightly
lacking in top, and the Sky version seemed to be more
open. After battling with numerous automatic phone
switchboards, where Icould only get help assistants
who were totally unable to comprehend what Iwas
talking about, Iwas given the phone number of atop

cable TV and radio supplier, so decided to investigate
Sky digital satellite TV At first, Iwas horrified by the
lack of any technical knowledge of the installing
people, but eventually, with the help of Sky's own
technical staff, Ireceived an excellent installation, but
with some snags. The main Digibox has two phono
78
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FIVE NEW STATIONS FROM THE BBC

BBC technical executive, who told me the sad story. It
would appear that the sound stream is divided almost
at source, into two chains, later to split into three. The
first stream is analogue, for feeding generally around
the organisation, whilst a digital feed of high quality
was split further for feeds to DAB, and for higher
quality clients including Freeview and Sky. It was
confirmed that, because there is only afixed amount of
frequency space on Band III (225MHz) DAB, shared
with many commercial stations, the BBC had to restrict
its bandwidth by reducing some programmes to mono,
and also by reducing the bit-rates down, sometimes by
quite alot. Ihave not heard any Prom concerts on DAB
Radio 3at alower bit-rate, but every now and then a
lower bit-rate does creep in (down to 160kb/s). The
feed down to the Sky dish from satellite, however,
follows whatever is sent up, as far as Ican ascertain.
Thus, if the BBC sends up stereo at 192kb/s, then this
is what is decoded by the Sky Digibox. And there seem
to be more radio stations on Sky, until the radio
broadcasters commence to use, if they ever do, the ' L'
band, at around 1.5GHz. This microwave band is
covered by most DAB tuners, as use is made of the
band in some European countries. But Iunderstand
that Lband DAB is not likely to be brought into service
in the UK until 2007 at the very earliest.
It's worth noting that continental broadcasters
actually transmit DAB radio at much higher rates on
DAB, up to and including 256kb/s.
So, what is areader to do, who wants to switch to
digital radio, and abandon the old FM service on Band
II? Although DAB might be recommended for mobile
and transistor portables, Ihave to make the strongest

MAKETIME FOR DIGITAL RADIO THIS SEASON

excludes some of the services that are available on
Freeview. You also have to agree that the Digibox can
be connected to your phone line.
The dish has to be placed well in the clear, and with
no tree branches in the way. You might have to obtain
planning permission in some areas. The cheapest
subscription package is around £ 12.50 amonth, with a
subsidised installation charge, making it competitive
with cable TV. Iam told that picture quality from Sky

recommendation for the installation of a Sky digital
service, using the Digibox to connect to the hi-fi
system, and also, use its excellent TV feeds to
interconnect with your normal TV set.
But, there is asnag to atotal Sky installation, if you
need satellite radio in more than one room. Ididn't
discover this until Ifound that the extension with
remote control in my lounge had mono sound on both
radio and TV. Ihad been told when Ibooked the system
that it would be stereo. The link is normally set on
channel 68, receivable on all modern sets. A remote
control allows you to control the station channel
received by the main box. Iwas also told that Icould
have two links. This is not so, unless you have a
special splitter on the roof, and a second expensive
Digibox to allow independent channel choice.
How about costs? A high quality DAB tuner can cost
around £300, whilst the cheapest Sky installation,
giving you the free-to-air TV and radio stations, has an
installation cost of £120: the service is free, but
www.hifinews.co.uk

Digital is much better than cable. Ihave also found that
cable-distributed FM is not as good as normal
transmitted FM. Inoticed more hiss in the background
from cable radio than from FM, with digital, of course,
being much quieter still.
If you intend to go ahead with Sky, you should
decide exactly which package you wish to go for, and
precisely what extensions you require, and whether
mono is to be tolerated on the extensions. You will
need asplitter at the dish to feed one or more extension
digiboxes.
Freeview only requires a special set-top box [see
'Set-top Boxes' Aug '03], and allows both free radio
and TV channels to be passed on to the normal TV set.
But the claim that anormal TV aerial should be good
enough is not always true — in some locations the
service uses multiplexes spaced over a wider
bandwidth, requiring the installation of a new wideband aerial. However, as with the cheapest Sky service,
there is no monthly charge.
Finally, Iwould like to acknowledge the assistance
that Ihave received from both the BBC and from the
Sky technical staff and PR representatives. III

For Christmas
2003, achintzy
'advent calendar'
[above] supported
the BBC's awful
'Make Time For
Digital Radio'
advertising
campaign; the
Sky+ Digibox [top
left] with internal
hard-drive — to
record direct from
TV and radio —
has acounterpart
in the Pace Twin
Digital [bottom
left] for the free
digital terrestrial
service. Bath
services include
digital radio at a
much better
quality than DAB,
with audio at
192kb/s or
160kb/s, versus
DAB's typical
128kb/s or less
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Obituary

A tribute to

Peter Walker
Peter 1Walker OBE DSc, founder of the Acoustical
Manufacturing Company — later better known as Quad — died
on 10 December 2003 at the age of 87. Here, industry
professionals, colleagues and friends pay tribute.
GEOFFREY HORN WRITES...

Award for Technological Achievement in 1978.

Peter formed the Acoustical Manufacturing

He was also highly regarded as aman, greatly

Company in 1936 as aone-man business

treasured by his staff and admired by the

specialising in amplification for public address.

industry in general. In his early days he had

Peter was bombed out of his London works early
in the Second World War and subsequently

played sax in adance band and later in life took
up the flute, performing in local orchestras.

settled in Huntingdon. After the war, with a

Music had always been his inspiration. Peter

burgeoning public regard for music, he decided

James Walker had been married twice; both his

the time was right to diversify into what became

wives predeceased him. He is succeeded by a

known as High- Fidelity. Designing and

daughter Victoria and ason Ross, but perhaps

producing aseries of amplifiers and

his real successors are the products of his

loudspeakers, he soon established his company

brilliant mind, spread all over the world, which

as aleader in its field. His products were always

continue to give great joy to their owners.

notable for novelty of approach and economy of
design.

of PJ, but two spring to mind. After taking

REG WILLIAMSON WRITES...

wife expressed an interest to not only see where

A long- held belief in the possibility of making
adifferent type of loudspeaker based on

delivery of our ESL- 63s " nthe early 80s, my
The passing of Peter Walker literally brings to a

and how they were made, but to meet the man

close an important era in the history of audio

who designed them. A hint to Peter and an

electrostatic principles became his life's work.

design. My long friendship with PJ began in the

invitation soon followed. It was while watching

Intensive research led to the world's first full-

early 60s when Iwas struggling with the many

the final and unique square wave null test on a

range electrostatic loudspeaker, which reached

problems associated with the design of

production ESL- 63 that ' very unwisely

the market in 1957. Work on amplifiers was not

capacitor microphones. He always responded
with invaluable advice. Ihave many memories

suggested, that perhaps sometimes, the young

neglected and his company secured the Queen's

engineer might listen to some music? Peter
looked at me in genuine amazement and

Classic Quad II valve
power amp and solid-state
FM4 tuner labovel; and
PJW with the ESL63,
launched in 1982 fright]

exclaimed: 'Whatever for? Oh, dear me, no. No

condescending, never in the least grandiose.

point. We leave our customers to do that...' me

And there was always agentle humour. I've just

other occasion was in 1992 at adegree awards

found the Post- It note he attached to a

ceremony at the University of Keele. Peter's face
was amixture of pleasure and embarrassment as

marvellous picture of himself that we used in
the 1996 article. ' Ihope this may be suitable.

the chancellor, Sir Claus Moser — fine musician

Sorry about the cynical smile.' Gent and genius

and Quad owner — presented his honorary

rolled into one.

doctorate. Hi-fi is now aconsumer durable along
with refrigerators and cookers, and all that

KEN KESSLER WRITES...

implies. We will not see the likes of this

No matter what the context, the venue, the

outstanding engineer again.

occasion, any group of audiophiles asked to
name the giants of hi-fi would cite Peter Walker.

IVOR HUMPHREYS WRITES...

More than his company's longevity, more than

The electrostatic loudspeaker is, of course, what
made PJ famous and he was occupied with its

its role in establishing British hi-fi as world
class is atrack record for milestone components

design for much of his working life. Iwas

that places him in the most select company of
The Quad Electrostatic, in

'He was highly regarded as aman,
greatly treasured by his staff and
admired by the industry in general'
fortunate to hear the spherical model he
developed to advanced prototype status in the
years after his ' retirement' ( achange which
simply meant relinquishing routine office
chores; he came into his lab for much of
another decade). Ialso had the opportunity to
learn alittle about an idea he'd had for apoint
source, moving-coil powered membrane
loudspeaker, when Iinterviewed him at his

all. Along with precious few designers — the
shortlist would include Edgar Villchur, Henry
Kloss and David Hafler — Peter Walker created
not one but ahalf-dozen all-time greats.
Although he will probably be remembered

production from 1957 to 1985
and apair of Acoustical Corner Ribbon
Loudspeakers. The components' average age?
52 It was acknowledged by all who heard it as
the very best sound at the show.
In the autumn of 2002, when Quad first
decioed to produce abook telling the company's
saga (
Quad — The Closest Approach), Peter was
already seriously ill. Because he had retired
some years before, and because Iwas fortunate

most for the original Quad Electrostatic, future

enough to have interviewed him during his
retirement, it was felt that bothering him was

audio enthusiasts must never forget alitany of
other masterpieces, including the ESL-63, the

overriding concerns as author while working on

33/303 pre-amp/power amp, the Quad II valve

the book was: ' What would Peter think?'

unnecessary. Even so, one of my greatest

He was presented with acopy on his 87th

home in 1996 for apiece in Gramophone

amps, acouple of great tuners, and the 405/11.

celebrating his 80th birthday.

Ienjoyed no more vivid ademonstration of his

birthday, on 3October 2003. Iwas told later

PJ was everything one might hope to
encounter in the brains behind such products.

genius than the sound Iheard in November

that, upon perusing the book, Peter had said,

2003 at the stereo-only show in Rome: a

'Hmrti. Not abad job.' By my reckoning, I'll

We met on many occasions and he was always
down to earth, matter of fact, patient, never

system consisting of two Acoustical mono preamps, two Acoustical Quad Ipower amplifiers

been paid the highest compliment I've received
in rrhy entire career. III

Quad's factory in its
heyday: Peter Walker is
seen here at the head
of aloyal workforce
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hne

don't touch.

New I & W 80
Nautilus support
In a range of leatli
& granite finish

tel/fax 01777 708673
E-mail: info@hne.co.uk
www.hne.co.uk

VALVE
AMPLIFICATION

be touched.
Audience 52 SE
Shown above is our BVA 25W/25W Triode
12,250 including VAT and P&P

DVNAUDIO
AU

-

4ENTIC

iPLITY

•
•

All amps come with a full 2 year written guarantee
BVA Amplifiers are currently available in a selection of elegant
designs, ranging between 15 watts to 70 watts per channel.

www.dynaudio.com

•

All BVA Amplifiers are hand crafted in the UK and all are

•

We are so confident of our new exciting range of products that

rigorously tested to offer the listener a lifetime of pleasure.
Be touched by the purest sound of the Audience 52 SE,

we are happy to offer you, our much valued new customers,

the new Dynaudio high end compact loudspeaker.
Be touched by this Special Edition and the new
Esotec soft dome tweeter, the bass driver from the
legendary Contour series and the fine-tuned crossover
Be touched by Dynaudio.
Brochures and dealer information:
Dynaudio UK, 020 73781810

a no quibble money back one month trial on any product.
•

Visit our website for more details about our range of products

•

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflets.

•

Demonstrations happily given by appointment

Tel: 01246 850151
E-mail: daveabbamps.co.uk
Web: www.bbamps.co.uk
www.h if inews.co.uk

Competition

£2000 of RUARK
Contemporary speakers

Great sound and fine British craftsmanship in the Prologue and Prelude
In the great tradition of British loudspeaker builders,
Ruark offers afine combination of satisfying sound
quality and superb cabinetwork. Ruark loudspeakers
are designed and handcrafted in Great Britain by
people who care deeply about the performance and
reputation of their products. Now's your chance to
win a pair of speakers from Ruark's Contemporary
range, as we offer the stunning Prologue and Prelude
models as this month's star prizes.
First Prize: Ruark Prologue II loudspeakers
Standing 960mm tall, the Prologue II

is an

impressive floorstanding monitor, atwo-way system
that uses apair of bass/midrange drive units flanking
a single

tweeter

configuration. The
enclosure has an

in

a modified

D'Anpolito

critically-damped 18mm MDF
internal non- symmetric brace

system. The paired 180mm main drivers use treated
NRSC profiled paper cores and high loss rubber
surrounds with ahigh-flux magnet system, mounted
in injection- moulded polyiner chassis, while :weeter
is a 27mm pre-coated ligntweight textile dome,
Ferrofuid cooled and damped, with its own rear
damping chamber. Frequency response is quoted as
42Hz-22kHz, ± 3dB, witi
a nominal 8 ohm
impedance. Sensitivity is quoted as 90dB/W/m.
Available in Natural Cherry, Red Cherry, Natural Oak
or Black Oak real wood veneers, the Prologue II
retails at £ 1250/pair.
Second Prize: Ruark Prelude Il
At 880mm tall, the Pretude II uses the same high-grade drivers as the
Prologue but in atwo-way, two-driver lineup. With the same choice of real

response is 45Hz-22kHz, 3dB, nominal impedance 8ohms and sensitivity
quoted as 88dB/W/m. Don't miss your chance to own the superb Ruark

wood veneers, the Prelude retails at £900/pair. The specified frequency

Prologue or Prelude speakers — enter today! U

HOW TO ENTER
u.

Complete this entry form ( or aphotocopy) and post it to Ruark Competition, HiFi News, PO Box 531,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2ZA — to arrive not later than FRIDAY, 19 MARCH 2004.
Answer the following three questions:
(1) What is the thickness

(2) What is the maker's

(3) Which materai is used in

of MDF used in Ruark's

quoted lower frequency

the 27mm dome tweeter for

critcally-damped enclosures ?

range limit for the Prologue?

the Prologue and Prelude?

53Hz

polyamide

E

5.3Hz

fl

npolyethylene

42kHz

Ei titanium

15mm
0.5 inch

n12mm
n18mm
Name

n42Hz

Address

Daytime tel
E-mail

Post code

pre-coated textile

Competition rules
Usines must be received by Friday, 19 March 2004, and the winner
vet be the first and second cc -red tentries opened when judging is
reread out. This competition is open to UK readers aged 18 and
over, except employees of PC Media, Ruarli or their agents
Multiple entrants will be discealified: however, photocopied entry
hems are accepted. There is no cash alternative to the competition
prizes. The winners will be selected by IPC Media shortly after the
asing date and will be contzted by post. Winners' names will be
pblished in the lune '04 issee of HiFi News. While every effort is
made to ensure that all prize needs are correct at time of going to
press, PC Media cannot be held responsible for incorrect pore
details supplied by sponsors the winners should be prepared to
co-operate with publicity ario ng as aresult of winning the prize
Entry to this competition implies acceptance of these rules. All
miry forms become the property of PC Media.
HiFi News magazine, published by PC Media, will collect perrenal information to process lour entry. Would you like to receive
m'irais from HiFi News rw,gazine and PC containing news,
venial offers, and product ad service information and take part
ir our magazine research via e-mail? If you prefer not to then
gease tick here LI. HiFi News magazine and In would tile to
contact you by post or telephone to promote and ask your opinion
as our magazines and servicn. Tick here if you prefer not to hear
horn us J. 11,Cmay occasionally pass pur details to carefully
selected organisations so they can contact you by telephone or
post with regards to prone ng and researching their products
and services. Tick here it youseefer not to be contacted J

I.

www, hif inews.co.uk
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"The Shanling
produced arelaxed
sense of detailing that
removes the ' struggle'
from high frequency
digital reproduction."
"Uncommonly natural
SACD sound."
Neil Gader
The Absolute Sound

IsoTek's award winning" products are on
permanent demonstration in over 100 dealers
throughout the UK. For your nearest stockest

TO AUDIT1011 AllY OF sHAnunç's SUPERB PRODUCTS

An» QTHER eljALITY

call Activ Distribulion on 01635 291357

AUDIO, CALL:-

Demonstrations by appointment - Fairway, Ciatley, Cheshire.

Tel: 0161-428 1539
www.stereo-stereo.com

time to try...

Digital Dri
from Ve •

Stockists of

The world's ultimate subwoofer
vELODYNE le/LI:RIVE
SYSTE-11 Keel.%

15

.52

20

25

32 40

50'

53

80

104 125

EXIT/SO

160 201,

ttti U-1

ed,

• Inbuilt room calibration software utilising the supplied
microphone and signal generator
• Optimisable for any room shape, size and structure
• Complete control over crossover points, slopes, phase and polarity
• Servo controlled drive units
• Custom die-cast aluminium baskets and Kevlar-reinforced Cones

Naim Audio
Benz Micro
McCormack
Unison Research
Finite Elemente
Accuphase
J M Lab
bynavector
Rego Research
Cardas
Totem Acoustic
Sugden
Proac
Quadraspire
and others...

• Inbuilt 1250w Class D Digital amplifiers

Audio Republic, 78 Otley Road,

• Range of driver sizes from 10" — 18"
• Variet of fiuishes including
maple, cherry and lustrous gloss black
__
redline

Distributed in the UK by Redline Scotland Ltd. 0131 555 3922
info.redlineevirpn net

www red- line co.uk

te»Eichmann Velodyne
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Headingley, Leeds, L56 4BA
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www.audio-republic.co.uk
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Views
Please write to: Views, HiFi News, IPC Media, Focus House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA • E-mail: hi-finews@ipcmedia.com — FAO: 'Views'

The pivotal question for cutting lathes
After reading the review of the Kuzma parallel -

• Martin Colloms responds: Pivoted cutter arms do

tracking arm in the January issue of HiFi News

exist but have been considered to produce cuts of

poorer quality. It is much more difficult to drive
the cutter via a pivoted mechanism with
sufficiently low cutter rumble as the forces

it reminded me of aquestion I've always meant
to ask. Can you (or any mastering gurus you may

required are considerable.

Modelled on a

happen to know) tell me if it is possible to

precision engineering lathe the popular and

design alathe with acutting head that is

accepted form of parallel drive cutter is built to

actually mounted on apivoted arm?

an even higher standard in order to keep
unwanted mechanical vibration input to the

This would optimise the groove for playback

Rock

with conventional tonearms. Are the technical

Daniel Emerson, London

---7n

Kuzma

problems in doing this insurmountable or are
things just done the way they are out of habit or
inertia?

the

Kuzma query: can you design alathe with a
cutting head mounted on apivoted arm?

groove to an absolute minimum. This translates
into the practical signal-to-noise ratios that we
enjoy The question of replay distortion from a
pivoted arm is secondary to this dominant
requirement.

A connection is made

loudspeakers ir rooms, what is the situation with

fact reviewed in the next issue [February 2004], as

It was enlightening to read John Crabbe's column

true dipoles ( elmtrostatic panels in particular)? I

was the Cardas Golden Reference interconnect.

regarding cables (
HiFi News, January 2004 ). As I

once read an article ( riot in HiFi News) suggesting

then read through The Market' section, Icouldn't

that the rear- propagated output from panels should

help noticing how many advertisers were offering

be suppressed by damping the wall surface directly

Bring back the performance-recording

their 'super' cables at ( in some cases) afraction of

behind the speakers with sound-absorbent

alphanumeric ratings. Some of us just don't have

their original price. I've always been alittle cynical

material. I'd welcome any comments on the value

the time or inclination to read cover-to-cover and

about the claims made for these exotic products.

of this proposition.

subsequently cherrypick the highlights in the audio

Like John Crabbe , I've had my Spendor BC1s
connected with normal quality loudspeaker cable
for as long as Ican remember.

A:1 is the road ahead

and music sections. Ionly tended to read familiar

Keep up the good work.

artist or repertoire reviews ( across all genres), and,

Mel Davis, Sydney

in addition, any release that received an A:1 rating.

Gong but forgotten?

I've been introduced to agreat deal of great music

noticed in astudio) then it's certainly good enough

Excuse me if Iam being dense, but aren't the

in the following manner:

for me!

annual awards for products you have actually

• Spotted the A:1;

Marlyn Miles, Witney

reviewed at some point? It struck me that the Icon

• Read the words;

Stereo 40 was recognised in the integrated

• Went to the shop at lunchtime and had alisten;

Photo opportunities

amplifier section. Ican't remember if you have ever

Ill Bought CD or vinyl in question;

The ' new look' to HiFi News is mostly fresh and

auditioned it. Personally, Ithink it's agreat

II Bought afew more too!

exciting. However the Hi Fi Show highlights ( pp

product. having hearc it at ashow, but if it's so

If that's what the professionals use (as Ionce

It's in the interest of the companies sending

12-15) and Show Report ( pp 86-87) in the

good, why haven't you reviewed it? Perhaps

material for review to reach the biggest audience of

December 2003 issue were visually disappointing:

you're just trying to see if your readership has

potential buyers — they might even book ad-space!

amerging jumble of ( mainly) underexposed

gone to sleep?

pictures and one picture (the Decca Reference

If Ihadn't seen the A:1* I'd never have

Best wishes and thanks for agood, thought-

discovered such gems as L0Yewlott's 1st Ironing

cartridge on page 15) completely out of focus. The

provoking morthly read.

Board concerto — because I'd never have got to

amateurish photography ( mainly accompanying

David Wise, Oxfordshire

read that it's the definitive performance by the
artist for whom it was written. Iagree with the

show reports, I'll admit) often undermines your
efforts at producing amag that is quality in all

• Our awards are essentially voted by the

reviewer that the choice of Ben Nevis as recording

aspects. Ihope you'll agree that the photographic

contributors, which means that collectively we pick

venue was particularly challenging but appropriate.

layout of these Show Reports can be much

the best products we've heard during the year. So

How many masterpieces will remain undiscovered

improved.

we've certainly auditioned all the Award winning

and unpurchased now?

products, but there are cases where for whatever

Mark Wheeler

Anyway, enough of my gripes and down to the
important stuff!
Igreatly enjoy Keith Howard's contributions, and
his latest, Polar exploration invokes aquestion:
when considering first-order reflections from

reason — usually, just running out of time and space
—we haven't been able to publish areview prior to

• LO Yewlott is abig favourite in the office, as is

the Awards issue.

the

For example, the Icon Stereo 40 amplifier was in

avant-garde

Norwegian

kazoo

virtuouso,

Tük Leverbiijaaf. Familiar with his work, Mark?

• We reserve the right to edit or shorten letters for publication, which should be

published). Letters seeking advice will be answered, resources permitting, and at our

addressed to 'The Editor' and should contain no other material or enquiries. Cor-

discretion, but we regret that we're unable to answer questions on buying specific

respondents using e-mail are asked to give their full postal address ( which won't be

items of hi-fi. We regret that we cannot answer hi-fi queries over the telephone.

www.hifinews.co.uk
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essential hi-fi
buyer's shortlist

Welcome to HFN's listing of the finest components that we've
reviewed, updated every month. The emphasis is on real value for
money — though this doesn't just mean that we've always gone for
the lowest-cost options. On the contrary, we've taken pains to
highlight those more expensive — sometimes very expensive — components that genuinely justify their sometimes frightening price tags,
by offering atrue advance in sound quality for the audiophile.
Listed are the issue date ( month/year) where you can track down
the original review, and the author's initials. If you want the full story,
there's no substitute for the full-length review, so you might want to
contact our Back Issues service to catch up on the whole story. Call
0870 756 0000 or find the order form on page 114 of this issue.

CD players
Make/model

Price

Arcam CD33T

Arcam DiVA
CD72

Tested How we rate it

13/03

£1308

Ali
2001

£450

Chord DAC 64

1
urds
i
7/02

£1960

Creek CD50

£700

dCS Purcell/
Delius

£5000/
6500
£1050

Linn Sondek
CD12

concluded, It's not its lushness and smooth ride that make it awinner, but the waythat it treads the roule of musicality and naturalt.ming.'
We've come to expect bargains from Mike Creek. This ore wipes the floor with most budget players and some wizh much ligher price tags,
Purcell is aD/D converter that ' upsamples' to 24/96 or 24/192, for analogue conversion by Delius. An impressive input array, upgradable

All

firmware, pro-grade electronics. Makes CDs sound wholly believable at last. Provision for DSD conversion via proprietary use of FireW re link

)4/0I

Midi-size, with all-metal three-motor mechanism, 24/96 Burr- Brown PCM 1732 DAC, switch-mode power supply. Allows focus on individual

All

instruments easily, with good articulation of fine detail, yet a 'relaxed' treble focus. XLR balanced analogue and XLR AES/EBU digital outputs.

.17/03
DA

£2000

Nairn CD5

£1200

Na im CDS3

£7050

:0/03

Perpetual
P-1A/P-3A

$1100/
$800

11/01

Primare D30.2

£1500

DA was mesmerised by the sound from this 24-bit upsam piing player. It is all solid-state, but comes so close to matchirg its Nu-Vista sibling's
sound quality that you'd swear there were valves in the equation somewhere: ' natural' and ' unforced'.
It can't play CD-RW discs or give adigital output, and loading is ' manual' — but musically, in aclass of its own at the price, imbuinga richness
and life that CD frequently lacks. Asolid, 3D quality, superb dynamics, and, naturally, amagic sense of timing.

DA

Top-of the-range two-box CD replay from Naim. Physically unassuming but sonicallva rival for anyother player- high-resolution forrnat or
otherwise- according to Martin Colloms. Sweeter treble, becker backgrounds and gjeater all-round ability than its predec.essor the worthy CDS2.
Diminutive DSP ( P- 1A) and DAC ( P-3A) units that do son ething special. The combination transforms CD, cammunicatrog the illusion of real
musicians. The P- 1A is the killer, used as an interpolating upsampler, but with capability for room or speaker EQ correction. Mail orderonly ir i
UK.

6/99

Uses the classic Philips CDM12.4 mechanism, with Primare-tweaked software for lower noise, plus decoupling and amairetic ClaMD. Et-times

AG

oversampled Burr-Brown 1702 20-bit DIA converters.Tne balance between ability and smoothness in the D30.2 Éaboutas good as dgets.

4002
7/03
'
KS

£1100

508.24. SH, though, found it ' more like analogue' than most, in the positive sense that it seemed to present more information.

AG

A.vards

Unison
Research Un co

The CD12 has apparently changed since our review, when CB felt 'asense ofdisappointmenr, reinforced bygoing back to his Meridian

2/00

rn

£380

extracting incredible precision from recordings. Compere it with some expensive players and you'll ae, why pay more?

'/99

Musical Fidelity
308CR

Rotel RCD-02

Chord's now fully-sorted 96kHz-ca pa ble DAC features abuffer memory and reclocking system that theoretically eliminates jitter. AH

)7/03

)7/99
)8/99

£12,000

Based on 24-bit Burr- Brown delta sigma DAC and Sony mechanism, with achassis damped by sound-deadening material. Optical and
coaxial digital outputs are provided. This is alively yet truly civilised player, offeringa well-balanced performance at the right price.

All

DB

L
inn lkemi

An improvement on the CD23, but now using multiple WD
-tris n
oD
ay
AeC
r
s
is
.
S
mtra
e
s
n
t
gt
erhs
e o
an
ieedetail, insight and agood grip on rnythm. Whie
mu lti-format machines struggle to be ajack of all trades-

Ratel has long been respected for its UK-designed, Far East-built budget players. Although the company now makes OVO players anciAV
receivers, it hasn't forsaken CD/two-channel users. If ytitYre on atight budget this one is well worth auditioning.

Using atriode valve output stage this CD player aims to combine the best of both worlds, with asound, as KK noted, that comes 'scarilyclom to
resembling adecent moving-coil, playing mint vinyl through atube phono stage.'

DVD-Video, DVD-Audio & SACD players
Make/model

Price

Tested How we rate it

Arcam
DV88 Plus

£1000

Cambridge
Audio DVD57

£200

10/03
PM

Made an excellent impression against some heavyweight contenders in our DVD-A ewer Group Test Elegant styling and an extremely competent

Marantz
DV8300

£1500

11/02
PM

Afine player based on the chassis of the earliest universe i
player, Pioneer's DV-747A, but with added Ma ra ntz touches such as ' NORM' output
stages and heavier build. An EISA Award winner in 2002; but now there are other players with more sparkle and clarity.

Onkyo
DV-SP800

£1200

/03
PM

and an on-screen display. PM said, 'The Onkyo carves oLt apowerful and atmospheric performance... the bee of the first-generation models.'

Pioneer
DV- 656A

£400

10/02
PM

It took amanufacturer with no vested interests to produce the first universal player, the DV-747A. Pioneer then fol'owed up with the lower-cost

12/02

This model plays DVD-A, SACD, standard DVD-V and CD. It also has an i
Link digital interface ( IEEE 1394 or ' FireWirel, adigital output for highres

Pioneer
DV- 757A1
Yamaha
DVD-S2300
86

£800
£900

MARCH 2004

Ergonomically satisfying DVD-V and CD player features painstaking audio circuit design: separate clocks and power supp'ies for audio and
video, dual Wolfson 24-bit/192kHz WM8716 DACs. Excellent picture quality ard sound on DVD-V, plus CD sound equallirtg Arca m's Alpha 7SE.

PM

14/03
PM

performance for not alot of cash. Don't expect the Earth al this price, but this player is thoroughly musical with abit of bite toa

Based on atried-and-tested Pioneer chassis, the On kya offers DVD-A, SACD and CD playback, stacks of connectivity options, remote control

DV-656A, which delivers every format to astandard that many single-format payers costing twice as much can't achieve.
data, allowing secure connection to asuitable amplifier (cenently only Pioneer's VSA-AX10i receiver). Now updated with PALProgressivecapablity.
Using Panasonic and Sony technology, this DVD-A/SACD/CD player is among the test of the new breed. Multichannel DVD-A was fne, though
Iwo-channel PCM could sound plummy and dynamically restrained, but multichannel SACD sound was outstanaing.

Hi-FiNews
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o

Quad QC 24/Il-forty

o
o

£4000
The Quad QC 24/1I-forty is actually aretro recreation of the
classic Quad 22/Il valve amplifiers. It's larger than the
originals were, and it also comes without the original's
filters and tilt/tone controls. The setup is only available as
apair, and now uses KT-88 valves (able to output twice the
power of the KT-66 used previously) allowing it to be rated
conservatively at 40 watts per channel. The pre-amplifier
lacks the noise floor of the original, and also has a new
smoothness and precision.
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Turntables & cartridges
Make/model

Price

Tested

Bluenote Bellavista
Signature

£1900

07/03

Clearaudio
Champion

from
£1020

03/01

Linn LP12

from
£1015

10/37

Michell Gyro
SE SP800

£870

05/99
All

Pro-lect Debut

£120

07/00
TB

Ortofon Kontrapun kt Aand B

£500/
£750

06/01

SME Model 10

£4255

Roksan
Radius 5

£850

Transfiguration
Tem per V

£2550

AH

AH

KA

TB
12/99

rui
11/03
AH

How we rate it
Italian design, suspended platter weights àla GyroDec, but adual-deck rectangular plinth. Agood blend of acrylic, bronze, aluminium, Teflon,
and polyvinyl combined in avery clean, fast and musical deck. Borromeo unipivot arm (£ 1000) completes high-performance combina:ion.
Arich, colourful sound and excellent 3D imagestability, the mid alittle recessed; but afinerhythmic 'groove' and pace. With black acrylic base
and translucent platter ( no dus: cover), the outboard AC motor has astepped pulley; manual speed change to 45.
Classic three-point suspended chassis design, basea on AR and Ariston models but with tighter engineering. Simple AC motor drive leaves

Arcam DT81

P ice

(f)

Updates 19805 GyroDec, itself descended frorr classic Transcriptorsano Hydraulic Reference, hence the merry-go-round appearance. A
neutral deck, great sound at areasonable price. Optional upgrades includeQC PSU (£4-40) and aclamp - the latest version uses aDC motor.
Simple but effective: price includes tonearm and Ortobn m-m cartridge. 'No nasty top or flaccid bass, just clean, rather crisp and lively sound,'
commented TB. If you need aohono stage, go for Debut Phono or Debut Phono SB ( with fine speed control, £ 160).
Two great-value moving-coil cartridges, combining detail, well-defined musical colour and rhythmic bass, no brittle edges to the music and low
surface noise. Kontrapunkt Bwith nude Fritz Gyger 80stylus on solid tubycantilever, offers more space and detail. Seriously recommended.
Price quoted includes asimplified version of the cbssic Seré.; Vtonearm ' So eerily quiet and uncoloured' said KK, 'one of the best
ambassadors yet for the greatness of analogue replay via vir,y'... The Model 10 let's you near the music and nothing else*.
Price quoted includes athe Nitrite tonearm. This Roksan deck offers alisten-all-day character that plays music guilelessly'. Expect 'real
dynamic contrast and timbral colouring, with reituraly-sounckng frequency response witt-out treble lift or heavy bass'. Po absolute bargain!

12/02

It's difficult to define atonal character for this cartridge; more accurate b describe it as mus,cal and transparent: ' Inordinately articulate, able to

All

enunciate the trickiest of vocal lines.., or to show off ethereal sound effects with the greates:ease.Challenges some cartridges at twice its price.

£650

Creek 143

£400

Magnum
Dynalab MD102

:2200

Marantz ST- 17

£600

PURE Digital
DRX-702ES
TAG McLaren
T32R

£330
:2300

Tested

How we rate it

1
/
02

With better controls than previous models, the D781 is arguably superior to the more expensive FM..! DT26. Comprehensive user features include

AH

engineering mode for interested enthusiasts. Its clear, distinct way of opening up abroadcast makes this arelatively impartial but accurate receiver.

,
vol

IH

Asimple fuss-free tuner with excellent FM sound quality, with atotal of 64 presets for FM, MW and LW. Signal strength and multi-path
distortion are displayed. I
Hfound it had 'afull-bpaied sound that's nicely articulated and stable... excellent value.'
Toronto- based specialist Magnum Dynalab still makes all-analogue FM-only tuners. This one has ootional remote control for fine-tuningand

'
AG

switching between five presets. AG thought it ' rni:sicalto superior to any other luner that I've heard...in every respect it's notting less than stunning'.

101

Three wavebands and RDS; for I
Hthe sound was 'detailed and solid, proecting acoherent soundstage with excellent dépth of image' if alittle

Ili
7/03

bright. It lacks independent remote control but *sounds superb, makes the best of weak signals and exudes aquiet confidence'.
Winner of our three-way group test, this model bring; you DAB, yet i
œ ausable FM tuner in the-same package. USB connectivity for

All

upgrading via aPC; dark, attractive, contoured presentation and the controls are simplicity themselves — atop-drawer product.

nap

TAG's high-quality £1600 AM/FM analogue tune with option.il £700 DAB module offers luxurious finish and clear display. The T32R has more

AIF

warmth and body through the midbend than Warn's DRT10,and aless digtal-soundingtmble. AH called it'The best way to hear DAB right now.'

Michell Gyro SE

£870

The Michell Gyro SE is an update to the
acclaimed Gyro turntable of the 1980s,
which itself was an evolution from classic
Transcriptor and Hydraulic Reference
machines. This SE version has less
Perspex, alower price and ( most critically)
abetter sound. The Unique merry-go-round
www.hifinews.co.uk

appearance can distract the eye but the ear
isn't fooled — this is aneutral deck capable
of great sound at a reasonable price. The
Gyro SE can even be upgraded by the
addition of aQC power supply (£440) and
aclamp. The latest version also uses aDC
motor for an even clearer sound.
HI-FINews MARCH 2004
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room for improvement with beter power suppkes; now only available with Lngo power supply, ard with either Akito or Ekos tonearms.

Tuners
Make/model

‘•.<
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FREE HiFi Upgrade

Treat yourself to the

hififorsole.com Ltd's AudiophileCandy
2004 occessories cotologuL

world's finest CD Player

Our NEW Edition Features:
•A missive s
of class leading
audio accessories from manufacturers
throughout the world
•
leading

and

Lindemann 0680 CO/SACO Player

0101411111Y Md.' CA. 0..1 I
POU11 MR IV,

from
Distributors for:
Allaerts, Avantgarde Acoustic, DPS, Garrott, Lindemann,
LYS, Shelter, PHY-HR Schroder, TRON and J.C. Verdier.

•The latest world-wide products
•Free tips, advice & FAQ
•Over 92 full rolou pages
featuring over ' 1
pioducts

G TAUDIO
5 Upper Road, Higher Denham, Buckinghamshire, UB9 5EJ.

Aufl ,oni,drCandy 90 nIis your FItt
essential guide to the very best in audio accessories

,Telephone: 01895 833099 email: sales@gtaudio.corn

www.gtaudio.com

Grab Your Copy NOW
For your
copy of our latest catalogue visit
and fill in our contact form or call,

riiophilecandy cam

0870 241 246 9

1

Advertise your old HiFi for FREE on-line at www.hif-iforsale.com,l
or pick up an audio bargain. Every month we have pver 50,000
,visits and 4.8 million hits! - What ore you wilting for?

2004 NEW
A
I

RELEASED MODEL

•
'
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•la
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Audio

Demonstration by
appointment only

it

Visuá

omponents

LORD developed in 21st century and engaged in sound career. We linked industry,
development, study and market investigation. Our best artisan utilized the
cooperation of regional economy association of the world to perform
the hi- technical material and make our production. Perfect products
and adequate price are our ideality. The item of our business
includes the development, production and ODM/OEM of
the acoustics instruments and their accessories.

AV - 7100 (gee

PVIT2 rsz-24.
CleYRIES

Lord Audio Inc
Http : // www.lordaudio.com
E-mail : sales@lordaudio.com
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Amplifiers
Make/model

Arcam FMJ A32
Arcam A85
Audio Research
VS110
Audio Research
Ref Two

Price

£1100
£700
£4000
£10,000

AS Passion
Ultimate

£1300

BAT VK-50SE/
V(- 6O

£6125

Bryston 3B- SST

£1725

1111831811/1311117
SPM 1200C

£4040

Conrad-Johnson
MV6OSE

£3000

Conrad-Johnson
Premier 17L

£4900

Creek
P43R/A52SE
Creek 5350

Tested

£600

most of speakers hwas used with, reproducing the life and vitality of aperformance. It also offers tone controls.
el
SOI
03/03
38
04/00

08/C1

Microprocessor-controlled source switchng, tone controls and input trim facility (to equabse source levels). Finest integrated am plifier at the price.
With eight 6550 output tubes ( four per channel in push-pull pairs) this higher- power version of the VS50 gives the sound of classic valves in
spades. DB reported 'warmth, texture, muscularity and deep bass aplenty... brawn, brain and heart in one glowing package'.
Despite broadband noise from this valve-fuelled lab-handled design, sound quality was top notch as well. It comes close to being astate-ofRemote-control version of class cpassive attenuator. Control of volume and source is via optical linkage, asingle Vishay resistor leading to

MC

light-controlled shunt resistor. The Ulti nlate is still top of the class, rivalling active pre-amps that cost four times as much.

AC

the finesse, inner complexity and poise of tubes. Sweet-sounding, without the aIA ble severity of some solid-state counterparts.

Full remote control pre-amp and 60W/ch stereo push-pull valve power amplifier, combine the dynamics and load tolerance of solid-state with

11/03
CP
01/99

David Allcock was already an owner of apair of 14B-SST power amps, this model's bg brothers, when he reviewed this one so it was interesting to
see if he rated 150W/ch (8ohms) model so highly - he did! Fantastic sonic balance and stereo imaging, along with lashings of controlled power.
Audio meets aerospace engineering. The fully-balanced SPM1200C uses aswitched-mode power supply, yet sounds dynamic and
transparent ' Has the disconcerting ability to create real sound pressure levels with ease,' said AH, with 'transparency to music's inner workings.'

1/83

Originally using two pairs of Svelana EL34 output valves, uprated to 'SE' status with 6550 tubes, this 55W stereo power amp shows avein of

MC

the excellence of C-J's Premier range. Anicely tuned upbeat dehvery, equally rewarding on ajazz or classical programme.

2/51

Aspects of C-J's megabucks ART have uickled down to this line-level pre-amp: inside are four 6992 triodes plus ahuge bank of tremendously

iM

expensive capacitors. Although C-J's MV' prefix designates lower cost, the MV60 power amp is aworthy partner.

5/00

Creek's remote-control pre gives easy-to-listen-to sound, encouraging involvemert with the music, with fast and deep bass. Add m-m or m-c

TI

stages (£50 to £80) for vinyl replay. With bi-wirable speakers, asecond A52SE power amp gives even better results.
Imaging held instruments rock-steady in awide believable space. Remote contree source and volume: phono stage an optional extra.
Classic hard-wired pre-amp, true to the minimalist ideal: 'vintage' in its warmth and preclusion of edginess and grain, yet big, palpable and

Ke

£2500

EAR 864

£1500

Krell KAV-3001L

£3900

Linn Kolektor

£500

McCormack
pre-/power

£2590

Musical
Fidelity A32

£1000

Nagra VPA

£9350

Nairn NAC 552

£11,750

Nairn NAC
112/NAP 150

1,01

commanding. With some low-level noise and fuzziness, it's still quieter than even amint Quad valve pre-amp.
Not so much an amplifier as a200W digital speaker driver, based on Tripath's Class Tcircuit. I
Hpraised the tangibility it can bring to music,
and 'surrounding ambience beautifully articulated and stable, regardless of volume or transient requirements'.

00

roc
0991
Kr(
D4'99
Ari
10/00
4,3
1
5/03

CA
14'99

KK
1
503

Aohono-inclusive pre-amplifier to satisfy audiophiles and studio professionals, with its XLR balanced input and output. Balanced operation
offers improved dynamic contrasts, slam, overall control and coherence, as well as virtually noise-free operation.

I
I
1
[

A300W/ch integrated. Hooking up 1ohm Apogee Scintilla speakers, KK found it 'produced the very best soundl have ever heard from the
Scintillas...Iwould take the KAV-300iL over any solid-state amp I
can name south of the Theta Dreadnaught'.
Awell-equipped partner for LK85 or LK140 power amps. Includes m-m phono, one of 10 inputs which can be tailored to suit the user, remote

control, headphone socket and tone controls. There is alittle 'grain' and constriction, but overall it sounds fine.
Power amp uses an unusual 'cfistributed-node' power supply; the unity-gain pre-amp offers passive or buffered output, the latter preferred.
Despite adryish balance and atouch of 'grey', this combination is bold and transparent, combining real solidity with fine detail.
DA felt that the 3.2 pre-amp offered sound quality well beyond its price tag, and the 130W/ch-rated power amp is claimed to drive any

domestic speaker. Concluded DA, 'At this price point I
can think of nothing I'd rather build asystem around.'
Built around apair of 845 output tubes, this push-pull monoblock power-amp is rated at 50W into 4, 8or 16 ohm loads, with zero negative
feedback. KK praised its commanding and authoritative presentation and abass control of which Ongaku owners can only dream.
This is Naim's current flagship ore-amplifier and according to Jonathan Gorse,1: gets closer, by adramatic margin, to that " live" experience than

is

iiny other amplifier'. Don't expect it to make music sound 'comfortable', instead you get ' bombastic majesty and delicate beauty'. Awesome!

£625/
£750

302

This 150W combination delivers the ' Naim sound' with an obvious freedom from artifice, 'with little of that unnatural glare and haze that afflicts

ai

products that try to give too much in terms of detail and clarity' (AH). Difficult to trump for unflustered sound and musical satisfaction.

£800

1> 01
Ali
/On

Nairn NAP 500

MC

Pass Labs
X350

£9950

Pathos 11-RR

£3250

Primare A30.1

£1500

Quad QC
24/II-forty

£4000

1/0C

Rotel
RA-01/RA-02

£250/
£350

o/ 0

Unison
Research Unico

Remote-control 85W/ch amplifier, using bi-polar output devices ( not MOSFETs). Its clean and detailed sound nimbly communicates music.

the-art piece of audio engineering,' said MC.

Liii

ESLab DX- S4

TAG McLaren
DPA32R

Th i
.
3top-of-the- range integrated offers 100W/ch, thanks to an uprated power suppry. AG found it sounding confidently in charge, making the

Creek's 75W/ch integrated sounds good enough to worry more expensive combinations. All the right elements in place, in tune, intime.

Croft Vitale

Naim NAIT 5

03/0°

How we rate it

£1500
£W57

—:

www.hifinews.co.uk

MCC
AG
08/99
lItO
08/99
G

OK

1
1
8
Ii/OC
MC

r

Rated at only 30W (we measured 36W), but adynamic performer. With avery convincing decay to treble notes and harmonics, an easy-going

atop that didn't fatigue after continued listening. Stereo detail not as explicit as some, rhythm and timing its real strengths.
An impressive outboard power supply and Semelab output devices so powerful that protection circuitry isn't required. The circuit is bridged to
give 140W/8 ohm (doubling into 4), wi:h prodigious current. Sound quality is thrilling, and driving Naim NBLs there's real synergy.
Rated at 350W/ch, the X350 eschews feedback, giving it alower than normal damping factor, and is biased strongly towards Class Aso runs
very warm. The level of detail, authority and naturalness places it among the finest at any price.
MOSFET output stage fed by asingle-ended, zero NFB tube driver stage: downside is relative inefficiency and high neat dissipation. Loads
below about 5ohm 'make it cry', said KK, who still called this 'one of the finest amplifiers I've heard, regardless of price'.
Primare's A30.1 bi-polar amplifier, rated at 100W/channel but seems more powerful, looks like amillion dollars, and is remote-controllable. The
volume control is afine 100-step- ladder type, with extremely low distortion and aœurate channel balance throughout its range.
Ftetro recreation of the classic Quad 22/11valve pre-/power combination, using KT88s to give twice the power (40W/ch) of the KT-66 original.
Pre-amp lacks the 22's fitters, but is also free of noise, and has anew smoothness and precision.
Quality needn't break the bank. Rotel's remote-control RA-02 and otherwise- identical RA-01 share the same 40W/ch (8ohm) output, six line
inputs, and asound that TB called 'smooth and fatigue free'. Don't expect the earth at this price but you will be pleasantly surprised.
This pre-amp can operate both as adgital encoder and as D/A for digital sources, and connects to other TAG components via asystem bus.
TAG'S DAB radio module can be added. Solid performance at afair price, and above-average sound.
Hybrid integrated, valves in the pre- stage and 80W/ch MOSFET output stages :plus remote volume control. Its midband, said KK, is 'alush

and warm region' replicated only by all-tube amps unlikely to match its generouspower delivery. There's a £50 phono option.
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essential hi-fi bu er's shortlist
Loudspeakers
Make/model

Price

Avantgarde
Uno

£7350

AVI N eutron Ill

£500

Blueroom
Mini pod

£260

B&W DM303

£180

B&W
Nautilus 802

£6000

Castle Acoustic
Stirling 3
Dynaudio
Contour T2.5
El

CL82 Mk II

Energy
Encore 2

£730
£2460
£340
£750

Epos M12

£500

Ha rbeth
Compact 7ES

£1300

J am° D830

£1500

ellab
Cobalt 816
L'
L Kean
Ma rtinLoga n
Prodigy
MartinLogan
Clarity

£860
£635

£891u
£2500
£2200

Mission m53

£550

Mission fs2-AV

£800

_

RIJ ark Etude
Rua rk
Prologue R
Sonos Faber
Cremona
Ta nnoy
Dimension TD12

£500
£950
£5000

sensitivity
of 100dEVW. SH said it gave immediacy,
, impact, emotional communication, without the coloration that spoils other horn loudspeakers.

01/01

With its 5litre volume, this miniature ( 265 x140 x205mm) upda.e of the Neutron uses aScanSpeak fabric dome tweeter and 127mm Vifa

IH
07/00
NI

12/01
AG
09/01
AN

07/02
lit
08/00

10(
12AI
AG
08101

AG

£6500
£840

Wharfedale
Diamond 8.1

£120

Wharfedale
EVO10

£3 20

Wilson
Benesch ACT 2

£000
9

Wilson Benesch
Discovery

£5500
c.,, cnn

Puppy System 7 """"

www. hif inews.co.uk

pulp cone mid/bass, crossover 2.8kHz. Easy to drive, if insensitive, it builds on its predecessors' stable imagery, tonal accuracy and detail.
Thougn small, the Kevlar-coned bass/mid unit in this moulded speaker produces acertain bass weight, even erring on the warm side. Overall
resolution is not especially high, and treble occasionally stood out, but there was arefreshing lack of woody coloration
In AG's group test of £200 models, the 303 sounded powerful, authoritative and had amore 'grown-up' quality than the rest. Treble can get
harderwhen pushed. Overall, it has atight, fast and slightly overdamped sound that makes it keep control at higher volumes.
One of B&W's finest ever loudspeakers, it carries the authority and finesseof the big Nautilus 801, but will work in room spaces where the 8D1
simply won't. First class stereo imaging, bass, midrange clarity and smooth, transparent extended treble, not to mention killer looks.
TB described the Stirlirg 3's predecessor, Severn 2, as 'detailed bu:gentlemanly': the Stirling 3builds on these strengths and gives greater
vivid ness

and more precise imaging. Afine speaker and worthy winner of a2002 Editors' Choice Award. (Special finishes available at extra cost.1

The Contour T2.5 put KK in mind of the larger classic British speakers of the 1970s, but with far greater power handling and speed. Has the
capacity to sound huge, but with holographic imaging, 'deliriously wide' soundstaging, and above average depth.
Eiac's aluminium comoosite bass unit ( in awood cabinet rather than ametal one, and with dome rather than ribbon tweeter) can deliver high
\Mine levels with negligible compression or distortion. Basslines are particularly well projected; overall sound is very well integrated.
Satellites use aluminium dome tweeters and synthetic cone bass/m ids, the sub a150W amp and 200mm reflex-loaded driver. Well able to

reproduce subtle solo !nstrumenta I
playing or full-scale orchestra at realistic volumes. All in all, simply agreat find.

2001

An enthusiast's hi-fi music speaker, but also adaptable for home theatre use, the M12 uses the well-tried Epos bass/mid driver and asimple

••“ards

crosscver. W.th an open, lively and excit ng sound, this is avery fine speaker for the money.

06/00
MG
05/02
AG
05/0 i
AG
11/01

08/00
PIC
08/03
DA
04/00
AG

'Compact' only by barn-door standards, the thin-wall enclosure is viscoelastically darn ped to BBC standards using composite counterlayers, with
the boundaries between main shell and screwed-on panels damped. Balanced, articulate, transparent sounds; easy to nacommend.
Some:hing of abenchmark. SEAS Excel drivers in awell- braced cabinet provide crisp, detailed and thoroughly musical sounds, with little
strain even when pushed. Bass is competent and extended, although higher up the sound can be atouch forward.

Inverted-dome Focal tweeter plus two 160mm drivers (one bass, one bass/mid), in afront-ported cabinet. It had asomewhat bright treble„ but
tne sound starts and stops when it should. Everything hung together, and it excelled on all kinds of music.

•

Versatile descendant of Kan and Tukanfeatures non- parallel sices to reduce standing waves and clever lock-down crossover board which.
when -eversed, switches to bi-wirelbi-amp-ready mode. Sound proved very stable, with unusual (for Linn) 'airy' audiophile quality to boot.

Abig hybrid electrostalc, and arguably VII2s most successful, musically. MC found it had 'stature, presence and tonal accuracy... exceptional
spatial qualities and fine sense of air'. If subtlety/refinement matter more than impact, this MartinLogan may be the one for you.
Th sis another ML hydrid, capaole of running in pure electrostatic mode, but also featuring arear-mounted 25mm tweeter - for better off-axis
sound dispersion - and a200mm aluminium bass driver. Needs careful amp matching but afantastic loudspeaker!

Heavyweight miniature two-way: the two-layer enclosure has steel lining and aConan machinable-polymer baffle. Demands alot of power,
but free of the usual box colorat on artefacts. Its precision and detail are difficult to match, but It really needs asubwcofer.

:
in

2A real find in our Nov'02 Group Test, this Mission m53 floorstander sounds just like its little brother but with much more extension to the

1pun

The most credible audo application so far for NXT flat panel technology. Ar AV system

low-frequencies. Asuperbly balanced all-rounder that'll work just as well with pumping rock or subtle jazz.

0//00

KK
0/02
AG

i
woo
AG

09/02
KK

Totem Arro

MI son WATT/

Avantgarde's smallest loudspeaker at 44crn high, has hom-loaded midrange and tweeter, and aseff-powered subwoofer, with aclaimed system

sii

AG

£4000

How we rate it

05/00

AH

Mirage MRM-1

Quad ESL- 989

Tested

04/01

Nic
u/00
r

(it's also available axa two-channel sub-sat system), the

fs2-AV consists of acorner subwoofer and five identical satellites on detachable, rotatable stands. Sound is smooth, easy and mellifluous.
Large., wider-bandwidth take on the ESL-63 electrostatic (which itself -eplaced the classic ' 57') with an additional bass panel. Audiophile
C0/1 ponents and

more rigid corstructian. Speaker needs room to breathe, but still does the 'disappearing act' so beloved of the originals.

Compact bookshelf speaker, an easy 8ohm load and reasonably sensitive (86dB), and aclean and neutral sound: amildly laid-back
presentation, but one that many prefer for long-term comfort, not entirely un-LS3/5A-like, with similar lean bass anciopen mid band.
Asymmetric 905mm-high enclosure (supplied in mirror-image pairs) usirg two 140mm paper pulp bass/mids and a28mm silk dome that
takes over at 1.8kHz. Slightly drooping frequency response, but •ts consistency of voicing and musical expressiveness are out of the ordinarf
Another beautiful 'boat-tailed' foorstander from the Italian masters. The sound has soul: it's vibrant and bold,' as we said in our 2002 Awards
ssue. You shouldn't expect theultimate refinement of the even more expensive Amati, but this speaker is extraordinarily good.
With a12in (305mm) Dual Concentric ( horn-loaded dome tweeter built into the centre of the main bass/mid unit), the TD12 also has
Tannoy's Supertweeter mounted on top. MC was won over by the speaker's dynamics and expression, and high sound levels.
Thin enough to slip into the smallest listening room, the Arro has an outstanding ability to cast astereo image across, behind and around the

AH
speakers. Integration between the two small drivers is excellent, the seamlessness helping draw the listener into the fluid mid band.
., ,
ni
& An opinion divider. KK found 'asounds/age so wide and so deep that one listener thought he was hearing the massive Apogee Scintillas'.
•
•' ,01
AG and his panel thought its 'strengths subsumed by an uneven balance'. Probably best suited to lowish volumes in smal ler rooms.

,,, on

Exceptional finish, real wood veneer over anon-square box, and the icing on the cake is the excellent sound — weighty bass, open mid ba nd

AH

and smooth treble from aKevlar cone bass/mid and soft-dome tweeter. One of the best at the price.

I
0/90
AG
,
1;i/oi

Ail

High-tech carbon-loaded WB Tactic drivers replace the Scan drivers used by the otherwise similar ACT One. Listening results suggested a
rather bright balance with superb articulation and class- leading resolution. Magic in the right system, analytical and controlled to afault.
A150mm Tactic bass/mid anct 28mm soft-dome tweeter face forward: underneath are two bass drivers in an isobaric clamshell arrangement
Choir voices were awonder to behold, and the Discovery stayed clean and unflustered on testing techno and dance.

,
»02

Even compared with the excellent System 6, the re-engineerec System 7was thought substantially more transparent, with faster and more

MC

dynamic bass. The'6 was afairly tough load, and the ' 7is alittle more demanding still, so avery good amplifier is anecessity.
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YOU MUST EAR THIS

For your
Gifts
and Savings
worth over

TRY A TRI VISTA

CYRUS AV 000

TAG M, [ MN

Hi-FiNews
DVD-A & SACO
for £250

Tannoy's
new speakers
worth £2000

Pioneer's DV565
gets its first lab test

Focal JMIab
MIcro Utopia: page 30

Avid for vinyl?
iwcfs Volvere Sequel
turntaole: page 20

Hi-FiNews
...the gold standard
•
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does

Top turntables
New 1,
To-850
MlcheUiI .,DeT and
Roksan Radlus tested

ACD
1111111

Offer Rate

Full Price

UK 6 Month DD

£16.65

£22.20

UK Annual Chq/Credit Card

£37.74
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70.27
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North America*
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Rest of World*
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1

1
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Saving
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Up to 25% Off
the normal
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Order hot
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UK SUBSCRIBERS SEND YOUR ORDER TO:
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No stamp needed)

PAYMENT DETAILS: DIRECT DEBIT
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Accessories Club
EXCLUSIVE TO HI-FI NEWS
HEN 001 FLUXDUMPER ' Magic Bnck' for valve amps

£30

HFN 002 TEST LP 'The Producer's Cut'

£25

HFN 004 BLACKHEAD: Moving- coil transformer

£80 L

HEN 005 SPIKE SET 8 xM6 spikes for wood/steel

£12 U

HFN 012 STACK STORAGE Black

moi-465mm-wide

LP Store: 120- LP, 2- divider, 3601111 o340(d:

£85

CD Store: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99

CD Base: 160- CD, 4- shelf, 720(h) x 165(d)

£99

HFN 017 WALLNUT Il Wall- mounting 2- shelf table

£75

Ringing out the vibes
This month we have a

technology, as many more

damping

tweaker's special: arange of

expensive tables have such

turntable 'tune-up' kits from

devices already fitted, and
this is the first professionally

components,
and this

SR Mfrech. Each kit is
designed to reduce motor
noise, bearing rumble and

engineered retro-fittable
device we have come across.

simple
operation
will not affect
the maker's

£13

platter'ring', to give quieter,

HFN 023 LP INNER SLEEVES per 50

£10

HFN 026 LP DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

more detailed reproduction.

APlatter Damping Ring
(PDR) is available in one of

HFN 027 CD DIVIDERS Set of 25, tabbed

£12

HFN 028 SOFTSHOES Isolation feet, pack of 12

£18

The system comprises four
main components:

two sizes ( Standard lOmm
deep, large 19mm deep) the

HFN 030 4MM BANANA PLUGS Set ot 4

£10

Motor Thrust Bearing (
MTB).

PDR fits around the outer

al I
turntables. Linn turntables

£8

The Phillips/I mpex/Premotec

circumference of the platter,

motor that drives the majority

effectively forming a

for example, already have a
form of the MTB fitted,

HFN 022 SORBOTHANE Damping sheet 150x150x3mm

HFN 031 IEC PLUG

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
PURE POWER MAINS CONDITIONERS

of turntables on the market,

Peripheral Wave Trap,

warranty.
Not all of the four
components are applicable to

though the application of the
three damping components is

2kVA 230/230V

£800 ID

has sleeve bearings at either

absorbing vibrations and

IkVA 230/230V

£450 D

1kVA Adjustable output

£530 ID

end of the main spindle. In its

resonances and enhancing

remarkably effective. Rega

usual position, the stator runs

rotational stability.
The Motor Vibration Absorber

turntables have abearing
housing buried within the
motor board, such that the

11(VA Int'l 120/230V, 230/120V

£500 D

500 VA 230/230V

£345 D

500VA Int'l 120/230V. 2301120V

£395 D
£4.50 D

RADEX EARTH CABLE Standard, per metre
WD, per metre

£6.50 D

RADER RF EXTERMINATOR EARTH 'SPIRE 1.2 metre

£45 D

PURE HENRY RF INDUCTOR per pair

£60 D

EARTH HENRY RF earth choke

£50 D

RF earth choke, kit

£35 D

SUPER SPUR MAINS CONSUMER UNIT 2-way

£99 D

6-way

£199 D

SUPER SPUR LIGHTNING PROTECTOR

£99 E

PURE HARDWIRE Mains distribution unit, 12- way

£145 D

METAL CIAO 32A mains distribution, 10- way

£95 El

32A mains distribution, 6- way

£85 D

32A mains distribution, 4- way

£70 D

SUPRA LORAD Mains chord, per metre

£15 D

'AUDIO QUALITY MAINS SUPPLY Booklet

£24 D

PURE CYCLE TURNTABLE PSU Kit

£330 D

Assembled

£399 D
£218

PHONES 01 HEADPHONE AMPLIFIER Kit
Assembled

£299 D
£5 E

PURE TERMINATOR RF line cap

£15

'BLACK BOX' REPRINTS VOLUME 1

VINYL CARE & PROTECTION
MOTH RECORD- CLEANING MACHINE MkI

£400 D

MAI Kit

£225 D

Mk11

£450 D

Mk11 Kit

£255 D

MKII Pro

£500 D

MOTH RECORD-CLEANING FLUID 1 litre

£17.50 D

5 litres

£35

OUTER SLEEVES Heavy duty PVC, per 50

£20 D
£5 7

LP STORAGE BAGS 12" sealed, per 50
DECCA MY III Record- cleaning brush
ZEROSTAT Antistatic pistol

£13 D
£37.50 D

SHURE SFG-2 Stylos pressure gauge

Digital level

date, kits for only three

around the outside
circumference of the motor

turntable makes are available,

to the

casing, the MVA
reduces the

bottom of
the

vibration
otherwise

motor

transmitted to

and

the rest of the

consists of
aphosphor bronze
housing, holding alubricated
hardened 4mm steel bal I
which supports the bottom of
the spindle. The height at
which the spindle sits is
adjustable be means of an
Allen key which is included in
the kit. This is not new

BDRs cannot be fitted. To

Phillips-style motor. Fitting

system. Supplied in pairs,
Bearing Damping Rings (
BDR)
fit around the main bearing
housing, absorbing any
vibration or resonances
generated with in the bearing,
amajor source of noise.
No glue or permanent fixing is
involved in the fitting of the

but more are being devised.
See website for more details.
ENHANCEMENT KITS
Rega (
all models, contains
MTB/PDR/MVA): £30.00
Thorens (
all models, contains
MTB/PDR/MVA/BDR): £48.00
Linn (
all models,contains
PDR/MVIVBDR): £35.00
Note: The use of trade names is for
reference purposes only and is not
meant to imply connection with or
authorisation by the
manufacturers. Some
modifications may invalidate the
manufacturer's warranty

•Visit www.hifi accessoriesclub.com — email orders welcome

accessories club order form
Name
Address

Postcode

£220 0
£35 7

330Mk11 XLR Ringniat

£50 7

Anniversary 330 Ringmat

£70 D

Support system full spacer set, blue

£145 17

NAD PP- 2Phono stage, m-m/m-c

£50 D

DISCWASHER Vinyl care system

£30 il
£27.50

Tel
Cheque/postal order enclosed for

£

( pounds sterling) made payable to:

'HFN Accessories Club' or please charge my AccessNisa/Diners/Amex ( delete)*
Card Number

II

II I1

£27.50 D

Record cleaner

£15 t
-

LAST Stylast stylus treatment

£22.50

Stylus cleaner

Expires ( date)

Signature

£15 D

INCOGNITO ARM REWIRE LOOM (Rega) 1.2m kit
(Regal 1.2m installed
(Universal) 1.2m installed
AESTHETI> ABCD-1 cartridge demagnitiser

£115 D
£129 D
£ 165 D
£200 D

KAB Speedstrobe, includes LED light source

£75

MICHEL Unicover

£44 D

94

reducing motor noise.
The MTB is fitted

(MVA) completes the noise
reduction treatment of the

£220 D

RINGMAT 200/250 Ringniat

LP preservative

slightly to remove the lower
contact area, drastically

£22 7

CARTRIDGE MAN Digital stylus balance, 0.002g

LAST Power clean LP cleaner

against the bottom bearing.
The MTB lifts the spindle
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TO ORDER Please send completed order form (or aphotocopy) to:
HFN Accessories Club & CD Service
PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH. UK
OR Fax your order form to: 01234 742028
OR Telephone: 01234 741152
OR E-mail: sales@hifiaccessoriesclub.com
OR Visit the secure order facility at www.hifiaccessoriesclub.com

UK SALES All prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices
include postage and packing for all items, whatever their size,
anywhere in the United Kingdon.
EXPORT SALES Export sales are very welcome.
Where applicable they will be free of VAT ( Sales Tax), but will
be subject to additional shipping at cost. Please contact
us for quotation. Delivery subject to availability. E&OE.

www.hifinews.co.uk

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION
Sevenoaks Sound 8( Vision stocks a wide
range

of

Hi -Fi

separates,

DVD

players,

amplifiers, speakers, plasma screens, LCD
televisions and projection systems from ail

BEDFORD
BIRMINGHAM

Produ

BRIGHTON
BRISTOL

the leading manufacturers.

BROMLEY

From starter systems to custom designed multi- room and

CAMBRIDGE

home cinema installations, our friendly staff are available

CARDIFF

MIIIIIE71•1•111

in all stores to advise, demonstrate and guide you through
the home entertainment jungle. If you're interested in

CHELSEA
o

home entertainment and want to avoid the confusion,

CHELTENHAM

contact your local Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store and

CRAWLEY

experience more.

CROYDON

0% interest free option* is available on mosz products.
'written details on request. Licensed creet brokers.

ARCAM
INTRODUCES
THE A90
INTEGRATED
AMPLIFIER

Minimum balance £400. Subject to status.

Following on from the
highly successful A85,
the A90 continues the
long line of successful
Arcam amplifier designs
and represents a
combination of technical
excellence, flexibility,
ease of use and superb
sound quality that
already looks like

CUSTOM INSTALLATION
Are you looking to neatly and seamlessly integrate a
Home Cinema or Hi Fi System into ycur home? Our
Custom Installation experts are fully trained in all areas

establishing classic
status in the future
Arcam has taken the
core amplifier design of

the A85 including its
menu-driven extended
feature set, and
increased the power
output to 90 watts per
channe using ahigher
capacity power supply
This opens up the sound
significantly, increases
precision in sound staging and adds drive,
depth, and control to the
bass, leaving it ready to
reprodLce the latest high
definition audio sources,
such as DVD-Audio and
SACD, to the
highest standards.
The large toroidal
transformer and heavyduty power supply
ensure the amplifier has
more tt-an enough drive
for awde range
of speakers

EPSOM
EXETER
GLASGOW
GUILDFORD
HOLBORN
HULL
IPSWICH
KINGSTON
LEICESTER
LEEDS
LINCOLN
LIVERPOOL
MAIDSTONE
MANCHESTER
NEWCASTLE
NORWICH
NOTTINGHAM
OXFORD
PETERBOROUGH

and provide a prompt, reliable and professional service.

PLYMOUTH

Whether you're looking for lightmg control systems, a
dedicated home cinema installation with a retractable

POOLE

i.geiSifte...irisetivoir strew.

screen and built-in speakers or an integrated control
system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision has the solution.

EDINBURGH

PRESTON

11103XID

READING
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD

Urt/!,e«:r»J
i

ao

00

_

.5 00,n1;"1J(':r
& Home Cinema show
Radisson SAS, Manchester Aincrt
7/8 February 2004

SOLIHULL
_

YAMAHA RX-V140ORDS
TH>. SELECT AN RECEIVER
A recent addition to Yamaha's range of acclaimed AN
products is the THX seect certified RX-V140ORDS

Sevenoaks Sound & Vision Leeds will be exhibiting

receiver. Comprehensively equipped and effortlessly

at the superb Northern Sound & Visior show, 7,13

powertul, What Hi Fi'? Sound and Vision magazine (Jan

SOUTHAMPTON
SOUTHGATE
STAINES NEW
SWANSEA
SWINDON
SWISS COTTAGE
TUNBRIDGE WELLS

February 2004. On display MI be an exceptional

04) described the sound quality as " sensational" and

WATFORD

range of audio and visual equipment from the finest

concludes the 140ORDS to be " One of the most

WEYBRIDGE NEW

companies,

significant receivers of recent months [and may] be the

along

with

ive

entertainment.

Sevenoaks will be working on the ' Smarthouse
Showcase' which will exhibit cutting-edge home
technology all in an actual home setting.

new class leader"

Wielefl? 04
*****

For further information on this event, contact
Richard at our Leeds store - 0113 245 2775.

WITHAM ( ESSEX)
WOLVERHAMPTON
PLEASE SEE PAGE 7
FOR ADDRESS AND TELEPHONE

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

NUMBER DETAILS

Seven oaks

SOUND & VISION
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1 11
„gale
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PRO-JECT 1XPRESSION
TURNTABLE ( BLACK) £209.95

1Filflit
!'fl

HI FrSEP a. meES

"Compared with a £200 CD player this deck

Best Buy
2003 ),
"%sote

sounds remarkable: dig out your vinyl and
give the Xpression aspin."

FREE GOLDRING EXSTATIC CLEANER'

TURNTABLE / RB300 TON FARM

ARCAM CD73T CD PLAYER £ CALL
umAr urn!

Product
of the year

1
4
e
,

2003

ee

e'beranw e

Best Buy
2003

d

ome

'The Gyrodec SE sounds ggeat, combining the best sonic characieristics of
rivals... Quite simply the Miclell Gyrodec SE is terri -ic. Nothing compare; at this
pnce point - it's well deservr g another Best Buy."

CLAIM £50

FANTASTIC OFFERS ON ARCAM DIVA AMPS & CDS

TOWARDS THE CARTRIDGE OF YOUR CHOICE'

HI-FI SYSTEM 1

FRE_

SAVE £ 149

RCD-02 CD PLAYER
RA- 02 AMPLIFIER
p R. %
Ai

PRO-JECT DEBUT Il TURNTABLE*

DM601 S3 SPEAKERS
Rotel electronics and B&W speakers are natural

partners for each other, giving excellent sound quality
and stunn ,ng looks. So what better than this
combination of class- leading detail with an even and
robust sound.
But at Sevenoaks we always aim to offer you more and
this means What Hi Fi? Sound and Vision's Awardwinning Project Debut Il turntable is thrown in FREE.
HI-F SYSTEM 1 NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

MUSICAL FIDELITY
MARANTZ

A3 CD PLAYER & AMPLIFIER

MONITOR AUDIO

CD5400 CD PLAYER

£119.95

SAVE £30

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS
One of our most popular systems at an
amazing sale price Full-scale dynamics
with a lightness of touch makes this
combination stand out.

e*
0

•

7,

0— 0 ... 0

0

45

6

MARANTZ
PM7200 AMPLIFIER

£249.95

SAVE £ 80

"This is one of the most powerful amps in its class, at 95w pet
channel, and it sounds it with anything from dance to a big orchestral
work, offering adelicious combination of poise and impact. Stick with
fast, dynamic speakers such as B&W DM601 S3s or KEF's equally
capable Ois and the results will amaze."

HI-FI SYSTEM 2
NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER OFFEROR PROMOTION

SAVE £379

MISSION
780 SE SPEAKERS

£349.95
"The revamped Mission 780s are hugely
enjoyable anyone with up to £400 to spend
should consider these standmounters. Mission's
clever move has paid off"

PURE DIGITAL

WHAT 111- Fl?
SOUND AND vision

DRX-702ES ANALOGUE/DAB TUNER

£299.95

Feb
03

*****

INCLUDES

FREE

SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £60*

SAVE £30

MISSION
782 SE SPEAKERS

PRICING POLICY
We always try to ensure our prices are
highly competitive.
In the event you can fird the same procucts
and excellent service a: aIower price, pease
bring rt to our store managers attention

FINANCE OPTION

£899.95
Well, with the exception of
the alderwood-veneer
finish, these floorstanders
look identical to the

engineers have excelled in
this area: these elegant
floorstanders sound

standard model, although

beautifully balanced and
few rivals under £1000 can

there's anew tweeter and

match their wonderful

crossover design One of

levels of clarity.

the advantages of the

The ' special edition' tag is

Spread the cost of buying.

three-way configuration is

overused but these

0% finance option is available

that each driver deals with
only anarrow section of

talented floorstanders are

on the vast majority of products
we stock.
*Written dotails on request. Licensed credit
brokers. Kamm balance (400. Subjett to status.

the frequency range, and
the designers optimise
each unit to perform its
respective task. Mission's

Please Note Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. *Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at leas 11,02 04. E&OE.

bona fide sonic stars"

vnuquttn? Jug
*****

FREE

INCLUDES
SPEAKER CABLE WORTH £ 120-

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

000
000
000

SAVE £ 169

HI-FI SYSTEM 3
ROKSAN

0,

KANDY KD1/III CD P_AYER
KANDY KA1/11I AMPLIFIER

QUAD

11 LSPEAKERS
Mrel
Product

e

2003
of theyear
l'avEcine

If you're after detail and excitement in your

MUSIC

then this system's for you. Here we've combined
the Quad 11L speakers - Product of the Year
2002/2003 - with Roksan's double Award-winning
Kandy KA1/11I amplifier and its ideal partner, the
Kandy KD1/III CD player.
Awarded five stars in arecent What HiFi? Sound
and Vision group test, the Kandy KD1/III CD
player was described as "offering agreat array of
talents - team it with its amp stablemate and you
have something close to the ideal visual and
sonic combination."
But don't just take our word for it: come in for alisten.

MONITOR AUDIO

HI-FI SYSTEM 3 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

SILVER S8 SPEAKERS

£699.95

SAVE £ 100

HI-FI SYSTEM 4

SAVE £399

CYRUS CD8 CD PLAYER & 8AMPLIFIER
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER S6 SPEAKERS
Another very popular combination that's more
than the sum of its already talented parts - and
that's before you 'veexamined the upgrade
options. The CD8 is amagnificent player (Best
Buy - What HiFi? Sound and Vision Awards
am) and like mos! Cyrus products its
performance can be maximised with the addition
of aCyrus PSX-R power supply
The beautifully crafted Silver S6 speakers from
British speaker specialists Monitor Audio
complete the package.
HI-FI SYSTEM 4 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WITH ANY OTHER
OFFER OR PROMOTION

SYSTEM PRICE
Please Note: Some products may not se available at all stores.
Please call before travelling. Cable Offer - From range available in-store.
Not in conjonelon with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 11 02 04 ESOE

Product

£1999.95

LINN CLASSIK
MUSIC SYSTEM

(
EX SPEAKERS)

£749.95

SAVE £ 100

4Fit ;/-XIVI '

CD73T CD PLAYER & A65 PLUS AMPLIFIER

The Classik sounds simply marvellous. Boasting me impact and drive,
it retains its grip even as it thumps out rock and dance tracks. Ask it to

. BRONZE B2 SPEAKERS

play quiet acoustic music and its smooth, liquid preserlaion impresses,
still further. The Classik offers the performance you'd expect from highl
quality separates in one lovely package - this is avery superior product."

•

YAMAHA CDR-HD1300
CD-RVV/HD RECORDER

£499.95

SAVE £30
aim Monitor Audio both have an
enviable reputation for producing great
sounding kit without breaking the bank This
system shows why with awell balanced sound
that's both musically involving and enjoyable
At the front of his package

Ir.

A:cam's upgradeable CD73T CD player - aWhat HiFi? Sound

and Vision ' Product of the Year 2003' We've coupled this with Arcam's complementary A65
Plus integrated amplifier aid Monitor Audio's beautifully balanced ' Best Buy' Bronze 82
wooly

speake-s

speakers " Sound superb

PIONEER PDR-609
£159.95
DENON DM31
UD-M31 CD RECEIVER

SAVE £50

"The D- M30 was exemplary, as its three What 1
-i-Fi? Sound and Vision
Awards clearly show. The D-M31 is even better, mak ng it phenomenal
value for money."

CPTIONAL RECORDERS: DMD-M31 MINIDISC RECORDER • DRA-M31•CASSETTEDECK
NE - PRICE EXCLUDES SPEAKERS

Speakers don't get much better than the B2s"

HI-FI SYSTEM 5 - NOT IN CONJUNCTION WM-I ANY OTHER OFFER OR PROMOTION

CD-RVV RECORDER

£179.95

According to What HI-FI? Sound and Vision (Awards 2003) these compact

oduct
of the year

2003 j
astesie

Sevenoaks

SOUND & VISION

Aker

I
i

PRODUCT RANGE
An outstanding selection of products
are on display and available for
demonstration at all Sevenoaks
Sound & Vision stores. However.
some products may not be available
at all stores.
please call to check availaiility
aetore travelling.

TURNTABLES
Goldring
£
Michell ' TiF:(33(A ,SSO TOWARDS CARTMOGE• £ 1049.95
Michell ,, Jec
t..a LI
Project xeui Phono SE
£ can.
Project Debut II (E
,ack)
£ CALL
Project 7iitut Ii l;')10J,, ,,
ECALL
Project •
FREE EXSTATIC CLEANER
£209.95
Project hi'f,14
£ CaLL

TUNERS
Arcam DIVA T61
Cyrus FM X
Denon TU260L MLII
Marantz 514000
Pure . ake 1DAB
Pure uRX-701ES DAB
Pure E'RX-702ES Analogte/DAB

£ CILL
£ CSII
£99.95
CILL
£89.95
£ CALL
£299.95

CI) PLAYERS
Arcam DIVA core
Arcam DIVA C0821
Arcam DIVA COKr

£CALL
£ CM1.11

Arcam EMJ C0331
.6ULF
Cyrus 2D6
£ CALL
Cyrus 1)8
£ CALL
Denon DCD485
£119.95
Linn .?nki
£ Celt
Linn ..Tme
£ CALL
Marantz CD5400
£119.95
Marantz '' 1' s
ECALL
...........
Meridian
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity • 2
£CALL
Musical Fidelity '
£ CRLL
Musical Fidelity Ir. Vista SACD
£ CALL
Quad -,9CD-P
£ CALL
Roksan Kandy KC1 MI111
£ CALL
Roksan Caspian M
£ CALL
Rotel ' CD02
£ C191
Reel CD1072
£

RECORDERS
Pioneer PDR609 CC-9W
£ 159.95
Sony FICDW3 CDSW
£169.95
Yamaha KX393 Cazette Deck
£99.95
Yamaha I0(580SE Cassette Deck
£179.95
Yamaha CDR-HD CD-RW
.
£499.95

AMPLIFIERS
Arcam DIVA A65 Plus
Arcam DIVA A80
Arcam 91)/A A85
Arcam DIVA A90
Arcam zistJ A32
Cyrus Is.

o

£ CA_L
£ CA.1
£ CA

Cyrus
"
£ CALL
Cyrus : 2e XPre
£ CALL
Cyrus ' tono XPower
(Each) £ CALL
Denon I'MA355
£189.95
Linn Colector Po,
£ CALL
Linn LK85 Poe
CCALL
Marantz
ECALL
Marantz
£249.95
Musical Fidelity
2
CALL
Musical Fidelity
2Pre
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity
2Power
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity • )8
£ CALL
Musical Fidelity 2 Vista 300
£ CALL
Quad Jj Power
£ CALL
Roksan Kandy KAI MKIII
£ CALL
Roksan 'tertian M
£ CALL
Rotel
CALL
Hotel
CALL
Reel HA-1062
£ CALL

SPEAKERS
Acoustic Energy • • Lis Evo One
Acoustic Energy • TIS Evo Owe
Acoustic Energy 's1MKIII (
From)

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
LCALL
138W .
A601 S3
£ CALL
88 WOM602 S3
£ CALL
B&W TO5
£ CALL
KEE . 1
CCALL
KEF , 4
£ CALL
KEE ‘ Ell
£ CALL
Linn
£ CALL
Linn
'
£ CALL
Mission
ECALL
Mission
C60 FREE CABLE• £ 349.95
Mission
F120 FREE CABLE
£899.95
Monitor Audio • :e0,2
£ CALL
Monitor Audio
rSI
£CALL
Monitor Audio . S6
£ CALL
Monitor Audio
er S8
£699.95
Monitor Audio Gold Reference 10
£ CALL
Monitor Audio Gold Relerence 20
£ CALL
Quad' IL
£ CALL
Quad ' 2L
£ CALL
Quad .' 2L
£ CALL
Ruark I
pilogue II
£ CALL
Wharfedale Pacific Evolution 30
£ CALL

•Fl SYSTEMS
Denon 201 Ex Speakers
£ 499.95
Denon DF101 Ex Speakers
£ 299.95
Denon DM31 Ex Speakers
£ 179.95
Linn 4ssik Music Ex Speakers
£749.95
Onkyo CS210 Ex Speakers
£ CALL
Teac Legacy 600 Ex Speakers
£199.95
Teac Reference 300 Ex Speakers
£449.95
Teac Reference 1
'0 Ex Speakers £ 569.95

DVD SYSTEMS
Denon ADV-M71 Ex Speakers
Denon ADV1000 Ex Speakers
Jame ..NR50/A305PDD
Jamo TIVR50/A355PDD
Linn ' assik Movie Ex Speakers
Linn assik Movie Di Ex Speakers
Onkyo DR- S2.2 Ex Speakers
Panasonic c-tC HT1000
Pioneer '
xV99
Teac -gacy 700/LS-L800 Speakers

£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£1299.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£CALL
£CALL
£849.95

DVD PLAYERS
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
£ CALL
£CALL
£ CALL
£CALL
£CALL
Arcam DIVA DV89
£ CALL
Cyrus 9VD8
£ CALL
fCALL
Denon DVD-1400 Universal £ CALL
fCALL
fCALL
Denon DVD-2200 Universal £ CALL
Denon DVD-2900 Universal £ CALL
£CALL
Denon !DVD-Al
£ CALL
£CALL
Harman Cardon ' ,VD21
£ CALL
fCALL
Harman Cardon . D25
£ CALL
£CALL
Marantz
£189.95
£189.95
Pioneer •
£89.95
£109.95
Pioneer
24
£99.95
£119.95
Pioneer
sVA Universal £179.95
£CALL
Pioneer . I,8Av Universal £ CALL
£CALL
Pioneer - ,8Avi Universal £ CALL
£CALL
Tag McLaren DVD32FLR £ CALL
fCALL

Teac
£ CALL
Toshiba - 24
£79.95
Wharfedale AD M3
£69.95
Yamaha
nS540
£ CALL

£CALL
£CALL
£69.95
£CALL

£ CALL
£ CALL
CALL

SUBWOOFERS

ND RECORDERS
MANE uMODEL
REGION 2 MULTI REGION
Panasonic 9MR-E50 DVD-R
£269.95
£299.95
Panasonic DMR-E60 DVD-R
£ CALL
£ CALL
Panasonic 1MR-E100 DVD-R £ CALL
£ CALL
Panasonic 1,1R-1-IS2 DVD-R £ CALL
£ CALL
)470 DVD+RW
£239.95
£239.95
Philips J,DR75 DVD+RW £ CALL
£CALL
Philips DVDR80 DVD+RW £ CALL
fCALL
Pioneer DVR3100S DVD-FVRW .£ CALL
£CALL
Pioneer DVR5100HS DVD-FVEGN £ CALL
£CALL
£CALL
Sony ,IDR-GX3 Recorder . £ CALL
Sony tIDR-GX7 Recorder . £ CALL
£CALL
Toshiba RD-0530 OVO Rer
£549.95
£IBA

A/V AMPLIFIERS
RECEIVERS & PROCESSORS
Arcam AVR200 NV Receiver £ CALL
Arum AV8/P7 M/ PreProcessor/Powei
£ CALL
Cyrus OVO AN Processor
£ CALL
Denon AVC-AISR NV Amplifier
£ CALL
Denon AVC-Al 1SR NV Amplifier
£ CALL
Denon AVR1604 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Denon AVR1804 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Denon .1032803 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Dencm • ' PReceiver
£ CALL
Harman Cardon J02550 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Harman Cardon . R5550 AN Receiver £ CALL
Harman Cardon 4,48500 NV Receiver
£1499.95
Marantz SR4400 A/V Receiver
£ CALL
Marantz SR5400 NV Receiver
£349.95
Onkyn TX-SR501E NV Receiver
£ CALL
Onkyo TX-SR601E NV Receiver
£ CALL
Onkyo TX-NR900E AN Receiver
£ CALL
Pioneer VSX-C301 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Pioneer VSX-0501 AN Receiver
£ CALL
Pioneer VSX-D812 M/ Receiver
£319.95
Pioneer VSX-AX3i NV Receiver
£649.95
Pioneer VSX-AX5i NV Receiver
£ 949.95
Pioneer VSA NO0i NV Amplifier
£2199.95
Rotel I1SX1065 NV Receiver
£ CALL
Rotel 9SP1066/RMB1075 AN Pre/Power
£ CALL
TAG McLaren AV3OR NV Processor
£ CALL
TAG Alclaren AV192R AN Processor (From) £ CALL
Yamaha L/SP-AX640SE NV Amplifier
£ CALL
Yamaha DSP-Z9 NV Amplifier
£ CALL
Ya oraba RX-V44ORDS NV Receiver
£ CALL
Yamaha RX-V640ROS NV Receiver
£ CALL
Yamaha FIX-VI 40ORDS NV Receiver
£ CALL

AN SPEAKER PACKAGES
Acoustic Energy Aego P5
£399.95
Acoustic Energy Evo 36
£699.95
B&W 1,1: AS1
£ CALL
Energy Take 5.1
£ CALL
Energy Encore
£ CALL
Jamo 17 TFIX Ultra 2 (from)
£ CALL
KEE -11005
£ CALL
KEF - 112005.2
£ CALL
KEF 0.15005
£ CALL
KEF ' VE300 FREE CABLE.
£2199.95
MSC
£
250 FREE CABLE .
£ 1699.95
£ CALL
M&K xenon 25
£ CALL
MAC ,
30/CS35N850
£ CALL
Mission m70
£399.95

MAKE OMODEL
Arcam ' DI/78
Arcam sv,) DV88 Plus

Monitor Audio Rionze 94
Monitor Audio
Ims
Ruark
11U

B&W .I5V/675
B&W
MJ Acoustics
• IFO
Black)
Pro 50 (

£ CALL
£
£CA
CALL

LL
MJ Acoustics Pro 100 (Black)
MJ Acoustics Ref 100 (Blk) £50 FREE CABLE` £349.95
MI Acoustics Ref 1 (Black) ... £ CALL
CCALL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL
REL

3

,1611(Brittex Black) Lite FREE CABLE . £499.95
tBrinex Black)
£ CALL
04006 ( Brittex Black)
£ CALL
Quake (Brittex Black)
£ CALL
Strata Ill ( Brittex Black)
£ CALL
Storm Ill (Brtttex Black)
£CALL

PLASMA
Fujitsu P42HHAIO 42"
Fujitsu • : - IliA30 42"
Hitachi • ' 3000P 32"
Hitachi , • 113000E 42"
Panasonic II-137PA20637"
Panasonic -, 142PA20B 42"
Panasonic : ii42PW6B 42"
Philips 3/109965 37"
Philips 42PE9965 42"
Pioneer PHP433HDE 43"
Pioneer
,
'
1.34HDE 43"
Pioneer ' Irrt503HDE 50"
Pioneer POP504HDE 50
Sony FE32TS2 32"
Toshiba 42WP36P 42"

£3199.95
£ CALL
£2299.95
£2999.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
f2999.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£3489.95
£ CALL
£4989.95
£ CALL
£2599.95
£ CALL

LCD TV
LG / 17LZ10 17"
Panasonic TX151.12 15"
Panasonic TX15LV1 15"
Panasonic 1X22LT3 22"
Philips • I
9945 17"
Philips
19945 23"
Philips
I
9975 30"
Relisys ' 1720 17"
Sharp Aquos LC-13B4E 13"
Sharp Aquos LC-13S1E 13'
Sharp Aquos LC-15B4E 15"
Sharp Aquos LC-15E1E 15"
Sharp Aquos IC-2094E 20"
Sharp Aquos LC-20E1E 20"
Sharp Agues LC-22SV2E 22"
Sharp Aquos LC-30HV4E 30"
Sharp Agues LC-37HV4E 37"
Toshiba -,5136P 26"
Toshiba . N136P 32"

£549.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£1999.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£329.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£1099.95
£ CALL
£3699.95
£ CALL
£ CALL

PROJECTORS
NEC I-111000 DIP
Sanyo PLVZ1 LCD
Sanyo '7LCD
Screenplay SP4800 DLP
Screenplay SP5700 DLP
Sharp • . ' IL DIP
Sharp s, 2200 DIP
Sharp XVZ10000 DLP
Sim 2
so 20 DIP
Sim 2 <Ira DIP
ThemeScene H30 Cinema DIP
ThemeScene I
156 Cinema DIP
Yamaha
500 LCD
Yamaha

s1000 DIP

£ CALL
£999.95
£ CALL
£ CALL
£ CALL
£1799.95
£3499.95
£5999.95
£3599.95
£7499.95
£ CALL
£2399.95
£ CALL
£ CALL

CALL

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL STORE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR
OUR UP-TO-DATE PRICES

£ PRICING POLICY
SEVENOAKS SOUND & VISION OPERATES APRICING POLICY
SEE OPPOSITE PAGE FOR DETAILS
Please Note: Some products may not be available at all stores.
Please call before travelling.
*Cable Offer

From range available in-store. Not in conjunction with any other offer.
Advertisement valid until at least 11 02/04, E&OE

SEVENOAKS STORES NATIONWIDE
• BROMLEY
•

• 020

CHELSEA
0
=»

•

39A EAS1 STREET

8290 19
403 KINGS ROAD

020 7352 9466

3 CROYDON 369-373 LONDON ROAD
cn▪ •020 8665 1203 OPEN SUNDAY

EPSOM

12 UPPER HIGH STREET

SOUTHGATE 79-81
STAINES 4THAMES

STREET NEW
•01764 460777 OPEN SUNDAY

SWISS COTTAGE 21

WAIFORD 478 ST ALBANS ROAD
• 01923

HOLBORN

WEYBRIDGE

•020 7837 7540

NORTHWAYS PDE FINCHLE- RD

•020 7722 9777 OPEN SUNDAY

•01372 720720 OPEN SUNDAY
144-148 GRAYS INN ROAD

CHASE SIDE

•020 8886 2777 OPEN SUNDAY

213533 OPEN SUNDAY
43 CHURCH STREET, THE QUADRANT

•01932 828525 NEW

KINGSTON 43 FIFE ROAD
•020 8547 0717 OPEN SUNDAY

z BEDFORD

29-31 S- PETERS STREET

01234 272779

• BRIGHTON 57 WE,TERN ROAD HOVE
E.
01273 733338
eo
BIRMINGHAM ARCH 12, LVERY STREET
0121 233 2977

BRISTOL

928 WHITELADIES RCAD CLIFTON

0117 974 3727

CAMBRIDGE

17 BURLEIGH, STREET

01223 304770

CARDIFF 104-106 ALBANY ROAD
029 2047 2899

CHELTENHAM

1i PITTVILLE STREET

01242 241171

CRAWLEY

32 THE BOULEVARD

01293 510777

EDINBURGH 5THE GRASSMARKET
0131 229 7267

EXETER

28 COWICK STREE1

01392 218895

GLASGOW

88 GREAT WESTERN ROAD

0141 332 9655

GUILDFORD

73B NORTH STREET

01483 536666

HULL

1SAVILE ROW, SAVILE STREET

01482 587171

IPSWICH

12-14 DOGS HEAD STREET

01473 286977

LEEDS

62 NORTH ;TREET

0113 245 2775 OPEN SUNDAY

LEICESTER

10 LOSEBY LANE

0116 253 6567

LINCOLN

20-22 CORPORATION STREET

01522 527397 (
OFF HIGH STREET)

LIVERPOOL

16 LORD STREET

0151 707 8417

MAIDSTONE

96 WEEK STREET

01622 686366

MANCHESTER

69 HIGH ST CITY CENTRE

0161 831 7969

NEWCASTLE

19 NEWGATE STREET

0191 221 2320

NORWICH

01603 767605
597-599 MANSFIELD ROAD

C115 911 2121

OXFORD

41 ST CLEMENTS STREET

01865 241773

PETERBOROUGH

36-38 PARK ROAD

107 CORNWALL STREET

01752 226011

POOLE

01202 671677
40-41 LIME STREET

01772 825777 OPEN SUNDAY

READING

3-4 KINGS WALK SHOPPING CENTEE

0118 959 7768

SEVENOAKS

rgest and most

successful h-fi and home cinema retailers

109-713 LONDON ROAD

0114 255 5861

the

are

regularly updated
clearance

special

hundreds

of products available and

covering all categories of specialist home

detailed pages to he:p you locate your

lists with

entertainment, from Hi Fi separates and

nearest store. To find out more, click on

systems

www.sevenoakssoundandvIsion.co.uk

to

DVD

players,

widescreen

plasma televisions and projection systems,
all at highly c:ompetitive prices.

'DEMDNSTRATION
FAC I_ITIES

advise, demonstrate and guide you through

Our comfortable demonstration rooms are

the hcrne entertainment jungle.

among the finest in the country, many
complying with full THX specifications.

NEW STORES
stores in Staines and Weybridge are now
open. For more trifacmation visit our website.

CUSTOM INSTINLLATICN
Sevenoaks Sound & Vision's Custom
Installation Service enables the integration
of a home cinema or hi -6system into your
as

neatly

and

seamlessIy

as

possible. All elect•onics can be hidden
away, speakers discreetly mounted either

ROAD. HEELEY

system operated via remote control.

STOCK CLEARANCE
With 49 stores nationwide, the Sevenoaks

OPEN SUNDAY

Sound & Vision group stock and display a
wide range of products. As models and
product

ranges

are

changed

or

superseded, the preceding models are
made available at a reduced price, for

33 LONDON ROAD

clearance. Visit our Website for an up-todate list of the clearance stock.

SWANSEA 24 MANSEL STREET

PRICING POLICY

OPEN SUNDAY

Whilst we do not claim always to be the

8-9 COMMERCIAL ROAD

01793 610992

TUN8RIDGE WELLS

cheapest, we try to ensure our prices are
Our iistallation experts are fully trained to

28-30 ST JOHNS ROAD

01892 531543

the highest standards in all areas and
provide aprompt. reliable and professional
service. Whether you're looking for a multi-

1THE GROVE CENTRE

01376 501733

WOLVERHAMPTON
0

on

stocks a wide range of quality products,

023 8033 7770

WITHAM (
ESSEX)

information

stock

0121 733 3727

SWINDON

and

offer and

STRATFORD ROAD

01792 465777

news

There

in the wall or ceiling and the complete

SHEFFIELD 635 QUEENS

SOUTHAMPTON

has

Sevenoaks group and ès stores.

Each Sevenoaks Sound & Vision store

home

01732 459555

SOLIHULL 149-151

Vision is ore of the

We are pleased to announce both the new

LATIMER HOUSE, 44-46 hICH STREET

PRESTON

The Sevenoaks Sound & Vision website

Sevenoaks Sound &

Friendly staff are available in all stows to

01733 897697 OPEN SUNDAY

PLYMOUTH

SEVENOAKS WEBSI — E

Founded in 1972

in the country.

29-29A ST GILES STREET

NOTTINGHAM

WHO ARE SEVENOAKS?

29-30 CLEVELAND STREET

902 312225 OPEN SUNDAY

OPENING HOURS: PLEASE TELEPHONE OR VISIT OUR WEBSITE
E-MAIL: [
insert stoie name]@sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk

room system, a dedicated home cinema

highly competitive. Take into account the
expert advice, unrivalled product selection,
demonstration facilities and excellent pre,
durirg and after sales service and the lower
price might not look such good value.

installation with a retractable screen and

In the event you can find the same products

built-in speakers or an in:egrated control or

and excellent service at a lower price,

lighting system, Sevenoaks Sound & Vision

please bring it to our store managers'

has adiverse range of products avaiiabe to

attention. We will always endeavour to offer

cater for all your requirements.

you the best deal.

www.sevenoakssoundandvision.co.uk
0

•
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Ace

the town house, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scoti

e

The new Audio Salon has opene
News and Views from The Audio Salon
Reviewing the figures of the American market, the
Financial Times concluded last month that "2003 will
go down as the year that Hi Fi died."

Of course, we know better than that! Real Hi Fi is hardly an
industry but aguild of crafts, aminority pursuit; an elite in the true
sense; apursuit of excellence in aworld of mediocrity. It worries
us not one bit that High Street, mass-produced pseudofi is being
eclipsed by multi room, multi-function, multi-channel products;
and these by video, portable and computer gizmos. Products that
promise everything and deliver nothing. DVD, DAB, even SACD
started as high resolution formats but now diluted to sub-CD
quality in order to carry more channels. As the Financial Times
article pointed out, " It is not that people are listening to less music.
Music is everywhere on computers, portable players, home theatre
systems, mobile phones."

our main showroom, including aseperate home cinema room and seperate listening room

Our point — the point of the audiophile - is that people are
listening to more music, but hearing less of it! Even on TV, have
you not experienced seeing amusician but not hearing his or her
contribution?
And, yet, in this world of junk foods and junk hi-fi, there are far
greater audio products — and value - than we might have imagined
only acouple of years before. This month, we will discuss them on
the next few pages. You will only find such products in ahandful
of retailers in the UK. These manufacturers are the ones who aim
to make quality, rather than quantity; any one who has thirty UK
dealers has set out to make money!
It is inconvenient for most people to travel, but seeing and hearing
asystem of matched and crafted components is the only way to
realise the truth of the great deception that has finally started to kill
the deceivers! So, " Hi Fi is Dead?" Long live Hi Fi!

music room 1- bow &
kharma speakers

Stereo and Surround sound are alive and well at the new and
capacious Audio Salon — acentre of excellence, three floors
of challenge to the internet and the High Street, and the UK's
first world class Department Store of Real Hi Fi. An unrivalled
showcase of the different price levels and designer statements
under any single roof in Britain. All hand crafted and professional
products; we leave the High Street to sell lots of the flavour of the
month and hyped hi-fi.
Located in Glasgow's city centre, the new Audio Salon at 4Park
Circus is afour floor Townhouse just off the M8 motorway, and
an hour and ahalf flight from any of the London airports. It is
well worth avisit if you are seriously committed to value and
performance and unhappy with the convenience of mediocrity. In
the meantime, you are invited to visit our website and contact us
at your convenience: please note our new fax and phone numbers.

the italian job - pathos, unison research, zingari & bcd support

On afinal note, - you can now receive the new monthly Audio Salon
Newsletter for free by email, see www.audiosalon.co.uk for details!!
sugden bijou system
Jack Lawson

Ile

music room 2

art audio • art loudspeakers • atc • audiosource • ayre acoustics • bcd • bow • earlyoshino

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097

a /

audio4.-6,,„71.teisalon
the town house, 4Park Circus, Glasgow, G3 6AX, Scotland, UK

The Gryphon
We have sold this magnificent brand
since 1991 and the best just gets better.
The Mikado CD player is not only the
finest CD player made but Iwould
class it alongside the fabulous Goldmund
Reference turntable as an icon and it is a
certain classic. Already there is awaiting list. On
dem in the Salon's First Floor Drawing Room, it completes
an all Gryphon system, including the cables and the awardwinning Cantata loudspeakers. We are running the Prelude
pre-amp into the Antileon Signature class-A dual mono
amplifier. Surround sound? >TO! Three dimensional - YES.
(Recently, some Hi Fi journalists have stated that multichannel is valid because stereo is arbitrary and inadequate.
However, it is basic stereo theory, as discovered by
Blumlein that mathematically two channels with subtle
phase idormation intact will reproduce three dimensions.
The coined word stereo means solid in the sense of
3-D space.)
ProAc
Since Iwas aschoolboy Ikeep coming
back to this brand after liaisons and
amorous affairs with all manner of
technologies and techniques. The revised
range just makes the best get even better,
and unimaginably much better! The Salon
is proud to be the first UK dealer to have on dem the
new flagship Response D-100 loudspeakers, and I
promise that earthly pleasures come no more sensuous
than the erogenous zone of your hearing. If you have
the aspiration, the space and the resources, you must
hear these. Loudspeakers are always apersonal choice,
but if YOU are serious, so are WE! If you travel to the
Salon, you will hear the flagship models of at least six or
seven loudspeaker ranges, currently starting from the new
£25,000 ART Impressions (series 2), Revel, ATC, Gryphon,
Kharma and Zingali. We have invested in these models
despite the hype surrounding much more saleable, but
inferior, loudspeakers.

Their competitors are the world class legends whose prices
-literally five to ten times higher - invite credibility but at
what expense? The Dual Mono VPS pre-amp at £2,.550 is
astate-of-the art line pre-amp which simply makes ahighend system at aquarter of the market value! The Vinyl One
at £ 1,990 (fully loaded) has been reviewed as the finest
sounding, beyond far more expensive models.
Whether you are adevotee of the 300B family of valves or
the 845, talk to us about the ART power amplifiers, from the
new Carissa at £3,300 to the Adagio Monoblocks at £9,995
per pair. These power amplifiers can be configured with
inputs and volume controls to suit the user's needs, making
them self-contained compact ( integrated) amplifiers.
ATC
Forget product placement! Behind the scenes
in Hollywood lurks the free choice of more
pros than any other brand. By far. Find out
why! We have them on dem -- from the
£499 SCM7 monitors through the Active 10
and 20 models up to the SCM-100 - amazing
value with six class A amps at £8,500 per pair for
Cherrywood or Walnut options.

On apersonal note. Hypedfi is not our Fi! The Audio
Salon remains ahobby business, and apersonal career.
We might have made much more money, but would have
bought-no more happiness by selling the "pre-sold" brands
to our customers and friends. Music means more.
Our ProAc range starts from the Tablettes - see our piano
white Signature versions! -- through the amazing ribbon
Future rróint Five speakers at £3,0 up to the U-80 and
D-100. Very strong new models are the Response D25
(£2,995) and D38 (from £4,495) following the fabulous
floor-standing D15, abargain at £ 1,790 per pair and
offering sheer domestic eregance.

ART Audio
It is ludicrous for Hi Fi journalists to
generalise about valve amplifiers in any
way: misconceptions have become urban
myths. ART Audio probably make the best
in the world, because they combine absolute
consistency and performance with value and user
friendliness. They are quiet, trouble-free and glorious.

AYRE ACOUSTICS
While most ultimate brands make statements
with their price tags, Ayre offers performance
at perhaps half the market valu& Rave reviews
consistently in every country enhance respect
for this company year on year. Latest product
is the P5-xphono stage, long awaited state of
the art product, but at less than half the expected
price namely, £ 1,995. This is for the serious analogue
people! For the very serious videophile, the DX7 CD/DVD
modular transport will be launched very soon, from £2,950
redefines quality and value from acompany at the cutting
edge.

.

ART Loudspeakers
We do not expect you to travel and
entrust us with your decision-making
unless we offer the entire spectrum of
possibilities and nowhere more so than
for loudspeakers. The comparison to
Wilson loudspeakers is invalid: ART offers
far superior musicality and value. Truly, the
Impression series two at £25,000 per pair are asupreme
bargain, but without honour ( it sometimes seems,
underpriced) in their own land! The ART Expression 3way and 2-way (£ 7,995 and £3,995 with pedestal) truly
reffect much of the flagship model, astatement we can
happily prove! By appointment! At last, the same expertise
has been applied to affordable models - from the SkilDo
range starting at £ 795 per pair, and the astounding and
elegant Stillelo loudspeakers at only £995. These are mould
breaking... but YOU must choose: compare them to ATC's
SCM 1Tor Zingali's Prelude One loudspeakers - all three
make amockery of what you can buy for under £ 1000 on
the internet or the High Street's hyped brands (boxes stuffed
with OEM drivers).

BOW TECHNOLOGIES
Bow continues to make the most audibly and
visually stylish products on the planet.
The ZZ and silver ranges are in stock and on
dem at the Salon. No news is good news!!

EAR/Yoshino
If you are disappointed by poorly made and
ancient designs of unreliable and inconsistent
valve amps, this brand is for you, and also
for you! From the classic phono box models
(from £458) these will make you angry at the
Hi Fi press recommendations!!! From the wide
range of EAR products designed and made by
Tim de Paravicini, his name is your guarantee of
satisfaction!

Our role is to guide you through awide range of his options
and system matching.

es
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Parasound and Primare
New Agencies. While we remain
wedded to three-dimensional stereo,
we have selected these processors as
two of the best of audiophile's brands
of surround! While others offer many
gizmos and combinations, they sound sterile.
These two have their roots in stereo: from the
legendary John Curie JC-1 monoblocks by Parasound, these
offer £ 101( performance for half the sum! Parasound's Halo
range includes the T-3 reference tuner that makes ajoke of
DAB sound (at £500), while the P-3 pre-amp includes
MM input and fully-balanced circuitry at aludicrous
£700. Match it with the A23 stereo power amplifier at
£750 each (400 watts per channel in bridged mode) until
you can afford the JC-1 amps.
Of course, Parasound and Primare offer acclaimed surround
processors which deliver audiophile sound: call us to
discuss your requirements.
Surround Loudspeakers
Our favoured solutions are from Eclipse, ProAc and
Zingali. Compare them to High Street brands, and
marvel that at The Audio salon, you pay the same price
for the Real Thing!
Vinyl
The new Audio Salon has added Sound by
Design to turntables from Michell (starting
from the £ 575 TecnoDek), SME and Simon
Yorke Designs. For cartridges, we are
very fussy: most brands are poorly built.
Not so with the Sumiko (from the classic
Blue Point at £ 149 and Blue Point Special
at £279). Ditto, Lyra, and the long-awaited
Titan flagship cartridge at £2995". Anyone
familiar with the acclaimed lielikon
cartridges may well ask what more can we
expect"? Well, much more inner detail and
uncanny timbrai precision. Amazing! The
Lyra Titan easily beats cartridges at twice the
price and was worth the long wait!

... and SHANLING! A range of CD and SACD
Players of unrivalled value are now joined
by apair of monoblock 50 watt valvepower
amplifiers costing £ 1,995. Not £3,995.
Not £ 5,995. And yes, per pair, including the
remote volume and mute control!
Unison to Zingali
Made in Italy! With passion and precision.
Zingali, Unison amplifiers and CD players
offer an amazing level of value and
performance from around £3,000 for a
system; from the land that brought you
Armani, Ferrari and brands that define style,
precision and passion.
Audio Cables
The cables are the longest components in your
system, and the most prone to microphony,
EMI RFI, and the problems of conductors
and di-electrics. Unfortunately, cables
are aminefield of confusion, mediocrity
and over-pricing. Our preferred solution is
the Direct Distribution of the world's most
respected audiophile brand, namely JPSLabs.
These cables are thus available throughout the
UK at USD domestic prices — aunique opportunity. Find
out which cable is right for you! Remember, only WS uses a
metal specifically designed tor audio signals, and only JPS
uses techniques dedicated to the mains AC cords of each
type of audio component. Find out more about how JPS can
seriously bring the potential from your system; contact us
by phone, or e-mail, or visit www.jpslabs.com. You don't
know who you are missing. The missing musicians!

STAX, Sugden, Systems and Supports...
The STAX range of earspeakers rises from
the amazing in-ear SR-001 product at £289
to the fully-fledged SR Omega Reference
systems which outperform any room/
loudspeaker combmations. We are proud
stockists of all Sugden ranges, and that,
incidentally, includes The Headmaster — a
headphone amplifier which transforms standard dynamic
headphones into serious audiophile quality transducers. If
you want to transform your existing loudspeakers, try the
astounding TownshendSuperTweeTers: they add detail and
dynamics you did not know you were missing.
The Audio Salon will gladly advise on the elements
essential to preserving the signal intact: from mains
conditioning, through audio cables to the mechanical
isolation supports. Our favoured brands are BCD ( Italy),
new range in stock, Custom Design Grand Prix Audio
(new models in stock), Obelisk and Townshend. The least
expensive upgrade here is the townshend Seismic Sink
which costs only £234 and sig._nificantly prevents loss of
signal from your turntable or CD player.
music room 3 - proac reference dl 00 speakers, sugden
masterclass series and parasound jcl monoblocks

pathos • primare • pro ac • proceed • revel • shanling • simon yorke • sme • stands unique

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097
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Zingali
If you have heard enough of veneered box
loudspeakers with OEM dynamic drivers, Mr
Zingali would agree.
Make some time to hear loudspeakers designed
from first principles faithful to the precise maths of
energy conversion, frequency response, harmonic
purity and Omniray technology - the patented dispersion of sound free from the beam that narrows
at increasing frequencies with all conventional
loudspeakers, causing room reflections and smearing.
It goes without saying that Zingali loudspeakers use solid but renewable hardwoods in the true Italian style. However,
Zingali goes much further that this, and
is Italy'sleading loudspeaker designer
and manufacturer. All is made in Italy's
largest and most modern factory in
Aprilia, near Rome.

developed Alumiloy wire to
deliver sound like ho other Our
proven cable designs bring alive
performance to your ears with
proper timbre and an impeccable balance. Try any one of
our unique cables to hear why
truly has...

Endorsed by musicians and studios
worldwide, Zingali ranges cover concert,
studio, hi-ti and-cinema applications.
Nowhere else will you find these superior
techniques combined to produce loudspeakers
that rarely appear on the used market.
Contact us now or when you wish to discover the
magic!
Or is it plain logic?

the worlds finest cables!
power cords, speaker, interconnect,
digital and vide
bles
Art Dudley, a
wrot
"when Iswitch
startled by the soun
floor 34 sec

wned revie
of Stereophile
the April 20issue:
ver to the JP
fsomeone's
sint

ower cord, Iwas
et music hitting the
ovement."

"the sound of the music took on more body, more
colour, and more musical realism with the JPS Cable..."
Cables are always in Stock and can be shipped next day by UPS,
which means you only have to wait aday before you can experiourself the pure magic that PS brings to any system
jpseaudiosalon.co.uk for further details.

ables that lead the way
ade

¡
VI

the USA

music room 2 - horns & valves. zingali home monitor
speakers with unison research absolute 845 reference
amplifier.

www.jpslabs.coni

stax • sugden • sumiko • tannoy • townshend• unison research • yamaha • zingali

(w) www.audiosalon.co.uk (e) info@audiosalon.co.uk
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If you don't want to miss out cn that ba-gain, go to www.audiosalon.co.uk where
you can receive this list once aweek by email for free ! This takes 2minutes and only
needs te be done once so why don't you subscribe today!
Analogue

LIST

SALE

Amplifiers

+JAN ALLAERTS MCI-Boron Cartr
new
(moving coil, mint)
Project P2.9 Turntable
Inc Project 9Arm & Ortofon 510mk2 cartridge
(cherry, mint no box)

£1,500

£1,250*

£500

£275

Digital

LIST

SALE

+Mark Levinson 432 Power Amp
exd
£7,995
£6,995
(mint, 400wpc, only 7months old, balise)
+Mark Levinson 360s
exd
£7,495
£4,995
(mint, special edition dac. HDCD, 92kHz/24 bit)
+VAC Standard Preamplifier
s/h
£3,750
£1,750
(mint, black, se / bal, very special)
+Unison Research Absolute 845
s/h
£22,500£10,500
(mint, walnut, 845- 40wpc, integrated - one of the finest valve
amplifiers available, regardless of price !!)
+VAC PA160 Valve Monoblocks
s/h
£6,000
£2,500

BOW ZZ-EIGHT Ref CD Player
exd
£5,495
(latest spec. black, gorgeous, mint)
BOW Wizard 2CD Player
exs
£4,495
(latest spec. silver gorgeous, mint, ex-show stock)
Classe CD 1.5
£2,295
(mint, bal/se, boxed)
Micromega Classic Solo CD Player
eh
£2,750
(mint, boxed)
+Musical Fidelity A3.2 CD Player &
A3.24 DAC
£ 1,800
(mint, boxed, 12 mnths old)
+MSB Digital Link DAC
s/h £ 1,295
(mint, with P1000 power supply, HDCD and 24/192
modules. A stunning upgrade to any CD player!)
+Rotel RCD 991 AE CD Player
£825
(mint, boxed, 4yrs old)

Amplifiers

LIST

£2,995
£3,375
£995
£1,100

£995
£450

£375

SALE

Art Audio VPS DM Valve Preamp
s/h
£2,500
£1,750
(chrome/gold, mint, 2months old, IR/C)
Art Audio Diavolo 300B monoblocks exd
£6,495
£3,550*
(chrome/gold, mint, single-ended, world renowned amplifier)
+ATC SIA2-150 Integrated Amp
s/h
£2,422
£1,500
(mint, remote control)
BOW Technologies (ex-show - 4montha old)
BOW Warlock Pre-amplifier
exs
£3,445
£2,445
(as new, silver balise - superb)
BOW Walrus Power Amplifier
exs
£3,995
£2,750
(as new silver balise, 150wpc dual mono - supe rb)
BOW ZZ-ONE Reference Int Amp
eh
£3,250
£1,995
(black, gorgeous, mint)
Denon 6600 Monoblocks (pair)
£1,900
£850
(black, boxed, 250wpc, mint, abargain)
+Mark Levinson 32 ( inc phono)
s/h
£18,444 £10,995
(mint, boxed, under warranty)
+Mark Levinson 332.5 Power Amp
s/h
£7,500
£4,000
(not mint, boxed, 250wpc, under warranty)
+Mark Levinson 334 Power Amp
eh
£5,995
£3,500
(mint)
+Mark Levinson 31.5 CD Transport
exd
£9.995
£6,495
(mint, reference CD transport, bat/se)
+Mark Levinson 32 Ref Preamp
exd
£15,949 £call
(mint, balise, the ultimate preamp)

LIST

SALE

(mint, black, 160wpc, power and finesse, aserious bargain)

Speakers

LIST

SALE

Audiostatic Wing Electrostatics
exd
(latest version inc fins, satin silver)
Art Loudspeakers ST-V Centre Chan exd
(mint, black/grey)
Kharma Ceramique 1.2 Ref Monitor exd
(mint, piano black, wonderful in every way)
Meadowlark Heron Speakers
s/h
(hot rod level, cherry, mint, remarkable bargain)
Proac Response 2
(mahogany, inc stands, mint, abargain)
+Revel Performa M20
exd
(cherry, mint, includes pedestals)
+Revel Perforrna F50
new
(beech, new)
+Spendor SP7/1 Speakers
(mint, boxed, light cheny,2yrs old)
Zingali Overture . 1s Speakers
exd
(mint, walnut finish, includes walnut pedestal)
Zingali Overture .4s Speakers
exd
(mint, walnut finish)
Zingali Home Monitor-212
(omniray-hom, wonderful detail & scale)

£5,500

£2,550*

£995

£495

£19,500 £10,500
£4,000+ £1,850
£1.700

£850

£1.990

£1,290

£6.495

£4,000

£2,000

£800

£1,990

£1,190*

£4,750

£2,750*

£12,750 £4,995

*reduced in price
+just in
List no 118. For an updated and comprehensive list of equipment
and audio cables, please visit www.audiosalon.co.uk or telephone
us on 0141 333 9700.

Our pr ces a-ebased on cost price for rapid turnover
All used equipment guaranteed 'or six months; new and ex-dem
adds mar ufacturer guarantee New (factory) sealed boxes
indicated ( New), Ex-dem (Ex- D) or Used ( s/h_)
Goods shipped next day del -, ery by TNT or UPS.
Premium service costs £ 10 per box UK.

NEW tel 0141 333 9700 (3lines) fax 0141 333 9097
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BORING HI-FI
Acoustic Arts
Watford
Tel. 01923 245250
Audio Counsel
Cheadle
Tel 01614 916090
Audio Counsel
Oldham
rel. 01616 332602
Hi-F1 Studios
Doncaster
Tel 01302 725550
Kevin Galloway
Audio
Kilmarnock
Tel. 01563 574185
Midland Audio
Exchange
Kidderminster
Tel. 01562 822236
Mike Manning
Taunton
lei. 01823 326688
Mike Manning
Yeovil
Tel. 01935 479361
New Audio Frontie
Loughborough
Tel. 01509 264002

Lifetime warranty??

Phonography
Ringwood
Tel. 0-425 461230
Progressive Audio
Gillingham
Tel. 01634 389004

My name is Morten Nielsen. Ihave been responsible for sales and marketing
here at Densen for a couple of years now. Being in contact with customers

Zen Audio
Hull

worldwide, Iam constantly asked why we don't have a cheap plastic remote ,

Tel. 01482 587397

obviously Ipopped this question to our Head Honcho Thomas Sillesen, who furiously
replied "a plastic remote ??? You must be out of your f
head Morten!!! We don't
make plastic remotes, we only make what we can take pride in! For me a plastic remote is a total turnoff, no matter what other
people might say... The next thing people would suggest would be that we should give up on our life long warranty just because
we could earn more money! Let me make this clear once and for all; we are not here to become the richest or the biggest
audio manufacturer in the world, but we do intend to be the best." After that statement Ithough it might be the perfect chance
to finally get him to approve that Iused the lifetime warranty as a statement in our ads, so Ipopped the magic question, but he
just replied: "That's nothing to market. If you believe in your product, it is just one of those things you do out of pride of your workmanship, not something to write ads about, but if it can stop your persistent nagging of me, go ahead and make my day... Even
though Idon't understand why it is so important news, after all it has been like that since day one in 1992 here at Densen! And
when that is said, please leave me alone, so Ican develop some new products...!"
Having finally gotten Thomas' permission, Ican now make it official what has been an official secret for years. We stand by our
products, and give a lifetime warranty to the first purchaser of each of our products.You can read more about our warranty and
Densen on our website www.densen.com

Densen • Lundevej 10 . 6705 Esbjerg 0 ' Denmark
Phone: (+ 45) 75 18 12 14 . www.densen.com
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Orpheus
Orpheus Zero is an innovative CD drive or player. It reads CD, CD- R

Orpheus Three Is an analogue domain power amplifier; 150W mono

and CD-RW formats with 100°0 precision. Consequently, the

and 40W stereo units are available. They both have XLR and RCA

standard reading correction mechanism is always soit cf

inputs, as well as two speaker outputs (allowing bi wiring of the mono

off during

track reading. When used as aplayer, the incoming data stream is

power amplifiers).

converted into analogue with a24bit/192kHz component

Orpheus Three features Anagram Technologies Power Loop constant
power amplification modules. With Power Loop, the output power to

Orpheus Two is aversatile multi-channel analogue domain

the loudspeakers is constant, whatever the frequency, impedance or

preamplifier with digital control of volume setting.The unit can be

sensitivity. Tension and current into the loudspeakers are adapted

configured as apure stereo preamplifier or as amulti-channel

and optimised with afeedback loop monitoring the overall energy

preamplifier.With the configuration being software based, fast and

requirement.

easy switching from one set-up to another is possible with front panel

Orpheus Three excels with coherence and optimal transient

buttons and display. Each input and output channel has an

response throughout the whole frequency spectrum, and adapts to

independent volume level set-up to optimise the interface between

every speaker configuration and load.

sources having different output levels.

47 Laboratory
For some it's Zon - for others, radical.

Konus Essence

Cali It what you will, but at the end of the track, it's all about trusting

Produre anatural and coherent sound with unbelievable bass

your ears. About letting the simplicity of design, the energy and flow of

extension for such asmall driver.

the music carry you away.

Made by 47 Lab's European distributor, Seed Lejlic of Konus Audio.
the Essence incorporates aJordan 4" fullrange unit in atransmission-

Small in size, big on sound, and more music than mere audio jewels,

line cabinet.

47 Lab distills technology down to its simplest, purest form. And when

The whole cabinet is dipped into abath of resin after the construction

you listen you'll know that this path - your path - is the one to follow,

to achieve the maximum rigidity.Then athick, beautiful Bosnian Pine

Why? because designerJunji Kimura preserves the life of the music,

veneer is applied followed by 6coats of lacquer The colour of the • •

There are no compromises. No unnecessary flash - no B.S, just

wood grain becomes richer and darker by time. Each cabinet is -

dynamic, unadulterated music. Radical? Maybe.

handmade by craftsmen.
Without acrossover network and astable 8ohm load, it is an easy

47 Laboratory is now exclusively available at Midland Audio X-change

drive for an amplifier.A great combination with 47 Lab amplifiers.

the Shigaraki Line is the first of many solutions to musical wellbeing.
Please call John Roberts to find out more about this truly wonderful product

Sugden Music Master System
Housed in the distinctive Bijou case design the Music Master has an
identical footprint to the other Bijou components and is only slightly
taller than the CDMaster.The heatsinks are custom made and

AX

Midland Audio X- change
www.midlandaudiox-change.co.uk

anodised in the familiar titanium colour, giving the Music Master a
very solid presentation.These attractive aesthetics give the
appearance of asolid block of titanium.
A new circuit design has been employed and is the result of asevenyear development program. Running at 16 Watts pure class ' A' with
wide- bandwidth capabilities the amplifier is D.C. coupled and uses

call John Roberts Tel 01562 731100
The Old Chapel • Forge Lane • Belbroughton • DY9 9TD
e-mail sales@ midlandaudiox-change.co.uk
Fax 01562 730228 Mobile 07721 605966

current feedback not voltage feedback.The front end is acascade
input to prevent phase shift and the standing current is set at a
massive 1.7A for instant power delivery and good delivery into lower
impedance loudspeakers.

Suppliers and Installers of High Quality Audio Systems
47 Laboratory • Accuphase • ATC • Audio Physic • Audio Research

.
1

Avalon • Accoustics • Avid • bel canto • Benz Micro • Gerdes
Clearaudio • Conrad Johnson • dCS • Densen • DNM/Reson

rfelf I

Electrocompaniet • Finite Elemente • Graaf • Gryphon • JM Labs
Krell. Kuzma • Lavardin • Mark Levinson • Martin Logan. Michell
Nagra • Primare • ProAc • Rega • Siltech • Sonus Faber • Spectral
Nordost • Sugden.Transparent Audio . Verity Audio • Wadia
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the AUDIOVISUAL Lounge

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTORS OF QUALITY HI-FI

consom,arce audio
Ref 2.2 CD Player
24/192 Upsampling
RCA output
61-130 Supertube

seeing and hearing is believing.

STOCKISTS OF
AVID
ANTHONY GALLO
Specialist in
AUDIO RESEARCH
B&W
CHORD ELECTRONICS audio and visual
DALI
EXPOSURE
entertainment
ECLIPSE TD SPEAKERS
systems
HARMON KADRON
I
SOTEK MAINS CLEANER
from the
KEF
KRELL
world's best
LEXICON
MONITOR AUDIO
manufacturer's

NAD
NORDOST
ORTOFON
PRIMARE
PRO-AC
PRO-JECT
REGA
REL
ROKSAN
SME
SUGDEN
TAN HOY
VIENNA ACOUSTICS
UNISON RESEARCH
AND MANY MORE

Optional
Solid State XLR
Balanced Output

4

eretec)ititik , (
irontien

Muir
mer
the

AUDIO.VISUAL lounge
Street,

135-1 37 Commercial
London E1 6BJ

Ref 8.8 Remote controlled
6550, Integrated Amplifier
Push- Pull - 50 WPC
KT66 version - PP-25/WPC
300B versions - SE-9/ 18WPC

2

Quality handbuilt
loudspeakers from Italy
High efficiency 92dB to
94dB floor standing and
standmount
TeL

Tel: 020 7375 3691
Fax: 020 7377 1756
Email: info@theavlounge.com

o

0123 325901 (
Ian Large)
01V3 608332 (
Peter Richards)
E-Nlail:sales@aliumaudio.com
Wet:de: www.aliumaudio.com

alium audio distributors of qualify h,t,

alium audio distributors of quality hi- ti

Brighton Hifi Exchange.
mobile LI/

ii44 36180

tel 01273 23935,5/ 01424 4393d-

HOVLAND
Hovland products shown from let:
RADIA Solidstate Poweramp and HP200 Preamplifier

,

PRODUCT

RSP

NOW

PRODUCT

RSP

Audio Research LS7 Preamp

£695
£995

Jeff Rowland Conerance pre.
Jeff Rowland Cadence phono

£14000 £5995

Audio Research Classic 30

£1800
N/A

/
NOW

Alon Vink3

£5500
£3500

Krell LAT 2 + stands ( 1yr old)
Krell FPB700CX ( 10mths old)

£12000 £7500

Audio Physic Virgo MKII

£2250
£1500

BAT VK5 SE CD Player ( as new)

£5950

£3500

Krell FPB 250MC Mono's

£14000 £6250

Basis Debut- Graham 2.2 deluxe

£12000 £4995

Kuzma Ref + Triplannar IV

£7000 £3800

Burmester Rondo CD Player

£2000

£900

Mark Levinson 360s Dac

£6995 £3250

Cello Serafin Active Piano Blk

£7000

£3250

Muse Model Two Dac

£2000 £750

Dynaucho Contour 3Cherry

£3500

£1500

Oracle Si 3000 Integrated

£11995 £4995

Gamut CD1S (new)

£2950

£1900

Quad 988 and 989's Iodent

£2600+ Call

Hovland HP100 MC ( xdein)

£5750

£3800

Tiled 2.3 (mint boxed()

£3200 £ 1600

Hovland Sapphire Poweramp

£7000

£3900

Gryphon S100 Poweramp

£6000 £ 1800

Clearaudio Insider MC ( 20 lus)

£5700

£1000

Stigden Bijou System ( With old)

£2850 £2200

£3500

£ 1900

£15000 £8995

Hi-end gem urgently required for purchuse„ will rolled
For a full comprehensive product listing call Dave or visit.

Boulder 2010 Isolated Preamplifier

www.hifinews.co.uk
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THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS

I

Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema Irons Arcain,

Audioyest,

Audio Research, B&W, Castle, Celestion, Chord, Cyrus, Denon, DPA, Dynaudio, Jamo, KEF, Krell, Marantz, Martin Logan,
Meridian, Michell, Mission, Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity, Panasonic, Pioneer, Polk, Pro-Ac, Project, Quad, REL, Rotel, Ruark,
Sennheiser, SME, Sonus Faber, Tag MacLaren, Tannoy, TEAC, Technics, Theta, Thorens, Yamaha, Wharfedale and Wilson Benesch.
A wide range of classic CDs is available at our Birmingham branch.

CEDIA

Open Tuesday to Saturday 10.00 - 5.30, late night ( not Stourbridge) Thursday till 6.30
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% Written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

EDGBASTON,
BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

SOLIHULL
WEST MIDLANDS 892 8JL
TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD,
SUTTON COLDFIELD,

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 1AB
TEL: 01384 4-44184 FAX: 01384 444968

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 STD
TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX 0121 434 3298

London

dee O'Brien Hi-Fi EMe
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•ARG • ARCATDIS • AUDIO RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER • CABLETALN • CHORD CABLES • CREEK • GRAM • CANON • DENSEN • EPOS • EXPOSURE • FINAL
•OUTWORE CABLES • COLORING • GRADO • JADIS • JECKLIN • RE • MICHELL • MONRIO • NAD • MAIM • OPERA • ° NATO • PATHOS • PROJECT • OED • RESOD

DIIDIOANALOCUE

•SENNHEISER • SME • SONNETEER • SONOS FABER • STANDS UNIOUE • SUDDEN • TRAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT CABLES • TRIANGLE • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards • Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service
•Repair facilities • 5mins walk Raynes Park BR • 20 mins Waterloo • 5mins from A3 ( Raynes Park 6282 exit) • 25 mins M25 Junc 10

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

Audio Analogue Bellini Pre-amplifiers (sis)
Audio Analogue Donizetti Power Amp (s/s)
Audio Analogue Maestro CD(silt)
Audio Analogue Puccini amplifier (ex dem)
ATC SIA2-150
Creek 4330/2 amplifier ( new)

WAS NOW
£
595 £
450
£595

£ 50

Krell 280CD (
ex-dem)
£3999 £2999
Monrio Asty ST (50 Watts ex dem) £450 £350
NAD 1760 AV amp (ex dem)
£650 £300

£495

099

Nan Nait 5 (new)

£1700 £850

£845 £ 625

Roksan DPI/DA1/DS4
Sonneteer Campion (new)
Stands Unique Sound Support (s/h(
Stands Unique CD/DVD Storage (s/h(

£2000
£700
£275
£-£1500
£1250

£2375 £1500 Onkyo MD2521 Minidisc recorder (ex-dem) £550 f200 Theta Data 11 CD (new mech)
£320 f220 Opera Callas ( CO
£ 1100 £795 Unison Research SRI (ex dem)
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 01W
Open 9.30-5.30 TuesSat Tel: 020 8946 1528/0331 Web: wviniv.obrienhifIco.uk E-mail: shopeobrienhifi.com
Ori Instant Finance As ailable Written detail. on reque.t

UK Wide

Devon

Audio Destination
Devons Audio Specialists

WITH

PROVIDES
THE

KRELL MID.

SPEAKER

HIGHEST

AND

www.soundcinergy.co.uk

QUALITY

_ = seas
PARTS

ADVICE.

sound cinergy

"==

C

Solen Inductors
Solen Fast Caps

reill:
£1
11
/7;7\•.?4-

COPLAND

West Midlands

M ADISOUND
BUILDERS

f800
£595
£175
POR
£750
£995

specielosts in ham. entertainment

AE, Creek, Epos, Exposure, Harman Kardon,

Infinity, Linn, Marantz, Mordaunt Short,
NAD, Project, Pure, REL, Rokson, Trichord
37 High Street, Aldridge

Skaaning

01922 457926

Loudspeakers

UK Wide

EIIDE

ACOUSTIC PANEL

•HI-FI • HOME CINEMA
•MULTI ROOM
Stockists of
Audio Physic, Audion, Ayre, Bel Canto,
Chapter Audio, Chord, Clear Audio, lsotek,
Living Voice, Monitor Audio, Moon,
Musical Fidelity, Myryad, Nordost, Parasound,
Primare, Rel, Ruark, Totem Acoustics,

vrua

c

>trim'

NÔÉDOST

I vl
A ‘' rTERNATICiti.1 I.

LPG

Our new range of speakers and amplifiers
is being reviewed in all the magazines
and recognised for its truly exceptional
sound quality.

Yrik7ON

Trinity Audio, Tube Technology
and many more.

To find out more quickly

www.avihifi.com
TEL:01453 752654

FREE ADVICE IN A RELAXED AND FRIENDLY ATMOSPHERE

scan.speaK

•o% FINANCE AVAILABLE
• 2 DEMONSTRATION

ROOMS

•CHILDS PLAY AREA
•OUT OF OURS APPOINTMENTS
•HOME DEMONSTRATION

Tel: 01884

2 43584

Mon - Sat 9.00 -5.00pm
MIKE + CAROLINE LOOK FORWARD TO SEEING YOU
32B Bampton Street, Tiverton, Devon EX16 6AH
Website www.audiodestination.co.uk
email info@audiodestination.co.uk
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MADISOUND SPEAKER COMPONENTS. INC
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
PO BOX 44283
MADISON. WI 53744.4283 U.S.A.
TEL 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771
e-mail info@madisoundcorn
Web Page http:Iwww madisund corn

141

.11

116,
r

To advertise in this section
Call 020 8774 0790

REPAIRS & ADVICE
On

High- End & Quality Hi Fi

SOUTH WEST HI-FI
01752 779933
free carriage nationwide
e-mail: southwesthifi@fsbdial.co.uk
Web: www.southwesthifi.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk

The Guide
Lintone Audio

Absolute Demos .1

SELECTED USED EOUIPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFERS

Audiogram MB2- Integrated Amplifier £ 265.00 Audiogram MB1- Amplifier £ 219.00

Advantage PI/A300 Pre Power Amps... ( used) £2,300.00
Arcam P75 Power Amplifier (used) . . £200.00
Arcam T6I Tuner (Silver)
(used) . . £ 140.00
Arcam Diva A75 Amplifier
(Ex dem) .. £295.00
Audiolab 8000CD/DAC CD Player (used) .. £800.00
Cyrus Smart Power Amplifier
(used) .. £350.00
Meridian 508 CD Player (used) .. £895.00
Meridian 561 Processor
( used) £ 1,700.00
Meridian 598 DVD A Player (Ex dem) £2,200.00
Meridian 568 DIG Processor
(used) £2,200.00
Meridian 562V.2 DIG Controller
(used) . . £900.00
Meridian 500 Transport
(used) .. £695.00
Musical Fidelity XLPS Phono Stage
(new)... £99.95
Musical Fidelity A370 Power Amplifier (used) £ 1,200.00
Musical Fidelity 3A Pie Amplifier
(used) .. £ 150.00
Naim NAIT/3 Amplifier
(used) .. £395.00
Naim NAC 32 Pre Amplifier (used) .. £ 100.00
Naim NAIT/5 Amplifier
(ex dem) .. £695.00
Naim Hi Cap Power Supply (used) . . £300.00
Naim NAP90/3 Power Amplifier
(used) . . £295.00
Naim Flat Cap Power Supply
(used) .. £300.00
Naim SBL Speakers (Black)
(used) £ 1,100.00
Naim NAC 112/150 Amplifier
(used) .. £995.00
Naim Supercap Power Supply
(used) £ 1,400.00
Pass Labs X150 Power Amplifier ( used) £2,200.00
( used) . . £450.00
Pink Triangle Numeral CD Player
Quad ESL63 Speakers C/W Stands (used) £ 1,400.00
Shan Ling CD-T100 CD Player
(used) £ 1,350.00
Sony CDP-337ESD CD Player
(used) .. £200.00
Unison Research Mystery One Pre Amp (used) .. £995.00

Audio
Apogee
Research
Mini Grande
LS12- -Loudspeakers
Preamplifier £ 3499.00
1349.00

qualityaudio@2die4.com - +44 ( 0) 79 61 13 30

17...

Audio Research CD3 - CD Player

£ 3749.00 - ,

Audio Research DAC1-20 - DAC
£ 800.00:-'?
Audio Research V150- Valve Amplifier £ 1999.00
Audio Research M300MKItevalVtroViearrrs £ 3679.00
California Audio Alpha - DAC
£ 499.00
California Audio DX1-CD Player£ 349.00;:S
Copland CDA277 - CD Player HDCD
£ 799.00/
Copland CDA288 - CD Player HDCD £ 1149.00 :'
,
Copland CSA301 MKI - Valve Preamplifier £ 720.00:
Copland CSA303 • Hybrid Preamplifier £ 650.00
Copland CTA504 - Valve Amplifier £ 1099.0e
Goldmund Mimesis 6B - Amplifier £ 1400001,
Jadis Orchestra - CD Player899.00
£
Krell KAV250P- Preamplifier
1599.00
£
Krell KSL - Preamplifier

£ 800.00

lint,
naim
Cyrus
sugden
rega
krell
audio research
unison research
sonus faber
pathos
haw
spendor
jm lab

1

Krell CD-DSP-Top loader CD Player £ 1200.00 ..;
Martin Logan Cinema - Centre channel £ 949.00
Martin Logan Theatre - Centre channel £ 1499.00
Martin Logan Odyssey - Electrostatic £ 3949.00
Martin Logan Prodigy - Electrostatic £ 7299.00
PS Audio Ultralink 11- DAC
£ 989.00
PS Audio Reference Link - Digital Prearnp £ 1999.00
Some Per Concertino Home Loudspeakers £ 429.00
Sonos Faber Grand Piano Home Loudspeakers £ 1300.00
i
,
Theta Digital Dreadnaught - 5 ch amp
4739.00
£
Theta Digital Carmen II - CD/DVD Drive £ 2379.00
Theta Digital David 11 - CD/DVD Drive £ 2999.00
Wilson Audio CUB - Loudspeakers Sliver £ 2900.00
Wilson Audio CUB II w/stands Black £ 5999.00
Wilson Audio Witt 11 Loudspeakers Black £ 5100.00
Z Systems RDC11- Transparent Digital Equalizer £ 1850.00

STOCKISTS OF NAIM, MERIDIAN, CYRUS. ADVANTAGE, LUMLEY. RAT,
55W. KRELL. MARTIN LOUAS. DCS. ARCAM. PMC. MARANTZ. SENOS ETC.

Emaihinfoelintone.co.uk
7-11 Park Lane, Gatehead, Tyne & Wear NE8 3JW.
Tel 0191 477 4167
Fax 0191 477 2771

Website: www.lintone.co.uk

no grey imports - all equipment comes
with 1 year full warranty

the audio room
2 george street, bedon, hull, HU12 8JH
tel

01482 891375

www.theaudioroom.co.uk
open mon sat 9a m -6p.m.

THE PINEWOOD
MUSIC COMPANY

Pinewood Music is a specialist dealer for
Krell and Sonus faber, so if you're looking
for some previously owned units we may
just have that piece you're after. Give Brian
Rivas a call - and make sure you see our
half- page advertisement in this issue for the

Grado Prestige

Reference

SR- 60
SR- 80

£85
£104

Audio

AT 110E

Technica

AT OC 9ML

SR- 125
SR- 225
SR 325
RS 1
RS 2

£152
£199
£294
£641

Goldring

1006

£495
Grado

Two-way Unit for parallel switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA17

Ortolan

£25

CD Switch to add CD input capability
to older type amplifier

MA29

£30

Two-way unit for series switching
two pair of speakers to one amp

MA28

EXCHANGE

£32

Two-way Tape Switching Unit to
connect asecond tape deck

£42

CC126

Gold Plated 4mm Banana Plugs 4no £ 8.00

OUNEX

J2P 3.5mm Stereo Jack
£22

to 2phone plugs
OUNEX1 Hi Copper Phono Interconnect
1metre pair c/w phono plugs

£28

£22

Shure
Sumiko

e-mail: brianriv@mac.com
£ 16

EX

£76

£62

GEX

£95

N/A
£ 52

£76

GEX

£67

1022 GX

£124 £ 100

GEX

£ 86

1042

£143 £114

GEX

£ 100

Eroica LX/H

£133 £ 109

GEX

Elite

£232 £ 190

Classic English HiFi Components
or Systems

GEX

N/A

£40

N/A

£27

Prestige Gold

£110

N/A

£ 73

£34

N/A

£22

MC 15 Super II

£130 £ 110

EX

N/A

MC 25 FL

£227 £193

EX

N/A

MC 30 Supreme

£452 £385

EX

N/A

Kontrapunkt b

£643 £ 548

EX

N/A

Rohmann

£837 £742

EX

£95

M 97 XE

N/A

N/A

£ 58

N/A

£204

V 15 V XMR

£304

Blue Point Special

£265 £237

Wanted

N/A

Prestige Black
510

Mobile 07860 351113

STYLUS

N/A

£330 £ 280

1012 GX

QED SWITCHING AND CONTROL UNITS
MA15

Tel: Pinewood Music 01460 54322

www.mantra-audio.co.uk

CARTRIDGE SELECTION

HEADPHONE SELECTION

latest in high end from Krell.

TEL/FAX 01757 288652

MANTRA AUDIO
MAIL ORDER HI FI ACCESSORIES

EX

ALSO

Accessories or Literature
Good-HiFi

0845 644 3340

Yorkshire

N/A

EX - Exchange price for MC from above companies
GEX - Exchange price against any cartridge type
Over 500 replacement styli types stocked

25 Story Street
Hull, HUI 3SA

MAIL ORDER ( 1-10 DAYS) PRICES INC P&P ADD £ 5 EUROPE
AND UP TO £ 15 WORLDWIDE FOR ORDERS OVER £ 50
MANTRA AUDIO ( HFN), 22 GARTH AVENUE, NORTH DUFFIELD,
SELBY, NORTH YORKS YO8 5RP

Tel: 01482 587397
Audio & Vision
Stockists of: NAIM, MERIDIAN, DENSEN,
ONKYO, ROKSAN, NAD, MARANTZ,
UNISON RESEARCH, WHARFEDALE, QUAD,
DYNAUDIO, PROAC, DALI, JMLAB, JAMO

Dynavector's SuperStereo for a more natural sound.
Simply add an Adp-2 processor to get the best from your CD's and records.
HiFi + Product of the Year 2002 & Editor's Choice Awards
"Extraordinarily convincing".."Simply sounds more natural and right than regular 2-channel stereo"
Paul Messenger, HiFi Choice.
"Indispensable for listening to music"

Stereo Sound, Tokyo.

DV Adp-2 processor £895 & details direct from:

To

advertise in this section
Call

020

8774 orsio

Dynavector (SuperStereo)
Tel/fax: (01202) 767873

www.hifinews.co.uk

E-mail: dynavector@onetel.netuk

Web:http://web.onetel.net.uk/-dynavector
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call 0208 774 0790 to advertise

Bucks

Cables

High End Cable
N OTEWORTHY

A UDIO

36 Buckingham Street, Aylesbury, Bucks, HP20 2LH

owned cable from some of the

01296 422 224

worlds leading manufacturers.

Yorkshire

Call 01775 761880 or visit the

Vinyl

rit stocklist

Premier Audio
Now dornunstraltrly

Dcs Eiger, Purcell & Verdi Transport, Phnom CD Lad &

THE DIRECT DISC

Audio Aero, Audio Synthisis, Kora Pre & Power, Pink

'. -.

Triangle CD/Amp, Martin Logan / Audio Physics Speakers,
Arcici Equipment Stand, Isotek Sub Station P/S

Thousands of records always in stock.
+ afull range of sought after compact discs.
Extensive search service for wanted albums.

Sodio Synthisis - Audio Physics - Audio Aeni - Absolute Sounds

PrX

welcome ifome ‘emonstration
We are 10nns J39 - M1

Norfolk

Comprehensive 96 page full catalogue

DCS - Kon
a - Plinius Siltech Arcici BDA - Pink Triangle
Avid Turntables - Project - Ortofon - Van den Hull - Minige
-'

www.highendcable.co.uk

VINYL VINYL VINYL

250 Power, Verity Fidelo & Sonia Faber Speakers, Silteeh
Cables, Isotek Sub Station, BOA Equipment Stands
2

with quality new and previously

www.loteworthyauclio.co.uk
Open 9.33 to 5.30 Tuesacyy to Saturday

1

Upgrade your Hi-fi or AV system

available at £ 1.50

gooé selection of S,41anel

Telephone / Fax 01621 810740

10mine J30 M62

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash

Or visit our website on

Tel : Wakefield 01924 255045 - Colin Grund

www.directdisc.demon.co.uk
u

Nottingham
Chantry Audio
Fresh

London

Rega, Proac, Neat, PML, Bryston, Final, Naim,
Denon, Epos, U.K.D., Soundstyle,
Chord Co, Cable Talk, Opera Loudspeakers,

THE INNOVATIVE HIFI,
HOME CINEMA &

Krell, Martin Logan, Theta, Copeland, Audio Research, Meridian Audio
Sonos Faber, D N M, Crimson, Wilson Audio, CR DL, Epos, Monitor Audio,

RETAILER/INSTALLI. I:

Creek, Myryad, Michell, SM E, Rotel, Denon, 0 TProducts

SERVING LONDON

CHANTEY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Krell KAV 30011 int, boxed
leu dens) £ 3,698 £ 2,295
Myryod MDP 500,
pre/AV processor- Silver, boxed
( ex dem) £ 1,800 £ 1,350
8&W CDM9 speakers, naKral cherry, boxed ( ex deer) £ 1,800 £ 1,350

FROM BATTERSEA

OUR TENTH TANGY YEAR
Friendly and efficient service

0% Finance available

JUICY FRUIT FROM LONDON'S FRESHEST RETAILER
If&M- CABLE TALI.
ASTLE CHORD CREEK
IiTNON EPOS LINS MARANTZ NAD NAIM NEAT PMC
QED RF:GA

ROKSAN

SOUNDSTYLE

ROTEL

YAMAHA

RUARK

STANDS UNIQUE

X \\ TECH

and many others

020 7924 2040

Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts_
INTEREST FREE FINANCE

Greater London

ORANGES & LEMONS

Moil Order Available

EASY ACCESS

www.basicallysound.com

MULTI- ROOM

line loll digital theatre', fI8W speakers inc Nautilus 800 Series, Sim Projection,

NB. MI Ex Deer items ore os new, unmarked, and boxed and include the
full monufoctures guarantee! Offering aminimum of 2years and up to 5
years, depending upon Me product.

Stax, Teac, and others

U

approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema

Meridian 557 Power amp, boxed
(
ex dam) £ 1,625 £1,195
Martin Logan Ascents, light Oak, boxed
leo darn) £4,499 £3,795
Myryad MDV 300 DVD, Sibéer, boxed
leu dam) £900 £675
M W CDMS, wall mounted speakers,
red cherry, boxed inc full mounted kit
£750 £565
Creek CD53 CD Player, silver, boxed
lex den) £ 1,200 £903
Meridian 556 100 watt power amp, boxed ( ex dem) £995
£745
Please contact as for afull list of en- dew equipment
To see our full up lo date listings go lo www.chantryaudiocorn

Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk

"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"

A

là Near Norwich, Norfolk

.71 ne

61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SI/ill

"debsire: www.oandlhifi.cD.uk

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, luvford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 Ott
Telephone 101777) 870372 Facsimile 101777) 870437

Ipswich ( 01473) 655171

Staffordshire

Surrey

Vi- .

Stockists of: 112(' %% I • DENSE \ • EPOS • LINS • LOEWE

•AlICROME(;A • \ \ I11. DM. NEAT • REGA • ROTH.
•ROI'D • SHAHINIAN • TEM. • YAMAHA & MORE

n iueiit yY
indecently good hi-fi

111,111ueei, Fianwion 'Atol. Kinpron upon Moues.
Surrey K Fl 41)A Tel: 0208943 1510
Open Teas'Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat loam- Rpm

Audio Synthesis
AVI
Audion
gsp audio
Sennheiser

AUDIO

Atmosphere
111,
SHUNYATA RESEARC
ZYX . SEEC . HEGEL
ZERODUST. FURUTECH

this section
Cain 020

Thorens
TEAC

112

Penkridge Staffordshire

5711232

cuaudioatmosphere com

8774 0790
von Schweikert
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Front End Problems?
then contact:

"The Cartridge Man ",
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg
to get the best - listen to my Koetsu-and-Deccaeater. Also agents for Croft, Moth, Hadcock,
E.A.R. and others.
'CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS GAUGES

SME

To advertise in

n

www.audioatmosphere.coll

NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service
Web Site: listen.to/thecartridgeman

020 8688 6565
www.hifinews.co.uk

hat 1-11Fi
irntaoic of the Yoar
20 & 20

AA

We have been retailing Audionote products for over 10 years and are the
exclusive Audionote Dealer for Scotland.

Audio Noi

EXCLUSIVE DEALER

THE AUDIO NOTE TT1 TURNTABLE is athree point fully
floating suspended sub-chassis model and will provide an
exceptionally stable platform from which to replay the finest
vinyl collection. Available in achoice of finishes.
le>

Also available is the 172 which is atwo motor version of the above

THE AUDIO NOTE CDT ONE & DAC ONE
A superb sounding combination
presented in an elegant extruded
aluminium chassis.

CDT One
DAC One l
xSignature
To book ademonstration or for pricing call 01563 574 185

// //
//

//
//

//

//

//

//

//

(01563) 574 185
www.kevingallowayaudio.co.uk
info@kevingallowayaudio.co.uk

kEV

In '

ri

galloway

The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

For sale

520490 ( Cheshire) [ AC171

Reference £ 40, Apogee Wyde Eye £ 50, Pass

Meridian: 562V £400 (£ 1200), 568

Labs Aleph -Ppre- amp £ 1275, email:

Audioquest: Anaconda 5m balanced

£1800 (£ 3850), 596 £ 1200 (£ 2350), 505

zhuo_deng@hotmail.com Tel: 020 8661

interconnects, mint, 2 months old (£ 2300).

£400 (£ 900), Krell: KAV300cd £ 1500

5329 [ AC17]

Volcano 2m speaker cable, mint, single to

(£4200), Studio DAC £850 (£ 6000),

Clearaudio Champion level II turntable with

bi-wire (£ 1800), as moving will accept

KAV250p £ 1200 (£ 2495), KAV250a

Unify arm, black, mint and hardly used, new

reasonable offers, email:

£1800 (£ 3495), KAV250a/3 £ 2800

£2600, accept £ 1350, listen at Cloney

zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk Tel: 020 8656

(£5000), will negotiate and potentially

Audio, Dublin, Tel: 00353 872310778

7514 [ LD171

deliver, all mint and boxed, Tel: Roger on

FAC171

Proceed AVP AN processor, mint condition

07801 287409 email:

System Audio SA2K loudspeakers plus

RRP £ 5000, £ 2000, TEAC VRDS T1 CD

rog_bacon@hotmail.com [ AC231

matching FS2K stands, reference Danish

Transport and Micromega Micropac £ 350

TAG McLaren pre-amplifier PA10 in black,

standmounts, mint and boxed, bought new

Tel: 01538 399347/07773 374508

excellent condition, original packaging,

18 months ago, Scanspeak drivers, fantastic

EMCF0C1

clear detailed and engaging sound £ 319,

sound, view at www.system-audio.com

BAT VK5i £ 1250 Stereophile class A pre-

also TAG power amplifier 60P, excellent

£2800 new, accept £ 1395, Tel: 00353

amp Plinius 14 phono stage £ 1500, Linn

condition £ 299, Tel: 020 8360 6606

87210778 [ AC17]

Karik CD £400, Numerik DAC £ 500, 4ft

email: sjagv@aol.com [ AC17]

Linn Axis, Basik LVX, K9, original box and

XL0 Signature speaker cable £ 250, Tel:

TacT 2.0 digital room correction pre-amp

manual, one owner, very well cared for, will

Marc 07801 358102 or 01708 471727

with DAC and parametric equaliser £ 1500,

demonstrate £ 250, Linn Kan stands £40,

[AC]

Tel: 020 7405 6445 [ AC17]

Tel: 0114 2334904 [ AC17]

TEAC 20 VRDS CD Multi functional remote,

Arcam Alpha 9CD £ 350, Musical Fidelity

Naim Audio CD5 two head unit £ 2350, XPS

battleship build quality, manual, finished in

A300CR power-amp £ 1095 (£ 2200) B&W

Burndy £ 1350, Supercap £ 1450 late old-

black, excellent condition, cost £ 1495,

DM605 S2 active base boxed £ 800

style Hi- cap, serviced £ 275, late 32.5,

£495. Tel: 020 8954 2221 [ AC171

(£1500), will consider trading PX for top

various boards £ 175, all above immaculate

dCS Elgar/Purcell stereo

quality sub or pre- amp, Tel: Mark 01258

and boxed, Tel: 01782 595073 [ AC171

converter/upsampler £ 7000, Krell KPS20iL

817669 [ AC171

Conrad-Johnson Premier 140 SA power amp

CD player with digital volume control

Hart phono stage £ 200, Lumley pre-amp

as new £4300 (£ 7000) Stereophi le Class A

£4250, Pioneer DVS9 DVD player ( Elite 09

1000, Meridian 104 £ 100, KEF Q65 £ 250,

rated, 10ft pair of Nordost SPM speaker

Clone) £ 500, Tel: 01243 584728 ( Sussex)

Croft Absolut One £ 1500, Opus three

cable £ 1700 (£ 3000), Tel: + 353

[AC17]

continued £ 700, rebuilt Linn Troika, as new

91637745 evenings or + 353 91708300

Gamma Space Reference single-ended

£600, Tel: 020 8688 6565 [ AC161

work. Eire [ AF17]

power amp with upgraded Audio Note

Krell MD 2CD turntable with unique remote

Complete reference system for sale, as voted

300Bs £ 1995 (£8000 new), Gamma Silver

plus SBP-32X digital processor, original

top 5CES 2001, comprises Sim Moon

Litz interconnect £ 195 (£ 800 new),

owner, mint condition £ 1500 ono, Tel:

Eclipse CD player, Moon P5 pre-amp, Moon

Harmonic Tecnologies Proac II power cord

Grahame 020 8805 1000 ( weekdays) or

W3 power amp, Merlin VSM Millennium

£125 (£ 195), Tel: Chris 020 8993 2006

email: grahamef@interactiveideas.com

loudspeakers, Cardas Golden Reference

[AC171

[AC171

cabling has been used throughout, this is a

Meridian DSP 5000 digital speakers ( black)

Zingali 212 home monitors, patented

truly stunning system comprising all Class A

Meridian 500 Transport, original remote

wooden compression horns, fantastic sound

products that simply gels, cost new

control, interconnection leads manuals and

from these beautiful Italian speakers, 18

£22,000, as new condition, mostly less

boxes, hardly ever used, all immaculate

months old, very good condition, maple

than six months old, c/w boxes, Iam asking

condition. £ 2750 ono Tel: 01383 413695

finish, (£ 10,700) £ 5000 ono, Tel: 020

£12,945 ovno, may split, please call me

(Central Scotland) [ AC201

7439 1365 email: troy@

with any questions 07900 000044/01494

Spectral DMA 100S power amp 200 watt,

runbox.com [ AC171

538858 [ BD801

perfect boxed £ 295, Tel: Ian 020 7584

CEC belt drive CD transport, superb

Quad ELS-63 electrostatic speakers, first

5784 [ AC171

Japanese transport, immaculate condition,

class condition, black/rosewood £ 650, Tel:

EAR Esoteric Audio ResearchNoshino by

one of the best transports money can buy,

01827 708784, email:

Tim de Paravicini, valve EAR 864 pre-

wonderful sound, great value (£ 5000)

roger.bunfordOntlworld.com [ BC14]

amplifier and valve EAR 861 power

£2000 ovno, Tel: 020 7439 1365 email:

Meridian 506 CD, Audiocom superclock and

amplifier, mint condition boxed £ 3500 ( new

troy@runbox.com [ AC171

PSU, Q Power voltage, regulators,

£5500), Tel: 07960 397567 [ AD17]

TacT Millennium mk 2, the original and best

audiophile capacitors £ 500-Sepnt. £ 395,

Helios CD2, CD player, great reputation and

digital amplifier, absolutely brilliant,

Stax SR Lambda professional headphones

looks good, no remote hence £ 595

immaculate condition, move away forces

SRDX energiser £ 295 (£ 728), Lat

(£1200), Tel: 01279 452222 ( wk) 07778

sale of all (£ 6250) £ 2500 ono, Tel: 020

international speaker cable, 4 metres bi-

181326 ( mobile) [ AC14]

7439 1365 email: troy@runbox.com

wire £ 95 (£ 225), QED Silver Spiral

Meridan 200 transport 203 DAC, mint

[AC171

interconnect 1metre + 3. £45 each (£ 90),

£380, Musical Fidelity X-Pl 00 pre- amp

Theta DACs: Gen Ill ( AT&T) £ 975, Gen-V

hi-fi stand, cherry, 6shelves 500mm x

£480, all with remotes, boxes, manuals,

(XLR) £ 1575, Proceed PDT-2/PDP-2

400mm £ 75 (£ 229), Tel: 01732 220664

also Target racks for sale, Tel: Paul 01625

transport/DAC £ 675, digital cables: XL0

[BD171
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Unison Research Unico DM power amp 150

£5000, Tel: Allan 01179 521341 ( Bristol)

VPI HW19 Mk IV turntable, black lacquer

watts of smooth power, only two months old,

money back guarantee.[BC8]

finish, record clamp and all Mk IV mods, a

genuine reason for sale £ 950, Goldring

Sony SCD-XA333ES CD/SACD player,

few marks hence only £ 650, great deck, Tel:

1012GX only twenty hours £ 65, Tel: 0161

excellent transport, only six months old, still

07720 449803 [ C81

428 1539 [ BC14]

under warranty, gold colour, remote, boxed

Audio Research PH3SE phono stage, 6

ProAc Response Si speakers, light wood,

(£1500) £ 800 ono, Tel: Allan 01179

months old, perfect, boxed £ 1450 ono

hardly used ( spare pair), also floor stands

521341 ( Bristol) money back guarantee.

(£2800), Siltech SG180 silver speaker

(not ProAc), cost £ 1000, £ 500 ono, also

[BC8I

cables 2.00m, WBT spades perfect £ 950

Meridian 504 tuner, almost never used, cost

NAD Silveri me stereo tuner, amazing

(32700), Si ltech classic SQ110 0.5m XLR-

£550, £ 350 ono, Tel: 0131 6523622,

quality, absolutely immaculate, remote,

XLR £ 300 (£ 750), never used, Tel: 01925

07956 137373 [ BC14]

boxed, (£ 600) £ 300, Nakamichi DR10

656990 ( eve) [ CE171

McIntosh XR19 speakers in American

cassette deck, unused, boxed (£800) £ 300,

Red Rose Spirit System, 3 months old and 2

walnut, 12 xtweeters. 1x8in midrange, 2x

Tel: Allan 01179 521341 ( Bristol) money

x15ft cable £ 1100, Bose Acoustic Wave
System, 20 mths, guaranteed £450 (£885),

12in bass, probably only pair in UK, shown

back guarantee [ BC8]

on Roger- Russell website £ 875 ono, Tel:

ProAc Response D15 speakers, mahogany,

Primare A30.1 amp £ 725, Tel: 0121 246

020 8810 4060 [ BC14]

three months old, absolutely immaculate

0486 [ CE17]

Soundstyle Status ST105 equipment

(£2000) £ 1100 MK12511subwoofer 2x

Pioneer F91 tuner £ 150, Sony ST-SB920

support, 5shelf, silver steel frame with

12in drivers, 2 x100W amps (£ 1500)

tuner £65. Sony MiniDisc JA3 ES £ 160
(£700), Ecosse MS2.3 speaker cable 2 x

platinum glass shelves, chrome isolation

£850, Tel: Allan 01179 521341 ( Bristol)

spikes, immaculate condition £ 200 (£ 395

money back guarantee [ BOB]

5m approx. £ 100 (£ 220), Tel: 0121 246

new), Tel: Shaun 07732 728884 ( Wiltshire)

Linn Wakonda pre with m-coption £400,

0486 [ CE171

[BC141

Linn LK85 power amp £ 350, both boxed

Cyrus Il amp/ PSX/ Tuner in very good

Audiolab 8000Q pre- amplifier and two

with all interconnects, remote, any demo

condition £ 300. Vinyl record storage acrylic

8000M mono power amplifiers £ 900, pair

possible, Tel: 01923 827914 ( eves)

for 300 records £ 50, buyer collects. Reply

Quad 11L speakers, cream £ 200, Marantz

Middlesex [ CD141

to Box No. 0403, HiFi News, Focus House,

CD 85 £ 100, Tel: 01626 83525 l(Devon)
[BC141
Marantz CDR- 620 CD recorder and CD
transport, boxed £ 550 (£ 3550),Cardas

Classifieds may be submitted by email. Send entries to: hi-fi_ads@ipcmedia.com.

interconnects: Hexl ink Golden 5-C, XLR, 3m

For your security, do not include acredit card number in any email. Please call our reader

£450( £ 1650), Kimber D-60 digital cable

ad department on 020 8774 0631 with your credit card details.

£140 (£ 300) all items mint, Tel: 020 8661

Hi-Fi News

5329 email: zhuo_deng@hotmail.com
[CD171
Audiolab 8000M mono power amp ( pair)
£750, Audiolab 8000Q £600, Audiolab
8000C pre-amp £ 275, Audiolab 9000DAC

Private ad order form:
do not phone in ads

Rates: £ 8 ( inc VAT) per 30-word insertion for one Issue. For two months £ 14; three months £ 17.
Additional words 50p each. Box numbers £ 3extra.

and Audiolab 8000CDM transport ( pair)

Note: telephone or product reference numbers count as one word ( eg, Pioneer A400 = two words)

£1900, all excellent

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

condition/boxed/manuals, Tel: Carlton
01159 624007/07971 1400046.[BC14]
Levinson Proceed AVP pre-amp processor
£1890 (£ 4800), Krell KSA 200B balanced
power amplifier £ 1890 (£ 4500), Audio
Synthesis DAX UltraAnalogue Burr- Brown
20- bit £ 690, Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista preamp £ 690 (£ 1200),
harnfield@hotmail.com Tel: 07961
536232 [ CFFOC]
MartinLogan SL3 electrostatic hybrid
loudspeakers, arguably best model ever

Please publish the above advertisement for

produced, absolutely immaculate, upgraded

FOR SALE 1 WANTED "I

mains leads, spikes (£4000) £ 1950 money
back if not completely amazed! Tel: Allan

Box number required

-I
yes

insertions under the heading:

-I
no

Cheque/postal order enclosed foe E

( pounds sterling) made payable to

IPC Media or please charge my Access/Visa/Diners/Amex

Card Number

01179 521341 ( Bristol) [ BC81

Daytime telephone number

Sony SCD1 flagship SACO player, incredible

Date of sending

build quality, absolute immaculate,

Expires ( date)

unbelievably heavy - 30kg, remote, boxed,

•Please indicate which
• No reimbursements will be due for cancellation of subsequent insertions

serious offers around £ 2000, originally

www.hifinews.co.uk

Name
Address

Signature
Send to: Classified Ads, Hi Fi News, ( PC Media. Focus House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA.
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The Market

The place to buy and sell audio equipment and accessories

Dingwall Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA. [ C201

7677 3620 [ CE17]

Rosebud in sycamore plus HNE granite

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player in rare

Vadis OTL amplifier, latest spec recently

stands £ 2100 (£ 3600 new), Tel: Jeff on
07970 692736 [ CD221

kW finish, immaculate condition, boxed,

serviced new valves, perfect condition, one

£3000. Tel: 07759 901164 ( London) [ C8]

owner £ 1300 ono, Tel: 01208 872316

Mark Levinson 390S CD player, mint

Krell KRC3 pre-amp £ 1950 (£ 3400) with 1

Cornwall [ AB141

condition £ 3950, Mark Levinson 333.5

year warranty ( British Audio Awards 2001),

Linn Linto phono stage, mint condition

power amp, 300 watt per channel, also mint

Theta Dreadnaught 200W power amp

£325, Tel: 020 7342 2871 ( day) [ C8]

£5650, Tel: 07796 681681 ( day), 01449

£2450 (£4300) ( British Audio Awards

Mission 753 floorstanding loudspeakers

673914 ( after 7pm) Ipswich [ C81

2001)Tel: 07786 430400 or 020 7677

(rosewood) £ 375, Tel: 01962 774644

Linn Kairn phono £425, Linn LK85 £350,

3260 ECE171

(Winchester) [ C8]

NAD 3020B amp £ 65, Rotel RT-830L tuner

Krell FPB 600c, stereo power amplifier,

DNM 3B power six, very good condition with

£75, Rogers dB101 speakers ( opal finish)

black, excellent condition £ 7500, Audio

original crate and DNM interconnect cable

£110, Linn interconnects ( x3) £ 25 each,

Research Ref 2 Mk II pre-amplifier, black,

£2300, Tel: 07950 022027 [ CE171

Tel: 01226 211740 ( evenings) [ C81

excellent condition £ 5995, Vidikron Helios

Meridian 200 transport 263 Delta Sigma

Naim NAC 82 £ 1200, Supercap £ 1400

digital projector £ 5250, Tel: 01653

DAC £ 300, Linn Axis, Akito K9 glass platter

NAP140 £ 350, Linn Keilidhs ( cherry) with

692021 ( Yorks) [ CD14]

£250. Kef 30B 100w sub £ 100. Kenwood

stands £400, Naim ' K' boards £ 40, all

Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista 3D CD No. 73 of

processor £ 50. All mint C/w manuals and

boxed with manuals, Tel: 01303 2749077

500, totally mint, boxed, future collectors

original boxes. Tel: 01457 871622 / Mobile

(SE Kent) [ C8]

item, cost £3000, asking £ 1750, Nordost

07754 185437 [ CE191

Red Rose Music (
Mark Levinson's brand)

Blue Heaven cable 1metre £ 100, X- Can v2

SME 20/2 with gold SME Vand Kuzma KC

Affirmation 175W/ch integrated amplifier

headphone amp £ 100, Tel: 07932 458447

ref

and classic floorstanding speakers, both in

[CE17]

absolutely incredible with 5years warranty,

Dynavector L200 pre, remote, P50 phono

BAT VK6OSE with spare set of NOS pre- and

boxes/manuals, they make an impressive

stage, HX75 power amp. (£ 4000 new),

power valves (£ 1950), Bent Audio remote

combination, new cost £8k/£7k
respectively, am open to offers. Tel: David on

1month old, boxed £4950 (£ 6700),

excellent condition with original

manuals, wood crates, 3years, mint

pre- amp, balanced and SE, silver-wired

condition, will demo, superb combination

transformers £ 1250 (£ 2000), stunning

07799 416742 [ C8]

£1850 ono, Tel: Mark 0131 5380013

Bent Audio pure silver step ups, 30 loading

Alon V Mk Ill, as new, very open fast detailed

(eves) 0131 3435550 ( days) [ CE17]

settings, amazing £ 900 (£ 1500), Sonus

transparent, open baffle loudspeakers

dCS Verdi (£ 6200), Purcell (£ 3800) and

Faber Electa Amator 2with Ironwood stands

£5500 new, sell for £ 2750, Tel: 07929

Elgar Plus (£ 7300), save over £ 5000! All

£1750, Roksan Xerxes DSU 3.5 psu with

063678 anytime. ( C81

boxed and as new, latest specs including

Mk 2 Artemiz and new Shiraz £ 1250

Retro Hi Fi transmission Electronics Avanti

IEEE 1394 and . 2x' firmware, UK supplied

(recent service), Linn Karik 3 £ 500, Kimber

TD738 and Acoustic Research AR- 6

units with 3.5 years transferable warranty

Silver Streak 1m phonoto-phono ( 2off)

loudspeaker pairs, TEAC A400 cassette

left, Tel: 020 7619 0391 [ CD14]

£100 each, numerous balanced and phono

deck, Dual 1218 turntable, Braun CEV510
AM/FM stereo tuner/amp, all excellent with

Ruark Equinox speakers, boxed, vgc. £ 700

and mains cables, Definitive Audio arm lead

Tel: Matt 07788 105042 [ C81

£100, all items boxed and complete with

manuals, offers for lot, Tel: 01494 675757

EAR 864 valve pre-amp line and phono m-

remaining warranty, will split or PX, genuine

[C8]

c/m-m inputs, excellent condition, boxed

reasons for sale - need cash, email:

Audio Research VT150se monoblock power

£875 ovno Tel: 01745 331681 eves or

graham.scopeentlworld.com 07970

amplifiers £ 3995 (£ 16,800), complete

mobile 07714 530889 [ C81

433803 or 01159 726178 [ CD56]

with owners manual, Tel: Roy on 020 8861

ProAc Response Two speakers, cherry £ 380,

Musical Fidelity Tri Vista SACD player

1778 weekdays 9am - 4.30pm.

Rega Mira amplifier, three months old,

£2700, Pathos Logos valve hybrid amplifier

Cary Audio CAD 300SE Signature

remote £ 280, Tel: 01438 230496 [ CD14]

£1700, both 5months old with little use,

monoblock power amplifiers, fitted with KR

Test/Repair equipment, Ferrograph Audio

boxed and immaculate. Tel: 07831 855345

300B valves £ 1495, complete with boxes

analysers, dual trace oscilloscope,

(Surrey) [ CD14]

and owners manual. Tel: Roy on 020 8861

wow/flutter analyser, AC/DC mill voltmeter,

ProAc Reference 1.5 speakers in yew wood,

1778 weekdays 9am - 4.30pm. [ C8]

stereo FM test generator, 31 bank spectrum

cost £ 1800, asking £950, ProAc Centre

Magnum P200 pre- amp, moving-coil phono
stage four line inputs, CD monitor, separate

analyser, frequency counter, Variac,

speaker CC1 in yew wood cost £ 600, asking

Avometer, soldering station, test records,

£350, 2 ProAc ER ONE subs, cost £ 1100

power supply (£ 2400) £ 950, Magnum

tapes, CDs more £ 1000 ovno lot. Tel:

each, asking £ 650 each, Parasound 2205

A200 stereo power amplifier 300W/ch

01253 875194 ( Blackpool) [ C121

high- current power amp, 5x220 watt, cost

outperforms Krell (£ 2400) £ 950, money

Kimber Select 1011, 1m intercom, 2 pairs

£3000, asking £ 1500, all items boxed and

back guarantee, Tel: Allan 01179 521341

£200 each (£ 368) Monster 1000 11.5m

as new, Tel: 020 529 0863 or 07876

(Bristol) [ C8]

interconnect, 1pair £ 150 (£420), Tel:

530078 [ CD30]

ATC Active 10-2, 4 months old with ATC

01604 410726 ( Northampton) [ CD14]

Spectral DMC12 pre- amp amp £ 2650

stands and cables £ 1100, also ATC Active

B&W Nautilus 804 (£ 2500) with HNE

(£4250 new), option of 15ft pre/power

20-2, 2 months old £ 2150 ono, Tel: Simon

granite stands (£ 300), both for £ 1400 ono

interconnect and 10ft speaker cable

on 01440 713783 or 07730 586005

(£2800), speakers are marked, priced for a

available, Lehmann Audio Silver Cube

[CE141

quick sale. Tel: 07786 430400 or 020

phono stage £ 1150 (£ 1800 new), Red Rose

Linn LP12, Basik Plus arm, Audio Technica
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cartridge £ 500, Myst TMA3 integrated amp

instructions, mint condition £ 1450 ono,

purchased together please.

£150, Monitor Audio R300M D speakers

(Teeside) Quad 22 pre- amp £ 55 ono

Tel: 020 8543 5531 Chris ( eves) [ CE171

£50, Verwood Dorset. Tel: 01202 821408

working order, Tel: 01429 274867 [ C8]

or 07719 902422 [ CE17]

Ruark Accolade speakers, walnut finish,

B&W CM4 loudspeakers in aluminium and

super condition, weight 80kg each,

Trade

maple, immaculate condition, as new,

wonderful performance from Ruark's best

original boxes, over 4 years B&W warranty,

£950 ono, also Marantz CD72 as new

Northumberland area, shipping by

condition £ 95, Jamo Concert 11,

London Tape Recorders, open reel-to-reel

negotiation. £ 500 ono. Tel: 07710 806930

cherrywood, as new £ 1000, Tel: 01706

specialists. Established 30 years, machines

[C81

710918 [ CD151

bought, sold and exchanged. Aka i, Sony,

Musical Fidelity 3D CD player, as new boxed,

Gamut D200, Tannoy Edinburghs, Meridian

Pioneer, TEAC, Tascam, Revox, Technics,

M3 Nu-Vista amp, immaculate boxed

506.24, all mint condition, having to sell

servicing on selected machines. Tel: 0207

£1850 each, Musical Fidelity M250

due to family pressure for AV room £ 5500,

603 0303 [ MB171

monoblock amps 3off as new boxed £ 400

Tel: 01794 340984 ( Romsey), may split for

Amazing cables! Silver hybrid and solid

each, Tel: 01253 882590/07941 244404

right offer. [ C8]

silver interconnects from £85, with world

[CE171

Musical Fidelity F22 valve pre- amplifier, it is

class plugs, solid silver speaker cables from

Wilson Audio Watt Puppys 5.1, black, mint

one of two Ihave and due to now no longer

£220, fantastic performance, refund

including tails and crates £ 18,000 new,

need of another, this pre-amplifier has

guarantee, details Tel: 0115 982 5772 after

fabulous speakers accept £4500, Tel:

hardly had any use and is in supreme

7pm, email: Bob@skydivers.co.uk

01253 882590/07941 244404 [ CE171

condition with lovely sound, price £ 500,

[AEFOC]

Wilson Audio Watch Centre speaker

new was over £ 2500, East Sussex Tel:

Brilliance custom-made audiophile cables.

including stand, silver, as new cost £ 7000

01424 431 536 [ C81

Synergy interconnects from £45. David

TAG McLaren T32R tuner, mint £ 575, Tel:

superb', HiFi World Jan '
04, equally

Price wrote, ' The sound per pound ratio is

accept £ 3500, Tel: 01253 882590/
07941 244404 [ CE17]
Quad 33/303 plus FM3 with walnut sleeve

Richard 07970 862187 or email:

capable digital and AN interconnects

£230, Denon DCD-1000 £ 100, all with

rmoore.mobile@orange.net [ C81

available, email: brillianceOntlworld.com or

manuals and in excellent condition, Tel:

Tannoy 12in Concentric 315 HPD speakers

07963 117341 [ C171

01785 822350 ( Staffordshire) [ C8]

£250, Quad FM4 tuner £ 140,

Denon DCD-435 £ 70, Yamaha AX392 £80,

Pioneer reel tape recorder rack mounting

Yamaha tuner TX- 480 £ 50, Cambridge

offers? All boxed with manuals,

Audio A1 £ 30, Thorens 125 Mk II, SME 3

after 5pm ( not Wednesdays) Tel: 01754

£100, Tel: 01932 866930 ECE171

873047 ( Lincs) [ C81

Sonus Faber Electa Amator Mk 1, mint or

EAR 869 integrated valve amplifier, 6

Pioneer F-91 tuner, boxed, manual, vgc

excellent condition pair, no holes in the base

Wanted

months old, little use, excellent condition

£180 ono, email: jpmc@supanet.com

so needs to be early original pair with original

with all packaging £ 1500, email:

Tel: 01934 813666 ( South Bristol) [ C81

drive units, no need for stands, will pay

stephen.mcleodO

Quad 34/306 amp, needs repair, fair offers,

above the market price for them, cash

cairneagle.com [ CD14]

Hockley, Essex, Tel: 01702

waiting, email: zijafferji@ukonline.co.uk

Ben Duncan's lkW mains transformer

202327 [ C8]

Tel: 020 8656 7514 [ LD17]

£220, Kimber purifier block £ 300, Super

Chord SPM1400E x2 mono amps with

Lowther, Lowther Acousta twin cabinets

Purifier £ 190, Kimber Orchid Balanced

Integra legs each, black, 500W/8 ohm,

wanted. Made 1960s. Also wanted: PM 7A

interconnect 0.5m £ 140, Trichord Transport

8 months old, mint condition, reluctant sale

drive units, any condition. Working

& DAC & power supply & mods £ 490,

£8550 (£ 13600) Kef

drawings, twin feet, drive unit mounting

Lumley 5TTO power amp £490, Tel: 01772

Reference 3-2, Albino Burr, mint condition,

screws. Tel: Jeff 020 8220 0380 [ KC17]

31451 or 077514 75062 [ CD14]

£1550 (£ 2750). Contact for

Classical Vinyl records bought and sold.

Audio Technica W2002 Limited Edition

details, Tel: Ian on 01204 460585/07941

Collections large or small always required.

wood headphones made for Japanese

424322, email:idbrunt@f2s.com [ CD141

Sale enquires also welcome, email or phone

market £400, audiophile CDs at sensible

Audio Synthesis DAX Discrete variable DAC,

Geoff at classical_records@hotmail.com or

prices, Tel: 01745 339842 [ C81

black, upsamples to 768kHz,

01525 237693 [ BD17]

Linn Numerik, excellent condition £ 350,

SACD/DVD-A capable, 8 months old, mint,

Assemblage (
Sonic Frontiers) DAC 3.1 and

Tel: 01270 811491 / 07909 548722, or

£3950 (£ 6000). A/S modified,

D2D-1 sample- rate converter, must be mint

email: stewart@clarkson55.supanet.com

Pioneer DVD 757Ai, dual ST outputs for DAX

or good condition, Tel: Phil 01942 216967

[C81

Discrete, 8 months old, £ 900

[C81

Rotel RCD-991 CD player 18 months old,

(£1600), Contact for details, Tel: Ian on

Yamaha NS- 1000M speakers, excellent

excellent condition £400, Grado RS1

01204 460585/07941 424322, email:

price paid for agood pair, also Naim ARO,

headphones, mint condition £450, Ergo

idbrunt@f2s.com [ CE14]

Micromega Duo Transport wanted, similarly,

Model 2 headphones, mint condition £ 80,

Copland CTA301 Mk II pre- amp ( remote)

good price paid, email:

Tel: 01793 490968 Mobile 07941

£800, Copland CTA505 power amp

alexkirkhameyahoo.com or 07939 116779

41919610E17]

(new Svetlana 6550cs) £ 1000, both boxed,

[CE171

Krell KAV 250p pre- amp box and

mint, serviced 2003, no offers unless

Quad 44-405.2 Tel: 01932 866930 [ CE1

www.hifinews.co.uk
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AVID DIVA - AFFORDABLE HI-END
Call us to listen
Contact us for your nearest dealer

Tel:

01480 457300

www.avidhifi.co.uk
MAN 1111111FIESCIN HIFI
WILMSLOW AUDIO
Loudspeaker specialists for almost 40 years
e

Range of replacement drive units from Seas, Vlsaton, Vifa-Scanspeak,
Peerless, More' etc, for use in AR, Gale, Heybrook, IMF, KEF, Mission,
ProAc, Rogers, TEX plus many others.

•

Comprehensive stock of components, capacitors
(Ansar, SCR & Hovland), QED cable, damping and grille materials.

•

UK's largest supplier of kit loudspeakers - all on demonstration.

•

New range of Visaton Home Cinema kits.

WILMSLOW AUDIO
50 Main Street, Broughton Astley, Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: 01455 286603 Fax: 01455 286605
Website: www.wilmslow-audio.co.uk

MUSICAL FIDELITY

MARCH 2004

PIONEER
SHUN MOOK
TEAC
EPOS
SONY
fflEIZEMI gleLLE
SONY
CREEK
MIZEIM
Mill
CREEK
SONY
HALCRO
WIZZEZIEM MOTH

MIZEMIll
SONY

CREEK
MOTH

INCIZEM
CREEK

ir
I
H °R D
TOM EVANS

CA.T.
GAMUT
ALOIA
EAR
ORELLE

PLEASE PHONE TO CONFIRM PRICES, AVAILABILITY PRIOR TO ORDERING. ALL GOODS ARE BRAND
NEW d BOXED WITH FULL U.K GUARANTEES. NO EX- DEN OR EX- DISPLAY GOODS. NO GREY IMPORTS
GOODS ARE NOT SUPPLIED ON APPROVAL. SORRY, NO GENERAL CATALOGUES.
PLEASE PHONE OR WRITE FOR SPECIFIC REVIEWS. BROCHURES OR PRICES.
ESTABLISHED 1986

Record players: SME models 10, 20 and 30; Kuzma;
Nottingham Analogue; Michell; VPI; Living Voice Mystic Mat.
Arms Rega; SME Series IV and V; Kuzma inc Airline; Triplanar.
Cartridges: VanDenHul; Kuzma; Reson; Cartridge Man; Benz Micro;
Kondo.
Amplifiers: Kondo; Border Patrol; Canary; Sugden; Art Audio;

Sale of part exchanged and ex-dem items

A3.2 Series

Sale

Clearaudio . nsider Wood Reference - moving coil cartridge - along name for
asmall thing ( 10 hours only )
EAR MC3 rroving coil step up transformer - 4/12/40 ohm compatibility
(i.e ideal for Ortofons) - better than your active moving coil input!!

FREE LOCAL
DELIVERIES

'Experience the reality of Home Cinema In our premises'
Site survey and consultations.
We specialise In: Multiroom-Home Cinema installation.
Audusa - Bose - Crestron - Denon - Monitor Audio Musical Fidelity - Panasonic - Pioneer - Polk Audio - Samsung
and many more
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ErZEIMM
H
CA
AN
RA
BS
ESTE
H

MICHELL
CLEAR AUDIO

NEZ=2111
ASH DESIGN
OPTIMUM
WI
STAJF IZeM
APOLLO
SOUND STYLE
SENNHEISER
SONY
SOUND
AKG
ORGANISATION
GRADO
ALPHASON
mialim
AUDIO TECHNICA
OED
TRANSPARENT
BLACK RHODIUM
ORTOFON

ORELLE
SONY
grizimin

We now have the lovely Eastern Electic " MINI MAX" line
preamp at £ 800 for the standard configuration, or £ 1200 for the
Definitive Audio magic dust version.

MONITOR AUDIO
•

HOSE

NORDOST
ARGENTO AUDIO
mizzam

Louspeakers: Living Voice; Vitavox.
Cables and Tables: Kondo: Living Voice.

DENON D-M31

Better sound throogh researzlh
"APPOINTMENT
DEMOS BY

MIEZZEffl
SOUTHER

HADCOCK

Monarchy; Western Electric; Icon; Tom Evans Audio Designs.
CD Players: Resolution Audio; Wadia; Sugden.

BOSE ACOUSTIMASS 3
White or Black

LSi 15

CLEAR AUDIO

Peddlers of fine wares, including:

London NW11 8EL

O

ege M

SHURE
AUDIO TECHNICA
GOLDRING
SUMIKO
TRANSFIGURATION
LONDON MECCA)
GRADO
LYRA
VAN DEN HUY
DYNAVECTOR
OPTOFON
PESON

definitive audio

11-11cill cm
AUC 10 VISUAL SPECIALISTS
59 Golders Green Road

kaudio

=JIM

MAIL ORDER ONLY FROM; IAN HARRISON, 7 MILL HILL, REPTON, DERBY, 0E65 6GO
TEL: 01283 702875 9am•Opm INCLUDING SUNDAYS.

cube
Tel:020 8731 7665
Fax:020 8731 7616
salesecubeaudio.co.uk
www.cubeaudio.co.uk
OPENING HOURS
MON - SAT - 10AM - 7PM
SUNDAYS BY APPOINTMENT

'WEAR SALE.

TRADE IN YOUR OLD MOVING COIL CARTRIDGE 61 SAVE UP TO 60% OFF THE PRE

CLEAR AUDIC.
KOETSU

Phone today for your FREE catalogue or check out our Website.

_BOSE"

HIFI AT DISCOUNT PRICES. FREE NATIONWIDE DELIVERY

11/11ASSIVE NIEW

Canary Audio 303 pwer amps - glorious
Canary Audb 309 power amps - glorious - as new - dem use only
Canary Audio 601 pre-amp - as new - dem use only - fabulous
ATC 50A loudspeakers - walnut - scuffed cabinets otherwise perfect - bargain
Tom Evans Groove - 500 ohm, 0,2 mV - perfect - 1week of use
Horning Agathon 98d13 2way hom - Mahogany - new PMEAs (alnico)
Ruark Crusader II - April 2000 very good condition
AudioNote (
UK) M3 pre-amp
Audio Innovations P2 phono stage - standard, unmodified - collector's item
Roksann Xerxes Cognoscenti - black marble finish, very tidy
Audio Innovations 1st Audio - 8Watt 2A3 4pin - collector's item - joy
Nottingham Analogue - Mentor with LV Mystic Mat - spotless
Avid Acutus turntable - 10 hours use if that, perfect.
Avid Volvere Sequel turntable - sealed box new
Tel: 0115 973 3222
internet: www.definitiveaudio.co.uk

New

£4000 £7500
£500 £750
£5000 £7600
£7000 £ 10000
£2500 £3200
£2000 £lots
£1500 £ 1850
£1400
£900
£2200
£700
£600
£900
£1400
£4000
£3000

£3850
£ 1800
£3500

£2900
£6500
£3500

Fax: 0115 973 3666
email: shout@definitiveaudio.co.uk

www.hifinews.co.uk
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"The Best in New, Second Hand and X-Dem Equipment"
,k,s>
HOME
CINEMA

HI-FI

C?LJA12 -1
- ER

lasale item S

ClaraVox Magnifica ( Final Offer)
Exposure VII pre + XII peu
Magnum Dynalab P200 Pre
dpa Enlightenment DAC
Michaelson Audio Odyseus
McCormak Line Drive
Audio Refinement Pre 5 new

Choice
hi-fi
youchoose
Choice hi-fi make it easy for
you to fulfill your sonic
dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just
about expensive brandnames.
It's about aspiring to the very
best sound, about choosing
your ideal system from the
widest selection in the country,
in aunique no- pressure
environment.

yourchoice
• Acoustic Energy
• Advantage
• ATC
• Audible Illusions
• Audio Physic
• B.A.T
• Boulder
• Bryston
• Cary
• C.A.T.
• Chord
• Clear Audio
• Denon
• DNM
• Egglaston Works
• Efectrograph Delphi
• Gamut
• Genelec
• Gryphon
• Graham
•' merge
•LM Lab
• Krell
• Lexicon
• Linn
• Loewe
• Lutron
• Lyra
• Mark Levinson
• Michell Eng.
• Musical Fidelity
• Naim
• NEC
• Nordost
• Oracle
• Ortofon
• Plinius
• P.M.C.
• Primare
• Project
• Quadraspire
• REL
• Rockport
• Roksan
• Rotel
• Ruark
• Shahinian
• SIM2
• SME
• Straight Wire
• Sugden
Tara Labs
Teac
Totem
Transfiguration
Trichord
Trilogy
Van den Hul
VPI
Wilson Audio
Wilson Research
YBA

IV e vv.

(2,995.00
(450.00
£695.00
L295.00
L495.00
L395.00
L395.00

£14.500.00
£1.200.00
£1.900.00
LL1.500.00
L995.00
L895.00

thismonth

POWER AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson Premier 140 SA
Krell KSA 808
Krell KSA 250
Mark Levinson 383 Integrated
PRE AMPLIFIERS
Conrad Johnson PV I
4L
Audia Flight Pre
LOUDSPEAKERS
Totem Arrow
(11 Lab Micro Utopia BE
CD PLAYERS & DACS/ DVD PLAYERS
Acoustic Arts Drive 1/Dac 1ink 11
Acuphase DP70
TURNTABLES,ANALOGUE,VARIOUS
Nottingham Analogue, Space Deck/DV/20X
Trichord Dino ( Phono)

P cze Nne e r-

L5,250.00
L1,395.00
(2,250.00
L4,950.00

L7.000.00
£3,600.00
L6.500.00
£6.000.00

£1,650.00
(On Dem

£2.250.00
£4,500.00

£795.00
(On Dem

£970.00
L4.400.00

(On Dem
LI,595.00

£6.500.00
L.

£1,295.00
£345.00

£2.200.00
£498.00

amplifiers

Conrad Johnson MF2500
YBA Passion Monoblocks
Audia Flight 100
Audia Flight One Integrated
Linn Klim. 500 Solo ( 4)
Musical Fidelity NuVista 300
Boulder 500 AE
Bel Canto Evo 4
ES Lab DX- S4
AVI 52000A Amp
Roksan L2/S1 Pre/ Power
Krell (AV 250A
Roksan Caspian Integrated
Roksan Caspian Power
Quad 33/ 303
Krell FPB 700cx
Naim Nair 3
Rowland Model 12 (4chassis)
Cary 805 C Monoblocks " new"
ES. Lab DX- S8
Plinius 8200P
Plinius SA 102 " new'
Musical Fidelity PI80
Musical Fidelity CRPS
Bryston 4BSST
Jadis Defy 7ink III
Linn Bass Active Card
Gamut D200 " new"
Audio Innovations S1000 mk III monos
Krell MDA 300
Cary SLA 70 mk 11 Silver
Linn Klassik CD/Amp silver
Boulder 1060 Power " new"
Primare 30.1 ink II Integrated
YBA Passion Stereo " new"
Plinius 250 mk IV " new"

P r- e

MULTIROOM
INSTALL

(2,795.00
L5,495.00
(Ott Dem
(Ott Dem
£3995.00 each
£2,695.00
£2,495.00
(Oit Dem
£I,395.00
£695.00
£995.00
£1,795.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
£295.00
I1,995.00
£425.00
£8,995.00
£4,995.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
£395.00
£395.00
(On Dem
£2,750.00
£69.00
(On Dem
£995.00
£4,995.00
£I,295.00
£895.00
COn Dent
£1,350.00
£3,995.00
(On Dem

£4.000.00
£9.500.00
£6,500.00
£4.500.00
£6.000.00
£3.300.00
£5,500.00
£3.895.00
£2,000.00
LI . 400.0C
L2.500.00
£3.650.00
£895.0C
L645.00
L15,000.00
L608.00
£14,500.00
£8,250.00
£2.995.00
L1 . 550.00
L3,750.00
£900.00
C900.00
£2.350.00
L6,000.00
£120.00
L3,250.00
L3,000.00
L12,000.00
£2,250.00
c1.030.00
L16,500.00
£1,500.00
L5,995.00
L6,350.00

amplifiers

Audio Research LS2B
Musical Fidelity NuVista
Musical Fidelity MVT Pre
Conrad Johnson PV 10
Audio Research LS25 mk 11
YBA 2a Line
Tom Evans TheVibe Pre
Chord DSC 1600E ( dun) pre)
Audio Research L53
AVI 52000 MP remote pre
Cary SLP98L Remote Pre x-dern
Boulder 1012 (pre amp) 24.96 duc) Phono)
YBA Passion Pre ( inc Phono)
Boulder 2010 Pre
Plinius ILL " new"
C.A.T. ultimate reference Pre Amp Inc/Phono " new"

al it. y

LI,295.00
L £995.00 £ 1.200.00
£295.00
L495.00 £ I.200.00
C4,250.00
£5,995.00
C1,295.00
£I,995.00
(On Dem
£ 2.700.00
L3,250.00
£6,500.00
(895.00
C1,997.(X)
£395.00
L800.00
£I,495.00
£2.794.00
(On Dem
L13.000.00
L3,995.00
L5,595.00
LPOA
L30,000.00
(On Dem
£ 3.200.00
(On Dem
£ 5,750.00

speakers

JM Lab Mezzo Utopia
Audio Physic Avanti
Wilson Audio System 5.1
Avante Garde Trio
Proac Ref 125 Yew
Proac CC1 Centre
2xProac ER ISub
SD Acoustics SDI
Dynaudio Audience 50
JM Lab Nova Utopia
Heybrook Sextet new drive. si
Revel Ultima Studio
ATC SCM 10 Passive Black
JM Lab Alto Utopia BE

te1:0 2 0
.
fax:020
Open from

8392
8392

Wilson Witt mk 1
JM Lab Utopia
Reference 3A
Audio Physic Spark
Talon Kite Centre & Bracket
Ensemble PA I
Aerial Acoustic SW12 Sub Woofer, Maple/remote
Mirage M3 si
Linn Kabers ( Active)
Red Q 200 E
Rel Q 150 E
Audio Physic Luna Sub (wood)
Audio Physic Yara
Vienna Acoustics Mahler
Vienna Acoustics Mozart
Vienna Acoustics 5. I
Cubasse in 5.1
JM Lab Sib & Cub ( 5.1 spk sys)
Blue Room Minipod (White)
Blue Room Minipod + Sub ( Blue)
Blue Room Minipod Sub
Genelec 205 Active Monitors
Audio Physic Virgo Ill " new"
Audio Physic Tempo III " new"
Nain, SELs
Rogers L555 " new"

£7.899.00
£7,800.00
£19.000.00
£17.000.00
£1,700.00
£800.00
L1.000.00
£1.650.00
£577.00
£19,999.00
L1.200.00
£13.000.00
L1.100.00
L9.999.00

£3,750.00
£9,995.00
£1,750.00
CI, 150.00
L795.00
£895.00
£2,995.00
L1,595.00
£995.00
(On Den,
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
£225.00
£625.00
£4 I5.00
(On Dem
(On Dem
(On Dem
L995.00
L260.00

c2.500.00

£650.00
£500.00
L1,799.00
L999.00
(6.000.00
£1.700.00
L3.500.00
L2.170.00
£859.00
L29&99
L749.00
C468.99
L750.00
L4.000.00
£2,000.00
(2.225.00
£430.00

U LI

vita.

£7,995.00
(On Den,
£3,250.00
(On Dent
£995.00
L695.00
£995.00
CI 1,995.00
(On Dent
£1,495.00
£295.00
£295.00
£3,995.00
LI,695.00
£2,995.00
(Ott Dent
£50.00
£750.00
(On Dent
(On Dem
(595.00
(POA
LI,995.00
(On Dem

s

L12.000.00
L6.500.03
(6.50003
L12,000.00
£3,300.00
L1.400.00

c-

L23.498.00
£995.00
L3.495.00

csoo.ca

£600.00
L5.500.00
(3,250.00
L5.000.00
(2.200.00
L1,600.00

L000.00

L4.500.00
£1.000.00
L1.295.00
L24.000 00
£4,000.00
£1,195.00

.&analoque

Roksan Xerxes 10/DSI.5/ Arternie Jubilee
¿On Dem
(On Dem
Ortofon Jubilee
¿On Dem
Roksan Caspian Phono se
SME 20.'2A
(On Dem
Roksan TMS2/ Artemiz
(On Dem
Michell Orbe/VC/ RB300
(On Dem
Nakamichi CR3
(495.00
Nakamichi CR4
(595.00
Project RPM 6" new"
(On Dem
Project RPM9/ arm
(On Dem
VPI TNT mk IV/ Rockport 6030/ Flywheel/ VPI Stand/
Clearauudio Accurate/ Pump etc. " new"
£8,500.00
Roksan Radius 5 ( Acrylic)/ Nima arm " new"
( On Dem
Lorricraft record cleaning machine
( On Dem
Tara Labs The One Balanced I
m
£999.00
( On Dem
Earmax Pro
Renon B160 Tuner
£450.00
Decca London Gold ( original Garrott Brothers) ( 1,495.00
SME 30/2 A " new"
II 0,495.00
Moth Record Cleaning m/c
(395.00
Project RPM4/ Ortofon 510 -new"
£245.00
(On Dem
Ortofon Rohrnann
(On Dem
Ortofon Kontrapunkt a/b " new"
Michell Gyro SE/ RB300 -new'
( On Dem
Audio Synthesis Phono Eq mm/mc
£495.00
Gryphon Phono Pre- Amp ( dual mono) Head Amp
£695.00
SME Series VArm " new"
£ I.350.00
Pink Triangle PT Ent psu
£495.00
Plinius 14 Phono " new"
( On Dent
Nackamichi DR 3
£ 195.00
Tom Evans - The Groove " new"
(On Dem
Clear Audio Reference Mc phono stage X-demo £ 1,695.00
Regs Planer 3 + Hi Fi News Out Board Power Supply
£320.00
Clear Audio Symphono phono stage X- demo MM/MC
£640.00

L4.500.00
(1,500.00
L950.00
(5.273.53
L8,500.00
£2.350.00

cL'

£500.00

£1.000.00
£16.000.00
(850.00
(1.100.00
L2.250.00
£425.00
£995.00
LPriceless
C12.289.00
£325.00
1,050.00
( 500.00/1150.00
(1.100.00
L
L1.600.00
£1,650.00
L £2,750.00
L400.00
£1,795.00
L2,065.00
L423.00
£740.00

components

Linn 5103 System Controller
Parasound 2205 - 5Channel
Lexicon MCI
Lexicon MC8 Processor
Lexicon RTIO DVD Player
SIM 2HT 300
Primare P30 Processor
Linn Klassik DVD
Lexicon MC 1
2 / MC I
2B
Loewe Xemix DVD " new"
PLASMAS/ LCD
From NEC) PanasonidPioneer/Sharp
Electrograph Delphi/Seleco/Sony/Sanyo
Panasonic TH 42 PWD6 ' new"

L2,395.00
L3,285.00
LI,795.00
(3.000.00
£I,995.00
(5,500.00
(On Dem
L5,000.00
(On Dem
L2.300.00
£7,500.00
L9.080.00
£I,295.00
L2,003.03
(On Den,
L2.000.00
(On Dem L8103.00/L8903.00
(On Dem
£495.00
from (4000.00

1 9 5 9 c'77 02 0 8392

1 994

£9,000.00
L18.000.00
(2.250.00
LI , 795.00
L1,750.00
£2.000.00
L5.200.00
L4.100.00

DACS
Linn Standen CD12
Linn UNIDISK I.
Chord SPM 1600E Dan) Pre
Linn CD I
2
Linn Karik/ Numerik
Pink Triangle Da Capo 1307
Micromega Micro Drive/ dac
Krell KPS 25sc 24/96
Roksan Caspian CD
Theta Data Pro Basic Illa
Trichord PD- S503
Pink Triangle Ordinal
YBA CD IDelta ( Twin psu)
Audio Synthesis DAX Decade
Mark Levinson 39
YBA CD 3Delta
Audiomeca Damnation CD Transport
Primare V20 DVD/CD
Audio Aero 32/192 Capitole CD (Ver. 4)
Primare V25 CD/DVD
Theta Pro Geny
Boulder 2020 dun
Theta Data Il Transport AT + link
YBA CD Integre " new"

AN/

£3,500.00
L4,995.00
C6,995.00
L9,995.00
L1,295.00
£595.00
L595.00
L495.00
L395.00
(On Den,
£495.00
£7,495.00
(495.00
(On Dem

BUY/S ELL

£4,400.00

19 6 3

-einfoechoice-hifi.com

10am to 6pm Mon to Sat and other times by appointment.
Buy, sell, exchange quality hi-fi equipment

We accept all major credit cards. Finance available subject to status

POA
POA

AUDIO REFLEC7INS

SOUND & VISION
STORAGE

AUDIONET
AUDIO SYNTHESIS
ATC
AVI
AYRE
BRYSTON
CHORD

NEW PRODUCTS ON DEM
CLEARAUDIO - Champkm/Unify/Sigma

ete

CLEARAUDIO
GAMUT
LEXICON
LYRA
NORDOST
FRIMARE
PS ALDO
PMC

WILSON BENF_SCH - Curve
AUDIO SYNTHESIS - Nov DAX Discrete
TAG Md.aren - AV Products
AV1 - Latxwatory Sedes An and New CD
TOM EVANS - Pulse - New p/s for Vlbe
CHORD - new Choral system
ATC - SCM35

RED RCKE
RD.
REVEL

FOR SALE - EX DEM.
GAMUT - D200
PS AUDIO - FICA:
TAG AV30 7..

TAG McD¼REl4
TOM EVANS
TRANSFIGLite
.101

..À11104•••
Tidy away your collection of CDs, Videos, DVDs, Audio tapes, LPs,
N4Ds ar Talking books into one of our range of lovely cabinets. Styles
from traditional to contemporary, achoice of wood finishes and sizes
to suit the modest and serious collector alike. For abrochure please
phone (24hrs) write or email to

TEL: JOHN B1.,EKtEY (
LEEDS) 0113 204'458
TEL: SIMON TRKKETT (LEEDS) 0111,3873609
MAL InfocAudioreflections.co.uk
EFAX : 0113 2533098

JOHN AUSTIN FURNITURE LTD.
Greatworth Park, Banbury, Oxon OX17 2HB

Tel: 01295 760017 Fax: 01295 760177
infoejohn-austin-furniture.co.uk
www.john-austin-fumiture.co.uk

B2.2: probably the second best music loudspeaker in the world
(after the Virtuoso)
First, there was the Virtuoso:
True to the classical allusion in their name, the Beauhorn Virtuosos
are unambiguously and unapologetically great classical music
reproducers - and they're at least very good at most everything else.
Art Dudley, Listener
Now, the B2.2 Revelation:
But it's also one ofthe most effective and convincing music speakers
you're ever likely to hear. It doesn't take long to forget about the
hi-fi and simply get deeply involved in the musical content, thanks
to the astonishing sense of realism that comes courtesy of tight
midband time-coherence alongside dynamic contrasts that simply
sound more 'right' and '
real' than those heard with more
conventional speakers. Paul Messenger, Hi-Fi Choice
Voices have anaturalness that I've only heard bettered by the
LS3/5a and the original Quads, and there isn't even ahint of
sibilance. Ella, Aretha, Eva Cassidy, and Peggy Lee, each had all
the correct textures, the sounds of breathing, and presented in a
clearly defined space - chilling veracity. Ken Kessler, Hi -Fi News

BeciuhornTM
websiW www.beauhorn.com

120
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e-mail: infoc@beauhorn.com

•

Hastings TN35 4NB England

Telephone: +44 ( 0)1424 813888

www.hifinews.co.uk

DUSA EUPEN CSA 2.5 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
GNLM 05/04 and GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 2.5) Cable with
FERRITE TECHNOLOGY - A polymer material mixed with
a considerable quantity of homogeneously fine high quality
ferrite powder.is extruded around the copper conductors. As a
,-

40/

ferromagnetic material, it will go through hysteresis loops
whenever it is under influence of an alternating magnetic

' field. Consecutively magnetizing and demagnetizing the
material will cause considerable losses of high frequency energy
is energy is absorbed in the ferrite grains and converted into
heat.The GNLM cables which in addition to the above described ferrite
technology is further protected with afoil shield and a drain wire and
specifically manufactured for High End audio use. Said by some to be the
most neutral sounding audio ac mains cable on the market.

GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA2.5)
£48 for 1.0m. £58 for 1.5m,
f68 for 2Om. Off the reel £ 30 for
1st meter, £ 20 per m thereafter.
Eupen GNLM 05/2.5 ( CSA 25)
shown with Plarinco IEC 320 will
be fitted at extra cost.

GNLM 05/04
£58 for 1.0m, :172 for 1.5m,
£86 for 2.0m. Also available
of trie reel.
Both GUM cables are available
for export.

Fitted with IEC ( Martin Kayser) and MK Tough plug Cable
can be supplied fitted to our all steel 4, 6 and 8way distribution blocks. We can rewire the distribution blocks with
SILVER SILVER - upgrade the cable with silver platEupen cable as an extra cost option. Refer to our web site
ed contacts on IEC and arid MK plug for £6. AUDUSA
OOM Silverlink OCC balanced
hie —stranded, silver on OFHC plus
sof OCC ( Ohno Continous Casting - sin-

le crystal copper) for improved bass performance.
Mylar infill and with designed in protection against
RF and EMI. conductor of 3mm diameter (approx 8
gauge). Cable Overall Dimension: 14.72 mm.

-Eupen and LAT AC- 2mains cable available with 16 amp IEC (
for certain models of amps by Krell, MF, Levinson etc), Mahnco/Wattgate IEC 320, Figure of eight, Bulgin, Hubble,European
Schuko,French, Australian, Swiss, Danish,Neutrik and other plugs
see our web site for IEC's,MK plugs RCA and Banana
connectors with silver plate contacts and other audio and
ac mains connectors

LAT International AC- 2 AUDIO AC MAINS CABLE
We have developed acabling ( weaving) pattern along with
an unusual shielding/filtering system that gets rid of the
garbage that contaminates your components. The difference
you hear with our cord is astounding. Our power cord takes
advantage of silver in its design through use of our proprietary
Silverfuse conductors. The conductors are 10 gauge and with
PTFE; the best insulation available. Fitted as standard with
IEC / MK Toughplug.. 60orn £62, 90cm £75, 1.2m £88, 1.5m
£101, 1.8m £ 112 etc Other lengths available and.off the reel.
4,6 and 8way all steel mains distribution blocks fitted with
UK, Schuko or USA sockets.CE tested & approved mains

AC-2
Power cable compare
with products costing
ten times as much,
then decide

distribution units manufactured of heavy gauge steel, finished
in black and fitted with high quality 13amp sockets. It has no
filters, circuit breakers, surge protection, transformers, resistors, capacitors, LED's, on/off switches, chokes, regulators,
just fitted with 1m of AC-2mains cable.From £ 166 for 4
way, £ 198, 6way. £229 for 8way.

SILVER FUSE is a near alloy of silver
and copper. IT IS NOT SILVER PLATED OR SILVER CLAD. Plating (or clad, which is the same thing
as plating) causes a dioding effect
when signal is passed through resulting
in brightness and distortion. The Silverfuse process starts with seven nines OFHC
copper wire with a diameter that is slightly
larger than the required size. It is then pulled
through atrough of molten silver. The wire with asilver
deposit, is then forced through a compacting die
where it is subject to tremenoous pressure. The silver
and the high purity copper are fused together into a
near alloy. The compacting fusion also reduces the wire
diameter to the desired size. No dioding subsequently occurs with this process. The result provides for the benefits of silver; which are excellent definition and clarity, with the high purity
copper benefits of warmth and mellowness.

LAT INTERNATIONA_ Inc USA - Analogue, Digital and Video interconnects and Speaker
cable better than most others at double the erice.

SUNFIRE CORPORATION -

Snohomish USA

New for 2003 Sunfire Ultimate - world's most powerful home cinema
Receiver. 7 x 200 watts, Cinema Seven power amps, 7 x 200 and 7 x 400
Signature True SubWoofer 13 inch cube True Sub MKIV 11 inch cube and Junior Sub
Woofer 9 inch cube -all with two drivers, to as low as 16hz, 116 SPL and 360 cu ins of air
movement, 1200 or 2700 watt patented amp technology. Solid state power amps 2channel (2x300 and 2x600) and 5channel (5x220 watts and 5x430 watts patented amp
technology ( no heat sinks), Classic tube preamp and Theatre Grand Ill processor preamp

WWW.AUDUSA.COM
T: 020 8241 9826, 020 8264 0249

F: 020

8241 0999

E: sales@audusa.com

Does This Seem Familiar?

0 0
Loud

Too

It's a common problem.

Loud

0

DRIVERS:
> ATC

Way too Loud

> AUDAX

The usable range on the

> ETON

volume control is all down at the bottom end and

> FOSTEX

fine control at low listening levels is either difficult or
impossible.

The noise floor may be audible too.

> LPG

There is now a simple and effective solution - the

C

Rothwell

OKING

with

WWW.

equipment.

> vIFA

or

rot hwell electronics.co.uk

INDUCTORS

MANUFACTURERS.
HARDWARE
HOW TO BOOKS

"Lockwood Audio

Contact us for the
free Solen CDROM
Catalog.

VINTAGE GEAR
AND RECORDS
FOR SALE AND WANTED

ffeel
e

Spares and repairs
See the TAM/Ulf Cones
Hotline at

sSOLEN

4470 Avenue Thibault
St- Hubert, QC, J3Y 7T9 Canada
Tel: 450.656.2759
Fax: 450.443.4949

www.lockwoodaudio.co.uk

Email: solenOsolen.ca
Web: vvvvvv.solen.ca

Call for appointment to visit us at Ruislip on
+44(0) 20 8864 8008

125 Union Square New Hope PA 18938 USA
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

or Fax + 44(0) 20 8864 3064

To advertise in this section
VISA

mail: sales@lockwoodaudio.co.uk

01376 521132
07802 483698

Call

Hearing is Believing

8774 0790

•

Arcam

r

BY APPOINTMENT ONLY

ER( ii I.,,
I0NAL RECORD CLEANING SERVICE- KEITH MONKS MACHINE PI VASE RING FOR FURTHER DETAILS AND PRICES.
iUOEF MONTH WARRANTY ON ALL ITEMS

www.sound-stage.co.uk

•

BfeW

www.sound-stage.co.uk

ARCAM ALPHA 9INTEGRATED REMOTE AMPLIFIER BOXED AND IMMACULATE £299
SECAM ALPHA 7SE CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£249
s '< CAM ALPHA 8TUNER NO REMOTE AND MARKED HENCE
£ 149
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SERIES 800 4- BOX VALVE PRE/POWER
£ 1495
CASTLE HARLECH CHERRY FLOORSTANDERS
£649
COUNTERPOINT SAI00 POWER AMP VALVE/TRANS HYBRID BLACK BOXED
£649
CYRUS FM7 TUNER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
CYRUS POWER AMP BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
CYRUS PRE PRE AMP NO REMOTE
£299
DEFINMVE TECHNOLOGY PRO SUB 80
£249
DENON AVC-AtISR LATEST AV AMP BRAND NEW BOXED BLACK- NEW £ 1700 £ 1295
DENON DVDI000 BLACK MULTI REGION DVD PLAYER AS NEW
£279
DENON DVD3300 BLACK AND SUPERB- CURRENT MODEL-£ 1000 NEW
£595
EPOS ESI2 LIGHT CHERRY BOXED AND SUPERB
£299
KEF 104/2 ROSEWOOD + WALNUT CLASSIC FLOORSTANDERS EACH
£599
LFD PA2 POWERSTAGE POWER AMP MARBLE FRONT LOVELY LOOKS AND SOUND £69 9
1.INN SONDEK LPI2 NORTON AIR POWER ITTOK TROIKA WALNUT SUPERB
£ 1495
I () EWE ACONDA 3r FLAT WIDESCREEN SILVER + LOEWE GLASS STAND
£ 1795
St & K SS ISO THX TRI POLE SURROUND SPEAKERS-£ 1300 NEW- BLACK
£795
SI ARANTZ CD5000 GOLD BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 129
MERIDIAN A500 BLACK ASH LOUDSPEAKERS BOXED LOVELY CONDITION
£399
MERIDIAN 200 TRANSPORT + 209 PANEL REMOTE CONTROL-SUPERB
£349
MERIDIAN 605 MONO BLOCKS BLACK
£995
MICROMEGA STAGE 5CD PLAYER BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£349
MONITOR AUDIO SILVER 91 CHERRY SPEAKERS BOXED AND IMMACULATE £595
NAIM NAP 200 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£ 1195
NAIM INTRO BLACH ASH BOXED AND SUPERB
£349
NAIM AV2/NAP 175 2002 MODEL BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£2995
NAKAMICHI BX-2 CASSETTE DECK-JUST BACK FROM SERVICE
£ 179
ONIX 0A35/0A1200 PRE/POWER AMP BLACK LOVELY
£795
ONIX 0A35/0A801 x2PRE/MONOBLOCS STUNNING
£995
PRIMARE D.20 24 BIT CD PLAYER
£595
REGA RADIO R REMOTE READY TUNER BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE £249
REGA CURSA LINE LEVEL PRE AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA MAIA POWER AMP BLACK BOXED AND IMMACULATE
£299
REGA XEL WALNUT FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS-OVER £ 1K NEW
£449
REGA JURA FLOORSTANDING LOUDSPEAKERS CHERRY
£299
REGA PLANET ORIG TOP LOADING CD PLAYER IN BLACK
£299
ROKSAN DPI/ATTFSSA DA2/ATTESSA DS5 3- BOX TOP LOADING CD PLAYER £ 1295
ROKSAN XERXES ROSEWOOD TABRIZ ZI ORTOFON MC20 SUPREME
£995
ROKSAN LI 3/DS1.5/S1.5 PRE/POWER SUPPLY/POWER AMP BLACK
£2495
ROKSAN XERXES BLACK ASH ARTEMIZ LYRA CLAVIS D.C. VDH MODDED
£ 1595
RUARK SCEPTRE NATURAL OAK BOXED AND MINT
£349
RUARK EPILOGUE YEW FINISH
£ 229
THORENS TDI oo BLACK REGA RB250 GOLDRING MM 1006
£ 229
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Hi-Fi Plus and on the web at wwwtnt-audio com

Visit our website
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See the excellent reNdews rn Hi Fi Chome, Hr- Fr World

write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 862-4870 •fox (
215) 862-4871
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Rothwell: 01204.66133
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> PEERLESS

> SILVER FLUTE

The cot is only £39 per parr delivered. To order, call

•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.
fi

IL

the

MAX FIDELITY

> SCAN- SPEAK

lems of excess gain and bring sonic benefits, even

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.

>

> MOREL

They can be used

with pre/power or integrated amps to cure the prob-

THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR CABLES?

e

Attenuators.

(

,.,
e lassé 4

( /Copland
Laval.
Nairn
30 years of Excellence

Primar
Sony

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: ( 01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10 am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9 pm

B+W Nautilus
.
.

PO Box 30429, London, NW6 7t.
Tel / Fax: +44 ( 0)20 8459 8113
Ahsulute_Analuguera emall.msn.com
enn.absulutennalugue.co.uk
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED
SALE

LIST

NEW THIS MONTH
MARK LEVINSON 334 POWER AMP S/FI
£2,995 £5,500
£1.695 £3,698
KRELL KAV 250A POWER AMP, S/H
CARY 805C TRIODE VALVE MONO AMPS,
f2,995 £8,995
SUPERB, S/H
CELLO AMATI PRO SPEAKERS,
PIANO BLACK, S/H
£4.995 £ 16,500
CELLO STRADAVARI GRAND MASTERS
SPEAKERS,PIANO BLACK, STUNNING
AND AS CHEAP AS CHIPSOPRICE, S/H £ 12.995 £65,000
LUMLEY LMS 1000 SPEAKERS BEECHWOOD, S/H £3,500 £8,000
BURMESTER 808 MK3 PREAMP.
THIS FULLY MODULAR PREAMP INC MC PHONO
BAL & S/E DESIGN. THE ULTIMATE PREAMP &
BI AMPERS DREAM CHROME FINISH. RARE, S/H £3,995 £9,030
CELLO ENCORE 1MEG LINE PREAMP, S/H £3,995 £ 10,000
AUDIO RESEARCH LS5 PREAMP BLACK, S/H £2.500 £5,690
AUDIO RESEARCH CD1 CD PLAYER BLACK, S/H £1,295 £3,290
AUDIO RESEARCH V140 VALVE MONO AMPS
BLACK S/H
£2,995 £8,800
PROAC FUTURE 1SPEAKERS BLACK, E/D £2,795 £5,875
WADIA 2000 TRANSPORT + DAC + OPTICAL INTERFACE
ALL UPGRADES DONE, 6BOXES IN ALL
3,500 17,030
WADIA 6CD PLAYER BALANCED DIGI VOL
1,395
4,000
ACCUPHASE DF90 DF91 TRANSPORT
+DAC SUPERB
3,995 20,000
ORACLE CD PLAYER LATEST
STUNNING LOOKS
3,995 12,300
BOW TECHNOLOGIES MODEL 228 CD PLAYER.
EXCELLENT
2,395
4,995
CONRAD JOHNSON DR1 TRANSPORT + DA2,
DAC SUPERB OPEN SOUND BARGAIN
1,695
3,800
WADIA 3200 CD TRANSPORT
995
2038
KRELL MD10 SIGNATURE TRANSPORT.RARE
2,995
9,000
AUDIO SYNTHESIS DAX2 DAC
UPGRADEAVAILABLE
895
2200
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC 1307 CHIP
395
950
MERIDIAN 566 20BIT DAC BALANCED
395
1095
ARCAM BLACK BOX DAC5
150
450
GRADO SIGNATURE TONE ARM VERY RARE
495
1795
SOTA COSMOS TURNTABLE STEAL
995 46,000
CELLO AUDIO SUITE PREAMP
VARIOUS MODULES + MASTER SUPPLY
7,995 23,000
HOVLAND MP100 VALVE PREAMP SUPER
LOOK - SOUND
3,295
5.750
AUDIO RESEARCH LS33 REMOTE CONTROL
PREAMP
1,395
3,125
AUDIO RESEARCH LS2B MK2
PREAMP BARGAIN
1,295
3,400
MATTISSE REFERENCE 2PREAMP PHONO
ELECTRIC BLUE
1.395
3,500
AUDIO SYNTHESIS PASSION 8M
REMOTE PREAMP
795
1,695
UNISON RESEARCH MYSTERY
ONE VALVE PREAMP
695
1,750
NAIM 102 PREAMP WITH HICAP, 1WEEK OLD
1.295
2,109
AUDIO RESEARCH LSI LINE PREAMP
595
1,797
AUDIO RESEARCH CASE INTEGRATED
REMOTE CONTROL AMPLIFIER JUST SERVICED 1.895
3,945
KRELL KAV3001 INTEGRATED AMP
REMOTE CONTROL
1,395
2,790
VTL 85 VALVE INTEGRATED LATEST
REMOTE CONTROL
1.295
2,400
MICHELL 150 HERA PHONE STATE
250
600
MICHELL ARGL LINE PRE + SUPPLY
295
866
ARAGON 24K IPS PRE AMP & SUPPLY PHONO
495
1,650
KRELL FBP 200C CAST POWER AMP
3,995
8,750
KRELL FBP 300 POWER AMP
4.995
9,450
JADIS JA80 MK3 MONO POWER AMPS
3,995
9,580
GRAAF GM200 OTL VALVE POWER AMPS
1,895
3,300
GAMMA AEON TRIODE VALVE MONO BARGAIN
1.795
6,995
CELLO PERFORMANCE 2MONO AMPS
8,995 27,500
GOLDMUND MINIMIS 2POWER AMP
1,495
5,150
LEVINSON Mill POWER AMP, BARGAIN
895
2,700
LEVINSON ML12A PRE AMP, GREAT COMBO
895
2,700
NAIM NAP 90 POWER AMP
185
450
NAIM NAP 180 POWER AMP
595
1.220
ELECTROCOMPANIET ANNIVERSARY
POWER AMP
895
3,000
NAKAMICHI DRAGON CASSETTE
DARK CLASSIC
895
2,800
STAX LAMBDA PRO HEADPHONES
175
370
GENESIS 5MK2 SPEAKERS ROSEWOOD
INCLUDES ROLAND BASS AMP ADJUSTABLE
TO ANY ROOM
3,995 15,500
AVALON ACCENT 2SPEAKERS IN
BURR ASH WITH SEPERATE CROSSOVERS
3.995 14,800
ATC SCM 70, 25TH ANNIVERSARY ACTIVE
LOUDSPEAKERS BEST ACTIVE WE'VE HEARD
4.995 12,495
PROAC FUTURE 2LOUDSPEAKERS
ROSEWOOD
3,995 11,450
MARTIN LOGAN OUEST ELECTROSTATIC OAK
1.995
4,995
SNELL A3 LOUDSPEAKERS OAK, BARGAIN,
EXCELLENT
1.995
5.850
DUNLAVY SC4 SPEAKERS LTOAK
STERIOPHILE A
2.995
8,500
AUDIO PHYSICS TEMPO 2SPEAKERS
CHERRY BARGAIN
795
2,500
WHARFDALE OPTION 1ACTIVE SPEAKERS
FLAGSHIP MODEL
995
6,00)
ATC 10 SPEAKERS + STANDS. BLACK
495
1,303
PROAC FUTURE 5LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK
1.795
3.500
WANTED QUALITY AUDIO EQUIPMENT BEST PRICES PAID
LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED
RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

HICAM

WAS
60
1599
1100
2250
1699

NOW
30
1400
950
2100
1499

ALPHASON AKROS 2SPEAKER STANDS BOXED
AUDIONOTE OTO SE INT AMP LINE LEVEL AS NEW
AUDIONOTE AN CD 2.1X INT CD PLAYER AS NEW
AUDIONOTE CD2 TRANSPORT
AUDIONOTE ANCD 3.1X CD PLAYER NEW
AUDIONOTE ANN)( 1METRE PAIR
NEVER USED TERMINATED
574
475
AUDIONOTE DAC 2.1X 24/96
1599 1400
AUDIONOTE MEISHU LINE INT AMP NEW
3300 3000
AUDIONOTE OTO PHONO INT AMP 1MONTH OLD
1899 1700
AUDUSA EUPEN POWER CABLES FULL RANGE
POA
AVI LAB SERIES CD PLAYER SUPERB NEW
1299 1199
AVI BIGGATRONS CHERRY NEW
599
450
AVI LAB SERIES INTERGRATED AMP 200 WPC
NEW STUNNING
1399 1299
B+W CM2 SPEAKERS ROSENUT FINISH 2MONTHS OLD
525
295
BLACK RHODIIUM ORATORIO 1METRE PAIR NEW
597
450
BLACK RHODIUM REQUIEM I IMETRE PAIR NEW
1247
950
BLACK RHOIUM ORATORIO 1METRE DIGITAL NEW
297
EAR 324 TRANSISTOR PREAMP NEW
1880
EAR 509 ANNIVERSARY MONO BLOCKS GOLD OR CHROME
POA
EAR 834 INT AMP BOXED 3MONTHS OLD
2297 1800
EAR 834P CHROME DELUXE MM/MC PHONO AS NEW
867
695
EAR 834P MM/MC PHONOSTAGE EX DEM
614
450
EAR 890 POWER AMP 70 WPC CLASS A AS NEW
2548 2200
EAR 899 INT/PRE AMP 70 WPC CLASS A NEW
2945
POA
EAR 8L6 INTRERGRATED/PRE/MAIN AMP NEW
2520
POA
EAR HEADPHONE AMP HP4 MINT
1924 1600
EAR MC3 MC TRANSFORMER AS NEW
746
650
ELAC 203 ESP ACTIVE SUBWOOFER NEW
799
ELAC 555 CENTRE 3WAY CENTR SPK CHERRY FINISH
599
ELAC CL 3301 JET INC STANDS NEW
2499
ELAC F20 CINEMA SPEAKERS FREESTANDING/GLASS BASE
499
EXSPOSURE PRE XVII AMP BOXED MM PHONO STAGE
1000
275
LAT 55800 SPEAKER CABLE 5MTR NEW
206
175
LYRA HELIKON SL MC CARTRIDGE NEW
1249
LYRA LYDIAN BETA MC CARTRIDGE NOT USED
599
500
MICHELL OC PSU NEW
440
399
MICHELL ALECTO MONOBLOCKS USED
2100 1300
MICHELL GYRO SE/118300 ARM
1083
950
MICHELL ORBE SME BOARD SEALED BOX
2298 1950
MICHELL ORCA PRE AMP + LARGE PSU USED
1600
925
MICHELL TECNODEC NEW
700
MYRYAD MD 600 CD PLAYER AS NEW
1299 1050
MYRYAD CAMEO SYSTEM CD/TUNER/AMP NEW
1599
MYRYAD 060 DIGITAL SOUND PROCESSOR NEW
2599
MYRYAD MA 240 POWER AMP AS NEW
999
850
MYRYAD MA 500 5CHANNEL AMP 5X100WPC
1699
POA
MYRYAD MI 240 INT AMP 2X120 WPC IMONTH OLD
1499 1300
MYRYAD MT 100 FM TUNER NEW
599
MYRYAD ZSERIES 24/96 CD PLAYER NEW
499
NAIM INTRO LOUDSPEAKERS BLACK/BOXED
295
ORELLE S5 SPEAKER SYSTEM +SUB NEW
975
ORELLE 100 EVO CD PLAYER NEW
1199
ORELLE SA 100E VO INT AMP 80WPC R/C NEW
1199
POLK 7600 SUROUND SPK SYSTEM NEW
1449
POLK PSW 350 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
349
POLK PSW450 10 INCH ACTIVE SUB NEW
449
POLK RTI 100 FLOORSTANDING SPKS BUILT IN SUB NEW
999
PRIMARE A10 INT AMP EXCELLENT CONDITION BOXED
275
PSB ALPHA 6ACTIVE SUB WOOFER AS NEW
500
225
RUARK VITA 120 5.1 SYSTEM NEW
1695
RUARK PRELUDE 11 NEW
900
OED FULL RANGE
POA
RUARK PROLOGUE 11 LOUDSPEAKERS NEW
1250
SENNHEISER RS85 WIRELESS HEADPHONES NEW
159
SME MODEL 10 TURNTABLE NEW
2643 2643
SME SERIES IV ARM BOXED UNUSED
1126 1000
SME SERIES VARM NEVER USED MINT
1615 1500
SME SERIES VARM USED BOXED/INSTRUCTIONS
1615
925
LIVING VOICE CABLE FOR SME VARM
250
125
QUAD 67 CD PLAYER EXCELLENT CONDITION
425
SONICLINK SIMPLICITY 1METRE PAIR INTERCONNECT NEW
35
18
SOUND ORGANISATION FULL RANGE
POA
STAX SR 007+SRM007 EARSPEAKERS NEW
2995 2700
STAX SRS 2020 MK2 EARSPEAKERS MINT
449
375
STAX SRS 4040 SYSTEM SIGNITURE 2 NEW
1195
995
SUMIKO BLACKBIRD MC CARTRIDGE NEW
595
SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL MC NEW
T+A 24/192 CD PLAYER AMAZING NEW
T+A HERCULES POWER AMP 2X260 WPCO4OHMS NEW
1999
WIREWORLD FULL RANGE OF AWARD WINNING CABLES
TEAC VDRS 7CD PLAYER
550
225
TRICHORD 1000 POWERBLOCK NEW
475
425
TRICHORD DELPHINI MK2/NEVER CONNECTED PSU NEW
1270
TRICHORD DINO PSU NEW
299
TRICHORD REASEARCH 500 POWERBLOCK NEW
315
285
TRICORD RESEARCH DELPHINI MK2 PHONO. LARGE PSU NEW
995
900
VDH THE SOURCE HB 0.8 METRE NEW
65
35
VIVANACO DX 400 HEADPHONES NEW
29
VIVANCO FMH8080 FM HEADPHONES NEW
99
WIREWORLD SOLSTICE 5SPK CABLE AWARD WINNER 19.97 PER MONO MIR
WIREWORLD EQUINOX INTERCONNECT 1MTR PR
219

DISCOUNT GIVEN TO MOST NEW PRODUCTS
AGENTS FOR

EAR, TRICHORD. AUD1ONOTE, MICHELL
MYRYAD. AV1, STAX. LAI, ELAC, RUARK, SME
BLACK RHODIUM, LYRA, SUMIKO, QED, POLK
ORELLE.T.A, VIVANICO WIREWORLD
PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

CASH WAITING FOR THE FOLLOWING BRANDS
NAIM. MERIDIAN. KRELL. WADIA. SONUS FABER. MARTIN LOGAN
MARK LEVINSON. COPLAND. QUAD

Open Mon-Sun 10am - 8pm
VISA Switch - Mastercard
Now in Northampton 2minutes off A508
For further details
Tel/Fax 01604 842379

01438 714038

E
mail patrick@crisp5479.freeserve.co.uk

10.00am - 7.00pm MON - SAT 10.00am - 1.00pm SUN

Website HICAM.CO.UK

www.hifinews.co.uk

Heatherdale
Oaudio limited
202, Findon Road, Worthing, BN14

(
Jo

Pre-owned equipment available
with guarantee
Export facilities available
Visit our Web Page www.hifi-stereo.com
Main dealer for
Orchid Speakers Reference 1»7)(Ilicts
THE MARK LEVINSON LISTENING
ii,ries LOUNGE NOW OPEN
Jamo Concert 8Speakers
£695
Harbeth LS512A monitors
£995
Revel Salon Speakers gloss black with Rosewood
sidepanels fully guaranteed
£9,995
Linn Index Speakers
£95
Eitax Floor Standing Liberty 5+ Speakers
£140
Eby Monitor Ill
£95
Revel Studio Speakers Ex demo black gloss.
Rosewood side panels, (£ 10.495) on offer for
£7,995
Ten LS-X7 Satellite Speakers
£50
Orchid LWO Speakers Ex demo
£2,495
Epos E512 Speakers
£375
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£395
Mission 782 (Stand Mount Model)
(Black Ash).
Just Reduced From £250. .. £150
Audio Physics tempo speaker
£995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£5,995
Elias Symphony floor standing speakers
£99
Orchid PLLI Speakers xdemo
£3,495
Mirage M3 SI speakers
B+W
Matrix
1
Speakers
B+W CDM1 Speakers
£1
£2
,4 9
95
5
£350
Nalm RAC 92 Pre Amp
£350
Conrad Johnson PV14L Pre Amp
£1,595
Exposure 11 812 Pre Amp 8
Power Supply
Just Reduced from £900. .. £650
Adcom GTP 450 Tuner/Pre-Amp £350
AMPLIFIERS
Boulder 102 AE Power Amp
£1,595
Mark Levinson Ref 33 Mono Blocks ex demo
£17,995
Chard 1200 Mono Blocks
£2,995
Conrad Johnson MF 2500A Amp
£1,595
Audio Research D130 Power Amp
Krell KSA
Lentek
Integrated
50s Power
AmpAmp
very rare classic

£ 2
19955
e
£495

Meridian 605 Mono Blocks
£995
Revel LE1 Sub Amp Plus 2Sub 15's
£
Nakamichl PA 5Stasis Power Amp... Cost New £1150. .. 5£9
6995
5
Adcom GFA 5300 Power Amp
Audionote Neiro Mono Amps
Musical
Fidelity
P180
with
MF3A
Pre Amp
8 Power
PSU Amps
£5
E
,9
39
55
0
£995
Nairn NAP 90/3 Power Amp
£695
( / ) P/ lb & TRANSPORTS
Mark Levinson 31.5 ref transport w
with
Mark Levinson 36s Dac
£ 1.995
Mark Levinson 37 cd Transport
£2.750
Mark Levinson 30.6 Dac
£16.995
Krell Studio Dac
£
CEC DX51 Mk2 DAC with CEC TL51 Transport.... NEW .. £2,289
55
0
CEC DX71 MIQ DAC
!)'DP1AYERS
NEW.. £1,595
Yamaha DVD - S795
£145
Pioneer Elite DVD/CDNideo CD Player. Region 1DVD
£695
//s(ELIANEOUS
Audio Note ( Kondo) 2mtr pairinterconnect
Shunyata Ex Demo 1m Aries rca interconnects £1650
with locking connectors normal retail £650 our price
£425
Shunyata Ex Demo 1.5 Aries rca interconnects
with locking connectors normal retail £800 ourprice
£ 495
Shunyata ex Demo 3m Lyra Speaker C/W Spades
with locking connectors normal retail £1500 our price
£9 5
£2
90
5
Totem Model 1Stands New Unused
Transparent 1/2mtr digital interconnect
£3
£
£
199955
3
Nakamichl 680 Cassette Deck
Nakamichi 1000 Cassette Deck
5
Madrigal CZ Gel Imtr Balanced Interconnect
£275
Sansui TU 099X Tuner
£55
Stas SR007 omega ref (SR117 head phone 8
SRM0071 dual triode)
Normal Retail £2995.. £1,995
Audio Note ( Kondo) KSL-ACZ Mains cable (new 8 boxed) .. £350
Audio Note ( Kondo) 3mtr pair SPZ speaker cable
1
Audio
Note ( Kondo) KSLL-LP Silver Litz £1,995
interconnect
nitr pair
Stas 40 .'
40 Headphones
1mtr Condo KSL LP interconnect. . normal price £2000. £
££ 89
8 59
5 05
5
5mtr Hovland Bi wire speaker cable
£395
Yamaha CT-810 AM/FM Tuner
£125
Nakamichl BX2 Cassette Deck
£ 195
/ / R.\ LIBLES,
R1RIDGES & TONEARMs
Audio Note ANS7 Transformer
Koetsu Urushi Gold unused bargain
£
£P0A
P0A
Koetsu Red unused bargain
£2.995
£
Audio Note M7 Phono stage
Verdier Ebony Wood arm board ... Normal Retail £800
2£4
92
95
5
Ortolon Jubilee Cartridge
( NEW).... £995
Lumley Stratosphere Turntable (gold plated)
with dedicated stand and large power supply
Michell Gyrodeck with OC Power Supply .
£2£9
99
95
5
WE NOW OFFER 0°. FINANCE • (* subject to status)
PLEASE PHONE TO ARRANGE AN AUDITION
MAIN DEALERS OF MARK LEVINSON, THIEL
WE ACCEPT SWITCH MASTERCARD • VISADINERS
CLUB • AMERICAN EXPRESS
Tel: 01903 872288 or

VISA

Evenings 07860 660001
Fax: 01903 872234
Email: heatherdale@hifi-stereo.com

MARCH 2004
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Ataca,
Castl
Cru
EF
Lirn
IMararrtz
!Alden
Michel
Mission
Mcnitor Aud
NAD
Nordost
Origin Live
Or of on
Pa hos
Pickering
Primare
Pro- Ac

Award Winning Retailers...

r4:kers
The North of England Hi Fi Specialists
Quality Hi Fi separates from £ 100 to £ 10,000
Widest choice in the area

Independent advice

Consumers Choice Gold Award Winners
Over 35yrs experience. IQualified staff

PrCieC: •

QUAD

Comfortable dem rooms

na

Main road location

Roksitn
Shaneg
SME
Spendor
Sugden
—AG Mt
7"annoy
TEAD "
Trichord
Unison Re
Var Den H
Wharfedale
Yamaha
& lots more..

Superb showrooms

Major car parks nearby

Insurance estimates

Service Dept.

Up to 3 years Interest Free Credit*

only 20% deposit

Carriage Free Mail Order ( inc. credit) * subject to status
Delivery & installation

1/ Part Exchange

Open 10:30am - 5:30pm

6 days: Mon. to Sat.

Visa, Access, Switch etc.

24 Gillygate, York Y031 7E0
01904-629659
www.Vickers-HiFi.co.uk

lists in high fidelity sound reproduction - since 1967

Ilk
ESL 57

THE

QUAD
SPECIALIST
LE 1

SPARES & REPAIRS

Replacement panels for ESL 57, ESL 63 and LE 1
Refurbished Quad speakers, amplifiers and tuner
Restoration of ElectroStotic Loudspeakers

Contact us

Rheinstr. 30, 58069 Koblenz, Germcny
Tel: +49-261-38824 • Fax: +49 261 38172
cpad.ger@t-online.de

audio
THE NAIM AUDIO SPECIALISTS
We buy and sell top condition, pre- loved and ex- demo nain
equipment
All products are tested and carry a full 12 month money back
guarantee
Stock list at www

tomtomaudio.com

WE COLLECT AND DELIVER
CALL 07971 202742 / 01727 893928 ANYTIME
tunes@tomtomaudio.com
MARCH 2004

Age

for our free catalogue

Quad Musikwiedergabe GmbH
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"The Pathos Acoustics Classic One is one of the
finest sounding amps Ihave ever heard, of any
era, from anywhere..."
Sam Tellig - Stereophile, Nov 2003

efeb
UKD Ltd
23 Richings Way, Iver, Bucks
Tel: 01753 652669
www.ukd.co.uk
post@ukd.co.uk
www.hifinews.co.uk

audioplay )

Electronics for those who prefer music

AUCh0 ('ae.sulrims

Presenting

Call now for pricing, literature and to arrange a demonstration / consultation either at home or at our business premises.
www.vonschweikert.com

eP
s.14,
'Engineered to perform
like a microphone,
in reverse'.
vr 1

vr 2

vr 4sa

vr 4Jr

ter5

te 7

Amplifiers ' Pre + Power
-Pass Labs Aleph 5stereo (60wpc pure class A)
-Pass Labs Aleptl 3 .(30wpc pire class A)
-Pass Labs X150 (150wpc SS class AB)
-Manley laos 300b nec classic monoblocks. (22wpc)
-Rogue 88' magnum (60wpc ultra L / 3(Mpc triode)
-Audible IllUsions Mod 3a Pi-9 /
lire brm/hainc)
-Pass Labs X2 Pre (line balanced SS)
-Conrad Johnson Fr.112AL linestage valve preamp
-Conrad Johnson Pil 2AL linestage valve preamp
Loudspe
-Proac Response Is monitors (Rosewood Veneer)
-Von Schweiker VP- 1monitors (Cherry xDemo)

£3200
£2500
£4250
£7200
£2000
£2500
£2500
£1990
£2200

£1795
£1195
£2295
£3750
£1295
£1695
£1195
£995
£1395

-Wadia 16 (2'lcit, 32xos, digital volume, 4 deal
inputs/outputs, Toslink, ST optical. SP/DIF and AES/E131..1,
TEAC crnk4 VRDS transport)
-Audioncte CAC 2 Signature

Miscei
-Cardas Golden F?ef interconnect lm rca (x2)
-Symo LS4 single 2.5m pc (Swiss spkr cable)
-Transparent Music Wave Ultra aft spades
-Kimber Monocle XL l'Oft 14IT bananas
£545
SonicLink sdicone mains cable lm
£745 -Audiosource Stratos inte, -connect lm rca (x2)

£1195
£885

£7560

£2000

£2995

£1195

£995
£300
£2500
£700
£80
£125

£545
£175
£1095
£450
£50
£ 75

email: audio.piar@virgin.net
Players:

Simon Phipps

Chris Beaching

Measurements in Nov 2003 magazine shows £ 2,500 " 2way" speakers with
"flat" frequency response and 5" or 6" drive units struggle with 10 watts of
bass and prochices alot of distortion ( 1% to 3%).
Should we limit bass
to 20 watts or 40 watts amplifier , to prevent damage to 6" drive units ?
We use £ 353 or £ 650 of transformers and £ 50 or £ 160 of valves.
if we could achieve the same quality of sound with £ 10 volume control,
£10 wires , £ 10 capacitor , we could have saved aIct of mcney ! ! !

HUGE expensive " High End"

KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than 6550
valves

".Dotted" transformers

Money back guarantee ( less £30 UK or £ 100 overseas) that you prefer :£850 or £ 1,000 or £ 1,250 or £ 1,450 "KT88 Triode Connection" amplifiers
to most transistor amplifiers, most transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers,
most Single Ended valve amplifiers, most Ultra Linear valve amplifiers
selling for £2,000 to £20,000

expensive
non-magnetic
stainless
steel
Chassis

£850 "KT88 Triode Connection" + high quality £ 350 " 3way" speakers
to most "
ultra linear" valve amplifiers + £600 " 2way" and " 2.5 way" speakers

Ultra Linear

£1,050 £ 1,150

huge
transformer

£700 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most transistor
amplifiers and transistor / valve hybrid amplifiers costing £ 1,000 to £2,000

American
5670 %. alves

£500 EL34 valve amplifiers (40 watts + 40 watts) to most £700 amplifiers.
Telephone 01634 268662 anytime or 01634 373410 for Mr Andrew Everard's 2or 6
review in Gramophone Magazine and Summary of 21 testimonials from
pieces
of silver
satisfied customers.
www.affordablevalvecompany.co.uk
www.affordablevalvecompany.com
Buy direct & save £££
Shop prices are expensive
because of rent, rates, wages
Free UK delivery
90% of c.istomer Keep
our valve amplifiers
4years of prove ri relia Dility.
2years guarantee.
www.hifinews.co.uk

Even our " atandar •
traoaformere
ara
"
31 ,

,?cvez fu
:3 4

BIG

capacitors
Larg
Ira -Isforme:

BIG

Triode
Ultra Linear
Connection
£650 £750
£350 £1,000
Distortion matched
famous Russian
Svetalana
'huge
EL34 valves
transformer
40 watts

I
E

Chines
6N3 y.

Upgradeable
50 watts
+ 40 watts

Triode
Connection
£1,250 £ 1,400
KT88 valves
are more
expensive
than
6550
valves

•
500

40 watts

American
5670 valves

to £ 1,000
KT88 Triode Connection
+ £ 50 for carriage
+ £50 for used valves
Hi-FiNews

• le
Ultra Linear
£600 £700
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www.manger-audio.co.uk
Also agents for
•Advantage • Acoustic Zen
•BAT • Boulder • Burmester
•Egleston • Hovland • Kharma
•Lumley • Pass labs • SME
•Sound lab • VTL • Vincent

CURRENT INVENTORY
ACOUSTIC ZEN SILVER REFERENCE XLR IMTR EX DEM
ADVANTAGE A300 POWERAMP
ADVANTAGE SI CD
ALOIA PST11 01 WITH PHONO
ARCAM FMJ A32
ATC 20ASL ACTIVE ROSEWOOD
AUDIO RESEARCH VT50
AUDIO RESEARCH D130
AUDIO RESEARCH VS155 INTEGRATED
AUDIO RESEARCH VT130 SE
AVANTEGARDE SOLO SILVER
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 6200/5 CHANNEL NEW
BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGIES 300X
BEL CANTO EVO2
BOULDER 1012 PRE DAC PHONO
BOULDER 1060 POWER
BURMESTER 935 MK 2WITH MC PHONO
BURMESTER 001 CD
BURMESTER 956 MK 2
CHORD CPA 3200 E
CLEARAUDIO REFERENCE,T01,SIGNATURE,
ACCURATE P/S,6STREAM
CLEARAUDIO MAXIMUM SOLUTION, TQ1 LINEAR ARM
CLEARAUDIO STYLUS GAUGE
CLEAR AUDIO STROBE KIT
CLEARAUDIO MAJIX 4AVAILABLE
CONRAD JOHNSON EV1 VALVE PHONO
COPLAND CSA 14
DYNAVECTOR HX75
EPOS ES 22 CHERRY
GAMUT D200
HOVLAND HP- 100 + M/C PHONO
HOVLAND HP- 100 LINE ONLY 2WEEKS OLD
HOVLAND SAPHIRE POWER AMP
HOVLAND RADIA
JM LABS MICRO UTOPIA + STANDS
KRELL KPS 28C
KRELL KAV 300IL
KRELL KAV 3001
LAVARDIN IS REFERENCE
LUXMAN K-351 CASSETTE DECK
LINN KOLEKTOR PRE
LINN CLASSIK MOVIE NEW SEALED BOX
MARANTZ SC12SI SACD DVD CD EX DEM
MARANTZ CD17 KI SIG MK11 GOLD
MARTIN LOGAN ASCENT I2WEEKS OLD
MARK LEVINSON NO 37 TRANSPORT
MARK LEVINSON NO36 DAC
MERIDIAN 518
MICHELL GYRO OC ORIGIN LIVE 250
MICHELL QC P/S
MUSICAL FIDELITY NUVISTA CD
MUSICAL SURRONDINGS PHONOMENA WITH BATTERY P/S
NAIM 140
NAIM HEADLINE
NAIM 62 M/M PHONO OLIVE CASE
NAIM 72
NORDOST SPM REF IMTR RCA
ORACLE CD TRANSPORT SPECIAL EDITION
PASS ALEPH P REMOTE
PRIMARE D30.2
PROAC RESPONCE 2.5 CHERRY
QUAD 989 ANTIQUE
SME 10 SERIES V ARM KOETSU ONYX SIG
SOLILOQUY S10 SUB ROSEWOOD
SONUS FABER CREMONA
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM 3 NEW
SPECTRAL DMC10 PRE
SPECTRAL MIT 330 IMTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL MIT 350 MK 1IMTR INTERCONNECT
SPECTRAL 770 MK1 2X 10 FT SPEAKER CABLE
SUGDEN MASTERCLASS POWER AMP
TEAC Ti TRANSPORT
THETA PROGENY
WADIA 302

NOW
395
995
1995
1395
750
2495
1695
995
2095
2995
2395
5795
2495
1995
7995
10995
2295
4995
3795
2695

9600
7575
300
100
175
2300
1500
2300
1200
3995
5750
4750
7000
7995
3500
9000
3698
2500
2295
N/A
550
2000
3500
1200
4500
4500
4000
900
1600
440
3000
1200
750
250
400
N/A
900
9500
4750
1680
2500
4500
6000
1600
5000
8295
2000
500
1200
3000
3300
650
1100
4000

5995
4795
175
65
95
1300
695
1495
395
1995
3995
2995
4495
5995
1795
5995
2495
1295
1495
195
350
1295
2295
695
3495
2695
1495
450
895
250
1995
695
395
150
150
350
495
3995
1595
995
1595
3295
3495
595
3495
4995
795
295
495
995
2195
350
450
3195

PLEASE CALL TONY WHEN YOU WANT TO SELL YOUR EQUIPMENT IWILL COLLECT
AND PAY UP FRONT NO MESSING ABOUT WITH COMMISSION SALES.
IAM ESPECIALLY INTERESTED IN THE FOLLOWING.

TEL: 0121 747 4246
5 MINUTES JCN 9 M42,JCN 4 M6.

Open Mon- Sun 10.00 to 8.00
Website: www.centralaudio.co.uk
E-mail: tony@centralaudio.co.uk
MARCH 2004
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transient pressure change from asound source. Unlike traditional speakers,
the Manger sound transducer accurately reproduces transient pressure

RRP
815
2600
3150
2765
1200
5600
3500
2000
2895
8500
4700
8275
4000
3000
12995
16500
4000
9500
6500
4800

KRELL • AUDIO RESEARCH • MARK LEVINSON • NAIM AUDIO • LINN
MERIDIAN . QUAD . AUDIOLAB • WADIA • ACCUPHASE • TAG • CARY
THETA • SONUS FABER • MARTIN LOGAN • COPLAND • CHORD • EAR YOSHINO • DNM • NAKAMICHI • KOETSU • XL0 • MICHELL • SME • ATC
STAX • PROAC • MANA • JEFF ROWLAND • DCS • NAGRA • McINTOSH
ORACLE • ROKSAN • TRANSPARENT • DYNAUDIO • Etc
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Human hearing evolved initially as a survival mechanism to locate a
potential threat. Today our hearing still works by analysing the first

changes to give stunningly realistic sound.

precision: in sound

• asr amplifiers

Contact us today and improve
your audio experience forever.
•Manger Speakers
•ASR Amplifiers
•HMS Cables

•

• manger speakers

call:0161 304 0099
mobile: 07970 908619
info@manger-audio.co.uk
Manger Audio UK, huit 10 Rassbuttoin, Industrial Estate, btalybrii Itie, Cheshire ', Kt 51MI

Hazlemere Audio
Metronome

VON

Opus 21 ( new
from Resolution
Audio)
Oracle
mplification
Chapter Audio
DNM
Lamm
Nagra
Plinius
Renaissance
Spectral

\\
Garrard
Oracle
Speakers
ART
Talon
Verity Audio
REF 3A

IFS ana
Siltech
Spectral

P.m(

AccuphaL
Isotek
Jaya
Loricraft

lf you

Clearlight
Kinabalu

value the best

(rather than just the most expensive)
For an appointment (day or evening)
Call High Wycombe

(01494 8658z'
a rti oudspeakers

Audio Analogue • Creek • Ecosse • Fanfare
Gamut • Harmonic Technology • Ortofon • Piega
Reference 3A • SME • Sugden • Triangle
www.hifinews.co.uk

>cartridges
dom
goldring
lyra

ze_cm coluxua_

Hear Naim Audio's flagship
CD player in the peace of
rural Suffolk

ortofon
sumiko

Stereo 40

One of the worlds
finest sources, com-

cables
audioquest

patible with awide
'ange of systems
(both Maim and

chord company
dnm
nordost

otherwise) is
here or permaqed
nem demontnchord
stration. If you are in the market for high end CD replay,
van den hul
this just has to be on the short list.
headphones

stands
sound org'n
something solid
soundstyle
stands unique
hardware
atc
audio physic

(Integrated amplifiers up to £ 1000)
"Icon Audio offers sensible, well sorted valve amps, with
adequate power for most users and built to agood standard.
Valve amplifier ownership without tears".

ATC SCM35

grado
stax

Awarded Hi Fi News '
Editors Choice'

An absolute bargain. SCM5o - busting
performance for under two thousand
pounds. These compact floor standing
loudspeakers can be compared to
much more expensive designs. The legendary ATC dome mid range driver,
tight, extended ( sealed box) bass and
superb integration between the three
drivers. On demonstration now on both
music and cinema systems.

densen
harbeth
in focus
lexicon
michell
naim audio
primare
sme
hi-fi for grown-ups

trich ord

ipswi ch

0

(

fax ( 01473 ) 655172
signals
bu cklesham
w

w

w

.

si

g

14 7 3 )

6 5 5 17 1

email:eng@signals.nk.com
ipswich
n

a

I

suffolk

s.uk

.

oDY
c

o

m

Real
hi-fi

Stei,e
O EL34 integrated 37+37w ( or 17+17 Triode)
We are delighted to win this award, the hundreds already sold
are testimonial to the smooth rich valve sound, without any
harshness yet retaining the brilliance of your recordings and the
ability to reproduce stunning midrange and deep bass. The
Stereo 40 is extremely quiet allowing that ' inky blackness' to
permeate through. A simple design using quality components
throughout. The ability to switch from ultralinear to triode gives
extraordinary flexibility of amplifiers costing much more.

Line preamp

WEI3215 300B Mono Blocks ( 28w x2)

Our range of amplifiers will drive almost any speaker and
offers excellent valve for money.
Stereo
0 EL84 15watts integrated £649.95*
Stereo 40 EL34 37watts integrated £899.95*
LA a

Triode Line Level pre amp

MIE3 25

300B Mono blocks ( pr)

Transfiguration, SME Shun Pv.00k,

Features include: All Triode front end. Ha -'
id built & wired. ' Point
to Point' wiring. Tape monitor circuit. ALPS Volume control. No
printed circuit board. All gold plated terminals. Audiophile
components. 4 & 8ohm speaker matching. Stainless steel 8i
6/10mm alloy plate construction. Attractive stainless steel &
Plexiglas valve cage included. Stunning looks. Upgrade options.
Superb smooth valve sound quality

Unison Research

"Try for 30 days, refund if not defightedl

Demonstrations by appcüntruent

We do Part Exchange? your old equipment could be
worth more than you think. Ask us for details.

Audio Analogue, Beauhpm, Benz Micro,
Clearaudio, Diapason, EAR/YDshino, Final,
Lyra, Monrio, Nordost, Nottingham, Analogue,
Opera, Pathos Acoustics, Rffli.le Audio,

Alternative
AUDIO

Order now by phone or ask for our illustrated leaflet.

Visit our new wehsite at www.iconaudio.co.uk
Auditions by appointment. Dealer inquiries welcome
Phone 07787 158791

t: 01984 624242
Brompton Ralph, Taunton, Somerset

www.hifinews.co.uk

£649 95*
£ 1999 95

;caw_ diudia-

Email sales@iconaudio.co uk

351 Aylestone Road Leicester LE2 8TA

Visa and MasterCard accepted

CE marked

Hi-FiNews
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Engineering with Emotion
Introducing DAX Discrete — New Reference D/A Converter
In future years we are confident that DAX Discrete will come to be regarded as a
milestone design on the road to the perfect audiophile d-to-aconverter. In one sentence,
what it does best, is to connect you with your favourite music like nothing on earth has
ever managed to do so before, outside of the live venue.
Never before has such sheer ability in the required disciplines of high-speed digital. DSP
programming, RF methods, experienced audiophile design and aperfectionist's obsession
been gathered, with the sole objective of creating the world's best digital to analogue
converter, from first principles, without assumptions or compromise.
DAX Discrete is the result, and it's a radically new converter. Easily able to handle all
digital audio formats, including

DVDATM

111111111111111M I
g11111111111

EWIHINI OlIP111

and SACDTm, through acustom interface and

with stunning resolution. But without doubt its most important ability is its capacity to
convey emotion enthusiastically and convincingly, thereby maintaining atight connection

BLUENCITE

U1 I , iIiI iDI in
1.1111 111/Dl /IIIiIi

to your heart. And it will do this especially well with your existing CD collection - many
of which you will simply not recognise
DAX Discrete adopts the established DAX name and is the latest in aseries of converters

IIIIII

which began 10 years ago with the UltraAnalog equipped DAX original, followed by
DAX-2 and the recent DAX Decade. Both DAX-2 and DAX Decade can be entirely

adopsiswhoinuit

audio flair

upgraded ( read ' exchanged' ) to the new DAX Discrete. Please note that although it shares
the same well-respected name as it's predecessors, DAX Discrete shares no common
circuits with them. In fact the electronic design concept and execution of DAX Discrete

fr-ti à'01.1NO CIF-YON°

LOTHX)), Music is an act of becoming

tel/fax 0208 201 9286

is aworld-apart from any other converter in existence today.

kerregii

Hendon North London

Website: audiosynthesis.co.uk or audio-synthesis.com
Location: P.O. Box 50, Beeston, Nottingham NG9 1DZ U.K.

CIMIIIIONSVOIVE

5
milts from Jr, Mr

Telephone: +44(0)115 922 4138 Fax: +44(0)115 922 9701
Emails: salesinfo@audiosynthesis.co.uk technical@audiosynthesis.co.uk

ro mitts from Golders Green tube station

HEATHCOTE AUDIO

TEL: 01992-653999 MOBILE 07860 511111 E-MAIL ADDRESS: HeathcoteALidro©aol.com
SPECIAL
PERPETUAL TECH. PA-3/PA-1SIGNATURE
DAC/UPSAMPLER & MODRIGHT PSU
NEW
VALVE

£1995

Amps

QUAD II/FORTY PRE/MONOS
MICHAELSON AUDIO CHRONOS
ROGUE TEMPEST
UNISON RESEARCH S-6
GOLDEN TUBE SE1-50 MK.11
GRAAF GRAFFIT IINTEGRATED
EAR 509 mows
JADIS DEFY-7100 WATTS
GRAAF GM-20
AUDIO RESEARCH VT-50
AUDIO RESEARCH V-70
JADIS JPS-2 PRE (£8000)
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-22 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH SP- 14 PRE
AUDIO RESEARCH LS-2PRE
CONRAD JOHNSON PREM 14 PRE
OAKLEY PRE-AMP/PHONO
UNISON RES. C5 PRE/PHONO
AINV.1000 PASSIVE PRE
V.R.R ADUR MONOBLOCS
AUDIONOTE P2-SE

MINT/BOXED £2750
MINT
£4000
MINT/BOXED £1275
EX OEM/BOXED . . £1275
MINT/BOXED
£695
MINT
£895
EXCLT £1095
EXCLT
£3250
EX DIS/BOXED .. £1950
AS NEW/BOXED. . £2750
MINT
£1950
EX DIS
£3250
MINT/BOXED £2750
MINT
£1795
MINT/BOXED £1395
EXCLT £1995
EXCLT
£495
MINT
£695
EXCLT
£250
GC
£995
MINT
£650

SOLID STATE
KRELL FP8 600 STEREO
MARK LEVINSON NO.23
MARK LEVINSON NO.27
MUSICAL FID. P-270
ALBARRY 4808 MONO'S
MARANTZ SC-22/MA-22E
C/ JOHNSON PFRPRE
AUDIO ANALOGUE MAESTRO
CAIRN 4808 INTEGRATED
ORELLE SA- 100R
ARCAM-8
LAVEROIN IT

EXCLT
£6995
EXCLT/BOXED £2750
EXCLT/BOXED £2250
EXCLT
£600
MINT/BOXED
£395
MINT/BOXED £ 1250
MINT/BOXED
£ 1750
ELMS /BOXED £ 1895
MINT
£375
MINT/BOXED
£395
MINT
£275
MINT/BOXED £1995

COMPACT DISC
P.TECH PA-3/PA-1/MODRIGHT
KRELL MD-1/S8P-64X
ACCUPHASE DP-80/DC-81
TECHNICS SL-21000/SH-X1000
DPA 7-1/PDM-1 MK.3 DAC
THETA DATA BASIC 11
THETA PEARL
AUDIO SYN TRANSEND
MARANTZ CDA-94 T
ORELLE CD107
THETA DS PRO GEN III
THETA DSPre GEN III
THETA PRO GEN 11 .
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BRAND NEW £1995
MINT
f3750
EXCLT/BOXED
f2450
BOXED £2450
MINT/BOXED £1095
MINT/BOXED
£995
MINT/BOXED
£795
EXCLT
£575
EXCLT
£675
MINT/BOXED
£395
MINT/BOXED £2395
EXCLT/BOXED £2295
MINT/BOXED £1295

Hi-FiNews

THETA DS PRO PROGENY-A
THETA DS PRO BASIC- 11 DAG
AUDIONOTE DAC-1X SIG
MONRIO 188 DAC & SEP. PSU.
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL DAC
NAIM CD-1 ( NEW LASER)
PIONEER PD-91

MINT BOXED
MINT/BOXED
AS NEW/BOXED
MINT
MINT/BOXED
IMINT7BOXED
MINT/BOXED

£595
£1275
£650
£475
£350
£1095
£495

VIHYL
FORSELL AIR FORCE ONE
BOXED £7500
NOTTS.STUDIO MENTOR REF
MINE
PHONE
LEHMAN BLACK CUBE SE
RAND NEW/BOXED £450
McCORMACK MICRO DRIVE PHONO STAGE
EX DIS/BOXED £550
TALK BREEZE PHONO STAGE MM/MC EX DISPLAY
NEW
£250
DENSEN DRIVE MC. PHONO STAGE
MINT
f275
C/JOHNSON EF-1
MINT/BOXED
£11195
LOUDSPEAKER5
M.LOGAN CLS 11-2/KINERGETICS SW-800.
SOUNDLAB MILLENIUM3
KLIPSCH CORNER HORNS 104 DB
ART AUDIO-2PIANO BLACK
WILSON SYSTEM 5.1 P.BLACK
HARBETH MA-40 EUCALYPTUS
B & W SILVER SIGNATURE
MARTIN LOGAN AERIUS i
ALON 11
ALR JORDAN NOTE-5
CELESTION A-2
REGA XEL (WALNUT)
AUDIONOTE ANK/SP
KELLY KT-3HIGH 95 DB
INFINITY KAPPA-8REF
SNELL CMK-IV
PROAC STUDIO 150
EPOS ES- 11 MK2
EPOS ES- 14 & STANDS
ROKSAN OJAN 3X & 3S
BOSE 901 MK IV/E0
CELESTION A-2 RANOOD
CASTLE HOWARD-2
CASTLE AVON

mAins

MINT/BOXED £5750
EX.DEM
£5995
MINT
£3750
MINT/CRATED .... £3450
MINT/CRATED .... £7500
EX.DIS/BOXED .... £2850
MINI/BOXED £2450
MINT/BOXED £1195
EXCLT
£1175
EX.DIS
£1150
MINT
£650
MINT
£650
MIN -/30XED
£575
MINT/BOXED £795
MINI'
£1450
19(CIT
£1500
EXCLT
£1050
MINT/BOXED £295
MINT
£375
MINT/BOXED £1450
EXCEIBOXED
£795
BRAND NEWMOXED£1250
MINT
£695
MINI
£450

CABLES BLOCKS ,C0I1DITIORERS LTC

BLACK RHODIUM 8WAY MAINS BLOCKS (CANCELLED ORDER)
BRAND
127.5
BL ACK RHODIUM 25 MAINS CABLE ( BRAIDEMBRAND NEW
£65
Fil AcK RHODIUM 25 M/CABLE SUPERGRIP PLATED PLUG ( BRAIDED) ..
BRAND NEW

taw

PACKS
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE
SOUNDSTYLE

ST-105
ST-95
ST-310
XS-310

Si AnDS
. EX DS/NEW
EX 06/NEW
EX.DISANEW
EX.DIS

£275
£195
£275
£195

SOUNDSTYLE XS 10
SOUNDSTYLE XS 105
SOUNDSTYLE XS 100
SOUNDSTYLE XS 250
SOUNDORG Z-140

EX DIS. NEW
/NEW
NEW
NEW
EX DIS

£195
£225
'
195
£195
£95

LOUDSPEAKERS CABLE
TARA LABS PRIME 1800 18 FEET.PR
£750
TRANSPARENT M/WAVE BI-WIRE 4.5 M
£475
XL° 6F PAIR TERMINATED
£275
QED SIL.SPIRAL GEN.BI-WIRE 3.5 METRE
TBA
OED GENESIS SIL SPIRAL 4X1.5 M
£175
NIRVANA AUDIO SL 2.3 METRE PR
£525
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 2M
£575
VAN DEN HUL REVELATION 1.5 M
£375
£225
MIT TERMINATOR 6 3.3 M
TRANSPARENT WAVE 200 2M
£175
CARDAS HEXLINK 2METRE
£275
AUDIONOTE AN-SP 2METRE
£375
AUDIONOTE AN-L4METRE PAIR
£225
SPECIAL OFFER
BLACK RHODIUM S- 130X2 Ell-WIRE LOUDSPEAKER CABLE
BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY
£10 PER METRE
BLACK RHODIUM S-300 BI WIRE LOUDSPEAKER
CABLE BRAND NEW LTD QUANTITY £25 PER METRE
InTERCOMECT
HARM. TECH MAGIC LINK ONE 1M
£495
'THE GRYPHON GUIDELINE 1.5 M XLR
£300
B. RHODIUM ORATORIA XLR 1M/2M
NEWAMMEMI
B. RHODIUM ORATORIA 0.5/1/2M
NEW _1275/4M110
B.RHOD1UM CONCERTO 0.5/1M
Man«
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 1M
BLACK RHODIUM SYMPHONY 0.5 M)
NtWIBS
AUDIOCIUEST DIAMOND 2M
£550
AUDIOCILIEST LAPIS 4METRE PAIR
£450
KIMBER ATTENUATED 1M
-BA
MUS.FID NU VISTA 2X1M 8,2.5M
TBA
FURAKAWA 3M XLR
£300
OLD SIG DIN TO PHONO 0.5 M X2
£100 EACH
XL0 3METRE PAIR EX.DIS
£225
MANY MORE PLEASE PHONE
DIU' AL
XL0 4.1 DIGITAL COAX 1NI/2M
MADRIGAL AES/EBU 0.5 METRE
NIRVANA DIGITAL COAX LEAD 4FT.
VAN DEN HUL FIRST 0.8 METRE
CABLE TALK DIGITAL -3

NEW£170/£220
£ 150
£700
NEWP-01
NEW150

MOSTIQUIPMENT SENSED IS ONE OWNER MINT/BOXED.
SIMILAR QUALITY VINTAGE AND MODERN EQUIPMENT REQUIRED
FOR IMMEDIATE CASH PURCHASE PLEASE PHONE GEORGE 10-6PM

www.hifinews.co.uk

MUDIOJUMBLE
2004

TOWNSHEND
AUDIO

ANNUAL SALE OF VINTAGE AND MODERN
HI-FI EQUIPMENT AT:
THE ANGEL LEISURE CENTRE, TONBRIDGE, KENT

SUNDAY 15TH FEBRUARY 2004
10.30AM - 4.30PM
Stalls £25.00 Admission £3.00
9.30am Early entry £ 10.00
Bookings/Enquiries 01892 540022
MAXIMUM SUPERTWEETER
Effect is quite dramatic. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK STAND
Best Buy ,‘( .‘( :( HI Fl Choice
3D SEISMIC SINK Isolation Platform
HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA DEEP CRYOGENIC CABLES
Editors Choice ,s(:( .
sc,sc.:( HI Fl Choice
ISOLDA DCT INTERCONNECTS
Product of the year. : (
t HI Fl Choice
PIONEER DV - 747A UPGRADE
Editor's Choice. HI Fl Choice
SEISMIC SINK SPEAKER PLATFORMS

Refreshments available all day
Main Fine Railway Station within walking distance

*Valve Amps * Tuners * Records
*Speakers * Components * Books
*Cassette Decks * CD Players

vvww.audiojumble.co.uk

Hi Fi Choice
44 ( ) 20 89n. 2155 www townsheneudio.com
sales@townshendaudie.com

Next Month
Exclusive: Sonus Faber Stradivari
Sonus Faber's long- promised new flagship
speaker follows the Guarneri and Amati as
the culmination of its Homage series. Our
exclusive review includes a full lab test

More tests and reviews
April

equipment

reviews

also

cover

Meridian's
latest
CD player,
Goldring
turntable, ATC speakers, amplification from
Halcro and Huxley, and much more besides

Win a prize
Your chance to win £ 2000 worth of hi-fi in
our free- entry April competition

Essential reading...
Don't miss HiFi News, April 2004 edition: on sale Friday, 2 March
www.hifinews.co.uk
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lOpinion

Ken
Kessler
A

ustralia's most ebullient raconteur is back after ahiatus
into the world of ( non-audio) luxury goods, and not just

with his all- new range of exotic electronics. Kostas
Metaxas has whipped up aDVD that may open afew ears to

what's becoming known generically as ' high resolution' audio.
No, it's not aDVD-A, and Iwasn't quite sure what it would be
until Islipped it into Denon's DVD2900 and watched the icons
for ' LPCM' and two channels appear in the display.
OK, so he's not trying anything dangerously adventurous: no
non-standard formats, no ' 192k'-this or even ' 96k'-that. And

Along the way, Kostas used AID converters through aLYNX
PC card and an L2 ( Waves- Hardware), so he could record to

the source recordings are pure analogue. Only digitized. With
care. But what flowed from the speakers shocked the hell out

both 192k/24bit or 96k/24bit. He tried both and had the
digital files saved in WAV format.

of me, in the manner of the best of the early- 1960s stereo
'test' LPs, mint open reel tapes and uncompressed FM
broadcasts. In essence, Kostas Metaxas has issued what
amounts to audio ' vanity publishing' — adisc of recordings

uses aPC with software from Wavelab, Sonic Foundry or the

from his own archives — but they will simply astound you.

more expensive Sequoia to process the signal through aPC
digital card, which interfaces with the outside world. It enables

Titled Reference DVD

In essence it's audio
'vanity publishing':
Metaxas has issued
adisc of recordings
from his own
archives. But the
results will simply
astound you...

Recordings, the nearly two- hour-

you to use " plug- ins" to apply creative effects of equalisation,

long disc contains 20 tracks ( plus

compression, noise reduction, etc, to the digital signal.

an 11- minute DVD-video interview
with Kostas) culled from sessions

'The world of the hardware-driven engineer is littered with
products whose names come from the middle of the last

he undertook 15 years apart —

century: UREI limiters. RCA ribbon mikes like Elvis used and,
of course, valve amps with transformers on inputs/outputs —

1988 and 2003. They call to mind
Mark Levinson's own recordings,
originally on LP and now on SACD,
as well as the best of the late
1970s audiophile releases. Kostas'

equipment that high-end audio types can easily understand.
'After working in both camps for the past few months, Ihave
to say that the software solutions I've tried simply don't work if
you demand ahigh-end sound. If you use it to pass adigital

set includes jazz and classical

signal without any manipulation, it's fine. But as soon as you

tracks recorded with such

try to use it to manipulate apiece of music, the algorithm in

simplicity and purity that analogue
crusaders are going to find them

the software kills the sound. It's probably not as noticeable in
the normal, badly- recorded " multi-miked" stuff that is already

tough to resist. Even if it means

flat-sounding in the first place, but if you take apurist

swallowing acouple of decades'

recording and process it in any way, the sounastage collapses.

worth of anti-digital polemic.

'I remembered that tor ashort period of time, audiophiles
were using their VHS video recorders as decks, so Itried

How the disc came about is an
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Kostas found that: ' Essentially there are two streams of
thought in the recording world: the software-based or the
traditional hardware- based solution. The software-driven system

'accident': in early 2003, Kostas decided to transfer some of
his personal recordings to adigital format so he could continue

dubbing to aSony DSR11 DVCAM deck ( 48k/16- bit) on

using them for design work without further degrading the

tunnel! The dub was then downloaded through aFireWire cable

tapes. These recordings were made with aStellavox SM8 and

to aCanopus Raptor RT Video/Audio PC Card and captured as

pair of B&K 4133 microphones onto Agfa 468 tape. Kostas

aWAV file using Adobe Premiere 6.5. Finally, the files have

also felt that the exercise would allow him to '... evaluate the
current state-of-the-digital-art,' better to understand the

been compiled using Sonic Foundry's DVD Architect.'

current ' mixed reaction to DVD audio and DSD SuperAudio.'

postage/handling. This sampler is free because it heralds what

Picking his friends' brains and asking for second and third
opinions increased the confusion. So he started believing his

may be aseries of full- priced discs during the coming year. For

DVCAM Digital Video Tape. Finally, some light at the end of the

You can hear the results for ameagre US $ 10 to cover

own ears instead. 'The idea was to simply connect the

more information, visit www.metaxas.com or contact Kostas
Metaxas at metaxas@netspace.netau and see .fyou agree with

Stellavox to ablack-box and listen to the results. The first step
was to try some of the new " super-duper" digital PC cards

Vincenzo Fratello, of Italy's SAP: ' Ido love Mercury Living
Presence recordings and Ithought that the sound was

which were receiving great reviews in the computer press.'

impossible to get again. Now you did it!' Amen, brother.
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• Yes, it does

sound as
good as
it looks.

The Chord Blu
CD Transport

roof indeed that beauty is more
than skin deep — cast your eyes
and ears on the new Blu CD Transport
from Chord Electronics.
Blu is our first source component and
when teamed with the award-winning
DAC64 it provides CD reproduction like
you've never experienced before.
To find out more about our hand-crafted
audiophile Choral series, please contact
us on 01622 721444, email
sales@chordelectronics.co.uk, or visit
www.chordelectronics.co.uk

o CHORD®
Chord Electronics Limited
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The magic of sound
I'm me again

www.bw700.com
For your virtual tour of the B&W 704 and 700 Series please visit our site, or call + 44 (0)1903 221 500 •-•••,. %

